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THE DELI EATOR 
..... THE WOMAN'S FAVORITE MAGAZINE •••• 

Circulation, Over Half a Mill ion Copies Monthly. 

THE DELINEATOR is Issued Monthly, and covers 

the Field of Fashion, Women's Work and Recrea

tion. Each Issue contain,; over One Hundred and Fifty 

Pages of Interesting Reading on the Fashions, Fancy

Work (including Special Contributions on Lace·Making, 

Knitting, Crocheting, Tatting, etc.), Household Manage

ment, The Toilet, The Garden, etc., etc., and has in 

addition each month Articles by Distinguished Writers on 

the Topics of the Time, Women's and Children's Educa

tion, Women's Handcrafts and Occupations, Suggestions 

for Seasonable Entertainmects and a Variety of Other 

Matter Instructive and Helpful to all Women. 

THE DELINEATOR IS THE CHEAPEST AND 
BEST WG!IlAN'S MAGAZINE PUBLISHED. 

Subscription Price, $1.00 a Year. 
Price of Single Copies, 15c. Each. 

DELINEATORS sent on Sl'bscription or by Single Copy 

to any Address in the United States, Canada, Newfoundland 

or Mexico, are post-paid by the Publishers. \Vhen the 

Magazine is ordered sent on Subscription to any other 

country, Sixty Cents for Extra Postage must be remitted 

with the Subscription Price. Persons subscribin are 

requested to specify particularly the Number wit which 

they wish the Subscription to commence. Subscriptions 

will not be received for a shorter term than One Year, and 

are always payable in advance. 

NOTE THIS OFFER: 
__ To anyone sending us $1.00 for a subscription to the 

DELINEATOR, with 20 cents additional (or $1.20 in all), we 
will send the DELINEATOR for one year, and will also fOI
ward a copy of the METROPOLITAN CATALOGUE of 
the current edition , until the same shall be exhausted. 

�I. Premium It allowed only when ordered at the tame 
time with the Subscription, and Is subject to the same trans
portation charge if ordered to be deliven-d at any point outside 
our Office. 

If the Current Edition of the METROPOLITAN CATALOGUE Is 
exhausted at the time we receive the Su�scription, we will 
send a copy of the succeeding Number immediately upon its 
publication. 
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SPOOL · COTTON 
It is THE BEST for Machine or Hand Sewing 

For Sale by all leading Dry Goods Merchants 

Every Lady Kno-ws that 

BELDING'S . .  � 
�POOL SILKS 

That is why all large Dealers ke�p them. 

LADIES ARE ALL USING 

ARE THE 
. •  BEST • •  

Be 1 din g' 5 � .. ���;., � L�!s� ":�m�� ili���D::� 
for Fast Dye, Brilliancy, etc., as they give the best satisfaction for all kinds of Fancy Work. Shade Card for 
WASH SILKS mailed to any address on receipt of TEN CENTS. • • • • • • 

• FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING DEALERS. L BELDINC, PAUL • CO. (Limited), MONTREAL. 
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to-night, And soit her star- eyes, gleaming , Look 

:..../ 
ten- der -Iy down in the bright fire-light, To where her bOy lies dream - ing; 

rail. 

as the era-die she light - ly s\\ings; Low and sweet so gai - ly sings, 
::> 
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cradle she's slow - ly swing - ing. Your cradle sways light as the 0 - riole's nest� 
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OUR SAVIOUR NOW HAS RISEN. 
(Easter Carol.) 

Word� and Music by S.Macaulay. 

vQi - ces 
.J J 

us, That we might live a - gain. 

cn. -
le t us 

J J 

How 
pain, But 
raise, To 
.J J 

umph, And her - ald forth His praise. 

Chorus. 

Hail! to Him 
Sd.n. 
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Cal - v'ry's sto - ny 
Je - sus Christ, the Sa-

sing tQ God A.I - might 
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side, To 
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no's ris.- eJ[, Hail! oh, SOll" most 
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Hail! ;most heav'nlY Sa - viour, Our Cbrist, the eru - ci - fied! 
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MetroPolitan Book Series, 
PUBLISHED BY 

THE BUTTERICK PUBLISHING co. (LIMITED), 
.... _---At the Uniform Price of 4s. or $1.00 per Copy. 

Good Manners. This is an Exhaustive, Coml,lon
Sense Work, uniform with " Social Life, " alw atln�rtised on this 
page, anti hlIr cxplains the latl'st and best ideas on Etiquette. 

This comprehensive Look is replete with valuablc hints and su g

gestions for the g"uidance of you ng peop le who may be seeking 

success io the i;phere of Polite Society, and also of pcrsoD� of 

maturer age in all the varied relations of life. As A BOOK OF RE!'
ERENCE, to settle disputes regarding the nicer or less frequent 

points of E tiqu ette, it will be found invaluable. Price. 48. or 
$1.00 per Copy. 

Social Life is a Book written in Correspondenee St.de 

and Explanatory of PRACTICAL ETIQUETTE, and is intendcd as a 

Companion Book to "GOOD MANNERS." It contains valuable in

structions cnncerning the customs belonging to polite society, and 
supplies the most Hpproved forms of Invitations and Replies, etc., 

etc. Price, 48. or $1.00 per Cop�. 

The Delsarte System of Physical 
Culture. This is the MOST COMPREHENSIVE WORK on the 
subjAct ever issued, and the Excellencc of its Sy&tem is Gu aranteed 
by the Name of the Author, MRS .. ELEANOR GEORGEN, one of the 

Mo;t Successful Teachers of PHYSICAL CULTURE AND EXPRESSION 

in the World. 'l'he I';xercises are adapted (Jirectly from the teach
ings of the GREAT FRENCH MASTER, FI�AN<;:OIS DI�LSARTE, ancl 

the Work is a Reliable Text-Book fndispensablu in I�very School 

and H01ne where Physical Train i ng is taught. The Subjects treat('d 
embrace : Appw'el, raise, Relaxing Exercises, Om/rolling MovPrnenis. 

Walking, Transitions, Opposiliolls, General Deportment, Attitudes and 

Gesticulation; and the Explanations a re supplemented by over 

Two Hundred and Fifty Illustrations. Price. 48. or 
$1.00 per Copy. 

Beauty: Its Attainment and Preservation_ 
The 1>fmrr COMPLETE AND RELIABLE WORK ever oiIl'red to Those 

W ho Desire to Be Beautiful in Mind, .Jfanner, Fea/w'e and Form. 

Ils this Book is more comprehensive in its dealings with the 

suoject of Beaut�' than Hny before puLlish ed, its popularity is a 

foregone concll1�ion. Price, 48. or $1.00 per Copy. 

Needle - Craft: Artistic and Practical_ Th is 

will be found a Compreh('nsive and F.miuently Useful Volume, 

replete with accurate Enlrravip.lrs of Decorative Needle- Work of 

every variety. with full instructions for th()ir reproduction. and 

valuable h ints rl'lrardinl! tbe manner cf workin!! and most suitable 
materials. Price. 48. or $1.00 per Copy. 

The Pattern 
Cook - Book. A 

ComprehensiveWork on the 
Culinary Rcience: Showing 
TIow to Cook Well at Small 
Cost, and embracing The 
Chemistry of Foo d, The 
Fmnisbing of the K itchen, 
How to Choose Ooorl Food, 
A Choicc Collection of 
Standard Recipes ; Meat�, 
Vegetables, Bread , Cake�, 
Pies, Des sert s; Proper 
Foods for the Sick; Items 
of Interest in thc Kitchen 
and Household generally. 
Ever.,- Recipe in THE PAT
TERN COOK-BoOK has been 
thorolll!hly tested, and the 
gntire Work is w ritten in 
Simple and Well Chosl'n 
English that everybody can 
u nderstand . Especial at
tention has been paid to 
the Statcment of EXACT 
WEIGllTS and MEASURES. Price. 48. or $1.00 per Copy. 

Home-Making and House-Keeping. 
This Book contains full instructions in the Most Economical and 
Sensible Methods of Home-Making. Furnishing. House-Keeping 
and Domestic Work gonerally, treating instructiyely of all matters 
relative to m:lking a Home whAt it can and shou ld be. ProRpectiv(' 
brides Rne! all 1l011sek('('pers, young or old, wiil find I, Uome-llfakin!! 
and House Kceping" filled with hints and inRtructiollS throilgh 
which tbe commonpll.ce may 1>0 made reflned and lJeautiflll. the 
beautiful, comfortable, and all surroun dings harmonious. Price, 
48. or $1.00 per Copy. 

Needle and Brush: Useful and Decorative. 
.\. BOOK OF ORIGINAr" ARTISTIC AND GRACEFUL DESIGNS, ANTJ 
ONE THAT SHOULD BE SEEN IN EVERY BOt:J)OIR AND STODIO. 

In th i s  \Tolume will be fou nd innumerable Artistic Designs for 
the Decoration of a home, all of them to be developed by the 
Keedle or Bru�h and the dainty fingers of either the novice cr 
the experienced artist. The instructions are clear anel compreheu

sive, and fully carry out the author's intcntion of rendering 

invaluable lJ.id alike to beginners Hnd graduates in the p rett.)' 
alt of decnration. Price. 48. or $1.00 per Copy. 

If any of the above Books cannot be obtained from the Nearest Butterick Agency, send your Order. 

with the Price. direct to Us. and the Books desired will be forwarded. prepaid, to your address. 

THE DELINEATOR PUBLISHING,CO. OF TORONTO (Limited), 

33 Richmond Street West, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. 
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Metropolitan Art Series, 
PUBLISHED BY 

THE BUTTERICK PUBLISHING co. (LIMITED), 
At the Uniform Price of 2s. or 50 Cents per COPY. __ r 

The Art 
of Crochet
ing. This Beau
tiful Work IS I'''plete 
with illustrations of 
Fancy S t i  t clies, 
EdgingR. Imprtior.�, 
Garments of Var
iOlls KindsHnrl Arti
cles of U se!illne,:s 
and Ornament, with 
In stru cti o n s fo r 
)faking Them. It 
also contains many 
Directions, uuuc
compauied uy illus
trations, for the 
Yarious Kinds of 
Crochet Work men-� tioned, and fur-� niShes valuab!e 
Hints and Sultges
tions as to I'arious 
applications of the 
designs illustrated. 
The in�tructions 
and engraviugs pro
ceed from the Rudi

mentary Stages to the most Elaborate Work, and arc so simplified 
that anyone, child or adult, may Icarn to crochet from them. 
Price, 2s. or 50 Cents per Copy. 

The Art of Knitting. This' Booi{ is complete 
in its intention of instructing Beginners and '\d I'allcing experts 
in Knitting, introducing, as it does, all the rudiments of the work,' 
from the (;ASTING-O.)i' OF STtTCHES to the commencement and 
development ot PI.AtN AND fNTtllCAT�; Dt::SIGNs. Each of its ahr.ost 
numberless illustrations of garments, fancy and household articles, 
edgings, insertions, etc., is explnilled by directions that are easy 
to follow. Price, 2s. or 60 Cents per Copy. 

The Art of Modern Lace - Making. 
A ReVised and Enlarged Manual of this Fascinating Art, eontain
mg over Two Hundred Illustrations of Modern Laces and Designs, 
together with Full Instructions for the \York, from hllndred� of 
PRIMARY STlTCll�S to the FINAL DI<:TAILS. While ti,e )Iethods 
given includc noue of the laborious 1V0rk required in makinJ!: the 
Pillow-and-Bobbin Laces uf early timp�, yet the Modern Laces 
Illade hv these mstructions are equally Beautiflll at!d Effective. 
The Colll'etion includes �eedle-Point, HOlliton, Princ0�s and Royal 
Battcnhurg l.acl'5, the new" [dea l Honiton," BrllgeS and the popu
lar }.Iarie Antoinette ClIl'tain I.ace. !Price, 2s. or 50 Cents 
per Copy. 

Wood-Carving and Pyrography or Poker
Work. The largest manual upon Wood-Carving and Fyrogmpliy 
ever prepared for publication, and of equal assistance to Amateur 
and Professional Carvers and Cabinet-Makers. It contains Illustra
tions for Flat Can'ing, Intaglio or Sunk Carving, Carving- in the 
Round, and Chip Carving, and also nearly Four Hundred En
gravings of Modern, Renaissanep, Rococo, Rocaille, German, Nor
wegian, Swedi�h and Halian Desigus-all valuable as :Models and 

Suggestions for the decoration of a home. The .collectic;m repre
sent� �pecilOcns of the be,t work done from the beginning of the 
Fifteenth CClltllrV to the Present 'l'imc. Price, 2s. l r 50 
Cents per Copy. 

Drawing and Painting. The following- L'ot 

of -Chapter IIeadinJ!:s indicates the �cope of this Beauliful \V ork : 
Ppncil Drawing-Tracin!! and Trall"ler Papers - ShadinJ!: - Per· 

spective - Uow to Sketch Accurately Withont a Study oI Perspec
tive - Sketching in Water Colors .. - Flowers in Water Colors
Oil Color3- Oil Painting on Tpxtiles - Crayon Work in Blr,ek 
and White-Pastel Pictures- DralViug (or De<:orative PurpoEes
Painting on Gla�s -Paintillg' on Plaques - Screens - Lustra 
Painting - Kensington Painting - Slill Life -Terra Cotta
Lincrusta - Tapestry Painting - Fancy Work for the Brush
China PaiTltin� - Golds, Enamels and Bronzes - Royal W orccstcr. 
This is one of the most complete Art Books published, provid
ing instruction for the Amateur and pleasure 101' the Dilettante. 
Price. 2s. or 50 Cents per Copy. 

Masquerade and Carnival: Their Cus
toms and Costumes. This Book contains all the lmportant 
Points concerning Carnivals and similar festivities, and presents 
between 1'\1'0 and Three Hundred Illustrations of lTi�torical, 
Legendary, Traditional, 8haksperean, National and Original Co�
tumes for Ladies, Gentlemen and Youug Folks, with con'plete 
Descriptions, especially in relerence 1.0 Colors and Fab�ics .. 1t will 
be found Invaluable in arranging Amateur, School, Society and 
Church Entertainments. The IJJbula?de will find its suggestion� 
and instructions iuvalnable, and the Belle of several seasons, as well 
as the Host and Hostess, may profit by a perusal of its pages. 
Price, 2s. or 50 Cents per Copy. 

The Art of Garment Cutting, Fitting 
and Making. With the aid of this Book you will need 
no other tcacher in Garment-Making. It contains instructioll� for 
Garment-Making at Home, which are to be fOllnd in no other work 
on the subject, are Purely Original with us, are based on a Scif'ntific 
Foundation. and are the Practical Re�lIlt of Many J<;xpeJ'im�nts 
Conducted by Fully Competent Indiviuuals, with the intention of 
Offering Our Patrons the Best Instructions on the Subject ever 
Formulated. 'l'he Bouk is Fully Illustrated in Each of the DepDrt
ments it contains, aOll is thus made Doubly 'V aluable to the Pr,,
fessional as well as the Amateur Dressmaker. The Details Ulld 
Advantages of Tailor Method� arc Amply Set Forth for the BeneOt 
of those Ambitiou8 (0 Fini,h ,'ork in this Stylc, and a ('hapn'r 
on Renol'ating and Making Ol'er Uarments is one of the Fcat1ll'cs 
of the Book that will au!!mcnt its Poplilarity. ��very Dre�s
maker, Tailor antl Seam�tress, as well as Every Lady who 
II Does Her Own Sewing," Shollid Have a Copy of THE AHT 
OF GARME:>T MAK[XG. Price, 2s. or 50 Cents per 
Copy. 

Drawn-Work: Standard and Novel Methods. 
The most Complete and Artistic Book Ever Published upon this 
fascinatinJ!: branch of Needle-Craft. Every stpp of the Work, from 
the dralVin� of the threads to thfl completion of intri('ute work, 
flilly Illustrated and Described. The Book includes Engraving'S of 
Spanish, }'Ipxiean, Danish and Bulgarian Drawn-Work, in Borders, 
Lace�, II:tudkerchiefs, Doileys, Towels, Tray-Cloths, Tidies, Infants' 
Garments, etc., etc., to!!ethe:' with fnstructions for Makin!! the 
Work aud De<:ol'ating the articles mentioned, and also Innumerable' 
Suggestion� as to Fabrics, Knotting Materials, the Selection nt 
Colors, etc., etc. Price, 2s. or 50 Cents per Copy. 

If any of the above Books cannot be obtained from the Nearest Butterick Agency, send your Order, 
with the Price, direct to Us, and the Books desired will be forwarded, prepaid, to your address. 

THE DELINEATOR PUBLISHING CO. OF TORONTO (Limited), 33 Richmond Street W., Toronto, Ontario, Canada. 
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Metropol itan Pamphlet Series, 
P u bl i shed by TH E B U TTE R I C K  P U B LI S H I N C  CO. (Lim ited), at the U n iform Price 

of 6d. or 1 6  Cents per Copy. 

M other and Babe : Their Comfol·t and Care. 'l'his 
is a Pamph let of 84 pages, devoted to the ill lerest of Young 110thers, 
fully illustrated and carefully prepared, with ful l  information con· 
cerning the proper care of inlan ts and tlIC Prepara tioLJ of their Ward· 
robes, and specifyinp: the various articles need,·d for a Babe'� Fi rst 
Outfit, from tbe fir,t Dainty Garment to Bahy be longi ngs in the wa.\' 
of Baskets, Cri bs, Carriages and their Furni�hin�r<. To."� and GenNa I 
Luxuries. It also treats of Ihe necessities l)('longin;t to the Heal th . 
Comfort and Care of the ";xpecranl Mother. and contains h i nts flS to 
the Proper Cloth iug for Lad ies ill Delicatf' U�alth. A l I e w  and 
im portant feature: is the introduction of thr m usic anrt words of 
several popular Lu llab,Ys by Ruch !:minent Com po,ers as Mcnrlplssohn. 
Sullivan and Jakobowski. Price, 6d. or IS Cents per Copy. 

Dainty Desserts : Plain and Fancy. I�vcry House· 
keeper should possess a copy or .. DAINTY DBSSfl:I!TS : PLAIS ANO 
FANCY," in IVhich she will  find directions for thc preparation o[ 
Dainties adapted to the palate Hnd the means of the epicure or the 
laborer and to the digpstion of the robust or the feeble. There 
&ore also n umerous recipes admI rably suited to thoRe occasions when 
unexpected company arrives " just ftt dinner time " on that particular 
day when the busy housekpeper hilS not 
prepared an.Y dessert. This little pamphlet, 
with its num bcrless recipes for Puddings 
and SauCE'S, Pies, Cream�, Cu�tllrds and 
French, Fancy and Fr01.en Dcssert8, is 
invaluable to every housekeeper. Price, 
6d. or IS Cents per Copy. 

Nursing and N ourishment 
for Invalids. This is a Pam phlet that 
contains Explicit Instruetiolls alld Valuable 
A.dviee regarding the Best ?Iethods and 
Necessary Adj uncts in the i"ick Room. 
CAR�l, COMFORT and CONVA J .r:RCEI'CE are 
fully diseusaed, anl many rpri pes for the 
Most Nourish ing Foods and Beverages for 
In valids are gi,·en. Scienti fic and Culinary 
Skill are thus happi ly combined and ),pndel' 
the Pamphlpt one wh ich should be ALWAYS 
WITUIN REACH IN EVERY HOblK Price, 
6d. or 15 Cents per Copy. 

Tableaux, Charades and 
Conundrums. This is a New Pam
phlet upon this class o( EntPrtainments and 
Amusements. Charades in all their different varieties, and Tableaux 
and the detail! uecessary to their Perrect Production are Freel .''''De
scribed and Discussed ; and Many ExampleR of .I<�ach are G i ven. 
The Depal·tment devoted to Conundrulll, is O\'erflowillg with Wit 
and Merriment, and will of itself pro\'ide pleasure for NumbcI"le�s 
Bourg and Occasions. The Pamphlet will pro" e a dplight to both Old 
and Youn�, and will be especially useful to Societies. Ulubs, Schools 
and Fami lies i n Supplying Informati on fi nd Iustruction concerning 
]<] vening Entertainments. Price, 6d. or IS Cents per Copy. 

Fancy Drills. This is a Rew Pamphlet. contaiuing Direc· 
tions and Illustrations for the A rrangement and Production of 
Twelve New Faney Drills suitable for School, Church, Club, Society 
and General Evening Entertainments. Among the entertainments 
offered are the famous Broom and j1'an Drills, tho New Columbian 
Drill, the Empire. Doll, Tambourin<" Flower and Fancy Dress Drills, 
etc. The Pamphlet i� one of the Best and Most Uselul of our series. 
and eVE'rr School, Society or Club of Young Peopl e sholl)d have a 
copy. Price, 6d. or IS Cents per Copy. 

SmOCking, Fancy Stitches, Cross-Stitch 
and Darned Net Designs, iR the title of our New 
Pamphlet, which includes all of tile Varieties of Xecdlework men· 
tioned, and also gives [l great many i llustrations of each of the 
different varietie�. The publ icat ion iti invaluable to every one who 
Sews or Em uro iderti or makes Darned Net Laces. Ona oftbe ruost 
i mportant subject< treated in the pamph let is that of Finishi ng Seam 
EDd�, Pockpts. Po<,ket·Laps, Collars. Cliffs. etc., by the Tailors' 
Method. Price, 6d. or IS Cents per Copy. 

T he Correct Art of Candy-Making. A New 
Il Iustmted Pamphlet containing sim ole yet rel table instructions for 
OANDY MAKIXG. Tt teaches how to n:ake the Finest Frpnclt as 
well as tile Plainest Domestic Candies, including Cream Candies, 
Caramels. Bonbons, N m  and [<'ruit Candies, Pastes, Macaroons, 
Drops, Medicated L01.eng-es, Comfits. Candied and Dried Fruits, and 
Candied Flower, and � uts. . • Boiling," " Tesl ing . .  and ..  Coloring " 
are thorough I,',' explained, thus ensuring Success and removing all 
doubts as tl) Wholesomeness, t:tc. Special Attention is gi l-en to the 
Preparation of Nuts and B'ruits for Cnndying or for the Table. A. 
valuable feature is the illustration ofa large number of the Faucy BOll

bon Boxes which may eaRily be made At 
Home. Price, 6d. or IS Cents per Copy. 

The Perfect Art of M odern 
Dancing. This is the title of a Pam· 
ph let, which i� provided with Illustrated 
Instructions for those who wish to Learn to 
Dance by thc Methods Employed by the 
Rest Dancing Masters of the Metropolis. and 
also How to Dance all of the Popular Square 
and Round Dances ; The Famous Dancp or 

the Four Huudred - The German ur Coti!· 
Ion ; The Statel.v Minuet-The only Socie;y 
Dance iu Olden Days, and Again Popular ; 
'L'he Calpdoni�ns, and Sir Ro�n r de Coverly. 
'1'lJe Pamphlet is inmluable alike to Be
ginners, and to Social Leade rs who desir(' 
to in troduce at Private or Public Balls, or 
Parties the Dances upon which METROPOL' 
ITAN CI RCLES have set the SEAL OF APPRO· 
VAL. Price, 6d. or IS Gents per Copy. 

The Perfect Art of Can� 
ning and Preserving. This eou· 
venient Pampulp.t coutains full in�truc· 

tions regarding the Canning of Yegetables, including Corn, 
Beans, Peas, Asparagus, Tomatoes, <'te.; the Canning of Fruits 
of all k inds ; the Preparation of Jams, Marmalades, Jellies, 
PreRerVI'S, Pickles, t )atsups and Relishes ;  the Puttiug up of 
Brandied Frui ts, Spiced Fruit�, Fruit BlltterR, Dried Fruits, 
Syrups, Home·Made Wine�, Vine!(ars, etc. ; besides many Hints 
and SuggpstioIl.s as to Selecting Vegetables and �rllit, the Basiest 
and Qu ickest Methods of doing Good Work, etc., etc. Price, 6d. 
or IS  Cents per Copy. 

Extracts and Beverages. In the Preparation of 
Syrups, Refresh ing Beverages, Colognes, Pprfumes and Yarious 
To ilet Accessories, this pam phlet is invaluable alike to the Belle 
and the Housekeeper, than whom none knows better the un· 
reliability of many of the perfumes and flavoring extrac'.s placed on 
the market lor Toilet and Household use. Aided by I h is Pamphlet 
the " roma of blossoms and the Ilavor of fruits may be captured at 
home in all their purity an(l securely stored for future needs. 
Price, 6d. or IS Cents per Copy. 

If any of the above Pamphlets canno t be obtained from the nearest Butterick Alrency, send your Order, 

with the Price, direct to Us, and the Pamphlets desired will be forwarded. prepaid, to your Address. 

TH E DELINEATOR PUBLISHING CO. OF TORONTO (Limited), 

JJ Richmond Street West, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. 
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Metropolitan Pamphlet Series. 
(CONTINUED). 

Birds and Bird-Keeping. A New Pam
phlet, i llustrated with N umerous Engravings of Cage 
Birds of Various Kinds, their Cages, and M any Modern 
Appliances for Cages and Aviaries ; accompanied by 
Fu ll Instructions as to the Care, Food, Management, 
Breeding and Treatment of the Diseases of Songsters 
and Feathered Pets in General. I t  contains much of 
interest concerning CA N  A RIES, FINCHES, P A R ROTS, P AR
RAKEETS and many other Bi rds, and will  be of use to 
PROFESSIONA L  and A:I1ATEUR BIRD F ANCIERS, as well 
as to any one who desires to PROPERLY C A RE FOR 
even a few SONGSTERS, \'" ARBLERS or T A L KING BIR DS. 
Price, 6d. or IS Cents per Copy. 

A Manual of Lawn 
Tennis. This Pamphlet is 
fully illustrated and contains 

a History of Tennis, the R u les, 
Detail s  concerning the Develop
ment of Play, Descriptions of the 
Court, Implements, and Service
able Dress ; a n d  a Chapter on 
Tournaments and How to Con
duct Them. The Instructions are 
written by Miss S. S. Whitte!sey, a 
well-known authority. A notable 
feature is a Detailed and I l lus
trated Description of How to 
Make a Tennis Net ; and another 
is the Introduction of Suggestions 
for a Lawn Tennis Party. T he 
Pamphlet is useful to the novice, 
to the advanced scholar, and to 
the graduate of the game. Price. 
6d. or IS Cents per Copy. 

Bees and Bee-Keeping. A New Pamphlet, 
Profusely Illu strated, and treating of the Observances 
and Details necessary to Successful Bee-Keeping, ' 
whether Conducted by the Amateur or Advanced A piar
ist. Suggestions are given as to Who Should Keep Bees, 
How and Where to Buy, Where to Locate and How to 
Conduct an Apiary and Control Bees ; and Brood Rear
ing,Queen-Rearing, Swarming, Gathering and Extracting 
H oney, Pasturage and Artificial Food, Transportation, 
Enemies of Bees, Robbing and Various other Important 
Mattec are Fully Discussed, thus rendering the Pamphlet 
of Great Benefit and Assistance to any on e  who contem
plates or has already taken up Bee-K eeping for Pastime, 

Health or Profit. Price, 6d. or 
IS Cents per Copy. 

Uses of Crepe and Tis
sue Papers. This Pamphlet 
is Very Fully Illustrated with De
signs and Diagrams for M aking 
Paper Flowers and Various Fancy 
Articles, and is Divided into Les
sons,each of which includes M inute 
Instructions for the work it de
scribes, and also suggests the neces
sary Materials and Their Quanti
ties. Christmas, Easter and General 
Gifts, Novelties for Fairs, A Spring 
Luncheon, Toilet Furnishings for 
Gentlemen, Sachets, G as-Shades, 
Cottage Decorations and Dolls  are 
some of the Lesson Topics in
cluded in the Pamphlet. A child 
can follow the directions given. 
Price, 6d. or IS Cts. per Copy. 

Metropol itan H andy Series, 
Published by THE B U TTE R I C K  P U B LI S H  INC CO. (Li m ited),  at  the U n iform Price 

of I s. or 25 Cents per Copy. 

Pastimes for Children. This Popular Pam
phlet for Children has been Revised and Enlarged, and 
now contains some of the Best and Most Instructive 
and Entertaining Amusements for Rainy-Day and other 
Leisure Hours ever I5sued. I t  is suited to the Mental 
Capacities of Little Ones of all ages and is filled with 
Drawing Designs and Games ; Instructions for Mechani
cal Toys, Cutting Out a Menagerie, Making it Circus of 
Stuffed and Paper Animals, and constructing Dolls and 
their Houses, Furniture and Costumes from Various Odd 
Materials ; and also furnishes much other interesting 
matter. Wherever there are Childrm this Palllplllet 
should be found. I t  is as good as a kindergarten for the 
Little Ones. Price, IS. or 25 Cents per Copy. 

Artistic Alphabets for Marking and En
grossing. This Book illustrates Fancy Letters of vari
ous sizes, the fashionable Script-Initial Alphabet in 
several sizes, numerous Cross-stitch and Bead-work 
Alphabets, and a department of RELIGIOUS and SOCIETY 
EMBLEMS. I t  is  adapted to the requirements of the 
Artistic H ousekeeper who desires to mark her H OUSE
HOLD LI NEN, and to those of the Dainty Lady who 
always embroiders her Initials upon her personal be
longings. It is particularly useful i n  F A NCY-WORK 
SHOPS where marking is done to order. The Designs 
are ORN A MENTAL, ORIGINAL and USEFUL, and are es
pecially desirable for O RDER WORK. Price, IS. or 
25 Cents per Copy. 

If any of the above Works cannot be obtained from the nearest Butterick Agency, send your Order, 

with the Price, direct to Us, and the Pamphlets desired will be forwarded, prepaid, to your Address. 

THE DELINEATOR PUBLISHING CO. OF TORONTO (Limited), 33 Richmond Street W" Toronto, Ontario, Canada. 



Pember's Hair and 
Perfumery 

STORE 
1 27 YONGE ST., TORONTO. 

We have the largest and most complete stock of 

FINE HAIR GOODS in Canada, manufactured on latest 
and most improved principles. The fact that we buy 
for ca'5h enables us to give better value than any other 
firm. Hair goods of every description in stock and 
made to order. 

FIRST QUALITY SWITCHES. 
Short Stem. 

16 inches, 
18 
20 
22 
24 

$2·50 
3.00 
3·50 
4.00 
5·00 

LONG HAI R-Short Stem. 

16 incbe�J 
,8 
20 
22 
24 
26 " 

28 and 30 inches, $9.00 and $IO.OO. 

. ' $2·50 
3.00 
4·00 
5·00 
6.00 
7·50 

T H E  D EL I N EATO R  

This Complete Wig 

$25 or $30. 
According to Shade. 

LADIES' AND CENTS' WICS. 
When i n  need o f  Wigs o r  Toupee� write US, and 

we will direct you how to measure. Perfect fit gnat"· 
an teed and our prices are low. 

USE PEMBER'S HAIR RECENERATOR 
for restoring the hair to its former color. It is not 
sticky or greasy, but as clean and harmless as waler. 
Price, $1.25. 

PE M BE R'S COLO R I N E  
for coloring the bair in seven different shades, is easy 
to apply. $2.00 per case. Full directions enclosed 

OUR 

+ Laaios' 6air.Drossing Dopartment t has no equal in  Canada. It is complete in every 
• respect. We have seven chairs and private apartment<:. 

Ladies will receive greatest attentIon. Scalp treated 
after fever and other diseases. Special care gi ven to 
Ladies' and Children's Hair. 

Mail Orders will receive our prompt and careful 
attention. 

P E M B E R' S  1 2 7  Yonge Street 

• TORONTO . 

-----------7----------------------------�--------------------------
Canada Paper Co. 

IS FRONT ST. WEST, 
HEAO OFFICE : MONTREAL TORONTO 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

Printing & Wrapping Papers 
AND IMPORTERS o-=' 

STATIONERY,  TWI N ES ,  ETC. 

OLD STAMPS WANTED 
Canadian. United States, and other stamps 

wanted, as used 30 to 50 years ago. . 
MANY OF THESE I PAY FROM 25c. to $2 EACH 

Look up your old letter., and send samples ot 
what you have, and I will quote you prices. 

Stamps as used at present time are of no 
value. 

Address-
C E 0 .  �. LO;W;S 

49 A<lelaide St. E., TORONTO 

DR. DANTER, M.C.P. &: S., Homreopathlst. 
Specialties ! Electricity. Consumption. Nervous and 

Chronic Diseases. Pamphlet free, enabling sufferers to 
sta.tecase. Prescription, including mediCine, 82.00. Case 
12 homeremedies, $1.00. " HomeTreatmentsfor Women," 
$1.00; .. Treatment for Hemorrhoids," $1.00; ea.ch post-
}laid. Thirty years' experience. Bank references. 

354 HURON STREET, TORONTO. 

i Bra(stroet fflercanl iIo Hgeoeg 
OFFICES I N  T H E  PRINCIPAL CIl'IES O F  T H E  UNITED 

STATES, CAN_..\,DA, THE EUROPEAN CONTINENT, 
AUSTRALIA, AND IN LONDON, ENGLAND. 

The Bradstreet Company is the oldest and, financially, 
the strongest orga.nization of its kind-working in one 
interest and under one management-with wider ramifi
cations, WiUl more capital invested in the business, and 
it expends Illore money every year for the collection and 
dissemination of information than any similar institution 
in the world. Toronto Office : 36 Front Street East and 
27 Wellington Street East. 

THOS. C. mVING, SUPERINTENDENT. 
CHAS. F. CLARK, PRESIDENT. 
ED. S. RANDOLPH. TREASURER. 

PENN'S PINK PELLETS 
FOR THE 

C O M P L E X I O N .  
Guaranteed Harmless. Sent to any address 

on receipt of price, 25 cents. Agent-
WESLEY R. HOAR, Chemist, 

356 YONCE STREET TORONTO. 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENCE. 

SUBSCRlBER :-The dresses of little girls of 
three years reach to their ankles. When the 
frocks for a child of that age are to be of silk 
or woollen goods, they may measure from two 
to two yards and a half round, and about three 
yards round when thin goods are used. 

C. F. :-You do not state the object of the 
society, but in any case you could call it " The 
Thursday Evening Club." 

S. G. H.:-Your hair is a pretty shade of 
light-brown. The black fabric is suitable for 
an Eton jacket, but do not have black velvet 
sleeves ; make them of the jacket material. 

ROSEBUD G. :-You can with propriety aecom
pany your fiance on a visit to his family. 

SCHOOL GmL:-The condition of your face 
would seem to indicate a derangement of the 

system, which shonld be corrected by internal 
treatment prescribed by a physician. 

McMaster University Heard from Again. 

THIS TIME IT IS MR. MALCOLM S. CLARK, B.A., 

PROFESSOR OF MODERN LANGUAGES 

AND LITERATURE. 

Let Professor Clark in his own language, 

in clear·cut terms, and over his own signa
ture, tell of his experience with Dr. Agnew 's 
Catarrhal Powder : " This remedy has given 
me relief by open ing np the nasal d ucts dnd 
enabling me to breathe freely. The dis
charges are also less freq uent. The powder 
is very easily applied to the parts affected, 
and is very pleasanL to take. The fact that 
the medicine is so easy and pleasant to take 
will, at all events, secure for it a fail' trial. 
I know others who have used it and say it is 
good . "  Mr. Clark is the third member of 
the facnlty of McMaster Uni versity who 
has had pleasure in recommending Dr. 
Agnew's Catarrhal Powder. 

One short puff of the breath through the 
blower, supplied with each bottle of Dr. 
Agnew's Catarrhal Powder, diffuses this 
powder over the su rface of the nasal 
passages. Painless and delightful to use, it 
relieves in ten minutes, and permanently 
cures Catarrh, Hay Fever, Colds, Headache, 
Sore Throat, Tonsillitis and Deafness. 60 
cents. 

Beauty 
IS 

Only 
Skin 
Deep 

So if you have anything which mars you, such as 

Wrinkles, Acne, Eczema, Red Nose, 
Freckles, Sallowness, "tc., etc., 

we (an remove it, giving you entire Fatiafaction. 
Patients treated by mail. 

S U PERFLUOUS HAIR, 
that worst of all facial blemishes ; also Moles, 
Warts, etc., pennanently, sk ilfully and almost pain
lessly removed by Electrolysis- the only methed 
that permanently removes hair, as any conscien
tious physician will te ll � ou. 

Tho .Gervaiso Granam Iosfituto 
31 AVENUE STREET (College Street), Toronto. 

• • . Try 

Corsets . .  

MANUFACTU RED BY 

BRUSH & CO., 
TORONTO. 

• 

A R ELIABLE FAM I LY R E M E DY ! MADE WITH GLYC E R I N E, NOT ALCO H O L ! 

MAN LEY'S CELERY NERVE COMPOU N D  
Restores the Most Delicate to Health ! Dyspepsia, Nervousness, Mental Depression and all Weaknesses are conquered by it ! 
As a Health-Builder after " La Grippe," it is unsurpassed ! So!d Everywhere ! Ask for " MANLEY'S." Take no other ! 
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PROTECT and beautify 

your lawn with 
a nice 

I RON FENCE. 
£DDB.&88, 

Toronto Feaw and Orna
mental Iron Works, 

Truth BuUcl1Dg. for WIre Work In all its Branohes. 

• •  FOR TE N DAYS • •  

In order to widen our oonneetlon we will for ten days 
reduce the price of our Toilet Preparations ONE·HALP. 

POND LILY SKIN BLEACH, trom $1 to We. 
POND LILY TOILET CREAM, trom $1 to liOc. 

This reduotlon in price should induoe every lady 
to become acquainted with the best preparations 
ever introduoed for the "lOmplexion. Positively 
guaranteed. PIIMD LILY TOILET CO., TOR6NTO. 

TH E D E L I N EATO R .  

., McKENNA, 
THEATRICAL COSTUMIER, 

1 66 King Street W., Toronto. 
The most complete Amusement Supply House In 

America. outside of New York. 

��8��r���1 �:;'dm���;.oter Costumes for Hire 
Face Preparations, Make-Ups. Hair Goods, Stage Re

quisites, etc., for sale. Churcbes and Societies furnished 
with Phonographic and other novel entertam�enta. 

'DIIGE Pers�ns inquiring about or 

" sendtng for goods adver-

===::;= tised in this magazine will 

COllier a favor by stating, in their corre

spondence with the advertz"ser, that they 

saw the advertisement in the Delineator. 

The Subscription Price of The Del i neator, 
the most trustworthy FaslZ£on Magazine in tlte world, is 

$I.OO a year postpaid to any point in Canada, the United 

States and Newfoundland. Please fill out the accompany

ing jorm and return to us with your remittance. 

Ii!r CUT TH IS OUT. "* 
• • • • • • • • • • •  I • •  I I I I • • • • •  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  

�Do not risk MONEY in an Envelope without REGISTERING it. 
• I • • • • • • • • •  I • • • • • • I " • • • •  

The Del£neator Publ-z'sh-z'ng Co. 
OF TORONTO (LIMITED), 

I • • • • • • I • • • • 

33 Richmond Street West, Toronto. 

Enclosed find $ " ...................... ............ , '''" ... .................. " .. --...... . 

jor whtch send the DELINEA TOR jor One Year . .. 

...... ... " ................. _ ..... _, __ .. _ .. _ .......... _._" ................. . ,., .............................. . .. to tlte address below: 

N arne .................................................... ...... " ., ... ,'''''',.,''"." .,', ... , ... " .... ,' ................ " ... , ..... , ... , .. , ... , ... , .. " .... _ ... --.. -.. ---.. 

Post-Office , .. ,., .. ,,, ........................ ,, .. ,, ................. , ...... ............................ .. __ . ............ , .. ..................... " .................. . 

County ................................................. , ............. ", .... , .. " .......... , ....... " .. ......................... , ....................... ,................... _ 

Province ....... " ... " ................ , ........ ................... , ............................................ _ .. __ ........ _____ ._._ .. _ 

P.O. Box or Street Address _ .... "" ." .... " .......... ...... " ...... " . . ,,,_.,,,, .......... _" .... ",." ....................... _ .. 

Begin with the MAGAZINE for the Month of ._ ...... ____ .. ___ 189 ... _ 

Date of litis Order . . . " . ..... . .......... " ...... , ......... ..... . " ..... .... .. 189 .......... -... . 

C?iT This Canadian Edition of T H E  DELINEATOR is identical with that published by 
the Butterick Publishing Co. (Limited), New York and London. 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

( Continued). 
EI'PIB H. :-For a stout lady we would I 

gest a basque-waist of fancy silk cut by paU 
No. 7383,which costs Is. or 25 cents, and is! 
trayed in the February DELINEATOR. ,This WI 
although possessing fulness, will prove bee 
ing, as it is made over a tightly fitted liDi 
Instead of the puff sleeves, have leg-o'-mlll 
sleeves, shaping them by pattern No. 7' 
which costs 5d. or 10 cents. As a general r 
belts are not becoming to well accentuated 
ures. Combine moire with your black Henrie 
cutting the gown by basque pattern No. 7 123 
skirt pattern No. 7325, which cost I s. 3d. or 
cents each. The basque pattern was speci 
designed for stout figures, being made with 
under-arm gores. Make the revers of b 
moire. Some pretty names for girls are gi 
" L.  S. C." elsewhere in these columns. 

VERONIOA :-A potted palm would be a pn 
gift for a man friend about to be graduated. 

AMETHYST :-A black grosgrain belt wit 
silver buckle could be worn with your e1 
waists. Cut your black skirt for wear with 
latter by pattern No. 7398, which costs lR. CI:l or 30 cents, and is illustrated in the Febru _ 
DELINEATOR. Chamois gloves, which come n yellow and white and are easily waShe� � 
recommended for people whose hands arc ...... 
clined to perspire. A velvet cape would be sty n 
for early Spring wear, and we would su r
for its development pattern No. 7518, w 
costs Is. or 25 cents, and is illustrated in l 2 
March DELINEATOR. A short note is wri� C"l 
upon the first page of note paper, a longer 0\ 
continued upon the third, and a letter is ot' ..... 
written across the sheet upon the first ( "... 
fourth pages and then lengthwise upon I 7-
second and third. Many people, however, i 0 
hold to the fashion of using the pages con� 
tively. The date may be written in full at , e:I 
bottom of a note or letter. I 

TRILBy :-A married lady has her card i n 
graved with her husband's name prefixed, tIi" 00( 
" Mrs. John Brown." In America the bai 
tiuy card is sent out tied with a white ribbed n 
a card bearing the names of his parents. p r
freshment.� are customarily served at I l!1 
" At Home," and some Rpecial entertsinm . 
such as vocal music, is sometimes furnistJ 0 
The hostess does not see callers to the d, � 
Send your card during the reception houl! --.l 
you cannot attend. -, 

"7l 
HelLl·. Dist'lLbe Rl'lievt'tI in ao Minutt 

-Dr. Agnew's Cure for the Heart gil ....j � 
perfect relief in all cases of Organic CJ) 0:> 
Sympathetic Heart Disease in 30 minute", 81 'tt 
speedily effects a cure. It is a peerless reme( ?' 
for Palpitation, Shortness of Breat,h, Smoth, 
ing Spells, Pain in Left Side, lionel all symptot 
of a Diseased Heart. One dose con v ina 
Sent prepaid on receipt of $ 1.00, hy S. ' 
DETCHON, 44 Church Street, Turon to. 

DEBFNESS �o�,f�\
E�i: 

Common Sense Ear-Drums, t 
greatest invention " of the III 
Simple, comfortable, sate .. 
Invisible. No wire or str. 
attachmen ta. 

Write for ciroulars (Sent Free) 
C. ll. MILLER. 

Freehold Building, 60 Victoria S 
Toronto Onto 

(Sole Agent for Canada). 

......................... : VIENNA PIMPLES POSITIVELY 
• CERATE CURES 

face, neck or other parts. Not a cure.a1i, but a 
specific remedy for pimples. Price sec. by mail. 
Vienna Pharmacal Co., FLETT &: CO., 
Druggists, Agents, TORONTO, CANADA. 

i THE WO�ST CASE OP PIMPLES on the 

l ______________________________________________________________ ��.�.�.� .. � .. !!�.�.�.�.�.�.�.!!.�.�.�.�.�.�.�o�.�.�. 
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AR MAN D'S HAI R A N D  PE RFU M E RY STOR E  
441 YONGE and 1 CARLTON STREETS, AItBANIJ'S ELEGUT BANGS and FRINGES 

Telep hone, 2498. I ORONTO, CANADA. Are made 80 as to part or otherwise. They are a charm a 
convenience to every lady. Our Spring styles are now rial' 
We have five distinct and beautiful styles of Bangs-No. I, ROll! 
Style ; No. 2, Pointed with Parting ; No 3, Oval with 
without Parting ; No. 4, Cut Out Style, lovely ; No. 5, T 
Princess of Wales Style Prices are $3.50, $5.00, $6.5u a 
$8.00. Those styles are made of the best natural urly hair, • 
finish. 

Highest Awards at Paris, New York, and Ohicago 
World's Fair, 1893. 

For Hair Dressings, Hair Goods, Grey Hair Regenerators. 
Instanta.neous Grey Ha.ir Restorer�, Hnir Dyes in every color 

and shade. At Chicago we obtained the highest award over the 
cllt're world in our line. Largest Establishment in America. 
MAIL ORDERS promptly attended to. ALL LONe HAIR SWITCHES When m'dering Hair Goods, IIai.r Coloring or Dye, please send 
sample of hair and amount by registered letter. If for Bangs, 
state size, and if it is for a round or oval face. All goods will be 
exchanged if not suitable, if returned in good order in n. few d:\ys. 

Short Stem, Best Quality, 

16 Inches Long Hair, 
1S '1 H ,I 

Pl"ices very M odernl 

$3.00. 
4.00. 
5.00. 
6.00. 
7.00. 

Latest Fashionable Style for Hair-Dressing is the COI FFU R E  C H I GNON a ready-made Hair Dres., to pin 011. 
It IS always rendy a.nd pretty: and has been adopted by the majority 
of 1I., i(" of rellllement and taste. Prices, $7.00, $10.00, $15.00 
and liig')ler. �ow is the Lime to F.end in your order for th" .. pretty 
style of ChiIJllOn. lt is all the style in Paris and London. Coi1fure ChIgnon. 

20 
22 
24 
26 

.. . 

28 and 30 Inches Long Hair, -
8.00. 

10.00. 
We make and Manu

facture all our 
Hair Goods. 

l. 'ldies' Hair \Vaves, 
w th parting, for Ladies 
with thin hair, $5.00, 
$7.00, $10.0) and $15.00. 
Ladies' parti ngs, straight 
hair (long), to cover the 
entire head, $5.00, $7.00, 
$10.00 and $15.00. 

Ladies' entire head
covering, for protection 
from cold, etc., $10.00 
to , 211 00. 

GREY HA I R Why have Grey Hair? Armand's Instantaneous Hair Co'orine will do awa.y witb A wolllierful preparation, harmless as water. We ha\Oe it in nil coJors. Price $1. 
(Send sample of hair.) Sent secure y .ealed to any add res ' 
in Oanada or the United St"tes. SUPERFLUOUS HA 

successfully remo ARMAND'S EAU d'OR for dull or colorless hair. A and destroyed by I 
most reliable preparation for brightening and ligh' ening the severing t r e a  t mE hair, without bleaching it. I L  makes the hair soft alld with CAPILLERII glossy. Price, $1.00. Hair inst ntaneon 

HAIR DRESS I N G  PAR LORS. removed on Face, N. 
Ladies' and Children'S lItl,ir Trilllllling-, Smgeing and Arms, or on any part 

Shampooing. Every care takell to the half. fLtir treated the person, without 
nfter fever or illness. Patchy baldness, caused by disease slightest feeling. 
promplly restored. This p<Ltchy baldness, called .. Alo. tively harmless. 
pcein Arc1.ta, n we can restore when all other remedies have Capillerine has b 
failed. Price for the two preparations t.o rest-orc, $2 50. analyzed at the \Vor 

Ladics' and Gentle- Hemcmber that this pat.chy haldnesi is not the senile Fair, Chicago, 1893. 
me"',,, Tou p e e s  a n d  baldness, for which there l !i  no ('ure, o r  hope o f  restoring by post, securely seal 
Wigs made to order on the h,m. Oonsultation invited ('·e, hal or by mail). to any part of Canada 
short notICe. Perfect fit ThI.Cut show. th. Prlnce •• of J. TRANCLE ARMAN 0 & CO. 

This Cut shows an elogant Parted the U nit<>
.
d States, $2 

and most natural appear- Wales' eleg:u1t style of n'lng. 
' Bang. with Chignon. SIX cts. extra for postn 

ance guaranteed. with or wlthout p." , 'J. 441 Yonge and 1 Ca.rlton Sta , - TORO NTO, CANADA �ce of Bang, $4.00, $5.50, $7.00. If registered, Hc. ex, 
PIIce, $3.50, $5.00, $6.50 and $8.00. TELEPHONE, 2498. When Ordering, plea •• mention thiB blagazine. 

INOORPORATED TORONTO HON. G. w. A��AN 

".. �"'." �,��!��� 
EDW AIlD FISHEl{, l\Juslcal Director. 

Calendar of 132 pages, giving full information, 
mailed free to applicants. 

Graduating Courses, Scholarships, Medals. 
PUPILS MAY ENTER AT ANY TIME. 

H. N. SHAW, B.A., Principal, Elocution School. 
Elocution. Voice Cu lture, Delsarte Literature. 

Crape Renewed. 
D.·esses Dye(1 for mourning on the shortest 

notice. 
Fettthers Clettned and Uyed any color. 
I{ tel Gloves, Kid Hoots ao<l Lnce, cleaned 

nJld dJ ed. 
A. JAM ES, 

TEL. 656. 153 Richmond St. West. 
PRICES 11fODER.ATE • •  

HSK TO S E E  

AKSWERf! TO UOI<RESPOND�;NTIS, 

( Continued). 
CLARA A . : -Your sample is Prussian-blue 

cashmere. 

TAN :-The quality of the engagement ring 
should accord with the circumstances of the 
groom. It may be set with a handsome solitaire 
diamond or with a jewel that costs much less. 

SUBSCRIBER:-WO do DOt understand your 
question regarding a contract marriage. Mar
riage in the eyes of the law is " a  contract made 
in due form of law, by which a man and woman 
reciprocally engage to livo with oach other 
during their joint lives and to discharge toward 
each other the duties imposed by Jaw on the 
relation of husband and wife." 

IN DOUBT : -A. bride could not appropriately 
wear a travelling gown while her maids were 
attired in evening dress. If she did not care 
for white, she could wear a costume of gray 
crepon trimmed with chifffJn ; and the maids 
could have gowns of any light tint. 

VERBENA:-Thc qn('stion as to whether you 
should enter SOcil'ty at an early age when you 
have two older sj,'lrI"S is ono that should bo 
decided between you and them. Young Indics 
of seventeen wear dresses of full length. When 
a death occurs, friends of the deceased per�on's 
family leave cards. It is admissiblo but not 
very usual in this country to turn down ono 
comer of a card 1;0 show that the owner left it I!J $l in person. 

rn H. B. :-There are idiosyncrasies of the skin 
� as well as of the system, and it may happen 
;' that a lotion which will rapidly overcome a � difficulty in one case will produce the opposite 
t:I effect in another. Personal judgment based � upon results already o1.JtainNl must, therefore, 
;; 

decido whether the uee of a remedy is to be 
.. continued. '" 

Relier in Six HOl1rs.-Distressing Kidney 
and Bladder diseases relieved in six hours by 
the " GREAT SOUTH AMERICAN KIDNEY CURE. " 
This new reIt'edy is a great surprise, on ac
coUnt of its exceeding promptness in relievmg 
pain in the bladder, kidneys, back and every 
part of the urinary passages in male or female. 
Sent prepaid on receipt $1.00, by S. G. 
DETCHON, 44 Church Street, Toronto. 

O N  
LABEl 

AND G E  
T H E  G E N U I I  

" X I I "  on 1 847 R O G E RS B ROS. ( 
Spoons and Forks means they are plated 
:1111.1 huner on the three poin t.s most expose 
wear as shown above, addin1{ correspondil 
to their d urability, at an additIonal cost on 
Spoons of 75c and on Table Spoons and F, 
�1.50 per dozen. 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY 
THE MERIDEN BRI TANNIA C 
NEW YO"K. CHICAao • •  AN ,."ANCI.CO. LONDON. PI 

THEse GOODS ARE IN THe S TOCK C 
EVERY FIRST-CLASS DEALER. 

1:;;#.1. _ .. x 11"_ .=44 
RUPTU RE 

Navel Rupture cured in 28 d 

To J. Y. EGAN, Hernia Special 266 Queen St. IV. , Toronto, 0 
DEAR SIR,-Baby quite well, jll 

da.ys since your little appliance proll 
����

i
����lyr!��7a ��

l
fr;!

e
p1�!�

u
I¥o���

e
:�e��:aJ justed, retained position and Hernia. in absolute t 

tort from tht' moment of its application. 
HARRY FORD, 

Co. Lambton. Ravenswood, 

FASH 
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FIGURE No. I.-LADIES' LAHOE l l A'f. 

FtOL'RE No. 4.-LADIES' HAT. 

smBn!.����!ilffi!I!ilffi!I!ilffi!I����!ilffi!I!ilffi!IfMIw.!ill 

. FASH IONABLE HATS A N D  BON N ETS. I I (For Descriptions Bee Page 511.) � 1�M'ffli:li!!jWWWWWWWWWliM�WIiM��i'MW!I 

FIGURE No. 5.-LADI ES' 8M.HI, f i AT. 

J<'IGURE No. 9.- LADIES' CAllRIAGE HAT. 

FIGURE No. In.-LADIES' LACE HAT. 
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AM BROS E KENT & SO N S, 
a;oI� an� SU"ersnlitbst 

CASH. AND ONE PRICE. 5 and 7 Rich mond St. W., Toronto. 

Don't Overlook" 
Our fine selection of Sterling Silver and Electro·Plate in 
making your selections for gifts for your friends. The beautiful 
novelties we now have on sale possess three points-UTILITY, 
ELEGANCE and EXCELLENCE OF WORKMANSHIP. Our prices defy 
competition. Write us for particulars of anything you may require ; 
you don't know what a help 

OlTR ILLlTSTRATED 
CATALOGlTE 

Shoppi ng by Mail • • • • 

mailed free on appli. 
cation. • • • • 

is until you try it. We guarantee perfect satisfaction on all orders 
entrusted to us. 

NEW AND 
Pli.RMANENT ADDRESS- 5 � 7 Richmond Street W., TORONTO. 

THE WALL PAPER KI NG  O F  CANADA 
Add ress a Postal Card 
to=day, thus __ _ 

o�� �1)A POST 04JtlJ 
THE ADDR ESS TO IE WRITTEN ON THIS SIDE 

fJ. tlJ. cSeantZeaur.r) Is?") 
t$eZZeviZZe) 

@ntario. 

Then write upon the other side, 
Dear Sir, 1895. 

Please send me samples of Wall 
Paper suitable for (mention Rooms), 
·and not to exceed (mention Price) per 
sintle roll. I saw your advertisement 
in (mention Paper). 

Yours truly, 

You will receive by return mail samples of Wall Paper suitable for any kind of a home and which we positively 

guarantee better, and lower in price than any other house in Canada, The samples will be large and in seta 
comprising Wall Paper, Ceiling Paper and Border and will enable you to make a selection for an entire house, as you 

lit by your own fireside and with your friends around you to assist in your selection. 

You have absolutely no responsibility in the matter-you simply write the postal as above and we do all the rest 

-send you samples enclosing order blanks, a guide showing how to estimate the quantities required for the different 

rooms, and directions for ordering-in fact we entirely relieve you of the trouble and anxiety of Wall Paper 
shopping. We positively guarantee satisfaction. Can we say more ! 

Our Ma,il Order Department reaches throughout the Dominion. We pay the express charges on all orders of 
• reasonable size. Full instructions with samples. 

C. B. 
IMPORTER OF WALL PAPER. 

SCANTLEBURY, 
- BELLEVILLE, ONTARIO. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------�--� 
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FIGURE No. 3 1 4  L.-LADIES' BLAZER COSTUME.-1.'his illustrates Pattern No. �569 (copyright), price Is. 8d. or 40 cents. 

(For Description see Page 454.) 



�OL. XLV. fl pri J ,  1 895- :NO. 4. 
PRINTED AND PUELIS:E:ED IN TORONTO. 

of To-T)ay. 

}I'IGURES Nos. 3 1 5  L AND 316 L.-LADIES' CAPE.-These two figures illustrate the 
same Pattern-Ladies' Cape No. 7557 (copyright), price Is. or 25 cents. 

(For De'criptione see Page 455.) 

FIGURE No. 316 L. 

The front-gore of 
one of the new 
skirts is extended to 
shape a yoke at the 
sides, and rather 
pronounced curves 
fall natu rally below 
the yoke, while the 
back has graceful 
godets. This novel 
style is especially 
well adapted to the 
tailor mode of com
pletion. 

Another skirt with 
the approved godet 
back shows an ap
plied godet at each 
side of the front that 
increases the flare 
at the bottom. 

An unusually wide 
skirt is of circular 
shaping and is con
voluted all round. 

Three godets are 
just now the rule in 

skirts, and considerable variety is observed in their 
shaping and arrangement. 

Graceful revers and an ornament between that 
suggests a box-plait prettily accentuate the front 
of a short-waisted basque belonging to one of the 
latest costumes. 

An extremely dainty costume consists of a full, 
blouse-like bodice, and a skirt that may be arranged 
in either box-plaits or gathers. Its long puff sleeves 
are greatly improved by gathered shoulder-caps. 

Tapering box-plaits frame the pouch front of an 
artistic basque, and similar plaits are applied to its 
perfectly smooth back. This basque forms part of a 
costume that is certain to become a general favorite. 

The skirt of another costume sweeps out at the 
back in .qodets that fall of their own accord below 
gathers. The accompanying bodice shows a box
plait secured t.o the blouse-like front, and a deep 
collar that is shaped in points on the shoulders. 

The changes whIch have lately been made in the designing of 
teminine attire are matters of detail rather than of general effect. 

An undulating, star-shaped collar and a very full frill elabo
rate a shoulder cape that is far more dressy than protective. 
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FIGURE No. 

3U L.-LADIES' 
BLAZER COS

TUME. 

(For IlIuAtratlOn 
sce Page 4,2.) 
FIGURE No. 

314 L. -This il
lustrates a La
dies' blazer cos
tume. The pat
tern, which is 
No. 75(j9 and 
costs 1 s. Sd. or 
40 cents, is in 
thirteen sizes for 
l a d i e s  f r o m  
t.wenty-eight to 
forty-six inches, 
bust measure, 
and is again rep
r e s e n t e d o n  
page 476 of this 
DELU'EATon. 

The becom
ingnessand good 
style of the 
blazer costume 
for outing wear 
is admitted with
out questiou, 
and the costume 
h e r e  s h ow n, 
which comprises 
a skirt, shirt
waistand blazer, 
exemplifies one 
of., the newest 
designs for this 
popular mode. 
R e d  s e r g e , 
black satin and 
white silk show
ing red figures 
are the materials 
united in the 
costume, the silk 
being used for 
the shirt-waist. 
The skirt ('on
sists of a front
gore, and a gore 
at each side that 
fit smoothly at 
the top without 
darts, and three 
godets that arc 
laid in box-plaits 
at the top. The 
fron t - gore is 
quite smooth, 
and the side
gores fall in 
6hallow flutes 
below the hips, 
while the godets 
stand out with 
their own pecu
liar grace, their 
stately pose be
ing maintained 
by an interlining 
of moreen, can
vas or hair-cloth, 
and a strap tack
ed underneath. 

T H E D EL I N EATOR. 

FIGURE No. 3 1 7  L.-LADIES' COSTU.IIE.-This illustrates Pattern No. 7579 (copyright), price Is. 8d. or 40 cents. 

(For Description see Page 4"6.) 

ness at each side 
of the closing, 
which is made 
with gold studs 
through a box. 
plait formed in 
the overlapping 
front. The seam. 
less back has an 
applied pointed 
yoke at the top 
and is drawn in 
closely to the fig
ure at the waist. 
line by tapes in
serted in a short 
casing ; the tapes 
a r e d r a w n  
through open
ings at the ends 
of t.he casing and 
tied over the 
fronts to prettily 
confine the ful
ness at the waist. 
A turn- down 
collar mounted 
on a sha ped band 
is at the neck, 
and between its 
flaring ends II 
red silk Windsor 
scarf is bowed. 
The full shirt
sleeves are gath
ered at the upper 
and lower edges 
and are deeply 
slashed at the 
outside of the 
arm, one edge 
of the slash be
ing finished with 
an underlap and 
the other with 
an ovcrlrl.p that 
is pointed at the 
top ; they are 
finished with 
s t r a i g h t cuffs 
closed at the 
back of the arm 
with link but
tons. The waist 
is worn under 
the skirt and is 
encircled by II 
belt that is closed 
with a silver 
bnckle. 

S i n g l e  bust 
darts, shoulder 
seams, under
arm and side
back gores and 
a curving center 
seam perform 
the adjustment 

usua 
for tI 
and 
tion 
pIe, 
broid 
fancy 
rendel 
ornat 
will 
finish 
or (w 
chinej 
the I 
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p 

A deep under
facing of the 
stiffening mate-
rial applied at the front and sides produces the admired flare. The shirt-waist is stylishly devised with fronts showing ful-

of the jacket, 
the center seam 
ending below 
the waist - line 
above coat-laps. 
and the side-back 
seams disappear
ing under coat
plaits. The fronts 
flare widely, and 
their lower cor-
ners are gracefully rounded, although they may be square if preferred. The lower front corners of pocket-laps covering the openings to side 
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pockets are in this instance rounding, but may be square,  the 
pattern providing for both styles. A rolling collar reverses the 
ironts in large la pels 
at the top, the lapels 
extending broadly 
on the large leg-o'
mutton sleeves, 
which are plaited at 
the top and neatly 
finished at thewrists 
with a single row of 
machine - stitching. 
All the other free 
edges of the jacket 
are similarly com
pleteil, and arrow
heads stay the ends 
of the pock et open
ings. The jacket 
may be closed at 
the bust with a but
ton-hole and but
ton, and the sleeves 
may be gathered 
instead of plaited, 
as preferred. 

The costume em
braces all the best 
features of the blazer 
styles and will de
velop attractively 
in serge, cheviot, 
diagonal or covert 
suiting, such mate
rials beingveryserv
iceable and espe
cially well suited 
to simple, jaunty 
fash ions. Wash 
silks, either plain 
or prettily figured, 
nainsook, lawn, 
cambric, etc. , will 
usually be chosen 
for the shirt-waist j 
and the comple
tion may be sim
ple, or lace, em
broidered edging or 
fancy stitching may 
render the waist 
ornate. The blazer 
will generally be 
finished with one 
or two rows of ma
chine-stitching, and 
the skirt plainly 
completed. 

The straw sailor
hat is tastefully 
trimmed with cat
tails and ribbon. 

FIGURES Nos. 315 L 

AND 316 L.--LA

DIES' CAPE. 

(For UluBtralioDs see 
Page 453.) 

The cape is an extremely dressy top-garment to supplement a 

handsome street costume, and is comfortable without being in 
the least cumber
some. A s h e r e  
pictured it unites 
black miroir moire, 
deep beurre-yellow 
point de Venise lace 
and black satin 
sash ribbon. It 
reaches to the waist
line at the center of 
the front and back, 
and its circular 
shaping permits it 
to spread broadly 
upon the full sleeves 
of the fashionahle 
basque. The gar
ment is made with 
a center seam, is 
perfectly smooth at. 
the top and falls in 
flutes or ripples be· 
low the shoulders, 
the ripples being 
quite pronounced 
at the lower edge. 
A picturesque air is 
contributed by the 
pointed collar, the 
circular shaping of 
which produces rip
ples, and from un
derneath which a 
frill of point de 
Venise lace falls in 
soft folds all round. 
The pointed collar 
is topped by a Me
dici collar which is 
very high at the 
back and rolls softly 
at its upper edge, 
its ends flaring at 
the throat. The re
versed ·edge of the 
Medici collar re
veals a lining of 
bright silk, and the 
cape is closed in
visibly at the center 
of the front beneath 
long ties of satin 
sash ribbon. The 
ribbon is drawn 
about the bottom 
of the collar and 
arranged at each 
side in a broad out
standing loop and a 
closely drawn knot 
from which a long 
end falls to below 
the knee. 

FIGURES Nos. 
315 L AND 316 L.
These two figures 
illustrate the same 
pattern-a Ladies' 
cape. The pattern, 
which is No. 7557 
and costs 1s. or 
25 cents, is in ten 
�izes for ladies from 

FIGURE No. 3 1 8  L. -LADIES' CosTuME.-This illl lstrateB PattPrn No. 7 54 1  (copyright), price 
lR. 8d. or -10 cents. 

Daintiness is the 
distinguishing fea
ture of the new 
capes, and for their 
fashioning the rich
cst of silks and 
satins and the rarest 
of laces are pressed 
into service. The 
cape just described 
is the wrap par ex
cellence for a modish 
woman to assume 
for visiting, driving 
or other dressy 

(For Description see Page 457.) 

twenty-eight to forty-six inches, bust measure, and is presented 
differently developed on page 481 of this DELINEATOR. 

wear, and in its development may be combined satin and moire 
antique, velvet miroir moire, or cloth and satin, with some hand-
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some variety of lace 
for the frill. The 
ties may be of satin 
or moire ribbon, 
preferably the for
mer. 

The large fancy 
straw hat is hand
somely adorned 
with French flow
ers and standing 
loops of ribbon. 

• 

FIGURE No. 3 1 7  L.

L A. DIES' COS
TUMB. 

(For Dlustratiou see Page 454.) 
F I G U R E  N o . 

3 1 7  L. - This illus
trates a Ladies' 
costume. The pat
tern, which is No. 
7579 and costs ls. 
8d. or 40 cent8, is 
in fifteen sizes for 
ladies from twen
ty-eight to forty
eight inches, bust 
measure, and is 
represented in two 
views on page 470 
of this publication. 

The present por
trayal of the cos
tume introduces fig
u r e d  taffeta and 
black satin, with 
ribbon and Van
dykes of point de 
Venise lace for dec
oration. The skirt 
is fashioned in the 
prevailing style with 
flaring sides and 
back and consists 
of seven gores. The 
front-gore and side
gores fit smoothly 
at the top, and the 
four godets which 
form the back are 
box-plaited at the 
top and spread be
low into artistic 
flutes that are pre
served in their state
ly curves by a stiff 
interlining and an 
elastic strap arrang
ed underneath. 

The fronts of the 
shapely b a s  q u e
waist are drawn 
into full , lengthwise 
folds over their 
dart-fitted linings 
by gathers along 
the shoulder edges, 
and the fulness is 
plaited to a point 
at the lower edge. 
A band of satin 
ribbon is flatly ap
plied at each side 
of the dosing, 
which is made in
visibly at the cen-

T H E  D E L I N EATOR. 

FIGURE No. 3 1 9  L.-LA DIES' OUTDOOR TOILln1'E.-This consists of Ladies' Basque-Fitted 
Coat No. 7026 (copyright). price I s. 60. or �5 cents ; and Skirt No. 

7487 (copyright), price Is. 3d. or 30 cents. 

(For Description see Page 451.) 

de Venise lace cr08S 
the fronts from the 
arm's-eye and un· 
d e r-a r m  s e a m s, 
their points meeting 
at the bust and be. 
ing caught together 
by tiny pearl stick· 
pins. Tae full back, 
which is separated 
from the fronts by 
under-arm gores, is 
arranged in full, 
soft folds to carre. 
spond with the 
fronts, and the plaits 
into which the ful· 
ness is collected at 
the bottom flare be.
comingly and are 
stayed by tackings 
to the fitted lining. 
The lower edge of 
the waist is trim
med with a twist of 
satin ribbon, and 
the satin crush 
stock, which 
mounted upon a 

·clos.e-fitting curate 
collar, is closed at 
the back under an 
Imperial bow to 
match. The huge 
gigot sleeves, which 
are shaped by in. 
side seams only, 
spread in the ex
treme style now 
considered correct, 
their exaggerated 
fulness resulting 
from gathers at the 
top and along the 
upper part of one 
edge of the seam. 
They are smooth 
upon the forearm, 
and each is trimmed 
at the wrist with a 
point of satin head
ed by a Vandyke 
of lace. 

The costume is 
distinguished by a 
general air of good 
style and a simpli
city of adjustment 
that will appeal 
strongly to the woo 
man whose dress· 
making must be 
done at home. It 
will develop charm
ingly in crepon, 
either in the famil· 
iar fine weaves or 
the newer goat's
hair variety ; and 
Fayetta, zibeline 
and other woollens 
will make up well, 
as will also India 
silk and taffeta, 
Ribbon, lace or ern· 
broidery may be 
used for decoration 
with the lavishneS8 
which is always per. 

ter ; and the lower ends of the ribbons are plaited to points 
under a bow at the lower edge. Vandyke points of white point 

missible on Summel 
gowns, or a simple completion may, if preferred, be adopted, 

The large straw hat is adorned with ribbon and fine flowers, 
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FIGURE No. 318 L.-
LADH :S' COS

TUME. 
(For illustration see 

Page 455.) 

F I G U R E  N o .  
31S L.-This illus
trates a Ladies' cos
tume. The pattern, 
which is No. 7541 
and costs ls. Sd. or 
40 cents, is in thir
teen sizes for ladies 
from twenty-eight 
to forty-six inches, 
bust measure, and 
may be seen in two 
views on page 474 
of this DELINEATOR. 

An elegant sim
plicity that will ap
peal emphatically 
to refined tastes is 
expressed in the 
present develop
ment of the cos
tume, which unites 
dark-blue rough 
cheviot and white 
silk. The skirt, 
which is composed 
of a front-gore, 
two side-gores and 
three godets, is styl

ishly wide at the 
bottom and smooth 
at the top of the 
front and sides ; 
and the decided 
flare at the lower 
edge is accentuated 
by a deep underfac
ing of hair-cloth. 
The godels at the 
back are box-plait

ed at the top, and 
the plaits spread 
below with a stately 
grace that is pre
served by an inter

lining of hair -cloth. 
'fhe dart-fitted 

fronts of the short, 
round basque are 
rendered fanciful 
by a full vest of 
white silk, sewed 
down under applied 
box-plaits, which 
pass into the shoul
der seams and nar
row gradually . all 
the way down. The 
box-plaits are out
lined with pipings 
of vel vet to pro
duce !\ fanciful 
effect. The fronts 
are closed at the . 
center, and tbe vest 
is drawn into soft 
folds by gathers at 
the top and shirr
ings at the bOttom, 
the fulness droop
ing with particular
ly graceful effect 
over a velvet band 
that trims the lower 

F A S H I O N S  F O R  A P R I L, 1 895. 

FIGURE No. 320 L.-LADIES' COSTU1IE.-ThiB illustrate� Pattern No. 7555 (copyright), price 
Is. 8d. or 40 cents. 

(For De.cription '00 Page 458.) 

457 
separated from the 
fronts by under
arm gores, is ad
justed smoothly by 
a dart at each side 
of the center, the 
darts being con
cealed beneath ap
plied box-plaits that 
are graduated in 
width to correspond 
with those at the 
front. The one-seam 
g(qot sleeves dis
play fashionable 
fulness above the 
elbow and a com
fortably close effect 
below. They are 
a r r a n [; '8 d u p o n  
smooth, coat-slmp
ed linings and are 
gathered at the top 
to stand out with 
the exaggerated 
style demanded by 
prevailing modes" 
The wrists are deco
rated with pipings 
of velvet. The cu
rate collar is cov
ered with a crush 
stock of white silk, 
which is disposed 
in stylish chaux at 
the sides. 

The costume is 
both pratical and 
stylish, and its sim
ple fashioning ren
ders it equally suit
able for young la
dies, young matrons 
and women more 
advanced in years. 
It will develop ex
quisitely i n  plain 
and fancy suiting, 
covert cloth, erc
pon, plain and illu
m i n a t e d  s e r g e, 
Scotch mixtures 
and silk-and-wool 
novelty goods, and 
is also appropriate 
for all sorts of silken 
fabrics. . 1"asteful 
combinations both 
of colors and tex
tures are possible 
with this design, 
and personal taste 
may be given full 
sway in the matter 
of decoration. 

The hat is a stylish 
shape of fine straw 
liberally adorned 
with ribbon and 
French flowers. 

• 
FIGURE No. 319  L.

LADIES' OUT
DOOR TOILETTE. 

(For TIlustration see 
Page 456.) 

edge of the basque, the band passing under the box-plaits. The 
seamless back, which is arranged upon a fitted back of lining and 

F I G U R E N o .  
319 L.-This con

sists of a Ladies' basque-fitted coat and skirt. The coat pattern, 
which is No. 752G and costs l s. Gd. or 35 cents, is in fourteen 



458 T H E  D EL I N EA T O R .  

lIizes for ladies from twenty. eight to forty-six inches, bust meas
ure, and is again portrayed on page 484 of this publication. The 
skirt pattern, which is No. 7487 and costs ls. 3d. or 30 cents, is 
in nine sizes for ladies from twenty to thirty-six inches, waist 
measure, and may be 
seen again on its ac-
companying label. 

A modish toilette for 
visiting, church or the 
promenade is here 
represen ted, the mate
rials selected for its de-

and Summer gowns for travelling, shopping, visiting and genen 
wear. A perfectly plain finish enhances rather than detracts frO! 
the modish appearance of this toilette, although one or two ro" 
of machine-stitching may follow the edges of the coat, if desire! 

The brown strawha 
is simply trimmed witl 
ribbons and flowen 

• 
FrGURE No. 320 L.-LA 

DIES' COSTUME. 

velopment being dn- (For Illu8tratlon see 
namon-brown crepon, Page 457.) 

white silk and moire FIGURE No. 320 1 
and dark-brown moire. -This illustrates a La 
The three-quarter coat dies' costume. Th 
is fitted "W ith the pre- pattern, which is Nc 
c ision of a basque by 7555 and costs ls. 8d 
single bust darts and or 40 cents, iR in thir 
the usual number of teen sizes for ladie 
seams and is not to be from twenty-eight I. 
worn over a waist. The forty-six inches, bus 
back displays stylish measure, and is pre 
coat-laps belowthe cen- sented in three view 
ter seam and coat- on page 473 of thi 
plaits that are each DELINEATOR. 
marked at the top with 'l'he costume, whicl 
a button. The fronts is here representee 
are reversed in broad made of mixed che 
lapels that meet the viot and tan dnck, con 
rolling collarinnotches, sists of a skirt, a jacket 
and open widely over and a vest that may 1> 
dart-fitted, d o  u b i  e - high or open necked 
breasted vest-fronts, the ensemble presentin: 
which are reversed in just that touch of rna! 
lapels that lap over the culine severity whicl 
coat-lapels and form is the chief charm 0 
notches with a rolling the tailor-made gown 
collar that joins the The skirt, which is a 
vest and overlaps the the fashionably widE 
coat collar. The short distended variety, ha 
chemisette with close- a wide circular fron 
fitting standing collar and a back consislin. 
which is provided by of threc godets whicl 
the pattern is here are box-plaited at tht 
omitted in favor of a top and descend in IG 
linen chern isette and bular folds to the lowf 
four-in-hand scarf. The edge, their statel! 
immense sleeves are of curves being maill 
the gigot order and are tained by an interlinini 
shaped by inside seams of hair-cloth. A row a 
only; they are mounted flntina worsted brai 
upon smooth, coat- stylishly trims the bot· 
shaped linings, and are tom of the skirt. 
gathered at the top to The jacket reache: 
spread broadly on the nearly to the knee ani 
shoulders and break is closely adjusted b) 
into pretty folds below. single bust darts anC 

The skirt, which is the usual gores. It 
one of the most stylish the center and side 
of the new designs, hus back seams are insert 
a mouerately wide ed long godets, whict 
front-gore, a gore at spread in regulatim 
each sille, and a wide fashion and are held it 
back-gore that is ar- their stiff curves by 8I 
ranged in a double interlining of hair-c1oti 
box-plait. The front and a strapattached un· 
and sides expand at derneath. The fronts. 
the bottom in the fash- which open widely ovel 
ion now in high favor, the vest, are reversec 
and the back is inter- at the top in broan Is 
lined with hair-cloth pels that meet the roll 
or some other equally ing collar in notches 
stiff material, the box- and flare widely below 
plait spreading with 

FIGURE No. 321 L.-LADIES' MORNING DRESS. - This illustrates Pattern No. 75-13 The gigot sleeves, whiel 
ve7he 

g���:��� iSe�:;!� (copyright), price I s. 6d. or 35 cents. :�:m
S
s
h��f:' J;Pl�S!�: 

cially well adapted to (For Description see Page 459.) drooping effect on tht 
the various plain cloths, covert suiting, tailor cloth, serge, shoulders without which a jacket is not considered modi�h, and 
cheviot, homespun, camel's-hair, and novelty goods in mixed are mounted upon smooth, coat-shaped linings. The great widtb 
and melange effects that are so extensively used to make Spring at the top is collected in forward and backward turning plaits 
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that flare in innumerable fold!> and wrinkles, and each wrist 
is decorated with an encircling row of flutina worsted braid. 
�l'he edges of the collar and lapels and the front and lower 
edges of the jacket are ornamented with a band of similar braid. 

The vest, which 
is made of tan duck, 
is open at the neck 
in the present in
stance. Its dart
fitted fronts are re
versed at the top by 
the encls of the roll
ing notched collar ; 
they are closed at 
the center with a 
row of tiny pearl 
buttons and form a 
shapely point at the 
lower edge. The 
seamless back is fit
ted snugly by a 
single dart at each 
side of the cen
ter, anu. the un
der-arm seams are 
open below the 
waist-line. A chem
isette of striped 
percale and a band
bow to match ar� 
seen. If preferred, 
the vest may be 
made to close to the 
throat and be fin
ished with a close
fitting curate collar, 
the pattern provid
ing for both styles. 
The vest is finished 
with machine-stich
ing. 

The costume dis
plays a simplicity 
of design that is 
highly commend
able in a gown in
tended for walking, 
shopping, travelling 
and general utility. 
It may be developed 
satisfactorily in co
vert cloth, Scotch 
mixtures, camel's
hair, cf(lpon, tweed 
and other fabrics 
of similar texture. 
Anysimplearrange
ment of soutache or 
Hercules braid or 
fiat bands of gimp 
may be added, but a 
strictly plain tailor 
finish is usually fol
lowed by women of 
thoroughly up - to 
date ideas. 

The hat is garni
tured with ribbon. 

--- +----

FIGURE No, 321 L.

LA.DIES' MORN
ING DRESS. 

The morning dress or wrapper is fashioned in a style that 
adapts it equally well to pretty silks, dainty woollens and be
coming cottons, and for its development in the present instance 
pink-and-white striped zephyr gingham was selecteq, with 

white llilce edging, 

(For IlIuBtration see 
Pago 458.) 

F I G U R'E N o . 
321 L.-This illus-

FIGURE No. 322 t.-LADIES' TEA-GowJ'.-This illustrates Pattern No. �540 (copyright), 
price Is. Bd. or 40 cents. 

pipings of white 
goods and a ribbon 
bow with a buckle 
for decoration. It 
may be made with 
or without a short 
body-lining that is 
closely fitted. The 
fronts fall in free, 
graceful folds at the 
�ent.er from gathers 
at the top, and are 
rendered perfectly 
smooth at the sides 
by long under-arm 
darts. They are 
closed invisibly at 
the center to a con
venient depth and 
joined in a seam be
low the closing, and 
the fulness is be
comingly confined 
by graduated belt
sections that pass 
into the under-arm 
darts, the front ends 
of the belt-sections 
being connected 
with a hook and 
loop at the top ancl 
flaring beLOW at the 
center. The back is 
fitted to follow the 
outlines of the fig
ure by side-back 
gores, and a curving 
center seam which 
terminates below 
the waist-line above 
extra width that is 
extended to the 
neck to form a Wat
teau. The side-back 
seams disappear be
neath side-plaits, 
ana the Watteau 
flares into the grace
ful folds of the slight 
train. The train, 
if deemed undesir
able, may be cut 
off, the pattern 
also providing for 
a dress of round 
length. The deep 
cape-collar, which 
is an attractive fea
ture of the dress, 
is many pointed at 
the lower edge and 
flares widely at the 
front. It passes be
neath the Watteau, 
alld its front and 
lower edges are dec
ora ted with a frill 
of lace edging sur
mounted bya piping 
of the material. The 
cape collar is topped 
by a crush stock 
mounted upon a cu
rate collar, the frill

(For Description see Page 460,) 

trates a Ladies' 
morning dress. The pattern, which is No. 7543 and costs ls.  6d. 
or 35 cents, is in fifteen sizes for ladies from twenty-eight to fifty 
inches, bust measure, and may be seen in four views on page 479. 

finished ends of the stock being closed at the back. An Impe
rial bow of ribbon with a buckle decorates the front of the stock, 
and pipings of the material trim the belt sections and also the 
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wrists of the one
seam gigat sleeves, 
which are gathered 
at the t{)P to spread 
in quaint balloon 
fashion above the 
elbow, and are ar
ranged smoothly on 
their coat-shaped 
linings below that 
point. 

The dress is trim 
enough to please 
the most exacting 
woman, and will 
doubtless find a 
place in the ma
jority of Summer 
wardrobes. It will 
develop attractively 
in gingham, per
cale, chambray, 
lawn, challis, etc. , 
and may be made 
as fanciful as de
sired by a judicious 
disposal of lace, 
embroidery, feath
er-stitching, ribbon 
or braid. 

• 

FIGURE No. 3 2 2  L.-
LADIES' TEA

G OWN. 

(For Illustration see Page 459.) 
F I G U R E  N o .  

322 L .  -This illus
trates a Ladies' tea
gown. The pat
tern, which is No. 
7540 and costs ls. 
8d. or 40 cents, is 
in thirteen sizeb for 
ladies from twenty
eight to forty-six 
inches, bust meas
ure, and may be 
seen made up in a 
different combina
tion of materials on 
page 478 of this 
magazine. 

TH E D ELI N EATOR 

The tea-gown, 
which is here repre
sented developed in 
a dainty combina
tion of forget-me
not bllle and white 
figured c h a l l i  s ,  
white India silk and 
point de Gene lace, 
is so graceful in its 
fashioning that it 
may be worn at 
home on any occa
sion save those of 
ceremony. The en
tire front of the 
gown is made over 
dart-fitted Princess 
fronts of lining that 
are closed at the 
center to a desirable 
depth and seamed 
t o g e t h er bclow. 
The full center
front, which is turn-

FIGURE No. 323 L.-LADIES' VISITING TOILETTE.-This consists of Ladies' Yoke Blouse-Waist No. 7556 (copyright), price Is. 3d. or 30 cents ; and Skirt No. 7560 (copyright), price Is. 3d. or 30 cents. 
(For Description see Page 461.) 

rows of' shirrings 
which confine the 

. fulness a little be
low the waist-line 
and falls in full, �oft 
folds below. The 
full front, and the 

·yoke decoration of 
rows of insertion 
arranged above are 
effectively revealed 
between fronts that 
are reversed at the 
top in enormous 
moire-faced lapels 
and superbly ad
justed by long un
der-arm darts taken 
up with the corre
sponding darts in 
the Princess front. 
The back defines 
the figure in the 
graceful style char
acteristic of the 
Princess modes, its 
perfect shaping re
sulting from the 
customary gores 
and a curving cen
ter seam ; and be
low the waist-line 
of the center and 
side-back seams are 
underfolded box. 
plaits that spread 
into stately folds, 
their graceful pose 
being obtained by 
an interlining of 
some stiff mate
rial. FaIling in full, 
soft folds over the 
voluminous gigat 
sleeves, which are 
m o u n t e d  u p o n  
smooth linings and 
are gathered at the 
top to spread pic
turesq uely on the 
shoulders, are deep 
epaulettes of point 
de GJne lace that 
serve to make em
phatic the broad
shouldered effect 
produced by the 
sleeves, the loose 
ends of the epau
lettes falling low 
on the waist. The 
sleeves are trimmed 
at the wrist with 
crush bands of rib
bon, and thc curate 
collar is decorated 
with a broad crush 
band to match, the 
collar band being 
arranged in broad 
chaux a t the sides. 
A bow of ribbon., 
trimR the gown at 
the bust, and sec
tions of ribbon start 
from the under-arm 
darts below the 
waist-line and ter
minate at the front 

ed under at tLe top and shirred to form a standing frill just above the bust, droops with �raceful blou�e effect over several 

edges of the fronts underneath rosette bows, from which long streamers droop. The gown will make up charmingly in any of the dainty plain, 
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figured or fiowered India silks, which are inexpensive and always 
becoming, and with equally good effect in a pretty woollen of 

flare at the front and sides is obtained by an underfacing of con
siderable depth. The skirt is rendered ornate by an elaborate de-

sign in soutache any seasonable va
riety. The front will 
usually be of a con
trastiug hue or fab
ric, and for garni
ture there is an end
less variety of lace 
from which to 
choose, while rib
bon may be added as 
lavishly as personal 
fancy may suggest. 

------

FIGURE No. 323 L.

LADl ES' VI Sl'rING 

TOlLJ£TTR 
(For Illustration see Page 460.) 
FIG U R E- N o .  

323 L. -This con
sists of a Ladies' 
blouse-waist and 
skirt. The blouse
waist pattern, which 
is No. 7556 and 
costs ls. 3d. or 30 
cents, is in thirteen 
sizes for ladies from 
twenty-eight to for
ty-six inches, bust 
measure, and may 
be seen again on 
page 486 of this 
issue. The skirt 
pattern, which is 
No. 7560 and costs 
1s. 3d. or 30 cents, 
is in nine sizes for 
ladies from twenty 
to thirty-six inches, 
waist measure, and 
is differently illus
trated on page 491. 

Very tasteful is 
this toilette, which 
is quite as suitable 
for the promenade 
and for carriage 
wear as it is for the 
use suggested in the 
title. The skirt is 
of unique fashion
ing, and for it cin
namon-brown cloth 
was here chosen, 
with ribbon and a 
handsome design in 
soutache braid for 
decoration. The 
front-gore is ex
tended at the sides 
to form a yoke, no 
darts being neces
sary to secure the 
smoothadjustment; 
and the side-gores, 
by reason of their 
c i r c u l a r  shaping, 
fall in' pronounced 
flutes, a 1 t h o  u g h  
their upper edges 
are j 'lined with per
fect smoothness to 
the yoke. At the 
back three .qodet.� 

FIGURE No. 324 L.-LADIES' CALLING COSTUMF..-Th[s illustrates Pattern No. 7562 
(copyright), price 1 s. 8d. or 40 cents. 

(For Description see Page 462.) 

braid applied to the 
front-gore, the em
broidery disappear
ing under bows set 
at the upper front 
corners of the side
gores, which are 
bordered at the top 
by wrinkled rib
bons that fall in 
long streamers at 
the back. 

The skirt is ad
justed over the 
waist, which is 
made of bluet-and
white striped wash 
silk, dark-silk and 
f a n c y  n a i n s o o k  
tucking and has a 
lining adjusted by 
double bust darts, 
under-arm and si(le
b.,ck gores and a 
center seam. The 
full fronts and full 
back of the waist 
are shaped in low, 
r:Jund outline at the 
t::>p to accommo
date a smooth yoke 
of tucking, and the 
right front is ex
tended to the neck 
in a broad box-plait 
at its front edge, 
the closing being 
made under this 
plait. 'The fulness 
in the fronts is 
collected III gathers 
at the upper edge 
and in several rows 
of shirring at the 
lower edge, and 
droop softly over a 
crush girdle having 
frill - finished ends 
closed at the back. 
Under - arm seams 
connect the fronts 
with the back, 
which shows pretty 
fulness regulated by 
gathers at the top 
and rows of shirring 
at the lower edge, 
At the neck is a 
crush collar dis
playing three frills 
at each side. The 
one-seam mutton
leg sleeves are 
mounted on coat
s h a p  e d linings ; 
they cling closely 
to the forearm, and 
are thrown into 
pretty cross-folds 
and wrinkles above 
the elbow by gath
ers at the upper edge 
and along one edge 
of the seam. 

stand outwith state-
ly grace, their pose being maintained by a stiff 
and an elastic strap tacked underneath ; and a 

interlining, 
fashionable 

Graceful toilettes 
of this description 
may be made up en 

suite in Fayetta, novelty goods, wool or silk Cft3pOn, camel's-hair, 
etc. ;  or silk of soft texture may be used for the waist and grQ8 
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de Londre.�, moire or illuminated wool or silk-and-wool goods 
for the skirt. Garniture may be contributed by point de Gene 
()r point Venise insertion, fancy braid, bands and rosettes of 
ribbon, or spangles. 

that presents the effect of a tapering box-plait is arranged at til 
center of the front, and on it is applied a long jet Vandyke com 
posed of large and small beads that glisten brillantly. Under over 

A band of inser
tion over ribbon 
may be applied to 
the box-plait. 

The fine straw 
hilt is artistically 
adorned with blos
soms and ribbon. 

• 
FIGURE No. 324 L.
LADIES' CALLING 

COSTUME. 

(For D1uetration see 
Page 461.) 

F I G U R E  N o .  
324 L.-This illus
trates a Ladies' 
costume. The pat
tern, which is No. 
7562 and costs l s. 
8d. or 40 cents, is 
in thirteen sizes for 
ladies from twenty
eight to forty-six 
inches, bust meas
ure, and is pictured 
in two views on 
page 4 7 5  of this 
DET.INEATOR. 

Ecru c r e  p 0 n ,  
brown pin-dotted 
silk and Pompeiian
red crepe de Chine 
were here selected 
to make the cos
tume, and fl hand
some decoration 
was arranged with 
jet Vandykes and 
brown satin ribbon. 
The basque-waist is 
very dressy and is 
disposed on a lining 
that is closely fitted 
by the usual darts 
and seams. The 
left front is fitted 
smoothly by double 
bust darts, and the 
full right - front, 
which is adjusted 
smoothly at the side 
by a single dart 
taken up with the 
second dart in the 
lining, overlaps the 
left front and is 
closed diagonally. 
The right front 
droops in French 
or blouse fashion 
at the center, the 
fulness being col
lected in gathers at 
the shoulder edges, 
and in two short 
rows of shirring at 
each sidc of the 
center at the lower 
edge. It is framed 
stylishly by two silk 
revers, which are 
broad at the top and 
taper to points at 
the bottom. An or
nftmentlll section 

FIGURE No. 325 L.-LADlES' VISITING TOTLETTE.-This consists of Lndies' Blouse-Waist 
No. �538 (copyright), price I s. ild. or 30 cents ; and Three-Piece Skirt 

No. 7 4 84 (copyright), price l s. 3d. or 30 cents. 

(For Description see Page 463.) 

arm goreH separa� 
the fronts from til 
s e a m l e s s  b a c k  
which i s  smooth a 
the top, while th' 
fulness at the bol 
tom is collected iI new 
two backward-tum c h a  
ing, overlappin! etc . ,  
plaits. A wrinkle! 
collar of silk thai 
covers the standing 
collar is closcd al 
the left side and h 
ornamented at each 
side with a full ro. 
sette of silk. The 
very large, one- jet 
seam leg-o'-mutton may 
sleeves are fully in good 
accord with the silk 
styles now generally 
admired ; they are 
disposed over coat
shaped linings, and 
the fulness at the 
top is collected in 
gathers that pro
duce illany droop
ing folds and wrin
kles to the elbow, 
below which a close 
adjustment is main
tained. A wrinkled 
band of silk deco
rates each wrist. 

The skirt consists 
of a front-gore of 
ample though not 
extravagant width, 
a gore at each side 
and three back
gores. The fulnes! 
is all massed at the 
back in three gndell 
that are each laid in 
a box-plait at the 
top and spread grad
ually below in state
ly folds. The folds 
are made to look 
stiff by an interlin
ing of hair-cloth, 
and the flare at the 
front and sides is 
emphasized by a 
deep facing of the 
same. The fulness 
in the skirt is held 
well in position at 
the back by an elas
tic band tacked 
across the godets on 
the inside. A hand
some decoration 
consisting of open
patterned jet Van
dykes is carried 
along the lower 
edge at the front
gore, and a huge 
bow of satin ribbon 
is placed at each 
end of the jet trim
ming. The top of 
the skirt is also dec
orated with jet Van
dykes, a very deep 
point being placed 
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over each side-front seam, and 
length being applied back of the 
edge of the waist and is closed 

Elaborate cos-
tumes may be pat
terned after this 
design in any of the 
new silks, crepons, 
c h a l l i e s, serges, 
etc.,  and there are 
some thin materials, 
such as grenadine, 
batiste, dimity, etc. , 
that will make up 
stylishly in this 
way. On the heav
ier materials men
tioned Vandykes of 
jet in various sizes 
lllay be used, with 
good effect ; and 
silk passementerie 
points are alto ap
propriate in open
patterned, showy 
designs. On sheer 
materials open-pat
terned lace or em
broidery may be 
applied. 

The hat is a fancy 
coarse straw trim
med with clover 
blossoms and gauze 
ribbon. 

• 
FIGUllE No. 325 L.

LADIES' VISITING 

TOILETTE. 

(For lIluBt,ration Bee 
Page 462.) 

F l O  U R E  N o. 
325L.-This con
sists of a Ladies' 
blouse-waist and 
three-piece skirt. 
The blouse-waist 
pattern, which is 
No. 7538 and costs 
1s. 3d. or 30 cents, 
is in thirteen sizes 
for ladies from 
twenty-eight to for
ty-six inches, bust 
measure, and is dif
ferently portrayed 
on page 485 of this 
DELINEATOIl. The 
skirt pattern, which 
is No. 7484 and 
costs 1 s. 3d. or 30 
ccnts, is  in nine 
sizes for ladies from 
twenty to thirty-six 
inches, waist meas
ure, and may be 
seen again on its 
label. 

FASH I O N S  F O R  A P R I L, 1 895. 463 
shorter points o f  graduated 
seam. A ribbon follows the 
in front under a full bow. 

piece skirt is of fashionable width and displays in the present 
instance a shor� Spanish flounce, which may be exchanged for 
a medium deep or a very deep flounce, as preferred, the three 

depths being pro
vided for by the 
pattern. The nar
row front-gore of 
the skirt is arranged 
between two wide 
gores, which extend 
to the center of the 
back, where they 
meet in a seam. 
The front and sides 
fall with becoming 
smoothness, and the 
fulness is drawn 
closely to the cen
ter of the back 
and gathered to 
fall in gracefully 
rolling folds sug
gestive of the pop
ular godets. The 
S p a n i s h  flounce, 
which is turned un
der at the top and 
shirred to form a 
frill heading, falls 
in pretty folds all 
round and accen
tuates the distended 
appearance at the 
bottom of the skirt. 

Organdy show
ing figures in two 
shades of violet 
upon awhiteground 
here serves to bring 
out the attractive 
features of the toil
ette, and violet satin 
ribbon intwowidths 
contributes simple 
but effect.ive deco
ration. The three-

FIGURE No. 326 L. -LADIES' COS'l'uME.-Tltis illustl·ates Pattern No. �564 (copyright), price 
Is. 8d. or 40 cents. 

The blouse-waist 
is one of the most 
artistic of the many 
garments of this 
class lately intro
duced, and will 
prove especially be
coming to slender 
figures. It is closed 
invisibly along the 
left shoulder and 
under-arm seams 
and is arranged 
upon a closely ad
justed body-lining, 
the closing of which 
is made invisibly at 
the center of the 
front. The right 
lining-front extends 
to the left shoulder 
seam and forms a 
support for the 
pointed yoke and 
French front. The 
yoke is arranged in 
three puffs and ap
pears with unique 
effect above the 
French front, which 
is gathered at the 
top and shirred at 
the bottom, the ful
ness being drawn 
close to the eenter 
and drooping softly 
with blouse effect. 
The seamless back, 
which is separated 
from the fronts by 
under-arm gores, is 
arranged in three 
backward - turning 
plaits at each side 
of the center, the 

. plaits meeting in a 
point at the lower 
edge and spreading (For Description see Page 464.i 
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bust measure, and is differently represented on page 
47 1 of thiH publication. 

A charming costume for an afternoon fete or for drlv. 
ing is hcre shown developed in a combination of pink. 
and-green plaid zephyr gingham, and point de Gene 
lace over plain green gingham, grcen ribbon contribu� 
ing a very tasteful adornment. The six-gored s.kirt 
displays a gracefully fluted effect at the back and Side. 
without being in the least exagp:ernted in style. '1 be 
narrow front-gore falls quite smoothly, and so do the 
wide side-gores at the belt, although the shaping of tbe 
side-gores permits them to roll below the hips in de· 
cided fiutes or ripples. The three back-gores, which 
are, as usual , wide at the bottom and narrow at tbe 
top, are gathered into a small space at the belt, t.he ful· 
ness falling in rolling folds that suggest godets without 
having their stiff appearance. 

The round body, which is worn under the skirt, in· 
troduces the most popular novelty of the season-the 
broad box-plait at the center of the front. The fronts, 
which are loose, are arranged upon dart-fitted fronts 
of lining closed, like the fronts, at the center. The 
broad box-plait., which is formed at the ftont edge of 
the overlapping front, is covered with point de Gene 
lace, and the fulness at the waist· line is collected in 
gathers at each side of the box-plait. The seamless 
back is mounted upon a fitted back of lining and is 
smooth at the top, while the fulness at the waist-line 
is collected at the center in gathers ; and under-arm 
gores complete the simple adjustment. A deep, fancy 
sailor-collar that forms t.riple points on the sleeves, con· 
tributes au air of quaintness to the simple waist j it is 

FIGURE No. 3 2 7  L.-LADIES' BASQUI!:-WAIST, WITH FRENCH FRONT. -Thi; 
illustrates Pattern No. 7565 (copyright), price Is. 3d. or 30 co:).Ls. 

(For Description see Page 465.) 

to the shoulder seams, into which they pass. The crush 
stock, which is arranged upon a close-fitting standing col
lar, is decorated at each side with a rosette of organdy, and 
its gathered ends are closed underneath the rosette at the 
left side. The sleeves are decidedly novel and are of the 
one-seam gigot style ;  they are arranged upon coat-shaped 
linings and are smooth below the elbow ; and the volumin
ous fulncss above is most effectively disposed in three 
side-plaits in each edge of the seam, gathers at the top at 
each side of two deep bournous loops, anel an upright row 
of gathers at the center from the top nearly to the elbow, 
the fulness drooping in soft folds at each siele of the gath
ers with butterfly effect. A bow of violet satin ribbon 
rises pertly on the shoulder just above tbe bournous loops. 
The crush girdle provided by the pattern is omitted for a 
belt of satin ribbon ; the ends of the belt are concealed by 
a bow of similar ribbon, and from beneath the bow a long 
loop and two long ends fall gracefully upon the skirt. 

The various pretty mulls, lawns, dotted and plain organ
dies, dimities and chambrays are especially well adapted 
to the mode, as its simplicity renders laundering easy. All 
sorts of seasonable woollens and fashionable silks will also 
make up daintily in this way. 

The hat is in fancy straw, trimmed with American 
Beauty roses. 

FIGURE No. 326 L.-LADlES' COSTUME. 

(For Illu.trlltlon see Page 463.) 

FIGURE No. 326 L.-This illustrates a Ladies' costume. 

FIGURE No. 328 L.-LADIES' VASSAR BLousE.-l'his illustrates Pattern 
No. 7523 (copyright), price Is. or 25 cents. 

(For Description see Page 4611.) 

The pattern, which is No. 7564 and costs I s. Sd. nr 40 cents, 
is in thirteen sizes for ladies from twenty-eight to forty-six inches, 

of plain green gingham overlaid with point de Gene lace and 
overlaps the full gigot sleeves, accentuating their picturesque 
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droop ; and its ends pass underneath the box-plait at the front. 
The sleeves are mounted upon smooth linings and are shaped by 
inside seams only and gathered at the top ; each wrist is deco
rated with a round cuff-facing of plain gingham overlaid with 
lace. The crush stock provided by the pattern is here omitted in 
favor of a wrinkled ribbon, which covers the close-fitting curate 
collar alld is bowed prettily at the back. The waist is encircled 
by a ribbon that is decorated at each side of the front with 
double chaux and knots, from underneath which a similar rib
bon falls nearly to the bottom of the skirt, being knotted in 
double loops at the knee and again just above the deeply 
notched lower end. 

The costume may be made of cheviot, serge, zibeline, crepon 
or any of the pretty new silks, but it is especially adapted to the 
various dainty cotton goods designed for Summer gowns, such 
as silk gingham, embroidered chambray, percale, etc. All-over 
embroidery, 
bue·rre - y el
low lace, in
sertion, rib
b o n ,  e t c . ,  
c o n t ri b u t e  
suitable dec
oration. 

The straw 
hat is trim
m e d  w i t h  
fancy plaid 
ribbon and 
plumes. 

• 

FIGURE No. 

327 L.-LA

DU;S' 

BASQUE

WAIST, 

WITH 

FRENCH 
FRONT. 

(For Illustration 
see Page 464.) 

that is essential in dressy waists. Under-arm gores separate 
the front from the fun back, which is shaped to disclose a full 
yoke corresponding with that at the front and shows slight ful
ness collected in gathers at thc top and in overlapping plaits at 
the bottom. A large double loop-bow of blue ribbon covers the 
ends of the crush collar of blue silk, which closes at the back 
and is arranged over a standing collar that is closed in front. 
The sleeves display huge puffs that are thrown into soft folds 
by gathers at both the upper and lower edges, and each wrist is 
trimmed on the upper side with three rosettes of velvet ribbon. 
The pleasing decoration of the waist is completed by a wrinkled 
ribbon starting from a rosette at one side of the fulness in front 
and passing around the back along the lower edge. 

The French front and large sleeves seem to adapt the waist 
particularly to soft textiles, such as plain or figured taffeta, 
surah, China silk, silk crepon, Lansdowne or vailing ; and chif-

fon will pro
d u c e  t h e  
daintiest ef
fect in the full 
yoke. Com
binations are 
especially at
tractive in 
such a gar
ment, and for 
a d o rn m e n t  
lace inser
tion, edging, 
ribbon or "ilk 
t r i m m i n g  
may be ap
plied. 

The large 
hat of fancy 
straw is artis
tically trim
med with vel
vet, silk and 
fine blossoms. 

FIGURE No. 
328 L.-LA

nms' 
V .A. S S A R  

BLOUSE. 
(For illustration 

see Page 464.) 

F I G U R E 
No. 327 L.
This i l l  u s
trates a La
dies' basque
waist. The 
p a t t e r n ,  
which is No. 
7 5 6 5  a n d  
costs i s .  3d. 
or 30 cents, 
is in thirteen 
sizes for la
d i e s  f r o m  
twenty -eight 
to forty-six 
inches, bust 
measure, and 
may be seen 
in a different 
development 
on page 487 
of this DE-

FlGURE No. 329 L.-LADlES' BLOUSE.-This illustrates Pattern No. �525 (copyright), price Is. 3d. or 30 cents. 

F I G U R E  
No. 328 L.
This illus
trates a La
dies' blouse. 
The pattern, 
which is No. 
7 5 2 3  a n d  
costs l s. or 
25 cents, is in 
thirteen sizes 
f o r  l a d i e s  
from twenty
eight to forty
six inches, 
bust meas-(For Description see Page 466.) 

LINEA'l'OR. 
The soft fulness which characterizes the waist is especially 

becoming, its disposal over a fitted lining adapting the waist 
even to ligures that are not always improved by fancy effects. 
The present development is extremely dainty and unites robin's
egg blue taffeta having seed-like golden-brown dots, and blue silk 
and chiffon, with brown velvet ribbon for decoration. The French 
front is nrranged over a high-necked lining-front fitted by double 
bust darts, and is shaped in Pompadour outline at the top to 
reveal full yoke-portions of chiffon, which are framed by velvet 
ribbon that is disposed in pretty rosettes at the corners, on the 
shoulders and over the closing, which is made at the center of the 
front. It droops softly in blouse fashion at the center, the ful
ness being arranged in small box-plaits at the top and closely 
drawn gathers at the lower edge ; and back of the fulness the 
front is drawn smoothly over the lining, giving the trim effect 

ure, and may 
be seen in three views on page 488 of this DELINEATOR. 

The blouse, which is fashionably known as the Vassar blouse, 
is represented in the present instance developed in white China 
silk. It is simply shaped by shoulder and under-arm seams only 
and is slipped on over the head. The upper edge is turned under 
and stitched to form a casing, in which a draw-string is inserted 
to regulate the fulness, the neck being in half-low style, with a 
pretty frill finish. A tape inserted in a casin& draws the gar
ment closely about the waist, and the blouse is worn beneath 
the skirt, the waist being encircled by a belt that is closed at 
the front underneath a bow formed of loops and a knot of rib
bon. The very full elbow sleeves are drawn into pretty frills at 
the bottom by draw- strings inserted in casings, and are gathered 
at the top to present the fashionable droop on the shoulders. 
If preferred, the sleeves may extend to the wrists, the pattern 
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providing for both 
styles. The neck, which 
may be made high with 
a frill finish if the half
low effect be deemed 
undesirable, is deco
rated with a garniture 
of fine French flowers, 
from which sprays of 
graduated length droop 
with artistic effect. 

This unique mode 
lends itself especially 
well to the dainty silks, 
softwoollens and pretty 
cottons which are now 
being shown so plenti
fully for Spring and 
Summer wear. The 
simple adjustment ren
ders the blouse so easy 
to launder that it will 
be much favored for 
washable silks and 
dotted and figured 
mulls, Swisses and 
nainsooks ; and it is 
fashioned in so quaint 
a manner that very lit
tle if any garniture will 
be necessary. 

FIGL'RE No. 329 L.-LA._ 
DIES' BLOUSE. 

(For D1ustration see 
Page 465.) 

FIGURE No. 329 L. 
-This illustrates a La
dies' blouse. The pat
tern, which is No. 7525 
and costs 1 s. 3d. or 30 
cents, is in thirteen 
sizes for ladies from 
twenty-eight to forty
six inches, bust meas
ure, and may 'be seen 
in three views on page 
489 of this magazine. 

The acme of simpli
ci ty and grace is a t
tained in the blouse; 
which is designed with 
a uniquely shaped 
yoke, anc! full sleeves 
that are exceptionally 
charming. Figured In
dia silk was selected for 
the blouse in the pres
ent instance, with rib
bon, lace Vandykes 
and insertion tor gar
niture. The garment 
is provided with a lin
ing closely adjusted 
by double bust darts, 
under-arm and side
back gores and a curv
ing center seam, the 
lining giving a trim 
appearance that is al
ways desirable ; and 
the closing is made at 
the center of the front. 
The full portions at the 
front and back are 
separated by under
arm gores and the ful

T H E  D ELI N EATO R .  

FIGURE No. 330 L. -LADIEs' VISITlliG TOYLETTE.-'rhis consists of Ladies' Basque· 
Waist No. 7542 (copyright), price Is. 3d. or 30 cents j and Circular Skirt 

No. 7571  (copyright), price Is. 3d. or 30 cents. 

(For Description see tbis Pagp,) 

full poriions are over
lapped by the lower 
edge of a yoke that is 
seamless on the shoul
ders and is narrowed 
toward the center of 
the front and back to 
give an effective lower 
outline. White point 
de Gene insertion fol
lows the lower e(lge of 
the yoke and trims it 
on the shoulders, and 
similar insertion covers 
the standing collar, 
which is of moderate 
height. A belt covered 
with insertion encircles 
the waist, and a loop
bow of ribbon deco
rates it prettily at the 
right side of the front, 
while a similar bow 
covers the ends, which 
are closed at the left 
side of the front ; and 
white lace Vandykes 
are arranged, points 
downward, on the 
fronts just below the 
yoke, with handsome 
effect. The pretty 
sleeves, which are 
made over linings shap
ed by inside and out
side seams, have gen
erous fulness collected 
in gathers at the upper 
and lower edges, and 
are finished at the bot� 
tom with shallow cuffs. 
Each is trimmed at the 
top with two rows of 
insertion arranged in 
V outline, and dainty 
bows of ribbon are set 
on the yoke at the 
ends of each row. 

The mode is a pretty 
one by which to de
velop crepon, challis, 
French cashmere, su
rah, satin, taffeta and 
India or China silk, and 
happy results may be 
attained by u�iug silk 
in a contrasting shade 
for the yoke, collar and 
belt. 'l'he most appro· 
priate garnitures are 
lace edging, fancy and 
spangled gimp, and 
ribbon, either alone 
or overlaid with inser
tion. 

The hat is a stylish 
poke shape in straw, 
tastefully adorned with 
ribbon and flowers. 

FIGURE No. 330 L.-LA 
DIES' VISITING 

TOILETTE. 

(For llluslration see 
tbis Page.) 

FIGURE No. 330 L. 

ness is prettily regulated by gathers at the top and by two rows ('If 
shirring made at belt depth apart at the waist-line, the shirrings 
drawing the fulness well to the center. The upper edges of the 

-This consists of a 

Ladies' basque-waist and circular skirt. The basque-waist pat
tern, which is No. 7542 and costs 1 s. 3d. or 30 cents, is in thir
teen sizes for ladies from twenty-eight to forty-six inches, bust 
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measure, and is fur
ther illustrated on 
page 490 of this 
magazine. The skirt 
pattern, which is 
No. 7571 and costs 
Is. 3d. or 30 cents, 
is in nine sizes for 
ladies from twenty 
to thirty-six inches, 
waist measure, and 
may be seen differ
ently portrayed on 
page 492. 

The toilette is 
simple yet decided
ly attractive and 
stylish, and its pres
ent development, 
which unites dahlia 
crC-pon, and white 
silk overlaid with 
black lace, shows it 
to decided ad van
tage. The skirt is 
of an exceptionally 
graceful design and, 
in accordance with 
F a s h i o n ' s latest 
mandate, is com
pleted with perfect 
plainness. The cir
cular part of the 
skirt, though ar
ran g e d  without 
:larts, fits smoothly 
nt the top, while in 
the lower jlart it 
undulates all round ; 
the flutes grow more 
pronounced as the 
back is approached, 
and the one nearest 
the back at each side 
is held in its pose by 
a strap which is 
tacked underneath 
near the top, and 
which also IlliIin
tains the position 
of the three gode� 
that flare in charac
teristic fashion at 
the back. The qo
del;; at the back �nd 
the deep flutes at 
the sides are made 
more pronounced 
by an interlining of 
hair-cloth or mo
reen, antI a deep 
underfacing at the 
front ensures the 
fashionable flare. 

The basque-waist 
is of the short, 
round variety and 
introduces Eton 
fronts that roll back 
in large revers at 
the top and have 
pointed lOwer cor
ners. The Eton 
fronts reveal, with 
vest effect, dart-fit
ted fronts of white 
silk overlaid with 
black point de Gene 
lace that close at 

FAS H I O N S  F O R  A P R I L, 1 895. 

FIGURB No. 33l L.-LADlES· PROMENADE TOILETTE.-This illust.-ates Ladies' Full Ripple Cape 
No. 7629 (copyright), price lOd. or 20 cent� j Rnd Skirt �o. 7531 

(copyright), price ] s. 3d. or 30 ceuts. 

(For Description see this Page.) 
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a curvip.g center 
seam ; the back is 
smooth at the top, 
and has fulness be
low collected in 
backward - turning 
plaits at each side 
of the center. The 
standing collar of 
white silk is over
laid with lace to 
correspond with the 
fitted fronts, and a 
crush band closed 
at the back under a 
broad loop-bow fol
lows the lower edge 
of the waist. The 
jacket fronts are 
rendered ornate by 
a row of buttons 
applied on each 
front edge below 
the revers, and the 
revers are outlined 
with wide braid and 
all-over decorated 
with rows of llarrow 
braid. The sleeves 
are of the leg-o'
mutton order, with 
only inside seams. 
They flare broadly 
above the elbow and 
cling closely upon 
the forearm, their 
graceful effect be
· ing preserved by 
coat-shaped linings. 

The toilette will 
make up beautifully 
in camel's-hair, il
luminated cheviot 
and other silk-and
wool novelties, as 
well as in crepon 
in the new rough 
weaves, and also in 
Fayetta, taffeta and 
gros de Londres. 
With any of these 
fabrics may be as
sociated moire an
tique, miroir moire 
or velvet, which 
will usually be 
chosen for the fitted 
fronts and collar. 

The fanciful hat 
of straw is trimmed 
with - flowers and 
silk ribbon. 

FIGURE No. 331 L.
LADIES' PROMEN

ADE TOILETTE. 

(For llIustration Bee 
this Page.) 

F I G U R E  N o .  
331 L.-This illus
trates a Ladies' full 
ripple cape and 
skirt. The cape 
pattern, which is 
No. 7529 and costs 
10d. or 20 cents, is 

the center. Shoulder and under-arm seams connect both the 
fitted fronts and jacket fronts with the seamless back, which is 
arranged on a lining fitted by under-arm and side-back gores and 

in ten sizes for la
dies from twenty-eight to forty-six inches, bust measure, and is 
shown again on page 480 of this magazine. The skirt pattern, 
which is No. 7531 and costs I s. 3d. or 30 cents, is in nine sizes 

3 
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for ladies from twen
ty to thirty -six inch
es, waist measure, 
and is again pic
tured on page 493. 

For Spring alid 
Summer wear, the 
full ripple cape has 
features that make 
it one of the most 

' comfortable and 
convenient of top 
garments. Black 
moire silk was in 
this instance chosen 
to make the jaunty 
cape, with change
able silk for lining 
and a full ruche of 
ribbon and hand
some jet Vandykes 
o f  g r a d u a t. e d  
lengths for decora
tion. The cape, 
which is in circular 
form with a seam at 

1.he center, is quite 
:smooth at the top, 
and falls below in 
graceful ripples that 

,result wholly from 
the shaping. The 
high collar of the 
Medici order pre
sents a center seam 
and rolls slightly all 
round. It is encir
ded by a pretty 
ruching of ribbon, 
and the cape is 
adorned below the 
collar with hand
some jet Vandykes. 

The skirt is repre
sentedmadeof beige 
Crt3pOn and deco
rated with bows of 
brown satin ribbon. 
It uniquely exem
plifies the beauty of 
flowing lines in 
skirts, and has suffi
dent amplitude to 
suit w omen of the 
mo�t fastidious and 
�xacting taste who 
-desire the newest 
mode. The mod
erately wide front
gore is stylishly 
framed with yodets 
that taper from 
a point at the top 
to be of stylish 
width at the lower 
edge ; the godets 
pass into the seams 
joining the front 
and side gores as 
far down as the 
knee and are joined 
separately to the 
gores below, which 
are smoothly fitted 
.at the top. At the 
back are three go
dets, each of which 
is laid in a box
plait at the top ; 
.they expand gradu
ally and are given 

.n stately outstand-

T H E  D EL I N E A T O R .  

FIGURE No. 332 L.-LADIES' COSTUME.-This illustrates Pattern No. 7572  (copyright), 
price J s. 8d. or 40 cents. 

(For Description see (his Page.) 

ing effect by an in. 
terlining of hair· 
cloth, and the fla" 
at the bottom i, 
emphasized by I 
facing of the same 
Three bows of sati! 
ribbon are place/ 
at regular interval· 
upon each of th! 
godets at the front 
the ends of the ri]) 
bon being caught ir 
the seams. 

Great a r t i s t i! 
beauty may be at 
tained in a toiletted 
this kind, the styl 
inviting charmin! 
comminglings 0 
color. The cap 
may be of velve 
or moire in som 
such shade as helio 
trope, violet, leaf 
green, browll 0 
black, brilliant! 
adorned with cui 
jet beads arrange 
in a Vandyke de 
sign or in point 
that graduate h 
width and length 
while the skirt IDSI 
be made up in i 
Spring woollen thl 
shows gay flecks 0 
color, or in one c 
the sil k-and-wool 0 
all-silk crepons tlls 
display such an ad 
mirable lustre. Th 
skirt may also II 
appropriately de 
veloped in silk, 0 
in a more servicabl 
material like serge 
cheviot, wool cal 
vas, challis, grena 
dine, etc. 

The hat is a fane 
straw stylishlytri� 
med with field fioll 
ers and ribbon. 

• 

FIGURE No. 332 1.
LADIES' COS

TUME. 
(For D1u.tratlon ! .. 

this Page.) 

F I G U U E  N o  
332 L.-This iIIm 
trates a Ladies' cO! 
tume. The patten 
which is No. 757 
and costs 1 s. Sd. c 
40 cents, is in thil 
teen sizes for ladie 
from twenty-eigl 
to forty-six inche 
bust measure, an 
is ditIerently pi! 
tured on page 47 
of this DELINEATOI 

A charming co; 
tume for garder 
party or other dress 
wear ill Summer 
here pictured, II 
material select! 

for 
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for it  being black nainsook flouncing embroidered in red. Tne 
full, round skirt, which may be made up with or without a five
gored foundation-skirt, is arranged in two broad box-plaits at 
each side of the 

in the beautiful new embroidered bastistes and nainsooks. The 
mode is also adaptable to silks and woollen goods, and for a 
dressy gown of silk eyelet chiffon may be used for the full fronts 

front, and is gath
ered lit the back to 
fall in graceful folds 
thllt spread in a 
manner suggestive 
of stately godets. 
The sides of the 
skirt display the 
distended effect pe
culillr to all modish 
gowns, and, if pre
ferred, tbe skirt 
may be gathered all 
round, the pattern 
providing for both 
gathers and plaits. 

The fronts of the 
round waist are ar
ranged with pretty 
fulness and are sup
ported by dart-fit
ted fronts of lining 
and closed at the 
center with hooks 
and eyes. The seam
less back displays 
fulness to corre
spond with the 
front, and is ar
rauged upon a fit
ted lining i and un
der-arm gores com
plete the simple ad
justment. 'fhe waist 
is worn beneath the 
skirt and is encir
cled by a wrinkled 
belt of red satin 
ribbon. The curate 
collar is decorated 
with a band of red 
ribbon, which is 
bowed prettily at 
the throat, the ends 
being carried down
ward diagonally to 
the belt, knotted 
there and arranged 
in double loops and 
long, notched ends 
which droop grace
fully upon the skirt 
at each side. Fall
ing over the huge 
puff sleeves, which 
extend to the elbow 
and lire arranged 
upon smooth lin
ings, are deep caps 
cut from the flouuc
ing and gathered to 
droop in full, soft 
folds upon the 
sleeves. Long loops 
of ribbon fall for
ward and back
ward over the ends 
of the caps, and the 
puffs are cut so that 
the points of em
broidery come at 
the bottom, produc
ing a very attractive 
effect. 

The costume is 
thoroughly artistic 
and will develop 
most picturesquely 

FIGURE No. 333 L,-LADIES' COSTUME.-This illustrates Pattern No. �546 (copyright), price 
Is. 8d. or 40 cents. 

(For Description sec tbis Page.) 

and elaborate gar
niture of ribbon 
may be added, if 
liked. Silk and 
French ginghams, 
chambray and nu
merous other pret
ty and inexpensive 
cottons will make 
up exquisitely in 
this way, and so will 
embroidered mull 
or  dotted Swiss. 

The hat of fancy 
straw is adorned 
with chiffon, flow
ers and ribbon. 

• 

FIGURE No. 333 L.
LADIES' COS

TUME. 

(For Illustration see tbis Page.) 

F I G U R E  N o .  
333 L.-This illus
trates a Ladies' cos
tume. The pattern, 
which is No. 7546 
and costs ls.  8d. or 
40 cents, is  in fonr
teen sizes for ladies 
from twenty-eight 
to forty-eight inch
es, bust measure, 
and is again por
trayed on page 477 
of this pUblication. 

The costume dis
plays the severity 
of outline and the 
aim pIe finish of the 
regulation tailor
made gown, and 
is here shown de
veloped in covert 
cloth. The six
gored skirt has a 
stylish bnt not ex
:iggera ted flare at 
t1.e bottom and is  
smoothly adjusted 
at the top of the 
front and sides. 
The three godet.� 
which form the 
back are box-plait
ed at the top and 
spread below into 
flute-like folds that 
are stiffened with 
hair-cloth and held 
firmly by an elastic 
strap arranged un
derneath. 

The fronts of the 
jacket close in 
d ou b l e-b re a s t e d  
style with button
holes and bone but
tons, over a double
b r e a s t e d  low-cut 
vest, and their low
er front corners are 
nicely rounded to
ward the back. 
They are reversed 
at the top in enor-
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mous lapels that meet the stylish rolling collar in notches, and 
between the lapels is disclosed a linen chemisette and a black 
satin four-in-hand scarf, the short chemisette and standing collar 
provided by the pattern being omitted in the present instance. 
The close adjustment of the jacket is accomplished by �ingle bust 
darts and the customary seams, and the back displays the regu
lation coat-laps and coat-plaits. The one-seam gigot sleeves are 
arranged upon smooth, coat-shaped linings and present a quaint 
drooping effect at the top which is arranged in forward and 
backward turning plaits. The sleeves are smooth upon the 
forearm and are plainly finished at the wrists. A row of ma
chine-stitching follows all the free edges of the jacket. The fronts 
may be rolled to the waist-line to show the vest, if preferred. 

The costume is modish in the extreme, and is suitable for 
travelling, shopping, visiting or general wear. It will make up 
fashionably in cloth, camel's-hair, cheviot, homespun, plain 
and fancy suitings, whipcord, tweed, tailor cloth, light
weight ker
sey, zibeline 
and numer
o us 0 t h e r  
stylish wool
lens, and will 
usually be 
plainly fin
ished. 

The straw 
hat is trim
m e d  w i t h 
ribbon and a 
quill. 

- -+-
LA D I ES' 

COSTl' ME, 

WITH SEV

EN-GOttED 

SKIRT 

A RRANGED 

IN FOUR 

GOIJETS AT 

THE BACK. 
(For llIustra-

t10ne see this 
Pn£e.) 

No. 7579. 
- F i g u r e d  
t a f f e t a  and 
b l a c k satin 
are united in 
t h i s  stylish 
costume at 
fi g u r e  N o. 
3 1 7  L in this 
DELINEATOR, 
satin ribbon 
and lace Van
dyke points 
p r o v i d  i n g  
pretty deco
ration. 75 79 

Side-Front View. 

and folds to the elbow, below which the adjustment is comfon 
ably close. The sleeves are made over smooth, coat-shspl! 
linings. A twisted band of velvet is carried around the lowe 
edge of the basque-waist, terminating ut the back under a cluste 
of four outstanding loops of velvet. The high collar is closed s 
the throat and over it is a softly wrinkled stock collar of velve! 
the gathered ends being closed at the back under a lar� 
many looped bow of velvet. 

The stylish seven-gored skirt has °a narrow front-gore, a ve� 
o wide gore at each side and four gores at the back, the front am 

side gores being fitted with perfect smoothness at the top, whH 
the back-gores are interlined with hair-doth and box-plaited I 
the top and gathered across the box-plaits to fall in four grad 
ually expanding godels to the bottom, where the skirt measure 
about five yards and a half round in the medium sizes. Thi 
flare may be emphasized by adding a stiff facing across the fron 
and side gores, if desired. The yodets are held well in positiOi 

Side-Back View. T h e  styl
ish costume 
is here repre
sented made 
of figured In

LADIES' COSTUME, WITH Sl<:V EN-GORED SKIRT ARRANGED IN FOUR Godets AT THE BACK. (COPYRIGHT.) 

(For Description see this Page.) 

dia silk, with the stock collar and decoration of velvet. The 
trim adjustment of the dressy basque-waist is due to a lining 
fitted by double bust darts, under-arm and side-back gores and a 
curving center seam, the closing being made at the center of 
the front. The full fronts are separated from the seamless back 
by under-arm gores that give a smooth adjustment at the 
sides ; and the fulness in the fronts is collected in gathers at the 
shoulder edges and in thrce overlapping plaits at the bottom at 
each side of the closing, the plaits being lightly tacked at 
intervals but flaring prettily. The fulness in the back is sim
ilarly disposed, the overlapping plaits formed at the lower edge 
at each side of the center flaring prettily. The broad-shouldered 
effect is contributed by the large one-seam leg-o'-mutton 
sleeves, the fulness being drawn in close gathers at the top and 
along one edge of the seam and forming many pretty wrinkles 

by an clastic band tacked underneath It short distance below th! 
placket, which is finished above the center seam ; and the top 01 
the skirt is finished with a belt. 

The new silks that are crinkled like crepon, the printed failles 
that are neat and inexpensive and the hosts of challies and 
crepons that come in light and dark grounds on which stripes and 
floral patterns of different colors are printed will look stylish 
made up after this mode. 

We have pattern No. 7579 in fifteen sizes for ladies from 
twenty-eight to forty-eight inches, bust measure. For a lady 
of medium size, the garment requires fourteen yards and seven· 
eighths of goods twenty-two inches wide, or eleven yards and 
three-fourths thirty inches wide, or ten yards and five-eighths 
thirty-six inches wide, or eight yards and a half forty-four inches 
wide, each with five-eighths of a yard of velvet twenty inches wide, 
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cut bias for the crush collar and to trim. Price of pattern, l s. 
Sd. or 40 cents. • 

LADIES' COSTUME, llAVlNG A FANCY SAILOR-COLLAR, 
BLOUSE FRONT A�D SIX-GORED SKIRT. 

(For Illustrations see this Page.) 

No. 7564.-At figure No. 326 L in this magazine this costume 
is shown made of plain green and pink-and-green plaid zephyr 
gingham, with an elaborate decoration of green ribbon and 
point de Gene lace overlying the plain gingham. 

The costume is notably stylish in effect and is here repre
sented made of fancy gingham and decorated with insertion and 
ribbon. The wllist is worn under the skirt and is made over a 
lining fitted by double bust darts, under-arm and side-back 
gores and a curving center seam ; and the closing is made at the 
center of the front. Under-arm gores separate the blouse fronts 

is tastefully trimmed with a row of insertion. The one-seam 
leg-o'-mutton sleeves are mounted on coat-shaped linings ; they 
fit the arm closely below the elbow and present the fashionable 
bouffant appearance above, the fulness being: collected in gath
ers at the top. Two encircling rows of insertion decorate each 
sleeve at the wrist. 

The six-gored skirt is extremely graceful and eminently prac
tical, having no dnrts and but very slight fulness at the top of 
the front and sides. The fulness at the back is collected i n  
gathers and falls in admirable full folds t o  the lower edge, 
where the skirt measures about four yards and a half round i n  
the medium sizes. (]'he fulness i s  held well t o  the back by a n  

/elastic strap tacked underneath, and the skirt may b e  faced with 
crinoline or hair-cloth if it is desirable to give emphasis to the 
distended effect. The placket. is finished at the seam nearest the 
center at the left side, lind the top of the skirt is completed with 
a belt. A wrinkled belt of ribbon encircles the waist and 

is supplemented 
by a double-loop 
bow at the cen
ter of the back, 
and double loops 
and a long end 
at each side of 
the fulness i n  
the front. 

Very stylish 
costumes may 
be made up in 
this manner of 
chambray, ging
ham. linen lawn, 
batiste and dim
ity ; challis and 
crepon will also 
look well when 
fashioned in this 
way. Ribbon 
in unison with 
lace or embroi
dery will pra
vide effective 
ornamentation. 
A modish Easter 
c o s t u m e  was 
fashioned from 
pale - gray silk 
warp crepon and 
old-rose taffeta. 
The s i l  Ie w a s  
used for the col
lars and belt,and 
the sailor collar 
w a s  decorated 
on each shoulder 
with three slend
er Vandykes. 

Side- fi't'ont 'iew. Side· Rack View. 

Vi'e have pat
tern No. 7564 
in thirteen sizes 
for ladies from 
twenty-eight to 
forty-six inches, 
b u s  t measure. 
For a lady of 
mcdium s i z e ,  

LADlES' COSTUME, HAVING A FANCY SArLoR-COLLAR, BLOUSE FRONT AND SiX-GORED SKIRT. (COPYRIGHT.) 
(For Description .ee tWs Page.) 

from the seamless back and produce a s�ooth adjustment at 
the sides. 'The blouse fronts are smooth at the top and a wide 
box-plait formed at the front edge of the overlapping: front con
ceals the closing. Stylish fulness in the lower part of each 
front is collected in short rows of gathers at the waist-line, and 
the fronts droop gracefully in blouse fashion. The seamless 
hflck is smooth across the shoulders, but has fulness below col
lected in short rows of shirrings at the waist-line. At the neck 
is a standing collar and included in the seam with it is a fancy 
Milor-collar. The standing collar is covered with a wrinkled 
Btock, that is decorated at the upper and lower edges with a 
row of insertion and closed at the back under a double loop 
bow of ribbon. The sailor collar shapes six points at the lower 
edge, two points at the front, two at the back and one on each 
shoulder ; it droops broadly on tile shoulders and its lower edge 

the costume re
quires thirteen yards of material twenty-two inches wide, or 
eleven yards and a half twenty-seven inches wide, or ten yards 
thirty-six inches wide, or eight yards and three-fourths forty
four inches wide. Price of pattern, 1 s. Sd. or 40 cents. 

• 
LADIES' COSTUME, W ITlI STRAIGIIT, FULL SKIRT, WHICH 

M AY BE MADE WITH OR WITHOUT A FIV lc-GORED 
FOUNDATION-SKIRT AND WITH THE FULN ESS 

ARRANGED ALL ROUND I N  GATH ERS OR 
IN GATHERS A.T THE B A.CK AND I N  

BOX-PLAITS A T  TIlE FRO�T. 

(For IlIu"traUonB see Page 472.) 
No. 7572.-At figure No. 332 L in this magazine this costume 
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View W'lthilut FJpaulettes. 

is shown made of black nain
sook flouncing embroidered 
in red and decorated with 
ribbon. 

An exqnisite Summer gown 
for a young lady is here de
picted, the material being old
blue gingham flouncing em
broidered with deep buer,·e
yellow and the trimming 
black satin ribbon. The 
straight skirt is stylishly full, 
measuring fully four yards · 
at the bottom in the medium 
sizes, and overhangs a five
gored foundation-skirt meas
uring two yards and three
quarters at the bottom in the 
medium sizes, the use of the 
foundation skirt, however, 
being optional. The skirt 
JUay have its fulness arranged 
in two very broad box-plaits 

Side-�·ont View. 

with a wrinkled band of ribbon, and decorated at the front with 
double outstanding loops and at the back with an Empire bow, 
from which long streamers fall to the bottom of the skirt. 

The waist, which is worn under the skirt and closed at the 
center of the front, has full fronts and a full seamless back sep
arated by under-arm gores and arranged upon a body lining Jit
ted like a basque with darts and seams. The fronts are disposed 
in pretty folds at each side of the closing and by gathers at the 
neck and shoulder edges, the fulness being drawn closely to the 
center at the waist-line by a short double row of shirring at each 
side. The fulness at the back is similarly gathered at the neck 
and shoulder edges and collected in two short rows of shirrings 
at the waist-line. The sleeves are covered to tbe elbow with 
immense puffs, which droop quaintly on the shoulders and spread 
in balloon fashion below epaulettes or caps that are gathered at 
the top and cross the shoulders in full folds. The ends of the 
epaulettes are sewed to the fronts and back under sections of 
ribbon, which start from the waist-line and spread prettily to the 
shoulder seams, where their ends are covered by coquettish 
bows. The closing is concealed by a wrinkled band of ribbon, 
and the standing collar is covered with similar ribbon, that has 
its ends secured under a pretty bow at the center of the back. 
For dressy wear, the sleeves may be cut off below the puffs, and 

Side-Back View. 

if a less fan
ciful devel
opment be 
desired, the 
e p a u l e t t e s  
may be omit
ted, as shown 
in the small 
illustration. 

The cos
t u m e  w i l l  
make up ex
quisitely in 
t h e  n e w  
c h am br a ys 
which come 
in robe pat
terns and dis
p l a y  t i n y 
plaitings of 
buerre-yellow 
b a t  i s t e  or 
frills of white 
o r  y e l l o w  
lace. Plain 
and embroid
ered batiste, 
lawn, nain
sook, flounc
ings and the 
n u m e r o u s  
o t h  e r cot
tons which 
are now be
ing made up 
into Summer 
gowns are 
also adapt
able to the 
mode, and so 
are all sorts 
of pretty silks 
and wool
lens. 

LADIES' COSTUME, WITH STR.l.IGHT, FULL SKIRT, WHICH MAY f": MADE WITH OR WITE;OUT A �'IVE-GORED FOUNDATION
SKIRT AND WITH THE Fur, NESS ARRANGED ALL ROUND IN GATHERS OR IN GATHERS AT THE 

We have 
pattern No. 
7572 in thir
teen sizes for 
ladies from 
twenty- eight 
to forty - six 

BACK ANI> IN BOX-PLAITS AT 'rEE FRONT. (COPYRIGHT.) 

(For Description see Page 471.) 

at each side of the front and in closely drawn gathers at the 
back, or it may be gathered all round, as preferred, both styles 
being provided for by-the pattern and illustrated in the engrav
ings. In either arrangement the skirt presents the fashionable 
flare at the bottom and full rolling folds that suggest the popular 
godets at the back. A placket is finished at the center of the 
back, a.nd the top of the skirt is completed with a belt covered 

inches, bust 
measure. To make the costume for a lady of medium size, will 
require six yards and three-eighths of embroidered hemstitched 
gingham flouncing forty-five inches wide, with four yards and a 
fourth of plain gingham twenty-seven inches wide. Of one ma
terial , it  needs fifteen yards twenty-two inches wide, or ten yards 
thirty-six inches wide, or eight yards and a fourth forty-four 
inches wide. Price of pattern, la. Sd. or 40 cents. 
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LADIES' COSTUME, CONSISTING OF A Vl�ST (TO BE HIOH OR 

OPEN NECKED), A JACKJ<}T W ITll G ODETS IN THE BACK 
SEAMS, AND A SKIRT llA VJNG A CIRCULAR FRONT 

A�D THRE�J G ODETS AT THE BACK. 

(For IIIustratioDs eoo tbis Page.) 

No. 7555.-By referring to figure No. 320 L �n this magazine, 
this costume may be seen made of mixed cheviot and duck, and 
trimmed with braid. 

The costume is here shown developed in cinnamon-brown mixed 
suiting and plain vesting, and it will be especially comfortable 
for travelling, shopping .and general wear in warm weather. 
The skirt has a wide circular-front and three godets that are 
wide at the the bottom and very narrow at the top. The [Jodets 
are box-plaited at the top and roll and flare handsomely toward 
the bOttOlll, their stateliness being preserved by un interlining of 
hair-cloth nnd a strap tacked near the top. The front, which 
fits smoothly at the top, falls in stylish flutes and flares decidedly 
toward the bottom, where the skirt is of moderate width, meas
uring but little more than four yards and a quarter in the 
medium sizes. The placket is finished at the left side above the 
seam nearest the center of the back, and the top of the skirt is 
completed with a belt. 

The vest may be made with fronts that close to the throat 
and may be 

Side- Front View. 

points at the top, and are interlined with hair-cloth or canvas 
to roll and spread stylishly over the [Jodets of the skirt, the godets 
being held in position hy a strap tacked across them under
neath. The collar and lapels and the front edges of the fronts 
are finished with a double row of machine-stitching. The one
seam giqot sleeves are made over coat-shaped linings, and are 
arranged at the top in forward and backward turning plaits that 
stand out broadly on the shoulders and spread into drooping folds 
to the elbow, below which a comfortably close effect is observed. 

The costume is among the most modish of the season's nov
elties and will make up attractively in covert cloth, tweed, 
tailor suiting, whipcord, camel's-hair and novelty gOQds in shot, 
shaded or m€lange effects. Rows of machine-stitching may 
finish the edges of the jacket and vest, or the finish may be plain. 
The skirt will be simply completed. 

We have pattern No. 7555 in thirteen sizes for 
ladies from twenty-eight to forty-six inches, bust 
measure. For a lady of medium size, it requires 
nine yards of dress goods forty inches wide, with 
a yard and an eighth of vesting twenty-seven 
inches wide. Of one material, it needs sixteen 
yards and an eighth twenty-seven inches wide, or 
ten yards and three-eighths thirty-six inches wide, 
or eight yards and a fourth forty-four inches 

Side- Back View. 

7555 finishedat the 
neck with a 
close - fitting 
standing col
lar, or it may 
have fronts 
reversed in 
small lapels 
by a notched 
collar, both 
styles shown 
in theengrav
ings being 
provided for 
by the pat
t e r n .  T h e  
fronts are fit
ted by single 
b u s t  d a r t s  
and closed at 
the center 
with button
hol e s  a n d  
buttons ; and 
the b a c k, 
which is cut 
from Silesia 
or SOlUe other 
lining ma
terial , istitted 
closely by a 
dart at each 
side of the 
center. The 
f r o n  t s  a n d  
b a c k  are 
j o i n e d  i n  
s h o u l d e r  
seams and 
under - a r m  
BealllS that 
are open be
low thewaist
line, and the 
lower edge of 
the vest forms 
a s h a p e l y  
point at the 
center of the 

LADIES' COSTUHE, CONSISTING OF A VEST (TO BE HIGH OR OPEN NECKED), A JACKET WITH Go/kts IN THE BAOK SEAMS, 

AND A SKIRT HAVING A CIRCULAR FRONT ANlJ THREE Godets AT THE BACK. (COPYRIGHT.) 

(For DescriptioD see tbi� Page.) 

front. All the edges of the vest are finished with a double 
row of machine-stitching. 

The basque-titted jacket reaches nearly to the knees and 
opens widely over the vest. Its fronts are reversed at the top in 
fashionably broad lapels that meet the rolling collar in notches, 
and the close acljustment is performed by single bust darts, 
under-arm and side-back gores and a curvir.l.g center seam. In 
the three back seams are inserted godets, which are narrowed to 

wide, or seven yards fifty inches wide. 
or 40 cents. 

• 

Price of pattern, ls. 8IL 

LADIES' COSTUME, WITII SIX-GORED SKIRT HAVING 
THREI� GODETS AT T H E  BA CK. 

(For IIlustratioDs see Page 474.j 

No. 7541 . -This costume is again represented at figure No. 
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318 L in this magazine, where it is made of dark cheviot and 
white silk, with dark velvet for decoration. 

Some very attractive features are introduced in the stylish 
round basque-waist and shapely skirt combined in this costume. 
Ecru wool-crcpon and silk were here chosen for the develop
ment of the costume, and lace insertion provides effective 
decoration. The fanciful basque-waist is short and round and has 
smooth fronts fitted by double bust darts and closed at the cen
ter. Over the fronts is arranged a full vest of silk, that is 
gathered at the neck and along the shoulder edges and shirred 
twice at the lower edge ; its back edges are sewed to position 
over and above the second darts and the vest droops prettily 
in blouse style. Outlining the vest at each side is an applied 
box-plait which passes into the shoulder seam, the plaits being 
graduated to be narrowest at the lower end, where they are even 
with the low-
er  edge of 
the w a i s t .  
U n d  e r -arm 
gores sepa
rate the fronts 
f r o m  t h e  
back, which 
is seamless 
at the center 
and closely 
fitted by a 
dart at each 
s i d e .  T h e  
b a c k  i s  
mounted on 
a fitted lin
ing, and an 
applied box
plait is at 
each side of 
the center, 
the plaits be
ing included 
in the shoul
d e r  s c a m s  
and corre
sponding in 
width and 
length with 
the plaits on 
the front. 
The lower 

Side- Front View. 

of the skirt is completed with a belt. The fulness Is held In 
position by an elastic strap secured across the back-gores near 
the top. 

This costume is not over elaborate, yet it is the embodiment of 
refined taste, and it  may be made up in Summer silk, crepon of 
dull or lustrous surface, French challis that is flowered, checked, 
figured, striped or plain ; and serge, light-weight cheviot and 
some washable materials are also adaptable to the mode. 

We have pattern No. 7541 in thirteen sizes for ladies from 
twenty-eight to forty-six inches, bust measure. For a lady of 
medium size, the costume calls for eight yards of dress goods 
forty inches wide, with a yard and three-fourths of silk twenty 
inches wide. Of one fabric, it needs thirteen yards and five
eighths twenty-two inches wide, or nine yards and an-eighth 
thirty-six inches wide, or seven yards and five-eighths forty-four 

Side· Back View. 

edge of the 
waist is trim
med with a 
fitted band of 
the crepon 
overlaid with 
insertion, the 
band passing 
u n d e r  t h e  
box-plaits at 
the front. At 
the neck is a 
curate collar 
c l o s e d  i n  
f r o n t, a n d  
cove ing it is 
a crush collar 
of silk that is 

L.l.D1ES· COSTlnlE, W ITH SIX-GORED SKIRT HAVING THREE Godels AT THE BACK. (COPYRIGHT.) 

(For Description _ec Page 47"&.) 

closed at the left side and gathered at one end, and shirred to 
form double loops at the other end and at the right side. The 
sleeves, which are in g(qot style, are shaped by one seam only 
and are mounted on coat-shaped linings ; the fulness at the top 
is collected in gathers that produce soft folds and wrinkles to 
the elbow, below which they fit the arm closely ; they are deco
rated at the wrist by two encircling rows of insertion. 

The six-gored skirt has three back-gorcs that are laid in b� -'_ 

plaits at the top and expand gradually, producing three tubular 
folds that are given firmness aDd permanency by an interlining 
of hair-cloth. The front-gore and each side-gore are perfectly 
smooth at the top and the flare at the bottom of these gores may 
be made more decided by a facing of crinoline or hair-cloth. 
The width of the skirt at the lower edge is about four yards and 
a half round in the medium sizes. A placket is finished above 
the first seam at the left of the ccnter of the back and the top 

inches wille, or six yards and an eighth fifty inches wide. Price 
of pattern, 18 .  8d. or 40 cents. 

• 

IJADfES' COSTUMg, Wl'lTI F RE NCrr FRONT, A ND A SIX-GORED 
SKIR'!' H AVING T Il R E g  G ODETS AT THE DACK. 

(For Illustrations sec Page 475.) 

No. 75G2.-This stylish costume is shown handsomely devel
oped in a combination of crepon, crepe de Chine and pin-dotted 
silk at figure No. 324 L, with ribbon and jet points for decoration. 

'1'hc costume is strikingly handsome in effect yet in exqnisite 
taste, and is here shown made of fancy crepon and leaf-green 
velvet. The new six-gored skirt is of moderate width, measur
in� four yards and a quarter ut the bottom in the medium sizes. 
The front-gore and side-gores are shaped to fit with perfect 
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smoothness at the top and flare below into a succession of slight 
ripples ; and the three back-gores, which are wide at the bottom 
and very narrow at the top, are box-plaited to fall in artistic 
flutes or godets, their stateliness being the result of an interlining 
of hair-cloth. A short elastic strap tacked near the top under
neath holds the godets well together at the center. The top of 
the skirt is completed with a belt and a placket is finished at the 
left side above the seam nearest the back. 

The round basque-waist introduces the graceful French front, 
which is extremely becoming to the majority of figures and is 
just now an attractive feature of the smartest modes. The fronts 
are separated by under-arm gores from the seamless back, which 
is mounted upon a fitted back of lining and is smooth at the top, 
but has fulness below plaited to a point at the lower edge. The 
left front is plain and is adjusted by the usual. double darts, but 

Fhmt View. 

velvet trim the front at the ends of the revers, and similar rosettes 
are ornamentally placed upon the crush coUar, which is mounted 
upon a curate collar, its gathered ends being closed at the left 
shoulder seam. The huge !/igot sleeves are shaped by inside 
seams only and are mounted upon coat-shaped linings. They 
follow the outlines of the forearm with comfortable closeness 
and are gathered at the top to spread in balloon fashion above 
the elbows. 

A modish costume of this kind may be developed in a single 
material quite as well as in a combination of fabrics. Plain, 
shot and striped taffeta, velvet and chan�eable Rilk will associate 
handsomely with arepon, �erge, camePs-hair and plain and illu
minated novelty goocl� of either all-wool or silk-and-wool tex
ture, and garniture may be contributed by bands and rosettes of 
the contrasting material, bands of jet-and-spangle gimp, etc . ,  

Side-Back View. 

unless a sim
ple comple
tion be pre
ferred. The 
o r n a m e n t  
a n d  revers 
may be cov
e r e d  w i t h 
lace insertion 
or a Vandyke 
point may be 
a p p l i e d  t o  
each. 

!.AOIRS' COSTUME, WITH FRENCH FRONT, AND A. SIX-GORED SKIRT HA.VING TmtEE Godds AT THE BACK. (COPYRIGHT.) 

We have 
pattern No. 
7GG2 in thir
teen sizes for 
ladies from 
twenty- eight 
to forty - six 
inches, bust 
measure. For 
a l a d y o f  
medium size, 
the costume 
requires sev
e n  y a r d s  
and s e v e n
e i g h t h s  o f  
dress goods 
forty inches 
wide, with a 
yard and a 
fourth of vel
vet t w e n  t y  
inches wide. 
Of one ma
terial , it ('alls 
for thirteen 
yards twen
ty-two inch
es wide, or 
n i n e y a r d s  
and a fourth 
thirty-six in
ches

'
wide, or 

seven yards 
y a r d s  a n d  
five - eighths (For Description see Page 474.) 
forty-four in
ches wide, or 

the right front, which is quite fanciful, is arranged upon a lin
ing front titted by the customary two darts ; it overlaps the left 
front to the left shoulder seam and its diagonal closing is made in
visibly at the Jeft side. The fulness in the right front is disposed 
with blouse elIect in front of a dart, taken up with the second 
dart in the lining front, by gathers at t he shculder edges, and 
two short rows of shirrin'" at the lower edrre at each side of the 
center ; it droops with gr�ceful effect and is prettily framed by 
two long velvet revers that are joined to this front and are broad 
lit the top and narrowed almost to points at the ends. An orna
ment, which is cut from velvet and is wide at the top and ns.:.: 
rowed gradually all the way down, is arranged upon the full 
front midway between the revers and presents the effect of a 
tapering box-plait ; its lower end is tacked between the shirrings 
at the lower edge, and is covered by a fitted band of velvet 
which decorates the lower edge of the waist. lIuge rosettes of 

six yards and an eighth fifty inches wide. 
1 s. 8d. or 40 cents. 

• 

Price of pattern, 

LAD U;S' BLAZER COSTUME, CO�SISTIXG OF A JACKJ�T WITH 

LEG-O'-MUTTO� SLEEVES (THAT MAY DE PLAITED on GATH
ERED), A SHIRT-WAIST, AN D A S I X-GORED SKIRT 

FOIUflNG TIIREE G ODETS AT T IIl� BACK. 
(For Illustrations see Page 476.) 

No. 7569.-1'his costume is shown made of red serge, black 
satin and red-and-white silk at No. 314 L in this DELINEATOR. 

A comfortable costume for travelling and general wear in 
warm weather is here shown developed in navy serge, with old
pink chambray for the shirt-waist. 'rhe six-gored skirt is of 
the most approved shaping and is only moderately wide, meas
uring four yards and a quarter at the bottom in the medium 
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7569 
View without Jacket. View ShOll in] Jacket Olosed 

at the Bust. 

7569 

Side-Pront View. 

at the left side above the seam nearest the center of the back. 
The fronts of the shirt-waist are gathered at the top to dis

play becoming fulness at each side of the closing, which is 
made with gold studs through a box-plait formed at the front 
edge of the right front. The back, which joins the fronts in 
shoulder and under-arm seams, is overlaid at the top in regula
tion shirt fashion with a bias, pointed yoke, made with a center 
seam and machine-stitched to position at the lower edges and 
over the shoulder seams. The back is drawn closely at the 
waist-line by shirr-tapes inserted in a short casing, the tapes 
being drawn through the openings made at the ends of the cas
ing and tied over the fronts, holding the fulness of the fronts 
becomingly close. The shirt sleeves, which are of stylish width, 
are slashed at the back of the arm, one edge of the slash being 
finished with an nnderlap and the other with an overlap that is 
pointed at the top ; they are gathered at the top and bottom 
and finished with cuffs that are closed with link buttons, the 
laps being closed with a button and button-hole just above the 
cuffs. At the neck is a turn-down collar mounted upon a 
standing band that is closed at the throat with studs. All the 
edges of the shirt-waist are finished with machine-stitching. 
The skirt is adjusted over the shirt-waist, and a belt of the 
serge is worn, the belt being closed at the front with a buckle. 

The jacket or blazer may be open all the way down or closed 
at the bust with a single button-hole and button, as shown in the 

engra v iBgs. 

7569 
Side-Back View. 

LADIES' BLAZER COSTUME, CONSISTING OF A JAOKET WI1'B LEG-O'-MuTTON SLEEVES (THAT MAY BE PLAITED OR 
GATHERED), A SHIRT-WAIST, AND A SIX-GORED SKIRT FORMING THREE Godel$ AT TH�; BACK. (COPYRIGHT.) 

It is hand
somely ad
justed by sin
g l e  b u s t  
darts, under
arm and side
back gores, 
and a curv
ing c e n  t e  I' 
seam that 
ter m i na t e s  
below the 
w a i s t - l i n e  
above coat
laps ; and the 
s i d e - b a c k  
seams di_ap
pear below 
the waist-line 
under well 
pressed coat
p ia i t s ,  i n  
f r o n t  o f  
which the 
jacket rip
ples stylish
ly. The fronts 
are reversed 
at the top in 
broad lapels 
that meet the 
rolling collar 
in notches, 
and may be 
s q u a r e  o r  
rounded at 
their lower 
front cor
ners, as illus
trated, both 
styles being 
provided for 
by the pat
t e r n. T h e  
m u t t o n -leg 
s l e e v e  i s  
shaped with 
a n  i n s i d e  
seam only 

(For De�cription 8ee Page 475.) 

sizes. Its front-gore and side-gores are perfectly smooth at the 
top and the side-gores fall in tubular folds or fiuteR that deepen 
and flare toward the bottom. At the back are three godets, 
which are wide at the bottom and very narrow at the top ; they 
are box-plaited at the top and their rolling folds are preserved 
by an interlining of hair-cloth and held in place by an elastic 
strap tacked near the top underneath . . A placket is finished 

and follows the outline of the forearm closely. It is voluminous 
above the elbow, and the fulness at the top may be collected 
in forward and backward turning plaits or in gathers, as pre
ferred. The sleeve is provided with a lining made with suffi
cient fulness above the elbow to slip on easily over the huge 
dress sleeves in voO'ue and shaped with an inside seam only. 
The fulness at the top of the sleeve lining is disposed in 
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plaits. The pocket-laps which cover the openings to side pockets 
inserted in the fronts may be square or round at their lower 
front corners. The edges of the jacket ure finished with two 
rows of machine-&titching. 

The costume will develop attractively in serge, tlannel , hop
sacking or cloth, with wash sil k ,  percale, etc. , for the waist. 

We have pattern No. 7569 in thirteen sizes for ladies from 
twenty-eight to forty-six inches, 1mst measure. For a lady of 
medium size, the jacket and skirt require eleven yards of ma
terial twenty-seven inches wide, or eight yards and a half thirty
six inches wide, or six yards and five-eighths forty-four inches 
wide, or six yards and a fourth fifty inches wide ; while the 
shirt-waist will need four yards anel a half twenty-two inches 
wide, or three yards anel three-fourths twenty-seven inches wide, 
or three yards and three-eighths thirty-six inches wiele, each 
with half a yard of coarse linen thirty-six inches wide for inter
linings. Price of pattern, 1s. Sel. or 40 cents. 

• 

LADI!,;S' COt:lTUME, CONSIST £NG OF A V EST WITH R E1WV· 

ABLE CHEMISETTE, A JACK ET, AND A SIX-GO R ED 

SKrRT HA VI�G T 8 R E E  G ODETS AT 'rHl� B ACK. 
(For Illustratious see this Page.) 

No. 7546.-This costume is shown made of covert cloth and 
finished with 
m a c h i n e -
stitching at 
figure No. 
333 L in this 
DELINEATOR. 

7546 
Side·F'rrmt View. 

by single bust darts and lapped and closed in double-breasted 
style with hutton-holes and buttons. The fronts are reversed at 
the top in lapels that meet the rolling collar in notches and are 
joined to the back in shoulder seams and under-arm seams that 
are open below the waist-line. 

The jacket extends to the becoming three-quarter depth and 
is fitted with the precision of a basque by single bust darts, 
under-arm and side-back gores, and a curving center seam that 
terminates above stylish, long coat-laps ; and the siele-back seams 
disappear under well pressed coat-plaits. The fronts, which lap 
in double-breasted style, may be reversed to the bust or to the 
waist-line in broad 
lapels that meet the 
rolling collar in 
notches ; and they 
may be closed be
low the lapels with 
one or three but
ton-holes and but
tons, as shown in the 
illustrations. The 7546 
lower front corners new of Vest. 
of the fronts are 
rounded gracefully, 
and between the 7546 

View Showing Jacket 
RoUed to Waist· Line. 

Side· Back View. 

The cos
tume is here 
p i c t u r e d  
made of mix
ed cloth and 
f i n i s h e d  
w i t h  m a 
chine- stitch
ing. It is 
recom mend
ed for travel
ling in warm 
weather and 
for shopping 
and general 
wear, and is 
p r o v i d e d  
with a sepa
r a t  e v e s t, 
which may 
be omitted in 
favor of a 
shirt-waist. 
The s k i r t ,  
which is of 
the new six
gored vari
ety, is of 
fashionable 
width, meas
u r i n g  four 
yards and a 
quarter at the 
bottom in the 
medium sizes, 
and ripples 
handsomely 
at the ides. 
It presents a 
g r a c e f u l l y  
distendedap
pearance and 
has th ree go
dets at the 

LADlES' COSTUME, CONSISTING OF A VEST WITH REMOV.l.BLE CHEMISETTE, '.1. JACKET, AND A SIX-GOllED SKIRT HAVING 
THREE Godel8 AT THE BACK. (COPYRIGHT.) 

(For Description see this Page.) 

back, which are box-plaited at the top, their graceful pose being 
secured by a stiff interlining and an elastic strap tacked near 
the top underneath. A placket is finished at the left side 
above the seam nearest the center of the back, and the top of 
the skirt is completed with a belt. 

The vest has a seamless back of lining fitted smoothly by a 
dart at each side of the center, and fronts that are fitted snugly 

lapels is revealed a removable chemisette, which is made with 
a shallow cape back and a close fitting standing collar and 
closed at the left shoulder seam. The one-seam gigot sleeves 
display the correct droop on the shoulders and a close effect 
upon the forearm. They are mounted upon smooth, coat
shaped linings and the great width at the top is collected in for
ward and backward turning plaits that spread into innumerable 
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80ft folds below. All the free edges of the jacket, excepting the 
sleeves, are finished with a single row of machine-stitching, 
and the edges of the vest are completed to correspond. The 
chemisette may be omitted in favor of a linen chemisette or both 
the chemisette and vest may be omitted and a shirt-waist 
worn. 

The costume will make up modishly in covert cloth, cheviot, 
tweed, faced cloth, tailor suiting and mixed goods either of all
wool or silk-and-wool weave. A tailor finish of maChine-stitching 
will be most appropriate, and, if liked, a touch of color may 
be added by cutting the chemisette from red or tan cloth. 

We have pattern No. 7546 in fourteen sizes for ladies from 
twenty-eight to forty-eight inches, bust measure. For a lady 
of medium size, the costume requires fifteen yards and three
fourths of material twenty-seven inches wide, or ten yards 
and a half thirty-six inches wide, or eight yards forty-four 
inches wide, or beven yards and a fourth fifty inches wide. 
Price of pattern, 1 s. 8d. or 40 cents. 

• 
LADms' TEA-GOWN OR WRAPPER, WITH SHORr TRAI N  

(PERFORATED FOR ROUND LENGTU). 

(For nIuRtrations see this Page.) 
No. 7540.-A handsome combination of figured challis, plain 

India silk and lace edging is shown in this ten-gown at figure 
No. 322 L in this magazine, and lace insertion and ribbon pro
vide p r e t t y  
decoration. 

a row of similar insertion being arranged upon the front edges 
of the side-fronts below the lapels. The Princess fronts are faced 
to square yoke depth at the 
top with the silk decorated 
with crosswise bands of lace 
insertion. The center-frOJlt 
is t.urned under at the top 
and shirred to form a frill 
heading, and is drawn to the 
figure at the waist-line by five 
closely drawn rows of shirr
ing at each side of the closing, 
which is made invisibly to a 
desirable depth at the center, 
the shirrings being tacked to 
the Princess fron

-
ts to pro

duce a graceful, drooping 
effect above. The skirt por
tion of the center-front falls 
in graceful spreading folds 
and its back edges are sewed 
to the Princess fronts under 
the side-fronts, which are also 
tacked to position. The back 
of the gown is in becoming 
Princess style, and is superbly 
adjusted by side-back gores 

View withollt Cap-Frilla. 
The most 

a t t r a c t i v e 
features of 
t h e  n e w  
modes - the 
g o d e t s  o r  
flutes at the 
back and the 
g r a c e f u l  
blouse effect 
at the front 
-are intro
duced in this 
stately tea
gown, with 
charming re
suI ts. In this 
instance a 
h a n d 8 0 m e  
combina t i on 
of spotted 
challis, light 
silk and point 
d e  V e n i s e  
lace edging 
wna chosen 
fOl" the tea
gown, which 
may be made 
up with a 
short train or 
i n  r o u n d  
length, as 
shown in the 
illustrati ons. 
Thetea-gown 
has dart-fit
ted Princess 
lining - fronts 
upon which 
are arranged 
close - fitting 
side - f r o n  t s  
and a full 
center-front, 
the Princess 
fronts being 
closed to a 

ihmt View Side- Back View. 
LADIES' TEA.-GowN Olt WRAPPER, WITH SHORT TRAIN (PEBFOI!ATED FOR ROUND LENGTH). (COPYRIGHT.) 

(For Description see this Page.) 

desirable depth at the center and seamed together below. The 
side-fronts are adjusted snugly py long under-arm darts taken 
up with the corresponding darts in the Princess fronts, and are 
reversed at the top in enormous lapels, that are faced with the 
silk and decorated along the edges with a row of lace insertion, 

and a curving center seam, underfolded box-plaits being ar
ranged below the waist-line at the center and side-back seams 
and spreading into two graceful tubular folds or godtts_ The 
skirt portion shows the fashionable expansion at the bottom and 
falls in well defined ripples at the sides, and the godet.�, which 
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stand out with a stately effect that is due to an interlining of 
hair-cloth, are held well to the center by an elastic strap tacked 

View without Orush Collar. 

754:� 
lilront View. 

View wi/hoot Slar and 

Orush Collar&. 

Venise lace edging, which, however, may be omitted, as shown 
in the Bmall view, if a less fanciful gown be desired. The cap
frills are gathered at the top and their ends form points back 
and in front of the sleeves_ The becomingly high curate collar, 
which forms a stylish neck-completion, is covered with a band of 
insertion, and bands of similar insertion encircle the sleeves at 
the wrists_ 

The fabrics devoted to tea-gowns and dressy wrappers are of 
so wide a range and so varied in texture and cost that all tastes 
seem to have been considered. A stately tea-gown of this 
description for semi-ceremonious occasions may be devel
oped in lustrous satin, miroir moin� or rich silk combined 
with velvet, and such becoming woollens as Fayetta, fouIe, cash
mere, wool Bengaline, challis, etc_ , will be appropriate for a less 
elaborate garment. Lace insertion over ribbon of contrasting 
hue, passementerie, gimp, etc . ,  may comprise the garniture_ 

'We have pattern No. 7540 in thirteen sizes for ladies from 
twenty-eight to forty-six inches, bust measure. To make the 
wrapper for a lady of medium size, calls for nine yards and three
eighths of dress goods forty inches wide, with five yards and an 
eighth of Rilk twenty inches wide, and two yards and five-eighths 
of lace flonncing ten inches wide. Of one material ,  it reqnires 
seventeen yards and three-eighths twenty-two inches wide, or 
eleven yards thirty-six inches wide, or nine yards and three-

7543 
S,de-Buck View. 

fourths for
ty-four inch
e s  w i d e .  
Price of pat
tern, 1 s. Sd. 
or 40 cents. 

--+--
LADIES' 

MORNING 
DRESS O R  
WRAPPER, 

HAVJSG A 
FITTED 

BODY-LIN
ING (THAT 

MAY BE 
OMITTED), A 
WATTEAU 
BACK A :-< D  

SLIGH1' 
TRAIN (PER

FORATED 
FOR ROUND 

LENGTH). 

(For Dlu8ttn
tiona see this 

Page.) 

No. 7543. 
-At figure 
No. 321 L in 
t h i s  i s s u e  
this dress is 
shown made 
o f  s t r i p e d  
zephyr, with 
lace edging, 
pipings and a 
b o w  a n d  
'uckle for 

d e c o r a. 
t i o n .  

LJ.DIlIB' },[ORNU:G DRESS OR W RAPPER, IIAVING A FITTED BODy-LINING (THAT MAY Bil OlIlTTED), A WATTEAU BAOK, AND 
SLIGHt' TR.W, ( PERFOltATED FOIt ROUND LEl<GTH). (COPYlUGHT.) 

This morn
lng. dresspos
sesses an air 
of charming 
s i m p l i c i t y  
and dainti
ness and is 
here shown 
d e v e l o p e d  
in spotted (For Description see this Page.) 

near the top underneath. The huge gigot sleeves are shaped by 
inside seams only and are arranged upon smooth coat-shaped 
linings ; they are smooth upon the forearm and present the fash
ionable droop at the top, the fulness being collected in gathers. 
Falling softly over the sleeves are deep cap-frills of point de 

French chal
lis and trimmed with an inexpensive variety of point de Gene 
lace. It is made over a body lining fitted as closely as a 
basque by double bust and single under-arm darts, side-back 
gores and a curving center seam ; but it may be made without 
the lining, if preferred. Its loose fronts fall in full, graceful 
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folds a t  the center from gathers at  the top, and are rendered 
smooth-fitting at the sides by long under-arm darts taken up 
with the corresponding darts in the body lining ; they are closed 
invisibly to a desirable depth and are j oined in a seam below 
the closing. 'l'he back is shaped to form a Watteau and is ad
justed in Princess fashion by side-back gores, and a curving 
center seam that terminates in dart style below the waist-line. 
'I'he Watteau extends in a box-plait to the neck, its edges being 
joined in a seam underneath at the center ; and its fulness falls 
naturally into the skirt. The side-back seams disappear below 
the waist-line beneath under-

4'529 
Front View. 

the collar is a star collar, which passes under the Watteau and 
forms a series of points at the lower edge. The ends of the star 

7529 
View without Frill. 

collar flare widely at the front, 
while its front and lower edges 
are trimmed with a frill of narrow 
point de Gene lace. The use of 
the crush collar and star collar is 
optional, the effect of the dress 
with and without them being 
illustrated in the engravings. 

7529 

folded, forward-turning plaits 
that contribute graceful ful
ness to the skirt. The dress 
may be made with a graceful 
slight train or in round length, 
as illustraled, the pattern pro
viding for both lengths. The 
fulness of the fronts is con
fined in a graceful manner 
by belt - straps that have 
their narrow back ends in
serted in the under-arm 
darts ; the straps widen grad
ually toward their front ends, 
which are connected at the 
upper corners with a hook 
and loop and flare sharply 
below in points. The gigot 
sleeves are of enormous width 
at the top and fit the arm with 
comfortable closeness below 
the elbow ; they are arranged 

LADIES' FULL RIPPLE CAPB, WITH OENTRR BACK SEAM. 
Back View. 

(COPYRIGHT.) 

upon smooth linings and are 
gathered at the top to spread in balloon fashion upon the shoul
ders and break into soft folds below. At the neck is a becom-

(For Description Bee Page 481 .) 

According to the material selected for its development the 
wrapper may be used for dressy wear at home or for an ordi· 

n a r y morning 

1535 
Yiews Without Stole Tabs and Cape Collar. 

wrapper. It will 
make up attract
ively in challis, 
cashmere, flan
nel or serge, with 
garniture of rib
bon, lace or fea
ther - s t i t ch ing 
done with Rom
an floss of con
trasting color ; a 
more elaborate 
d e v e l o p m e n t  
may associate 

7535  7535 
Front View. Back View. 

LADIES' WRAP, WITH ONE Godet ON EAOH SHOULDER AND THREE Godets AT 'rB E  BACK. 

(For Description .ee Page 481.) 

(OOPYRIGHT.) 

silk and velvet, 
s i l k  c r 6 p o n 
and moire, or 
m e l a n g e  suit
ing and sa tin. 
A pretty devel
opment of the 
m o d e  u n i t es  
gray cr6pon and 
moss-gree.n vel. 
vet, with ecru 
lace for decora
tion. The vel
vet is used for 
the collars and 
belt-straps, and 
the sleeves are 
shortened -'It n d 
t r i m m e d  with 
frills of lace. 

We have pat
tern No. 7543 
in fifteen sizes 
for ladies from 
twenty-eight to 
fifty inches, bust 
m e a s u r e. To 
make the dress 

ingly high curate collar covered with a crush collar having frill
finished ends closed at the back ; and included iu the joining of 

f o r  a l a d y  of 

medium size, calls for fourteen yards and an eighth of mate
rial twenty-two inches wide, or ten yards thirty inches wide, 
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or nine yards and five-eighths thirty-six inche; wide, o r  eight 
yards and three - eighths forty - four inches wide. Price of 

rowed gradually toward the ends. The cape is closed invisibly 
at the front and is decorated all round with long Vandykes of jet 

Back View. 

extending from the 
collar more than half
way to the lower edge. 
If a less fanciful de
velopment be desired, 
the cape may be made 
up without the chiffon 
frill, as shown in the 
small engraving. 

LADIES' CAPE. (COPYRIGllT.) 

Not the least attract
ive features of the mode 
is its simplicity, which 
will render it easily de
veloped by the most 
inexperienced seam
stress. It will make up 
handsomely in plain or 
ombre velvet, satin, 
miroir moire, moire 
antique, cloth, etc. , 
and may be lavishly 
adorned with passe
menterie, point Venise 

(For Description see Page 492.) 

7557 
Front View. 

pattern, 1 s .  6d. 
or 35 cents. 

LADI ES' FULL 

RIPPLE CAPE, 
WITH CEN

TER-BACK 

SEAM. 
(For Illustrations 

see Page 480.) 

No. 7529.
At figure No. 
331 L this cape 
i s  p ic t u r e  d 

made of black 
moire, jet Van
dykes and a 
ruching of rib
bon providing 
the garniture. 

The cape is here shown macle of vel vet and chi.ffon, and deco
mted with long jet Vandykes. It JUay supplement a dressy 
t o i l e t t e  f o r  

7554 
Front View. 

or point de Gene lace or jet-and-spangle ornaments. 
We have pattern No. 7529 in ten sizes for ladies from twenty

eight to forty-six inches, bust measure. For a lady of medium 
size, the cape calls for three yards of velvet twenty inches wide, 
with a yard and three-eighths of chiffon forty-five inches wide, and 
two yards and three-fourths of silk twenty inches wide to line. Of 
one material, it calls for two yards and five-eighths twenty-two 
inches wide, or two yards thirty inches wide, or a yard and 
three-fourths forty-four inches wide, or a yard and three-eighths 
fifty-four inches wide. Price of 
pattern, 10d. or 20 cents. 

• 

LADms' WRAP, WITH ONE G O

DET ON EACH SHOULDEr. 
AND THREE G ODETS 

AT THE BACK. 
(For Illustrations Bee Page 480.) 

No. 7535.-The fancy for godets 
has extended to wraps, rendering 
them chic and exceedingly elegant 
in effect. The exceptionally mod
ish wrap here shown developed in 

7554, 
View without Cape Oollar. 

Back View. 

Spring ancl early 
Summer. It is 
fashioned in cir
cular style, with 
bias back edges 
joinecl ina center 
seam. The inge
nious shaping of 
the cape renders 
it smooth at the 
top, ancl causes 
it to spread be
low into a series 
of ripples that 
flare all round 
and provide am
ple fulness over 
the huge sleeves 
in vogue. The 
cape is fashion
ably short, ex
tending but a 
tri fie below the 
wai�t-line, and 
i� topped by a 
high collar on 
the Medici or
der, which rolls 
slightly at the 
back and has 

LADIE�' CAPE. (COPYRIGHT.) 

(For Description see Page 483.) 

widely daring ends. Inside this collar is arranged a full, 
doubled frill of chiffon, which is hi.\!;h at the back and nar-

black fancy silk displays three of these stylish organ-flute folds at 
the back and one on each shoulder. The wrap is fashionably 
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short-extending only t o  the waist-line-, and its upper part is 
a round yoke, which is fitted by shoulder seams and npon which 
the cape portion is deeply lapped and sewed. The cape portion is 
in sections ; the back sections are separated at the center by three 
godets and the front sec Lions are separated from the back sections 
by a single .qodet on each shoulder, the side edges of the godets being 
joined to the corresponding edges of the cape sections. The 
godets, which narrow to points at the top, are stiffened with an 

Jilront View. 

adorned lavishly or simply with lace insertion, spangle gimp, 
pailietes, passementerie, etc. 

We have pattern No. 7535 in ten sizes for ladies from twenty. 
eight to forty-six inches, bust measure. For a lady of medium 
size, the wrap will need six yards and three-fourths of material 
twenty-two inches wide; or five yards and five-eighths thirty 
inches wide, or five yards thirty-six inches wide, or three yards 
and three-fourths forty-four inches wide, or three yards and a 

Back View. 

fourth fifty-four inches 
wide. Price of pattern, 
1 s. 3d. or 30 cents . 

• 

LADIES' CAPE. 

(For Illustrations see Page 
481.) 

N o .  7 5 5 7 .-T h i s  
cape i s  again shown at 
figures Nos. 315 L and 
316 L in this magazine. 

]fADlES' DOUBLE-BREASTED CLOSE-FITTING JACKET. (COPYRIGHT.) 

The cape is a dainty 
top-garment to supple. 
ment a dressy Spring 
or Summer toilette and 
is here shown made of 
satin and lace edging 
and stylishly decorated 
with jet gimp, sasb. 
ribbon and lace edg. 
ing. The cape is short, 
as are all the modish 
wraps, and is fashioned 
in circular style with a 
center seam. It is 

(For Description sec Page 48H.) 

interlining of crinoline, grass cloth or canvas and spread and 
roll in their peculiarly graceful way, the gQdet on each shoulder 
being secured against disarrangement by a short strap tacked 
near the top underneath. The circular shaping of the cape pro
duces handsome flutes or ripples at the front. and back, which, 
together with the godets on the shoulders, ensures a comfortable 
adjustment over the fullest sleeves in vogue. The -yoke is 
wholly concealed by a handsome collar shaped by shoulder 
seams and forming a deep point at t.he center of the front 
and back and on each shoulder. This collar is arranged in two 

7513 
fi'nmt VUw. 

smooth at the top, and 
falls with a much rip. 
pled effect below the 

shoulders and stands out in picturesque fashion on the sleeves. 
A deep many-pointed collar, also shaped in circular style 
with a center seam, falls with a rippled effect over the cape, 
which is topped with a high collar on the �Iedici order 
that is rolled slightly at the top, the ends flaring widely at the 
throat. The Medid collar is covered on the inside with a frill of 
lace edging, and about it on the outside is arranged a twisted 
sash ribbon that is knotted 1.0 form an outstandinlt loop and a 
long streamer at each side of the closing, the streamers falling 
to below the knees. The pointed collar is decorated along the 

7573 

shallow box- plaits at each 
side, the box-plaits flaring 
with the effect of godets to the 
lower edge ; and the lower 
and front edges are trimmed 
with a band of bllerre-yellow 
point de Venise lace inser
tion. Rising high at the neck 
is a stylish collar of the Medici 
type ; it is very high at the 
back, and its upper edge is 
rolled softly and decorated 
with a row of lace insertion, 
its ends flaring widely at the 
throat. The wrap is closed 
at the center of the front with 
hooks and eyes and has broad 
stole tabs which are a fancy 
of the moment. The tabs, 
which are sewed with the 
cape to the yoke, under-lap 
the front of t.he cape and fall 
nearly to the knee, their lower 
ends being square. If a less 
elaborate garment be desired, 
the wrap may be made up 

LADIES' DOUBLE-BREASTED ETON JACKET. 

Back View. 
(COPYRIGHT.) 

without either the stole tabs 
or cape collar, as may be observed in the small illustrations. 

The wrap is among the smartest top-garments of the season 
and its good style will ensure it a large following among taste
ful women. It will make up equally well in the handsomest 
varieties of silk, such as miroir or sunset moire, moire antique, 
satin or .qros tie Lnndl'es or the fashionable woollens that. are 
devoted to wraps and capes. The mode invites a combination 
of fabrics, such as velvet for the cape collar, and may be 

(For Description see Page 484.) 

edges of the points with a row of jet gimp, and to it, underneath, 
just above the points is secured It frill of deep black lace edging 
that falls with handsome effect on the cape. 

The cape will make up exquisitely in miroir moire, otto. 
man, satin, gras de Londres or some other handsome variety of 
silk, with velvet for the pointed collar and point de Gene 
lace for the frill, if liked. For an extremely dr�ssy cape 
emerald-green velvet could be' chosen, with black velvet for 
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the pointed collar and eitlier black or white lace for decoration. 

We have pattern No. 7557 in ten sizes for ladies from twenty
eight to forty-six inches, bust measure. To make the cape for 
a lady of medium size, requires two yards and three-fourths of 
satin twenty inches wide, or two yards thirty inches wide, 
each with four yards of jetted lace edging seven inches and a 
fourth wide. Of one fabric, it calls for four yards and an eighth 
twenty-two inches wide, or two yards and three-fourths thirty 
inches wide, or 
two yards and a 
fourth f o r t y
f o u r  i n c h e s  
wide, or a yard 
and five-eighths 
fifty-four inches 
wide. In each 
i n s t a n c e  two 
yards and five
eighths of silk 
twenty i n c h e s  
w i d e w i  I I  b e View ShOloing Fronts Open. 
needed to ·line 
the cape and pointed collar. Price of 
pattern, 18. or 25 cents. 

--- +---

LADIES' CAPE. 
(For II1uBtratlonB Bee Page 481.) 

in all sf'asonable varieties of cloth, camel's-hair, drap d' ete, 
whipcord, etc. If liked, the collar may be of velvet, satin 01" 
some other handsome contrasting fabric. 

I'Ve have pattern No. 7554 in ten sizes for ladies from twenty
eight to forty-six inches, bust mea�ure. For. a lady of medium 
size, the cape requiTes six yards and an eighth of material twen
ty-two inches wide, or five yards and a fourth thirty inches 
wide, or five yards and an eighth thirty-six inches wide, or four 

7522 7522 
No. 71i1i4.-This exceptionally styl

ish cape is represented developed in 
light-weight cloth. It extends below 
the waist-line and is of great width, 
being fashioned in circular style with
out 1\ center seam, and having fulness 
arranged at the top in a box-plait be-

Front View. Back View. 

LADIES' JACKET. (KNOWN AS THE TUXEDO BLAZER.) (COPYRIGHT.) 

tween two backward-turning plaits at 
the center of the back and in a box-plait and a forward-turning 
plait near each front edge. A single dart at each side gives a 
smooth adjustment on the shoulders, and the cape falls in full roll
ing folds below, the plaits spread gracefully to the lower edge. 
The cape may be made up with or without a fanciful cape-collar in 
two sections that meet in Oil. deep point at the center of the front 
and back and are round across the shoulders, the circular 
shaping forming rolling folds or fiutes upon the shoulders. The 

Front View. 

(For Description Bee Page 484.) 

yards and an eighth forty-four inches wide, or three yards and 
seven-eighths fifty-four inches wide. Price of pattern, ls. or 
25 cents. 

• 

LADIES' DOUBLE-BREASTED CLOSE-FITTINt! JACKET. 

(For Illustrations see Page 482.) 

No. 7574.-This style of close-fitting double-breasted jacket 
will have a large vogue dur

754:7 
Back View. 

LADIES' BASQUE-FITTED JAOKET, WITH FULL VEST-FRONT A ND God-t.s 1:<1 THE BACK SEAMS. (COPYRIGHT.) 

ing the Spring and for travel
ling during the Summer. 
It is pictured made of navy 
cloth and finished in tailor 
style with machine-stitching_ 
The jacket is fashionably 
short, extending just over the 
hips, and is of uniform lower 
outline. The closc adjust
ment is due to single bust 
darts, under-arm and side
back gores, and a curving 
center Ream which terminates: 
below the waist-line above
stylish coat-laps ; and the
side - back seams disappear 
under well-pressed coat-plaits 
that are each marked at the 
top by a button. The fronts, 
which lap in double-breasted 
style, are reversed at the top 
in very broad, pointed lapels 
that meet the rolling collar in 
notches, and the double
breasted closing is made with 
button - holes and buttons_ 
The one-seam gigot sleeves 

(For Descriptior. Bee Page 485.) 

cape collar is decorated at its lower and front edges with a band 
of lace insertion. At the neck is a high Medici collar which 
rolls at its upper edge and tapers to points at the ends. The 
reversed edge of the Medici collar is trimmed with a band of 
lace insertion, and the cape is lined throughout with silk and 
closed with hooks and loops. 

The cape will develop attractively in velvet or any of the 
handsome silks that are now so extensively used for wraps, and 

4 

are of enormous width at the 
top and are arranged upon 

similarly shaped linings ; they are gathered at the top to 
produce the fashionable flare on the shoulder, and the linings, 
which are voluminous enough to slip on easily over the largest 
dress sleeves in vogue, are arranged at the top in forward and 
backward turning plaits. The wrists are finished with two rows 
of machine-stitching made a little above the edge, and two rows 
of machine- stitching complete the edges of the jacket. 

Cloth, cheviot,· serge, covert c.oatin.g a)1d the fameY varie�es of 
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7:>26 

coating are most in favOJ 
for jackets of this kind, 
dark-blue and the vari
ous shades of biscuit and 
tan being the most fash
ionable colors in vogue. 
Collar and lapel facings 
of velvet may be added, 
if liked, but a simple 
completion consisting of 
either one or two rows 7526 7526 
of machine-stitching will Front View. Back View. 
be most appropriate. A 
lining of plain or fancy 

LADIES' BASQUE-FIT'l'ED COAT, WITH VEST FRONTS AND REMOVABLE OHEMISETTE. (COPYnJGBT.) 

silk is usually added. 
We have pattern No. 

7574 in thirteen sizes for ladies from twenty-eight to forty-six 
inches, bu:;t measure. To make the jacket for a lady of medium 
size, requires seven yards of goods twenty-two inches wide, or 
four yards and an eighth thirty-six inches wide, or three yards 
and five-eighths forty-four inches wide, or three yards and an 
eighth fifty-four inches wide. 
Price of pattern, 1 s. 3d. or 30 
centB. 

• 

LADIES' DOUBL E - BREASTED 

ETO� JAC,{J�T. 
(For IllustratIons .ee Page 482.) 

No. 7573.-This jaunty Eton 
jacket will be very popular to 
wear with shirt-waist.s or che
misettes ; it is pictured made 
of English serge. It presents a View W1'thou/ Epaulettes and 

Stock Collar. 

(For De.criptlon Bee Page 486.) 

bust with button-holes and large smoked pearl buttons, and are 
reversed above in very broad lapels that meet the rolling collar 
in notches and extend beyond the collar in points on the sleeves. 
Single bust darts, under-arm and side-back gores and a curv· 
ing center seam render the jackct stylishly close fitting. The 
enormous gigot sleeves are shaped by one seam only ; they are 
made over linings similarly shaped ; and the fulness in the lining 
is plaited at the top, while that in the sleeves is gathered, pro
ducing the fashionable bouffant effect and drooping in many soft 
wrinkles and folds to the elbow, below which the sleeve is styl. 
ishly close. The collar and revers are inlaid with silk. 

The jacket may be worn over a loose blouse or close-fitting 
shirt-waist or with a high or low cut vest, any of which may ac
company a gored, draped or full skirt. Serge, cheviot, flannel, 
cloth of light weight and such washable materials as Teviol 
suiting, checked or plain pique, linen or cotton duck and Galatea ' 
will be appropriate for its stylish development. 

We have pattern No. 7573 in thirteen sizes for ladies -from 
twenty-eight to forty. 
six inches, bust meas
ure. For a lady of me
dium size, the jacl@ 
requires four yards and 
seven-eighths of mate
rial twenty-two inch. 
es wide, or three yard8 
and a fourth thirty-six 
inches wide, or two 
yards and five-eighths 
forty-four inches wide, 
or two yards a.nd a half 
fifty inches wide, each 
with three-fourths of 8 
yard of silk twenty 
inches wide for facing, 
Price of pattern, 1s.  or 
25 cents . 

• 

Front Vkw. Back View. 

LADIES' J ACKET, 

(KNOWN AS THE TUJilWO 
BLAZER.) 

LADIES' BASQUE, WITH EPAULETTES (THAT MAY DE OMITTED). (COPyItIGHT.) (For Dln.tratlons see 
Page 4811.) 

(For Description see Page 48'i.) 

rounding outline and extends only a little below the waist-line. 
The fronts lap and closc in double-breasted fashion below the 

No. 7522.-This is s 
stylish jacket to wear 

with full or tight-fitting vests or with blouse or shirt waists. 
Dark-blue serge was here selected to make It, and machine-stitch· 

��''''''''n:.. _____ - - -
• 
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Front Vi=. Back Vie,e. 
WIEB' BLOUB&-WAIST, WITH FnENOH FnoXT AND BOt:RNOU8 LEG-O'-MUTTON SLEEVES. (CoPYRIGHT.) 

(For Description Bee Page 481i.) 

Ing finishes it tastefully. The fronts may be worn 
open or they may be closed at the waist-Hne with 
two button-holes and buttons, as illustrated ; they 
have rouni.ing corners and are reversed above the 
waist-line in pointed lapels that meet the rolling col
lar in uotche�. The jacket is stylishly fitted by sin
gle bust darts extending to the lower edge, undcr
arm ana side-back gores, and a curving center seam 
that terminates below the waist-line above coat
laps ; and the Bide-back seams disappear under well 
pressel coat-plaits that are each marked at the top 
with a button. The large leg-o'-mutton sleeves are 
shaped by one seam only and are mounted o� sim
ilarly shaped linings ; the fulness at �he toP. IS col
lected in forward and backward turDlng plaIts that 
produce numerous wrinkles and cross folds to the 
elbolV, below which the adjustment is comfortably 
close. A row of machine-stitching decorates the 
wrists and follows all the free edges of the jacket. 

Trim jackets are made like this of serge, covert 
or faced cloth, flannel, 
heavy wool, whipcord, 
canvas, cheviot, tweed 
or vicuna. 

We have pattern No. 
7522 in thirteen sizes 
for ladies from twenty
eight to forty-six inch
es, bust measure. To 
make the jacket for a 
lady of medium size, re
quires six yards and a 
half of material twen
ty-t IVO inches wide, or 
three yards and five
ei.:;hths forty-four inch
es wi le, or three yards 
IIna II fourth fifty-four 
Inches wiele. Price of 
pattern, Is. 3d. or 30 
cents. 

• 

7536 
Front View. 

485 
advantage in a stylish 
combination of cloth and 
shaded silk. The loose 
jacket-fronts extend to a 
becoming depth below the 
hips and are reversed in 
long, tapering lapels that 
meet the rolling collar in 
notches, their lower front 
corners being gracefully 
rounded. Between the 
j acket fronts is effectively 
revealed a full vest-front 
of silk that. is closed in
visibly at the center and 
arranged upon a dart-fit
ted lining-front also closed 
at the center. The flliness 
in the vest is drawn in be
coming folds at each side 
of the closing by gathers 
at the top and two rows 
of shirrings at the bottom ; 
and the shirrings are con
cealed by a wrinkled gir
dle of silk that is gathered 
at the ends, the right end 
being included in the right 
unuer-arm seam nnd the 
left end secured with 
hooks and loops at the left 
side. The close adjust
ment of the jacket is com
pleted by under-arm and 
side-back gores and a 
curving center seam, the 
centerandside-backseams 
being terminated a litLle 
below the waist-linc for 
the insertion of [Jodet.�, 
which roll and flare in 
characteristic style, their 
flute-like folds being heJd 
in place by a strap tacked 
underneath. At the neck 
is a crush stock of silk ar
ranged upon a close-fitting 
curate collar, the stock 

Back View. 

LADlES' BASQUE
FITTED JACK�T, 

WITt[ .FULL 
VEST-F IIONT A�D 

GODETS IN TIlE 
BA.CK SEAMS. 

(For IIIustratiolls see 
Page 48-,.) 

LADn;s' Ro= BASQUE, WITH Two UNDER-ARM QQRF.B, .!!fD WITH LEG-O'-MuTTON SLEEVES (To DE 
PLAITED OR GATHt:RED), AND WITH NOTCHED LAPELS OR FA:fCY BRETELLES. (PERFORATED f'OR 

SHORTER LENGTH AND SPECIALLY DKSIRABI.E FOR STOUT LADIES.) (CoPYRIGHT.) 

N o .  7 5 4 7 . -T h e  
jacket introduces a full-vest front and godels which spread grace
fully over the flaring skirts of the period, and is here shown to 

(For Description Be(; Page 488.) 

being wrinkled by gathers at the ends, which are finished with 
the ends of the collar and closed at the throat. The one-l3e3m 
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gigot sleeves droop in numerous soft folds below the shoulders 
from forward and backward turning plaits at the top ; they are 
arranged upon coat-shaped linings and are plainly com-
pleted at the wrists. Curved openings are made for 
inserted side-pockets in the jacket fronts, and are fin-
ished plainly, like all the 
edges of the jacket. 

The jacket will develop 
fashionably in cloth, serge, 
covert suiting, whipcord, 
satin, crepon or tweed, 
and the best results will 
be obtained by using some 
stylish variety of silk or 
taffeta for the full vest 
front. 

We have pattern No. 
7547 in thirteen sizes for 
ladies from twenty-eight 7552 
to forty-six inches, bust 

Jilront View. 

LADIES' WA IST. (To BE MADE HIGH OR Low NECKED 
AND W ITH FULL-LENOTH OR ELBOW 

SLEEVES.) (COPYRIGHT.) 

(For Description see Page 488.) 

measure. To make the 
jacket for a lady of 
medium size, calls for 
two yards and three
fourths of cloth fifty 
inches wide, with a 
yard and three-fourths 
of silk twenty inches 
wide. Of one fabric, it 
requires seven yardR 
and three-fourthstwen
ty-two inches wide, or 
five yards thirty-six 
inches wide, or three 
yardsandseven·eighths 
forty-four inches wide, 
or three yards and 
three-eighths fifty inch
es wide. Price of pat
tern, 1 s. 3d. or 30 cents . 

• 
LADIES' BASQUE· 

FITTED COAT, Wl'l'H 

VEST FRON'l'S 
AND REMOVABLE 

7 5 5 6  
Front . View. 

in a combination of cinnamon-brown crepon and white mOIre. 
This coat is here shown made of gray and dark - blue 

faced cloth. The 
coat reaches to 

Back View. 

7556 
Back View. 

three-quarter depth, 
and the fronts are 
stylishly reversed at 
the top in lapels that 
are faced with the 
gray cloth and meet 
the rolling collar io 
notches. The fronts 
are nicely curved 
to the figure by sin. 
gle bust darts that 
extend to the bot. 
tom of the garment ; 
they open over vest 
fronts that describe 
a point at the cen· 
tel' and are closely 
adjusted by double 
bust darts and 
closed in double. 
breasted style with 
button-holes and 
buttons. The vest 
fronts are finished 
with a rolling collar 
that passes acroS! 
the back, and are 
folded back above 
the closing in point. 
ed lapels that meet 
the collar in notch· 
es ; they pass into 
the shoulder and 
under-arm seams, 
and between them 
is re'veal ed a re· 
movable chemisette 
that is closed at the 
center with button· 
holes and small 
buttons. The collar 
on the vest front is 
blue and the lapels 
are faced with blue, 

CHEMISETTE. 
(For DlnstratioDe see 

LADIES' YOKE BLOUSE-WAI ST, WITH FITTED LINING AND FRENCil FRONT. (COPYRIGHT.) 

Page 484.) 

No. 7526.-Another 
yiew of this stylish coat may be seen by referring to figulOe 
No. 319 L in this DELINEATOR, where it is shown developed 

(For Description see Page 489.) 

and both the collar and lapels lap deeply o"l'er the coat collar and 
lapels, the effect being rather dis/ing1lc. The chemisette is mad! 
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with a short cape back and is topped by a standing collar. The 
close adjustment of the coat is completed by the customary 
under-arm and side-back gores, and a well curved center seam 
thllt terminates below the waist-line at the top of coat-laps, 
the side-bllck seams disappearing under well pressed coat-plaits 
that are each marked at the top by a button. The one-seam 
gigot sleeves are mounted on coat-shaped linings and fit the arm 
closely below the elbow, the 'fulness being collected in gathers 
at the top and falling in numerous pretty folds and wrinkles. A 
single row of machine-stitching provides a neat finish for the free 
edges of the vest fronts, collars and lapels and the front edges 
of the chemisette and coat. 

For the making of coats of 
this kind cheviot, whipcord, 
faced cloth, tweed, serge, 
etc. , are the most popular 
materials, and for the vest 
fancy vesting will be chosen, 
while pique, linen or mate
rial matching the coat will 
be used for the chemisette. 
For very dressy wear the coat 
may be developed in bro
cade, satin or any handsome 
silk, and in such an event 
a rancy chemisette of chiffon 
may take the place of the 
one provided by the pattern. 

Fl'Ont View. 

rated with ribbon and applique 
lace. The basque is provided with 
a lining fitted by double bust darts, 
under-arm and side-back gores and 
a curving center seam, and the clos
ing is made at the center of the 
front. The full fronts are separated 
from the full back by under-arm 
gores, which produce a smooth ef
fect at the sides ; and they are gath
ered at the top and the fulness is laid 

Back View. 

We have pattern No. 7526 
in fourteen sizes for ladies 
from twenty-eight to forty
six inches, bust measure. For 
a lady of medium size, the 
garment requires five yards 
of light and one yard of dark 
goods forty inches wide. Of 
one material, it needs nine 
yards and three-fourths 
twenty.two inches wide, or 

LADIES' SHIRT-WAIST. (To BE MADE WITH A STANDING OR TURN-DoWN COLLAlt AND WITH STRAIGHT 
OR TURN-UP CUFFS). (COPYRIGHT.) 

six yards thirty-six inches 
wide, or five yards and a 
fourth forty-four inches wide, or four yards and three-eighths 

fifty inches wide. Price of pattern, 
ls .  6d. or 35 cents. 

• 

LADIES' BASQUE, WITH EPAU
LETTES (THAT MAY BE OMITTED). 

(For lllustratiolls see Page 484.) 
No. 7580.-The fanciful epau-

Front View. 

(For Description see Page 489.) 

in a double box-plait at the bottom back of the hemmed front 
edges. The plaits are lightly tacked and flare toward the bust. 
The fulness in the back is disposed in gathers at the top and in a 
double box-plait at the bottom, the plaits being tacked for a short 
distance above the waist-line. Fanciful epaulettes, which are 
included in the seam with the standing collar, are broadest at 
their lower edges and droop with stylish grace over the bouffant 
sleeves ; they are narrowest at the top !lnd are handsomely deco
rated with applique lace. A softy wrinkled ribbon encircles the 
standing collar in stock style, its ends being fastened at the back 

7565 
Back V�. 

under a full bow of ribbon. 
The coat sleeves display bal
loon puffs which extend to 
the elbow ; the puffs are gath
ered at the top and bottom 
and encircled at the bottom 
by a twisted ribbon that is 
formed in a cluster of loops 
at the back of the arm. A 
wrinkled ribbon follows the 
lower edge of the basque 
and is tied in a loop at each 
side of the center of the front 
and back. The epaulettes 
may be omitted, as shown in 
the small engraving. 

LADIES' BA.SQUE-WAIST, WITH FRENCH FRONT. (To BE MADE WITH A HIGH OR Low NECK AND WIT II 
E'ULL-LENGTII OR ELBOW SLEEVES.) (COPYRIGHT.) 

Soft silks in flowered or 
striped designs will be select
ed to make a basque of this 
kind, and there are numerous 
washable materials for which 
the mode is admirably suited. 
Dimity, lawn, organdy, ba
tiste, plisse taffeta and chal
lis will be favored materials, 
and velvet or sat.in ribbon 
will provide effective deco-

(For Description see :. age 490.) 

ttes are an attractive feature of this handsome basque, which is 
pictured made up in a pretty shade of violet silk and deco-

ration. 
We have pattern No. 7580 

in thirteen sizes for ladies from twenty-eight to forty-six inches, 
Dust measure. For a lady of medium size, the garment re-
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quires five yards of material twenty-two inches wide, or three 
yards ru::d tl>ree-fourths thirty inches wide, or three yards and an 
eighth thirty-six inches wide, or two yards and five-eighths for
ty-four inches wide. Price of pattern, 1s. 3d. or 80 cents. 

• 

LADIES' BLOUSE-WAIST, WITH FRRNCH FRO�T A N D  

BOURNOUS LEG-O'-MUTTO� SLEEVES. 

(For I11�tration8 see Page 485.) 

No. 7538.-This graceful blouse-waist is shown made of violet 
and white figured organdy at figure No. 325 L in this magazine, 
violp.t satin ribbon providing the decoration. 

This modish blouse-waist has sleeves that are elaborate in 
their fulness and draping and is here pictured developed in 
changeable silk-blue shot with gold. The lining over which 
the blouse-waist is arranged is fitted by double bust darts, under
arm and side-ba<:k gores and a curving center seam. The waist 
is closed along the left shoulder and under-arm seams and has a 
plain under-front at the left �ide that is secured at its front edge 
to the center of the lining front. The upper part of the French 
front is a full yoke that is shaped in pointed 
outline ; three rows of shirring made at regular 
distances apart f�rm two regular puffs along the 
bottom of the yoke, and the fulness is collected 
in gathers at the neck, with pretty effect. The 
French front, which is joined to the lower edge 
of the yoke, is gathered at the arms'-eyes and all 
the way across the top, and the pretty fulness, 
which is drawn well to the center by two rows 
of shirring at the bottom, droops gracefully in 
blouse fash-
ion. Under-

7623 
Front View. 

LADIES' ROUND BASQUE, WITH TWO UNDER-ARM GORES 

AND WITH LEG-O'-MUTTON SLEEVES (To BE PLAITED OB 
GATHEREO), A N D  WITH NOTCHED LAPF.LS OR FANCY 

BRETE LLES. (PERFOIlATED FOk SHORTER LENGTH AND 8pE
CIAbLY DESIRABLE FOR STOUT LADIES.) 

(For Dlustrations I!<.'i'l Page 485.) 

No. 7536.-This basque, which is of round lower outline, 
may extend over the hips, or only a trifle below the waist-line, as 
most becoming to the figure. It is pictured developed in plain 
woollen goods. The adjustment, which is accomplished by double 
bust darts, two under-arm gores at each side, side-back gores and 
a curving center seam, renders the basque particularly desirable 
for ladies of stout figure, and the closing is made at the center of 
the front wit·h button-holes and buttons. The one-seam leg-o'. 
mutton sleeves, which are made with fashionable fulness at the 
top and mounted on coat-shaped linings, may be gathered at 
the top or arranged in forward and backward turning plaits, as 
preferred, the pattern providing for both gathers and plaits. 
The sleeves droop on the shoulders in the approved manner and 
are plainly finished at the wrists. The long basque is made 

ornamental by broad, handsomely notched lapels 
that extend in double points upon the sleeves 
and meet at the bust ; and the short basque may 
have either this style of lapels or fancy breteijes 
ext�nding to the lower edge in front, as prefer· 
red. The bretelles, which narrow to points at 
the front end.s, widen above the bust and curve 
over the shoulders to form a point at the fronl 
and back of the arm, the upper back corners 
meeting at the center seam. Two rows of ma.-

7523 
BacIc View. 

chine - stitch· 
ing form a 
sty !ish finish 
for the edges 
of the III. pels 
and bretelles. 
At the neck ig 
a c1ose-fit.ting 
curate collar 
of becoming 
height fin· 
ished at ita 
edges with 
t w o  r o ws 
of machine
stitching. 

a r m  g o r e s  
separate the 
front from 
the seamless 
b a c k  a n d  
produce a 
p e r f e c t l y  
smooth ad
justment at 
t h e  s i d e s .  
-The back is 
laid in three 
b a c k  w a r d
turning plaits 
at each side 
of the center, 
the plaits be
ing closely 
lapped at the 
w a i s t - l i n e  
and flaring 
b e c o m i n g 
ly toward the 
s h o u l d e r s. 
At the neck 

LADIBS' VASSAR BLOUSB. (To BE MADE WITH A HIGH OR RoUND NECK AND wrrH FULL-LENGTH OR 
KLBOW tlLEEVEl!.) (CoPYRIGHT.) 

Among the 
many fash· 
ionable wool. 
l e n  d r e s s  
goods adapt
able to the 
mode may 
be mentioned 
Fayetta, cre. 
pon, camel's
'lair, foule, 
s e r g e  a n d  i s  a standing (For Description see Page 400.) 

conar closed 
at the left side ; it is covered with a softly wrinkled crush collar 
that is gathered at the ends and decorated at each side with a 
dainty rosette of silk. The novel leg-o' -mutton sleeves are shaped 
by one seam only ; they have great fulness at the top disposed in 
gathers and two seamed bournouses, and between the bournouses 
a row of shirring extends nearly to the elbow and is tacked to 
the coat-shaped lining. A group of three downward-turning 
plaits made in each side edge near the elbow completes the 
artistic shaping of the beautiful sleeve ; below the elbow a close 
adjustment is maintained. The waist is encircled by a crush 
belt, the ends of which are turned under and shirred to form 
broad frills and closed at the center of the back. 

Artistic blouse-waists may be made from plain or fancy silk, 
or a waist of this style developed in sheer materials or in cr6-
pon, challis, vailing, etc., will be stylish. 

We have pattern No. 7538 in thirteen sizes for ladies from 
twenty-eight to forty-six inches, bust measure. To make the 
blouse-waist for a lady of medium size, requires seven yards and 
an eighth of goods twenty-two inches wide, or five yards and 
five-eighths thirty inches wide, or four yards and five-eighths 
thirty-six inches wide, or four yards and three-eighths forty-four 
inches wide. Price of pattern, la. 3d.. or 80 cents. 

cloth. Styl. 
ish silks Include 91'08 deLondr/l8, taffeta, moir� and gr08 de Tours, 
and there are many handsome cotton goods, such ad gingham, 
Galatea and chambray, which are also adaptable to the mode. 

We have pattern No. 7536 in twelve sizes for ladies from 
thirty-two to forty-eight inches, bust measure. For a lady of 
medium size, the basque calls for five yards and five-eighths of 
material twenty-two inches wide, or three yards and a half thir. 
ty-six inches wide, or three yards forty-four inches wide, or two 
yards and three-fourths fifty inches wide. Price of pattern, ls. 
3d. or 80 cents. 

--- -+----

LADIKS' W AIsr. (To BE MADE HIGH OR Low NECKED AND WITH 
FuLL-LENGTH OR ELBOW SLEEVES.) 

(For Dlustrations _ Page 486.) 
No. 7552.-This waist may be made up with a low neck and 

elbow puff sleeves for dressy evening wear, or with a high neck, 
a crush stock and long sleeves, as shown in the engravings. 
It is pictured developed in white and gold brocade, with white 
satin ribbon for decoration. The waist has a body lining which 
is closely ad.justed by double bust darts, under-arm and side
back gores and a curving �nter seam, and closed at the �nter 
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of the front with hooks and eyes, the right lining-front extend
ing to the left shoulder and under-arm seams, where the final 
closing is made invisibly. The full front is shaped in low, 
round outline at the top, and is turned under and gathered to 
form a standing frill-heading ; it is also gathered at the arm's-eye 
edges and arranged to form a large 80ft puff below the frill, the 
fulue3s belolv the puff being drawn well to tlte center and dis
posed in three forward-turning plaits at each side of the center. 
The plaits are invisibly tacked to the lining below the puff, 
which is softly draped by several tackiHgs and narrows gradually 
toward the sides. The full back, which is shaped in low V out
line at the top, is turned under at the upper edge and gathered 
to form a standing frill, the fulness below being collected in 
three backward-turning plaits at each side of the center. The 
body lining is covered above the full front and back with full 
yoke-portions, that pass into the right shoulder seam and are 
disposed in soft folds by gathers along the upper, lower and 
shoulder edges. At the neck is a crush stock mounted upon a 
close-lItting standing collar and closed at the left side ; it is 
arranged in an outstanding chou at the right side, 'and its over
lapping end is arranged in a similar cho·u.. The 
coat-shaped sleeves are covered to the elbows 
with large puffs arranged in softly draped folds 
by a group of forward-turning and a group of 
backward- turning, overlapping plaits at the top, 
the arrangement of the plaits producing a sort of 
drooping butterfly effect that is truly chi". When 
long sleeves are desired, the lining extendR to 
the wrist and is covered below the puff with a 
deep facing that passes into the outside seam. 
The sleeves are trimmed at the bottom of the 
pulIs with wrinkled bands of ribbon and bows ar
ranged at the front and back of the arm, and bows 
are also placed 
on the shoulders. 
The lower edge 
of the waist is 
covered with a 
wriukled ribbon 
that is decorated 
at the left side 
of the front with 
an Em pire bow 
of ribb on and at 
the cen ter of the 
back with a 
bunch of four 
loops of ribbon, 
from which two 
long streamers 
fall nearly to the 
bottom of the 
skirt. 

}rant V�. 

For its development in the present instance violet striped silk 
was chosen. The waist is made over a lining, fitted in basque 
style with double bust darts, under-arm and side-back gores and 
a curving center seam. The upper part of the blouse-waist is a 
rather deep yoke shaped by shoulder seams. The full frontR 
and full back, which are joined in under-arm seams that 
are independent of those of the body lining, are gathered at the 
top, and the fulness at the front droops in full, soft folds at ea('h 
side of a broad box-plait that is formed at the front edge of the 
right front and extended to the neck, concealing the closing of 
the waist. The fulness at the lower edges of the fronts and 
hack is collected in three spread rows of shirring, which are 
con('ealed beneath a crush girdle, the ends of the girdle being 
arranged in double chou-"C and closed at the center of the back. 
The one-seam g(qot sleeves, which are of great width, are gathered 
at the top and for some distance along the one edge of the seam, 
to stand out on thc shoulders in the exaggerated style in vogue. 
They are monnted upon coat-shaped linings and are quite close
fitting upon the forearm and plainly completed at the wrists. 
The stylishly high curate collar is covered with a crush stock, 

which is arranged in three olltstanding loops at 
the right side and closed at the left shoulder 
seam, the overlapping end being arranged in 
loops to correspond !yith those at the right side. 

The blouse-waist possesses a gracefulness that 
will be brought out most advantageously in 
shaded, shot, plaid. striped, figured or plain silk, 
wash silk, China silk, etc. 

We have pattern No. 7556 in thirteen sizes 
for ladies from twenty-eight to forty-six inches, 
bust measure. For a lady of medium size, the 
blouse-waist requires six yards and five-eighths 
of material twenty-two inches wide, or five yards 

7525 
Back V�. 

t h i r t y  inches 
wide, or four 
yards and a 
half thirty-six 
inches wide, or 
four yards for
ty-four inches 
wide. Price of 
pattern, 1 s. 3d. 
or 30 cents. 

• 

L ADIES' 

SHIRT-W AlST. 
(To BE lfADE 

WITH A STANDING 
OR TURN-DOWN 

CoLLAR AND WITH 
STRAIGHT OR 

TURN'UP CUFFS.) 

(For D1nptratlons 
see Page .87.) 

Rich and be
coming waists 
may be made up 
in this way in 
striped, figured, 
checked or flow-

LADIES' BLOUSE, WITH FITTED LINING (WHICH HAY BE OHITTED). (CoPYRIGHT.) No. 7551 . 
There i s  n o  lack 
of variety in the (For Description see Page 491.) 

ered changeable 
silk or taffeta, silk crepon, satin, peau de cygne, Fayetta and all 
sorts of stylish silks and woollens. 

We have pattern No. 7552 in thirteen sizes for ladies from 
twenty-eight to forty-six inches, bU8t measure. For a lady of 
medium size, the low necked waist requires six yards and a 
half of material twenty-two inches wide, or five yards and 
three-eighthg thirty inches wide, or four yards and three
fourths thirty-six inches wide, or four yards and an eighth forty
four inches wide ; while the high necked waist needs seven 
yards and s half twenty-two inches wide, or sl;,. yards thirty 
Inches wide, or five yards and an eighth thirty-six inches wide, 
or four yards and a half forty-four inches wide. Price of pat
tern, ls. or 25 cents. 

--- ----

LADlES' YOKE BLOUSE-WAIST, WITH FITTED LINING 

AND FRENCH FRONT. 
(For D1uetrations see PB/(e 486.) 

No. 7556.-At figure No. 323 L in this issue this blouse-waist 
Is shown made of striped and plain silk and nainsook tucking. 

The blouse-waist Introduces a French front and the broad 
box-plaits which are attractive features of the newest modes. 

Summer shirt
waists. The rounding yoke-back vies with the pointed yoke
back, and there is considerable diTeraity in the distribution of 
fulness. Rose-colored wash silk was chosen for the develop
ment of the pretty waist here shown. The fronts, which join 
the back in under-arm seams, are gathered at the top back 
of their hemmed front edges and close with button-holes and 
buttons ; and the fulness at the waist-line is collected in five 
forward-turning plaits at each side of the closing. The back, 
which has a round-yoke upper part, is laid in four backward
turning plaits at each side of the center, the plaits heing lapped 
well at the waist-line and flaring becomingly above ; and the 
garment is drawn in closely about the waist by draw-strings 
inserted in a casing formed all the way round. The yoke is 
shaped with a center seam and is applied over a seamless yoke
lining, its shoulder and lower edges being stitched to position in 
regular shirt style. The leg-o'-mutton shirt-sleeves are of fash
ionable width and are gathered at the top ; they are also gath
ered at the wrists and may be finished with turn-up cuffs that 
flare at the back of the arm and close under the roll with link 
buttons, or with straight cuffs having square ends closed with 
hutton-boles a.nd buttons. With either style of cuff the sleeves 
are made with openingR which are finished with underlaps and 
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pointed overlaps, that are closed at.the bottom with buttons and 
:button-holes when the turn-up cuffs are used. The pattern 
provides two collars-a turn-down collar with prettily flaring ends 
and a moderately high standing collar, both collars being shown 
in the engravings. The waist is encircled by a belt, the over
lapping end of which is pointed. The shirt-waist is finished in 
the regular way with machine-stitching. 

Several shirt-waists are needed to complete the Summer ward
robe and it is well to make them unlike in order to have. variety 
and style. Of the washable materials, wash silk, Oxford cheviot, 
Madras, percale and batiste are fashionable for shirt-waists. 

We have pattern No. 7551 in thirteen sizes for ladies from 
twenty-eight to forty-six inches, bust measure. To make the 
shirt-waist for a lady of medium size, requires five yards and 
three-eighths of material twenty-two inches wide, or four yards 
.ang three-eighths twenty-seven inches wide, or ·three yards and 
three-fourths thirty-six inches wide, each with half a yard of 
·coarse linen thirty-six inches wide for interlining. Price of pat
.tern, l s. or 25 cents. 

--- -+----

LA.DIES' BA.SQUE-W A.IST, WITU FRENCH FRONT. (To 

BE MADE WITH A HIGH OR Low XEIJK AND WITH 
FULL-LENGTH OR ELBOW SEEEVES.) 

(F-or D1ustrations see Page 487.1 
No. 7565.-Seed-dotted taffeta and plain chiffon are associated 

in this waist at figure No. 327 L, with ribbon for decoration. 
The graceful and pretty effect of this waist is shown to excel

Jent advantage in its present development, the materials being 
@luet taffeta silk and cerise chiffon, with ribbon for decoration. 
The waist is provided with a high-necked body-lining fitted by 
do.uble bust darts, under-arm and side-back gores and a curving 
center seam, and is closed at the center of the front. The full 
French fronts and full, seamless back are shaped in Pompadour 
outline at the top and separated by gores under the arms. The 
fronts are laid in small box-plaits at the top and shirred at the bot
tom at each side of the closing, the fulness drooping softly in blouse 
fashion ; while the back is gathered at the top and has its fulness 
collected in backward-turning plaits at the bottom, the plaits 
being closely lapped at the lower edge and flaring above. The 
lining above the full portions is faced with silk and covered with 
a full yoke of chiffon, that is shaped by shoulder seams and gath
ered along the shoulder, neck and lower edges. The yoke is 
outlined with a twisted ribbon across the lower edges and a 
wrinkled ribbon over the shoulders, a rosette bow is placed 
at each back corner and triple loops give a unique effect at each 
front corner. At the neck is a standing collar, which closes in 
front and is covered with a crush collar of chiffon, the gathered 
ends of which are fastened at the back under a double loop-bow 
of ribbon. The coat-shaped sleeves have enormous puffs that 

Front View. 
LADlES' BASQUE-WAIST, WITH ETON FRO�T. 

( For Description see Page 491 . )  

are gathered at the top and bottom and completed prettily at  
the bottom with a twisted ribbon that terminates in triple loops 
at· the inside seam. A twisted ribbon arranged about the lower 
edge of the basque-waist ends under a bow at each side of the 

fulness in the front. and a double loop-bow is tacked to it at the 
back. For evening wear, the waist may be made with a low Pom
padour neck and elbow sleeves, as Rhown in the small engraving. 

Silks of delicate color are chosen for waists of this description, 
.and so are light shades of crepon, vailing, chiffon over silk, 
lace over silk and sheer organdies, dimity, lawn, etc. 

We have 
pattern No. 
7565 in thir
teen sizes for 
ladies from 
twenty - eight 
to forty-six 
inches, bust 
measure. For 
a lady of me
dium size, 
the waist re
quires five 
yards and a 
half of silk 
t w e n t y i n
c h e s  wide, 
with half a 
yard of chif
fon forty-five 
inches wide. 
Of one mate
rial, it needs 
five y a r d s  
and seven
eighths twen
ty-two inches 
wide, orthree
yards and 
three-fourths 
thirty-six in
ches wide, or 

7520 7520 

LADJER' ONE-SEA M  LEG-O'-MuTTON SHIRT SLEEVE. 
(To BE MADE WITH A STRAIGHT OR RE

VERSED CUFF.) (COPYRIGHT.) 
( For Description see Page 492.) 

two yards and seven-eighths forty-four inches wide. 
tern, h. 3d. or 30 cents. 

Price of pat-

---... ---

LA.DIES' Y ASSAR BLOUSE. (To BE MADE WITH A HIGH OR 
ROUND NE!JK AND WITH FULL-LENGTII OR ELBOW SLEEVES.) 

(For 1lI ustrations see Page 488.) 
No. 7523.-This blouse is shown made of white China silk 

and decorated with ribbon and flowers at figure No. 328 L. 
The blouse is singularly well adapted to pretty m u slins, dot

ted mulls and other cotton goods, as its simple adjustment renders 
it easy to launder. It is here shown developed in dotted Swiss 

':542 
Back View. 

(COPYRIGHT.) 

and made up with a high neck 
and full-length sleeves and 
half-Iowroundneck andelbow 
sleeves. The blouse. which is 
slipped on over the head, is 
simply shaped by shoulder 
and under-arm seams. At the 
top it is turned under and 
stitched twice to form a cas
ing for a draw-str ing, which 
collects the fulness as closely 
as desired about the neck, 
the upper edge rising in a frill 
all round. The fulness at the 
waist-line is drawn closely to 
the figure by a tape- or elastic 
inserted in a cove ring, and 
the blouse may be worn un
derneath or outside the skirt, 
as preferred. 'l'he waist is en
circled by a belt covered with 
ribbon and closed at the left 
side. The large puff sleeves 
are shaped by inside seams 
and are gathered at the top ; 
they are turned under deeply 
at the bottom and stitched to 
form casings, in which draw

strings are run to draw the fulness closely and form the edge into 
a frill. The decoration consists of sections of ribbon, that start 
from the belt at each side of the front and back and meet on the 
shoulders beneath full bows of standing loops of similar ribbon. 
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The blouse i s  charmingly simple and will b e  very becoming to 

young ladies or young matrons of slender figure. It will make 
up attractively in almost any variety of soft silk and in swivel 
gingham, percale, chambray, dotted and plain mull and Swiss, 
batiste, lawn and numerous other pretty cottons devoted to 
Summer gowns. It may accompany a full or gored skirt. 

7519 7519 
P;'ont VieID. Back View. 

I,ADIES' Vl!:ST, WITH FRENOH FRONT AND STOCK 
AND STANPI�U COLLAR. (COPYRIGHT.) 

(For Description Bee Page 492.) 

We have 
pattern No. 
7523 in thir
teen sizes for 
ladies from 
twenty - eight 
to forty-six 
inches, bust 
measure. For 
a lady of me
d i u m  s i z e , 
t h e  b l o u s e  
will require 
s i x  y a r u s  
and an eighth 
o f  g o o d s  
t w e n t y-two 
inches wide, 
or four yards 
and s e v e n 
eighths twen
t y - s e v e n  
inches wide, 
or three yards 
a n d f i v e 

eighths thirty-six inches wide, or three yards and an eighth forty
four inches wide. Price of pattern, 1s. or 25 cents. 

• 

LADIES' BLOUSE, WITH FITTED LINING (WHIOH MAY m; 
OMITTED). 

(For BlustratlonB Bee Page 489.) 

No. 7525.-Figured Indift silk is represented in this blouse at 
fi!(ure No. 329 L, 
ribbon and lace 
Vandykes pro
viding the deco
ration. 

Side· Front View. 

towards the arm's-eyes. The fulness at the waist-line of the front 
and back is collected in two rows of shirring that are placed at 
belt depth apart, and about the waist is wurn a ribbon belt that 
is closed at the left side of the front under a ribbon rosette, a 
similar rosette being correspondingly placed at the right side. 
The yoke is overlaid with rows of insertion that follow the out
line of the yoke ; and the standing collar, which closes in front, 
is covered with a wrinkled ribbon decorated 3t each side with a 
ribbon rosette. The full sleeves are gathered at the top and bot
tom and arranged on coat-shaped linings; they are completed 
with round cuffs that are overlaid with rows of lace insertion. 

Blouses have never received more careful attention at the 
hands of modistes and designers, and rich and inexpensive silks 
are equaily popular for them. Shot silks with small flow�rs scat
tered over the surface, the changeable grounds faintly reflecting 
their tones, are first choice when a very dressy blouse is desired. 

We have pattern No. 7525 in thirteen sizes for ladies from 
twenty-eight to forty-six inches, bust measure. To make the 
blouse for a lady of medium size, requires four yards and three
fourths of goods twenty-two inches wide, or three yards and a 
fourth thirty-six inches wide, or two yards and three-fourths 
forty-four inches wide. Price of pattern, 1s. 3d. or 30 cents. 

LADIES' BASQUE-WAIST, WITH ETON FRONT. 

(For llIuBtrationB Bee Page 400.) 

No. 7542.-Silk overlaid with point de Gene lace and crapon 
are shown combined in this stylish basque-waist at figure 
No. 330 L, braid and buttons providing pretty decoration. 

The basque-waist, which is an extremely good style for mak
ing up the various new Spring goods or remodelling; basques of 
a past season, is here represented developed in a fancy Spring 
suiting and trimmed with gimp and silk. It is fashionably 
short and round and its wide, seamless back is smooth at the 
top but has fulness below laid in baCkward-turning plaits that 
flare prettily from the lower edge, the plaits being stayed by 
tackings to a lining adjusted by under·arm and side-back gores 
and a curving center seam. The fronts, which are adjusted by 
the customary double bust darts and closed at the center with 

Side-Back View. 

T h e n o v e l  
shapin£" of the 
yoke and the dis
posal of fulness 
in the blouse 
render this mode 
particularly at
tractive. Brown 
taffeta silk was 
here selected for 
its development, 
with a stylish 
decoration of 
lace insertion 
and ribbon. The 
blouse is provid
ed with a body 
lining that is ad
justed closely 
by double bust 
darts, under·arm 
and side-back 
gores and acurv
ing center seam 
and is closed at 
the center of the 
front. The use 
of the lining, 
however, is op
tional. The full 
fronts and full 
seamless back, 
which are sepa
rated by under
arm gores, are 

LADIES' SKIRT, WITH THE FRONT-GORE EXTENDED TO FOIll[ A YOKE AT THE SIDES AND WITH THREE GodeL, AT THE 
BAOK. (COPYRIGHT.) 

(For Description Bee Page 493.) 

gathered at the top and joined to a fanciful, seamless yoke, that 
is shallowest at the center of the front and back and deepens 

button-holes and buttons, appear with the effoct of a vest be
tween Eton fronts that are reversed at the top in enormous 
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lapels and flare sllghtly below", the front comers falling below 
the waist fronts in points. The Eton fronts pass into the 
shoulder and under-arm seams, and are decorated at their free 
edges with narrow gimp. A row of similar gimp trims the top 
and bottom of the becomingly high curate collar, which forms a 
stylish neck-completion. The one-seam le,g-o' -muLton sleeves 
display voluminous fulness above the elbow and a smooth effect 
upon the forearm ; they are mounted upon coat-shaped liuings 
and are gathered at the top to droop with old-time quaintness 
upon the shoulders. The lower edge of the basque-waist is 
trimmed with a twist of silk, the ends of which are covered at 
the center of the back by a loop bow of similar silk. 

The basque-waist will make up handsomely in cloth, rock or 
goat's-hair crepon and all-wool or silk-and-wool novelty goods. 
A cembination of shades will be effective iu 11 basque-waist of 
this kind and will render the vest effect more pronounced_ 

We have pattern No. 7542 in thirteen sizes for ladies from twen
iy-eight to forty-six inches, bust measure. For a lady of medium 
td.ze, the basque-waist needs five yards and three-fourths of mater
Ial twenty-two inches wide, or three yards and five-eighths thirty
aix mches wide, or three yards and three-eighths forty-four iBches 

Side-Front V"teto. 

Waists of cheviot, Madras, percale, linen, dimity, lawn, Swis&, 
cross-barred or striped or checked muslin, etc. , wUl be fashion
able with this style of sleeve, and the selection of either cuff is 8 
matter of personal fancy, both styles being equaIly favored. 

We have pattern No. 7520 in eight sizes for ladies from nine 
to sixteen inches, arm measure, measuring the arm about an 
inch below the bottom of the arm's-eye. For a lady whose arm 
measures eleven inches, as described, a pair of sleeves requires 
two yards and a half of material twenty-two inches wide, or two 
yards twenty-seven inches wide, or a yard and five-eighths 
thirty-six inches wide, or' a yard and a half forty-four inches 
wide. Price of pattern, 5d. or 10 cents. 

• 

LADIES' VEST, WITH FRENCH FRONT AND STOCK AND 
STAN DING COLLAR.. 

,(For Dlustrations see Page 491 ,J 
No. 7519.-The vest, which is pictured made of red, silk, will 

lend a charming bit of color to a blazer suit of serge or flannel, 
and will prove far more comfortable in warm weather than a 

Sw-Ba.ck VieID. 
LADIES' CIROULAR SKIRT, wrm TmlEPl Godet8 AT THB BAOK. (COPTRIGHT.) 

(For Description see Page 498-) 

wide, or two yards and three-fourths fifty inches wide. Price of pat
tern, 1s. 3d. or 30 cents_ 

• 

LADIES' ONFr-BEAM LEG-O'-MUTTON SHIRT SLEEVE. (To 
BB MADE WITH A STRAIGHT OR REVERSED CUFF.) 

(For mu�trations see Page 400.) 
No. 7520.-This sleeve is pictured made of gingham and will be 

pretty for shirt-waists and many other kinds of washable waists. 
It is shaped in large leg-o'-mutton style at the top and with only 
one seam, and is slashed at the back of the wrist, the slash being 
fiuished with an underlap and a pointed overlap in regular shirt
sleeve style. The lower edge is gathered at each side of the 
slash and the great fulness at the top is nlso collected in gathers. 
The sleeves may be finished with straight cuffs that close with 
link buttons or with reversed cuffs that flare at the back of 
the wrist and close under the roll with link buttons. A button
hole and button close the sleeve at the bottom of the laps. The 
edges of the laps and cuffs are finished with a single row of 
ma.chine-stitching. 

stiffly starched shirt-waist or chemisette and piqu� vest. It has 
a French front arranged upon a dart-fitted Iiuing-front. T he 
French froDt is arranged at the center in a broad box-plait that 
is stitched along its underfolds all the way down, and is gath
ered at the top and bottom to fall in pretty folds at each side of 
the box-plait, the fulness drooping with soft blouse effect over a 
girdle that is arranged in three upturning plaits and passes into 
the under-arm seams. The backs of the vest are made of 
lining and are closed at the center with button-holes and buttons ; 
they are drawn to the figure closely at the waist-line by draw. 
strings that are inserted in casings and tied at the closing. At 
the neck is a high curate collar covered by a stock, which is 
arranged in outstanding loops at the sides and has frill-finished 
ends closed at the center of the back. 

The vest will make up attractively in shaded, plain, plaid, 
checked or striped silk, taffeta, novelty silk or crepe de Chine. 
Pique, chambray and Oxford suiting will also develop stylishly 
by the mode, and stitching will be preferred for a finish. 

We have pattern No. 7519 in thirteen sizes for ladies from 
twenty-eight to forty-six inches, bl' lt measure. For a lady of 
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mOO1um size, the vest requires two yards and a half of material 
twenty.two inches wide, or a yard and five-eighths thirty inches 
wide, or a yard and a fourth thirty-six inches wide, or a yard 
and a fourth forty-four inches wide. Price of pattern, 10d. or 
00 cents. • 
Ll.DIES' SKIRT, WITH THE FRONT-GORE EXTlmD�D TO 

FORM A YOKE AT THE SIDES AND WITH 
THREE G ODETS AT T H E  BACK. 

(For Illustrations 6ee Page 491.) 

No. 7560.-At figure No. 323 L this skirt is shown made of 
cloth and decorated with ribbon and a fancy braid design. 

This skirt is unique in its shaping, and for its development tan 
crepon was here chosen. The front-gore has but a trifling ful
ness at the top, and is extended across the hips to form a yoke 
to which the shorter side-gores are smoothly joined. The side
gores fall in handsome ripples and a velvet piping is inserted in 
the seam joining them to the front-gore. Vel Yet buttons placed 
on the lower ends of button-holes simulated with velvet pipings 
ornament the yoke portion of the front-gore above the pipings. 
Three godels at the back contribute fashionable fulness ; each is 
laid in a box-

Side·Jihmt View. 

narrow at the top and are box-plaited to fall in three godets; they 
are interlined with hair-cloth and are held together by an elastic 
strap near the top. The skirt is fashionably wide at the bottom, 
measuring six yards in the medium sizes, and is underfaced 
with hair-cloth at the front and sides. A placket is finished at 
the left side above the seam nearest the center of the back . 

The skirt is one of the most graceful of the new modes and is 
well suited to silk, gingham, chambray, percale or batiste. 

We have pattern No. 7571 in nine sizes for ladies from twenty 
to thirty-six inches, waist measure. For a lady of medium size, 
the skirt requires eight yards and seven-eighths of material 
twenty. two inches wide, or six yards and three-eighths thirty
six inches wide, or five yards and three-eighths forty-four inches 
wide, or five yards fifty inches wide. Price of pattern, 1 s. 3d. 
or 30 cents. 

• 

LADIES' SKIRT, WITH 08E G ODET AT BACH SIDE OF THE 

FRONT AND THREE G ODETS AT THE BACK 
(For IIln.tratioDe sec this Page.) 

No. 7531 .-Beige cr�pon is represented in this skirt at figure 
No. 331 L in this magazine, with brown 8atin ribbon for trimming. 

Side· Back riew. 

plait at the 
top and an 
interlining of 
h a i r - c l o t h  
and an elas
tic s t r a p 
tacked un
d e r n e a t h  
give perma
nency to the 
tubular folds 
Ihat gradu
ally expand 
toward the 
lower edge, 
where the 
skirt meas
ures about 
five yards 
and a quar
ter round in 
the medium 
sizes. The 
lIare at the 
bottom may 
be empha
sized by a 
facing of 
hair-cloth, if 
desired. The 
placket is fin
ished at the 
left side at 
the s e a m  
nearest the 
center of the 
back. 

LADIES' SKIRT. WITH ONE Godet AT EACH SIDE OF TIlE FRONT AND THREE Godel8 AT TilE BACK. (CoPYBIGHT.) 
(For Description see thl. Page.) . 

The new 
silks, woollens and cotton goods may be stylishly made after 
this mode, and the decoration may be 'of braid, buttons or ribbon. 

We have pattern No. 7560 in nine sizes for ladies from twenty 
to thirty-six Inches, waist measure. To make the skirt for a 
lady of medium size, calls for eight yards and a half of goods 
twenty-two Inches wide, or six yards and seven-eighths thirty
six inches wide, or five yards and five-e,ighths forty-four inches 
wide, or five yards and a half fifty inches wide. Price of pattern, 
1s. 3d. or 30 cents. 

• 

LADIES' CIRCULAR SKIRT, WITH THREE G ODETS AT THR 

BACK. 
(For DlustratioDs B<-'e Page 492.) 

No. 7571.-This skirt is shown made of crepon and plainly 
completed at figure No. 330 L in this magazine. 

The skirt is here represented developed in dress goods. It 
has a wide circular portion which fits quite smoothly at the top 
and spreads below into many flutes, the flutes being held in posi
tion by tackings to a tape placed underneath. The three gores 
which form the back of the skirt are wide at the bottom and 

The skirt is here shown made of covert cloth. It measures 
about five yards and a quarter at the bottom in the medium sizes, 
and its front-gore and side-gores, which are perfect.ly smooth at 
the top, flare at the bottom in graceful ripples. A gode/, which 
is narrowed to a point at the top, is included in each side-front 
seam from the top to below the knee, below which point its 
edges are joined separately to the edges of the gores ; the back 
of the skirt is composed of three godefs, which are box-plaited 
at the top and interlined with hair-cloth, and are held in place 
by two elastic straps. The godets at the front are also interlined 
with hair-cloth. A placket is finished at the left side above the 
second �eam from the center of the back. 

The skirt will make up handsomely in all sorts of plain and 
fancy silks and woollens. 

We have pattern No. 7531 in nine sizes for ladies from twenty 
to thirty. six inches, waist measure. To make the skirt for a 
lady of medium size, calls for nine yards and a half of goods 
twenty-two inches wide, or seven yards and three-eighths thirty
six inches wide, or six yards and seven-eighths forty-four inches 
wide, or five yards and five-eighths fifty inches wide. Price of 
pattern, 1s. 3d. or 30 cents. 

• 



• 
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Style� fot 
FIGURE No. 334 L.-MISSES' BLAZER COSTUME. 

(For llIustration sec this Page.) 

FIGURE No. 334 L.-This illustrates a Misses' costume. The 

,Pattern, which is No. 7568 and costs Is. 6d. or 35 cents, is in 
seven sizes for misses from ten to sixteen years of age, and may 

�itl�. 
be observed differently made up on page 5.04 of this ma�azine. 

A very jaunty blazer costume, appropfl�te for yachtmg ?r 
general outing wear in the country, is here plCt.ured developed III 
white serCTe with red China silk for the shirt-Waist and gold 

souta�he braiu for decoration. The skirt is fashioned 
after one of the llewest modes, and is of stylish hut not 
exaggerated width at the hottom. Its front-gore and two 
wide �ide-gores fit smoothly at the top, and the three 
gcdet� which form the hack are gathered at the top and 
expaud in the usual fashion, being stiffened in their fiutes 
or organ-pipe folds hy an interlining of hair-cloth. 

The fronts of the shirt-waist are gatl:\ered at the top to 

FIGURE No. 335 L. 

FIGURE No. 334 L.-MISSES' BLAZER COSTUME.-This illus
trates Pattern No. 7568 (copyright), price Is. 6d_ or 35 cents. 
FIGURE No. 335 L.-GIRLS' BLAZER COSTUME.-This illus
trates Pattern No. 7 570 (copyright), price l s. 3d. or 30 cents. 

(For Descriptions see Pages 494 and 495.) 
. 

diHplay pretty fulness at each side of a box-plait made at 
the front edge of the right front, and the closing is made 
through the box-plait with gold studs. A bias pointed 

yoke is applied on the back, and the fulness at the waist-line is 
drawn closely to the figure by a tape inserted in a short casing 
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!Leross t.he back and tied over the fronts. The waist is encircled 
by a leather belt.. The full shirt-sleeves are slashed at the back 
of the arm, the slashes being finished with underlaps, and over
laps that are pointed at the top ; they are gathered at the 
top ann bottom and completed with square-cornered cuffs 
dosed with link buttons. A Windsor scarf is prettily bowed be
tween the flaring ends of the turn-down collar, which is mounted 
upon a standing band. 

The loose fronts of 
the blazer open widely 
over the shirt - waist 
and are reversed at 
the top in fashionably 
broacl lapels that meet 
the rolling collar in 
notches. The back and 
sides of the garment 
are curved gracefully 
to define the form by 
the usual gores, ancl a 
center seam that termi
nates below the waist
line above coat-laps ; 
and theside-back seams 
disappear under well 
pressed coat-plaits. 
The fronts are trimmed 
below the lapels with 
trefoil ornaments form
ed of gold sou tache 
braid, and - similar 
braid decorates the 
edges of the square
cornered pocket-laps, 
which cover openings 
to side pockets inserted 
in the fronts. Braid is 
also applied at the 
wrists of the one-seam 
leg-o'-mutton sleeves 
and along all the other 
free edges of the blazer. 
The sleeves, which are 
mounted on similarly 
s ha p e d linings, are 
gatherecl at the top, 
but, if liked, they may 
be arranged in forward 
and backward turning 
plaits, the pattern pro
viding for both gathers 
and plaits. 

Serge is, perhaps, 
most widely favored jar 
costumes of this class, 
although flannel, Gala
tea and cluck are also 
eminently satisfactory. 
The shirt-waist may 
he of chambray, lawn 
or Oxford cloth, or of 
pale-blue or pink India 
silk prettily trimmed 
with feather-stitchin!!'. 

The straw hat is sir�l
ply adorned wHh flow
ers ancl ribbon. 

braid, large buttons and embroidered edging for decoration. 
The skirt, wbich is full and round, extends to a pretty depth and 
is deeply hemmed at the bottom ; it is gathered at the top to 
fall in full, soft folds all round, and is finished with a belt. 

The shirt-waist, which is made of lawn, displays an applied 
box-plait at the front edge of the right front, the plait being 
decorated at each side with a frill of edging. The closing is 

made through the box
plait with gold studs, 
and the pretty fulness 
at each side is due to 
gathers at the top. A 
pointed yoke is applied 
upon the back, and the 
fulness at the waist
line is drawn to the 
center by shirr-tapes 
inserted in a short cas
ing and tied over the 
fronts. The full shirt
sleeves are gathered at 
the top and bottom 
and finished with wrist
bands, and round cuffs, 
whichare trimmed with 
edging and rolled back 
prettily over the sleeves 
of the blazer. At the 
neck is a rolling collar, 
between the flaring 
ends of which a silk 
neck-tie is bowed. The 
waist is encircled by a 
leather belt. 

'I'he fronts of the 
blazer open all the way 
down, but, if preferred, 
they may be closed 
below the lapels with 
a single button-hole 
and button. The lap
els meet the rolling col
larin notches, and, like 
the collar, are trimmed 
with three rows of sou
tache braid. The fronts 
are gracefully rounded 
at their lower front 
corners and are deco
rated below the lapels 
with large buttons ; 
and the back, which is 
nicely conformed to the 
figure by the custom
ary gores and seams, 
displays coat-laps and 
coat-plaits below the 
waist-line. The one
seam leg-o'-mutton 
sleeves are stylishly 
full at the top, where 
the regulation droop 
may be effected by 
gatbers or forward 
and backward turning 
plaits, the pattern pro
viding for both gathers 

_ and plaits. Curved 

FIGURE No. 335 L.

GIRLS' BLAZER 

COSTUME. 

(For D1ustration Bee 
Page 4\14.) 

FIGURE No. 336 L.-MISSES' BLAZER COSTUME.-This illustrates Pattern No. 7532 
(copyright), price Is. 6d. or- 35 cents. 

openings to side pock
ets inserted in the 
fronts are finished with 
mll:chine-stitching and 
stl>yed at the ends with 
ornaments of twist. 

(For DeBcription Bee Page 496.) Pretty costumes may 
FIGURE No. 335 L. 

-This illustrates a Girls' costume. The pattern, which is No. 
7570 ancl costs ls. 3d. or 30 cents, is in eight sizes for girls from 
!lve to twelve years of age, and is differently represented on page 
508 of this magazine. 

The attractive features of this picturesque costume are here 
shown to advantage in red serge and white lawn, with soutache 

be made up by the 
mode in blue-and-white striped and plain Galatea, or in tan, blue 
or white duck. Serge, flannel, outing cloth and cheviot are also 
appropriately used for costumes of this kind, with silk, lawn, 
percale, etc . ,  for tbe shirt-waist. Braid may trim the blazer, and 
braid or feather-stitching may decorate the shirt-waist. 

The flat straw hat is trimmed with field flowers and ribbon. 
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FIGURE No. 3 3 6  L.-MISSES' BLAZER COSTUME. 

(For lllnetration see Page 495.) 

FIGURE No. 336 L.-This illustrates a Misses' costume. The 
pattern, which is No. 7532 and costs Is. 6d. or 35 cents, is in 
seven sizes for misses from ten to sixteen years of age, and may 
be observed differently made up on page 503 of this magazine. 

There is a great sim-

fulness at the back is collected in gathers and falls in roll. 
ing folds that spread gradually outward. 

The costume is youthful-looking, and is so simple in construc
tion that it will present no difficulties to a home dressmaker of 
even moderate skill. Serge, English suiting, cheviot, covert 
cloth, mohair and light-weight faced cloth are the most 
serviceable materials for its development, and there are a 

variety of washable 
fabrics that may be 
chosen when the cos
t u m e  i s  i ntended 
for ordinary wear in 
Summer. 

The straw hat is styl
ishly �decorated with 
ribbon. 

• 

FIGURE No. 33� L.
MISSES' COSTUME. 

(For lIlustration see 
this Page.) 

FIGURE No. 337 L. 
-This illustrates a 
Misses' costume. The 
pattern, which is No. 
7544 and costs Is. 6d. 
or 35 cents, is in seven 
sizes for misses from 
ten to sixteen years of 
age, and is differently 
portrayed on page 502 
of this magazine. 

The present develop.. 
ment of the costume 
displays a unique com
bination of eau de Nil 
silk gingham and white 
all-over em broidery. 
The gored skirt, which 
may be made up either 
with or without a live
gored founda tion·skirt, 
is quite smooth at the 
front and flares at the 
sides and back in the 
style so much in vogue 
at present. The side 
scams of the skirt are 
concealed by back
ward - turning plaits 
that maintain their pose 
to the lower edge, and 
two deep, b ackward
turning plaits flare 
gracefully at each side 
of the center seam. 
The skirt is completed 
with a belt covered 
with ribbon, the cl UBh 
girdle provided by the 
pattern being omitted . . 

ilarity, if not an exact 
duplication, l:ietween 
the new outdoor gowns 
for ladies and those for 
misses, and the cos
tume here shown, con
sisting, as it does, of a 
blazer, vest and four
gored skirt, is a charm. 
ing smaller edition of a 
sensible and becoming 
style for " grown-ups. " 
Dark-blue and white 
serge form the combin
ation illustrated, and 
dark-blue and white 
braid provides appro
priate decoration. The 
jacket or blazer ex
tends well below the 
waist-line and is turned 
back its entire depth 
to present stylish re
vers, that are facoo 
with white serge and 
form notches with the 
rolling collar, which is 
also of white serge. 
The close adjustment 
at the sides and back is 
attained bv under-arm 
and side-back gores, 
and a curving center 
seam that terminates 
at the top of coat-laps ; 
and coat-plaits are 
formed below the 
waist-line at the side
back seams. A broad
shouldered effect is 
produced by the 
leg-o'-mutton sleeves, 
which are shaped by 
one seam and are 
mounted on linings 
similarly shaped ; the 
fulness at the top is 
collected in upturHing 
plaits that cause grace
ful wrin k les to the el
bow, below which the 
adjustment is close. 
Each sleeve is encircled 
at the wrist by two 
rows of white braid, 
and the free edges of 
the collar and revers 
are decorated with a 
single row of blue 
braid. The lower edge 
of the jacket is fol
lowed by a row of 
white braid. The vest 
fronts displayed styl
ishly between the 
jacket fronts are of 
white serge and are 
fitted by single bust 

FlOURS No. 337 L.-MlssES' COSTUME.-This ilIuRtrates Pattern N" '1 4 
(copyright), price Is. 6d. or 35 cents . .  

The roun d waist, 
which is m a de over a 
fitted lining, in troduces 
a broad box -plait at 
the center of the front 
and a similar plait at 
the back, and the plait 
in front is overlaid with 
all-over em broidery 
and conceals the clos
ing. The fronts are 
separated by under
arm gores from the 

(For Description see this Page.) 

darts and closed with butt()n-holes and pearl buttons. They 
join the vest back in shoulder and under-arm seams and describe 
a point at the lower edge. The neck is finished with a standing 
collar of fashionable and becoming height. 

The skirt is of the four-gored variety, and its front-gore and 
side-gores are smoothly fit.ted at the top by darts, while the 

back, which is joined to a shallow, round yoke at the top ; 
and the fulness at the lower edge is regulated by gathers that 
are concealed by the belt which finishes the lower edge. A 
Bertha of all-over embroidery falls from the upper edge of 
the back in the deep, square outline peculiar to a sailor collar ; 
and its stole ends cr088 the shoulders and extend to the bust. 
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�lGURE No. 338 L.-MrssEs' BLOUSE-W AIST.-This illustrates 
Pattern No. 7530 (copyright), price l Od. or 20 cents. 

(For Description see thls Page.) 

The curate collar is covered with all-over embroidery and 
decorated at. the back with an Imperial bow of ribbon, 
the crush stock with frill-finished ends being omitted. Sec
tions of ribbon are looped at the ends of the Eertha, and 
the lower ends of the ribbons are carried downward to the 
belt, .where they are arranged in knots and in loops and 
eads that fall prettily over the skirt. The sleeves are cov
ered to the elbow with huge puffs that droop on the shoul
ders and spread in balloon fa£hion, and below the puffs 
they are made of all-over embroidery ; a pretty bow of 
ribbon is tacked at the bend of the elbow. 

The mode is an excellent one for challis, Fayetta, cash
mere or silk-and-wool novelty goods, and is also adaptable 
to percale, chambray, Scotch and zephyr gingham, lawn, 
organdy and other fashionable cottons. Lace, embroid
ery, insertion, ribbon, etc. , may supply the decoration. 

The straw hltt is prettily trimmed with flowers, ribbon 
and Mercury wings. 

---.. ---

FIGURE X o. 338 L.-MlSSES' BLOUSE-WAIST. 

(For llInstratlon see this Page.) 

FiGUllE No. 338 L. -This illustrates a Misses' blouse
waist. The pattern, which is No. 7530 and costs 10d. or 
20 cents, is in nine sizes for miRses from eight to sixteen 
years of age, and may be seen in three views on page 511 
of this DELINEATOR. 

sleeve is trimmed at the wrist with three spaced encir
cling rows of velvet ribbon. The standing collar is COT
ered with a crush collar having frill-finished ends, and the 
front of the waist. is decorated with three TOWS of velvet 
ribbon arranged to simulate a circular yoke. A rolling 
collar may be Rubstituted for the standing one. the pattern 
providing for both styles. A band of velvet ribbon is car
ried diagonally from each arm's-eye seam to the waist
line back of the fnlness, and the waist is encircled by a 
velvet ribbon belt that fastens in front under a pretty bow. 

The practicality of having several blouse-waiits of aim-

Fi�ure:l India silk showing a blue ground printed win, 
white and green figures was here selected to make th( 
waist. with an effective decoration of velvet ribbon. Tn t' 
wai3t is provided with a lining fitted by single bust dart" 
and umbr-arm and side-back gores, and t.he closing is in
visibly made at the center of the back. The fnll !Tont is 
separated frol:' the back by under-arm gores which pro
duce a perfectly smooth adjustment at the sides, and the 
fulness is collected in gathers at the top and in short rows 
of shirrings at the waist-line, the shirrings being made at 
belt depth apart and the fulness drawn well to the center. 
The back is similarly disposed at each side of the closing. 

FIGURE No. 339 L.-MrssEs' COSTUME.-Thi� illustrates Pattern HI). '1m 
(copyright), price ls. 6d. or 35 cents. 

The gig ,t sleeves are shaped by one seam only and are 
mounted on coat-shaped linings ; the fulness at the top is 
(:ollected in gathers that give the bouffant effect now fashionable, 
and below the elbow the adjustment is comfortably close. Each 

(For Description see Page 498.) 

pIe desigu rather than a single elaborate one to wear with Tarl
oUB skirts is conceded, and the home dressmaker is now given 
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many lovely modes that are admirably adapted for the purpose. 
The style here shown is especially well suited to India, China 
and fancy silks, and also to challis, printed dimity and figured 
organdy, as well as to lawns and other thin washable materials. 

The hat is a coquettish shape in ecru straw of fine quality, 
and is daintily trimmed with fine flowers and grasses. 

• 

FIGURE No. 339 L.-MISSES' COSTUME. 

(For IIlustmtiou see Page 497.) 

FIGURE No. 339 L.-This illustrates a Misses' costume. The 
pattern, which is No. 7558 and costs ls. 6 cl .  or 35 cents, is in 
seven sizes for misses from ten to sixteen years of age, and is 
pictnred differently developed on page 506 of this publication. 

narrow braid that are pointed at their back ends are applied 
horizontally at the front edge of each jacket front near the bot
tom, and the fanciful collar is outlined with the two widths of 
braid applied as on the sleeves. 

The skirt consists of a circular front and three godets, the 
front being sufficiently wide to extend across the hips. Each 
godet is interlined with crinoline and laid at the top in a box
plait that spreads gradually to the lower edge ; and the flare 
across the front and �ides is given emphasis by a facing of crino
line which extends to the knee. The bottom of the skirt is 
trimmed with four rows of braid that duplicate the arrangement 
on the sleeves and fanciful collar. The top of the skirt is com
plet.ed by a belt that is covered by a belt of serge. 

The picturesqueness and beauty which are easily atlainable in 
a costume of this kind render it a most desirable mode for young 
girls, who will select it for a promenade costume or to wear 
when travelling or when making a sojourn at the seaside or in 
the mountains. Serge, English novelty suiting, cheviot, flannel. 
cloth of light weight, etc . ,  are especially commended for their 
serviceableness and good style,  and braid will provide the most 
appropriate decoration_ For the vest, silk, chiffon or a con
trasting wool material may be selected. 

The hat is a becoming shape in fancy Tuscan straw and is 
profusely adorned with flowers and ribbon . 

• 

Fl(JURE No. 340 L.-MISSES' VASSAR BLOUSE. 

. 
(For Illustrotion see tbis Page.) 

FIGURE No. 340 L.-This illustrates a Misses' blouse. The 

FIGURE No. 340 L.-MISSES' VASSAR BLOUSE.-This illustrates Pattern 
No. 7 524 (copyright), price lOd. or 20 cents. 

(For Description see this Page.) 

Navy-blue serge and cream China silk are here pleasingly 
united in the costume, with white braid in two widths for dec
oration. The jacket fronts extend to the waist-line and are 
jauntily shaped to reveal a French vest of silk. The lining is 
fitted by single bust darts and all the nsual seams aDd supports 
the vest, which is c losed at the center beneath a box-plait formed 
at the overlapping front edge ; the fulness at the waist-line back 
of the plait is drawn well to the center in short, close rows of 
shirring, and the vest passes into the shoulder and under-arm 
seams with the lining and droops stylishly in blouse fashion. 
The jacket fronts are separated from the seamless back by 
under-arm gores, and the back is smoot.h across the shoulders, 
while the fulness at the waist-line is collected in two backward
turning, overlapping plaits at each side of the center. The fan
ciful collar is deep and square at the back and is shaped in 
deeply hollowed curves at the ends and over the shoulders ; it is 
smooth-fitting and is included in the seam with the standing col
lar, which is covered with a crush collar of silk that is arranged 
in loops at the sides. The leg-o'-mutton sleeves are shaped by 
one seam only and are mounted on coat-shaped linings. The 
fulness at the top is coiiected in gathers that cause the sleeves 
to stand out broaclly and droop in a series of wrinkles and folds 
to the elbow, below which they are close and smooth. At each 
wrist are two rows of broad braid applied close together and 
two spaced rows of narrower braid. Three short sections of 

LGURE No. 341 L.-MISSES' BLOUSE-WAIST.-This illustrates 
Pattern No. 7 537 (copyright), price Is. or 25 cents. 

(For Description �ee Page 499.) 

pattern, which is No. 7524 and costs 10d. or 20 cents, is in 
seven sizes for misses from ten to sixteen years of age, and is 
represented differently developed on page 512 of this publication . . 

Spotted China silk was selected for the blouse in the present 
instance, and velvet ribbon constitutes a pretty and becoming 
decoration. Tl;te blouse, which is to be slipped on over the head, 
is simply shaped by shoulder and under-arm seams. It is turned 
under at the top and drawn up closely about the neck in a pretty 
frill by a draw-string ; and a tape inserted in a casing at the 
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waist-line draws it closely about the figure. The blollse may be 
worn outside or underneath the skirt, as preferred. The full 
sleeves lire turned under at the lower· edges and are drawn into 
pretty frills about the wrists by draw-strings j and they are gath
ered at the top to present the regulation droop on the shoulders, 
while the fulness below spreads in balloon puff style. The blouse 
is decorated at the wrists and neck with pretty bows of nbbon j 
and from beneath similar 
bows placed coquettishly 
on the shoulders sections 
of ribbon are carried to 
the waist-line, their ends 
passing beneath the ribbon 
belt and falling in loops 
and long ends upon the 
skirt. The blouse may be 
made up with a low neck 
and elbow sleeves for 
dressy evening wear. 

The blouse is an ex
cellent mode for develop
ing India and China silks, 
all sorts of woollens, and 
such seasonable cottons as 
gingbam, chambray , per
cale, batiste, dotted Swiss, 
organdy, etc. Its simple 
adjustment makes it espe
cially desirable for wash
able goods, and its quaint 
designing renders elabor
ate garniture unnecessary. 

• 

FIGURE No. 341 L.-MISS

ES' BLOUSE-WAIST. 
(l<'or llJustration see Page 498.i 

FIGUIlE No. 341 L.
This illustrates a Misses' 
blouse-waist. The pat
tern, which is No. 7537 
and costs ls. or 25 cents, 
is in seven sizes for misses 
from ten to sixteen yea r8 
of age, and may be seen 
in three views on page 511  
of this DELINEATOR. 

that is closed at the back beneath an Imperial bow j and a crush 
belt to match encircles the waist, its ends being closed at the 
center of the back beneath an Imperial bow. The belt is decor
ated at the front with two pert-looking bows of cerise silk, and 
the fronts are trimmed with bands of gimp arranged to conceal 
the shirrings, the lower band forming a pretty heading for a 
drooping frill of lace. The gimp and lace Rre continued on the 

sleeves to simulate deep 
sleeve-caps, and each 
sleeve is decorated at the 
wrist with three encircling 
rows of gimp. 

The blouRe-waist may 
be worn outside the skirt, 
if preferred, and may ac
company a full round or 
godet skirt. It will make 
up exquisitely in plain, 
fancy, shot or shaded silk 
for dressy wear, and also 
in woolIens of alI sea
sonable varieties, as well 
as in gingham, cham
bray, percale, dimity, 
organdy, dotted Swiss 
and batiste. 

• 

FIGURE No. 342 L.-MISS

ES' DRESS. 
(For Dlustration see this Page.) 

FIGURE No. 342 L.
This illustrates a Misses' 
dress. The pattern, which 
is No. 7559 and costs 1 s. 
3d. or 30 cents, is in 
seven sizes for misses from 
ten to sixteen years of age, 
and is differently repre
sented on page 505 of this 
publication. 

The blouse-waist is here 
rendered quite fanciful in 
appearance by an artistic 
disposal of trimruing, but 
it is in reality very simply 
designed. For its devel
opment in the present in
stance silver-gray Fayetta 
and cerise silk were se
lected. The full fronts 
and full back are gathered 
at the neck and shoulder 
edges and are arranged in 
evenly distributed folds 
below by two double rows 
of shirring above the bust j 
and the fulness at the 
waist-line is collected in 
plaits at each side of the 
center of the front and 
back. The fronts and 
back are separated by 
under-arm gores to secure 
a smooth adjustment at 
the sides, and the blouse
waist is arranged upon a 
shorter body-lining that is 

FIGURE No. 342 L.-MISSES' DRESS.-This illustrates Pattern No. �559 
(copyright), price ls. 3d. or 30 cents. 

The present develop
ment of the dress intro
duces a dainty combina
tion of white dimity sprig
ged with pale-green, all
over embroidery, and 
embroidered edging, with 
all-over embroidery and 
pale-green satin-edged rib
bon for decoration. The 
straight, full skirt is of 
stylish width and sur
rounds the figure in grace
ful folds that result from 
gathers at the top j it is 
joined to the fanciful 
body, and the lower edge 
is finished with a deep 
hem. The body has a 
smoothly adjusted high
necked lining, and a full 
front and full backs which 
are shaped in fancy Pom
padour fashion at the top. 
The full front is gathered 
at the top and bottom and 
droops with full blouse 
effect at the center, and 
the full backs, which are 
separated from the front 
by under-arm gores to en
sure a smooth effect at the (For Description see this Page.) 

fitted snu!!;ly by the customary darts and seams, the closing 
being made invisibly at the center of the front. The sleeves 
display fashionable fulness above the elbow and are smooth 
upon the fOfram. They are shaped with inside seams only, are 
mounted upon coat-shaped linings and are gathered at the top to 
spread in picturesque fashion upon the shoulders. The close
titling ('urate collar is covered with a crush stock of cerise silk 

6 

sides, are also gathered at 
the top and bottom to display pretty fulness at each side of the 
closing, which is made invisibly at the center. The body lining 
is covered above the front with a pointed yoke-facing of all-over 
embroidery, the back diRplays a square yoke-facing of similar 
embroidery, and quaint bretelles of all-over embroidery cross the 
shoulders smoothly and emphasize the broad effect of the mut
ton-leg sleeves. The bretelles are followed at their free edges 
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with frills of embroidered edging, and their joinings to the front 
and backs are concealed by straps of ribbon, the ends of which 
are covered with pretty rosette-bQws. Similar ribbons frame the 
lulness at the front and are continued upon the skirt nearly to 
the bottom, and over these ribbons at the waist and at their 
lower ends are placej rosette-bows of ribbon. The sleeves are 
made with stylish fulne�s above the elbow and are gathered at 
the top to stand out in balloon fashion upon the shoulders. They 
are mounted upon smooth linings and are trimmed with pointed 
.facings of all-over embroidery above drooping frills of edging. 
.'!'he close-fitting curate collar is decorated with a crush collar of 
ribbon that is arranged in a flat bow at the back. 

The dress is dainty and simple and is available for either 
every-day or best wear. 
It wiII make up beau
tifully in dotted and 
;flowered organdy, dot
ted Swiss, zephyr ging
ham and lawn, and the 
yoke facings may be of 
}Joint de Gene ' lace or 
dotted net, the linings 
"being cut away from 
under the lace to ex
pose the neck, if de
llired. All stylish silks 

· .and woollens are adapt
.able to the mode, and 
-ribbon, braid, beading, 
etc. , may comprise the 
.,garni ture. 

T h e c l o s e-fitting 
'iitraw turban is styl
ishly adorned with 
bunches of violets and 
:II. twist of violet velvet . 

• 
FIGURE No. 343 L.

GIRLS' HOUSE 
TOILETTE. 

(For DIustration see 
tbia Page.) 

FIGURE No. 343 L.
'This consists of a Girls' 
dress and guimpe. The 
dress pattern, which is 
No. 7539 and costs 10d. 
or 20 cents, is in eleven 
:sizes for girls from two 
to twelve years old, 
-and may be seen in two 
-views on page 509 of 
this issue. When the 
:toilette is intended for 
.;girls from two to seven 
years old, guimpe pat
;tern No. 7 195, which 
�osts 5d. or 10 cents, 
.and is in seven sizes 
from one to seven years 

The front and backs are joined in under-arm seams and short 
Beams on the shoulders, and the fulness is regulated at the top 
by gathers and at the lower edge by forward-turning plaits 
at each side of the center of the front and backward-turning 
plaits at each side of the closing. The neck edge is fin. 
ished with a deep frill of lace edging, which falls softly 
over short puff sleeves that are gathered at their upper and 
lower edges to stand out in balloon fashion and droop quaintly 
on the shoulders. A bow of red satin-edged ribbon is set pertly 
on each shoulder, and similar ribbon encircles the waist and is 
arranged in a great fancy bow at each side of the fulness in front. 

The guimpe is made of white mull, with insertion for the 
neck band and wristbands and fancy tucking for the visible 

-old, may be used ; FIGURE No. 343 L. IfIGUltE N o. 314 L. 
when for girls from 
�ight to twelve years FIGURE No. 343 L.-GIRLs' HOUSE TOILETTE.-This cOD8ists of Girls' Dress No. 7539 (copyri�ht), price lOd. or 20 
of age, pattern No. cents ; and Guimpe No. 7 1 95 (copyri!(ht). price 5d. or ] O  cent. •. or G uimpe No. 6701 (copyright), 

�701,  which costs 7d. price 7d. or 15 cents. �'W1l1n, No. 344 L.-GIRLS' DRESS.-Tbis illustrates 

or 1 5  cents, and is in Pattern No. 7566 (copyright), price Is. or 25 cents. 

nine sizes from eight (For Descriptions see Pages 500 and 501.) 

to sixteen years old, 
may be selected. These guimpes are identical in design lind upper part of the front and back. The garment has a plain 
are illustrated on their accompanyIng labels. front and plain backs that are joined in shoulder and under-arm 

The charming toilette shown at this figure is a simple and seams, and is drawn in closely to the figure at the waist-line by 
:graceful style that is certain to become a general favorite for tapes inserted in a casing ; and the closing is made at the center 
;afternoon and evening wear at home. Figured red India silk of the back. The neck is finished with a band of insertion 
was chosen for the dress in this instance, with lace edging prettily trimmed with a standing frill of edging. The fnines! 

'for the frill and ribbon for decoration. The dress has a full, of the shirt sleeves is collected in gathers at the upper and lower 
gathered skirt that is deeply hemmed at the bottom and joined edges, and the sleeves are finished with narrow wristbands of and 
;to a round body, which is cut in low, round outline at the insertion, to which frills of edging are daintily added. whi( 
clop. The body has a full front mounted on a lining fitted by Toilettes made lifter this mode will be suitable for dressy or cent 
;single bust darts, and full backs arranged on plain lining-backs, ordinary wear, according to the fabrics used. India or China of tll 
.:and the closing is made invisibly at the center of the back. silk, crepon or Fayetta in any of the delicate shades that are 80 bottl 
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plain 
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becoming to children may be used for the dress, and white 
nainsook or silk for the guimpe, to make a dainty and dres�y 
toilette ; and shepherd's check or plaid wool goods, chevi<..t, 
serge, etc. , with a guimpe of crepon or cashmere, will produce 
an attractive school gown. The dress may be prettily trimmed 
with lace edging, ribbon or insertion, and the simulated yoke of 
the guimpe may be of plain or fancy tucking. 

• 

FIGURE No. 344 L.-GIRLS' DRESS. 

(Fot JIl11stration Bee Page 500.) 

FIGURE No. 344 L.-This illustrates a Girls' dress. The pat-

FIGURE No. 345 L. 

gores. Becoming fulness is arranged at the center of the front 
by means of gathers at the upper and lower edges, the fulness 
drooping in blouse fashion over the skirt ; while back of the 
fulness the front is drawn smoothly over the lining. Crossing 
the shoulders are triple-pointed bretelles of olive silk, which are 
sewed on smoothly, but whICh by reason of their circular s.hap
ing fall in deep flutes and flare prettily. The bretelles are all
over decorated with rows of white lace insertion, throngh which 
the silk gleams richly ; and their upper edges are concealed by 
bands of ribbon ending under dainty bows. At the neck is 
a standing collar of moderate height covered with a crush collar 
that is closed at the back under a spreading bow. Sleeves of 
the puff variety complete the attractive garment. The puffs ex-

FIGURE No. 346L. 

tend to the elbow and 
are gathered at the top 
and bottom to droop 
and flare in soft folds, 
and below the puffs the 
sleeves are faced with 
ollve silk and deco
rated to corrllspond 
with the bretelle:l with 
encircling rows of in
sertion. A ribbon 
passes round the waist 
at the back and ends 
at each side of the 
fulness in front under 
a bow, from which a 
long, notched end 
hangs low upon the 
skirt. 

The mode is an ex
cellent one by which 
to develop Fayetta, 
India or China silk or 
crepun in evening tints 
for party or dancing
school wear, and the 
bretelles afford an ex
cellent opportunity for 
the introduction of an 
ornamented fabric. 
Velvet or satin ribbon 
and lace edging or in
sertion will provide 
handsome trimming on 
any of the materials 
mentioned. For ordi
nary wear, serge, che
viot, novelty wool 
goods or a pretty silk
and-wool mixture may 
be chosen, with braid 
or passementerie for 
garniture . 

• 

FIGURE No. 345 L.
GIRLS' DRESS. 

(For D1ustration 8ee 
this Page.) 

FIGURE No. 345 L.-GIRLS' DREss.-This illustrates Pattern No. �567 (copyright), price Is. or 25 cents. FIGURE 
No. 346 L.-GIRLS' DRESS.-This illustrates Pattern No. 7545 (copyright), price 10d. or 20 cents. 

FIGURE No. 345 L.
This illustrates a Girls' 
dress. The pattern, 
which is No. 7567 and 
costs l s. or 25 cents, 
is in eight sizes for girls (For Descriptions 8ee Pages 501 and 502.) 

tern, which is No. 7566 and costs ls. or 25 cents, is in eight 
sizes for girls from five to twelve years of age, and is again por
trayed on page 510 of this magazine. 

The dress is here repreBented made up for afternoon wear in 
an attractive combination of reseda cn3pon and olive-green silk, 
with a dainty trimming of olive satin ribbon and white point de 
Gene insertion. The full skirt is deeply hemmed at the bottom 
and falls in full, graceful folds all round from the round body, 
which is mad� over a closely fitted lining and closed at the 
center of the back with buttons and button-holes. At each side 
of the closing pretty fulness is produced by gathers at the top and 
bottom, and the backs are separated from the fronts by under-arm 

from five to twelve 
years of age, and may be seen in three views on page 509 of this 
DELINEATOR. 

Some simple yet picturesque features are shown in this dress, 
which in this instance is displayed developed in a combination 
of plain and checked zephyr gingham and d.ecorated with ribbon, 
embroidery and lace insertion. The dress may be worn with or 
without a guimpe, and is provided with a lining fitted by single 
bust. darts and the usual seams, the closing being made at the 
center of the back. Under-arm gores separate the full, low
necked front from the full, low-necked backs, and the front is 
disposed in gathers at the top and bottom, the fulness being 
drawn well to the center and drooping in blouse fashion. At 
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the back the fulness i s  collected i n  gathers at each side o f  the 
closing. Puff sleeves that extend to the elbow are gathered at 
the top and bottom ; they are made over coat-shaped linings 
and decorated with a frill of embroidered edging. A stylish 
Bertha of plain gingham that completes the neck of the dress 
is smooth at the top and forms a deep point over each shoulder. 

Its lower edge is decorated 
with a ruille of embroidered 
edging and a band of lace 
insertion. The full skirt is 
deeply hemmed at the bot
tom and is gathered at the 
top, where it is attached to 
the waist, and falls in soft, 
full folds about the figure. 
A bow of ribbon with long, 
flowing ends is tacked over 
the joining of the skirt and 
waist at the left side. 

Pretty Spring and Summer 
dresses will be made up after 
this mode in challis, crt§pon, 
silk, and such washable ma
terials aschambray, gingham, 
lawn, batiste and dimity. 
Lace or embroidered edging 
associated with a tritling 
amount of ribbon will pro
vide suitable decoration . 

• 

FIGURE No. 346 L.-GIRLS' 

DRESS. 
(For lllustration see Page 501.) 

7M4 

7544 

display fashionable fulness at the top and are gathered to droop 
in quaint style at the shoulders. They follow the outline of 
the forearm with comfortable closeness and are trimmed with 
embroidered edging applied to simulate deep, pointed cuffs. 
The box-plait at the front is decorated with similar edging, and 
so also is the rolling collar, which is in two sections with widely 
flaring ends. The belt provided by the pattern is omitted in 
favor of a ribbon sash that is tied at the back in a pretty bow 
with long notched ends. 

For the host of pretty cottons that are to be-devoted to girls' 
Summer gowns this dress is a specially attractive mode ; and it 
will also make up beautifully in Fayetta, challis, cashmere, etc . ,  
with velvet ribbon, fancy braid, gimp or feather-stitching for 
trimming. Plain, checked and striped piqu� and plisse and silk 
gingham are washable materials that will be favored for the mode . 

• 

MISSES' COSTUME, WITH FIVE-GORED FOUNDATION-.'lKIRT 

(THA'f MAY BE OMIT1'ED). 
( For Illustrations see this Page.) 

No. 7544.-Green silk, gingham and all-over embroidery are 
united in this costume at figure No. 337 L in this DELINEA'l'Oll, 
with a tasteful disposal of ribbon for decoration. 

The costume is not difficult to reproduce and will make up 
stylishly in most of the fashionable dress goods. It is here pic. 
tured made of ecru novelty suiting and brown silk. The gored 
skirt is exceedingly graceful and the unique disposal of fulness 
in plaits all round is new and pleasing, each seam being con-

7544 

FlGUHE No. 346 L. ·-This 
illustrates a Girls' dress. The 
pattern, which is No. 7545 
and costs 10d. or 20 cents, 
is in eleven sizes for girls 
from two to twelve years of 
age, and may be seen in three 
views on page 508 of this 
magazine. 

Front View. Back View. 

MISSES' COSTUME, WITEI FIVE-GORED FOUNDATION-SKIRT (TEIAT MAY BE OMITTED). (COPYRIGHT.) 

Simplicity and good style 
are charmingly united in the 
pretty little dress here shown developed in pink.and-white striped 
zephyr gingham and trimmed with narrow white embroidery 
and pink ribbon. The full skirt is finished at the bottom with 
a deep hem, and is gathered at the top and joined to the body, 
falling in pretty folds all round. The front of the body is 
arranged in a broad box-plait at the center, and the back 
displays a similar box-plait over the closing, which is made 
with hooks and eyes at the center. The front and backs are 
separated by under-arm gores to insure a smooth adjustment at 
the sides, and the body is provided with a lining snugly adjusted 
by the usual darts and seams. The one-seam mutton-leg 
sleeves, which are mounted upon smooth, coat-shaped linings, 

(For Description see this Page.) 

cealed by a backward-turning plait ; and the fulness at the back 
is collected in two backward-turning plaits at each side of the 
center seam. The skirt is arranged over a foundation skirt 
composed of five gores, the front and side gores being smoothly 
fitted at the top by darts, while all fulne�s is collected at the 
back in Glosely drawn gathers. The foundation skirt may be 
omitted if not desired. The plaited skirt measures nearly four 
yards round at the bottom in the middle sizes. The placket is 
finished above the center seam and the top of the skirt is com· 
pleted by a belt. 

The basque-waist is provided with a lining fitted by single 
bust darts, under-arm and side-back gores and a curving center cents. 
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seam, the closing being made at the center of the front. At 
the front edge of the overlapping front is laid a broad box-plait 
that conceals the closing ; and the fronts, which are smooth at 
the top, have slight fulness at the bottom collected in two rows 
of shirring made at belt depth apart, the fulness being drawn 
well to the center. Under-arm gores separate the full fronts 
from the seamless back, which is laid in a broad box-plait at 
the center, the plait being widest at the top ; and the fulness at 
the bottom is disposed to correspond with �he front. The back 
is low and round and joins a round yoke, that is outlined at the 
lower edge by a fanciful bretelle of silk. The bretelle is deep 
lind square like a sailor collar at the back and its square ends 
terminate in front at the bust. At the neck is a standing collar 
which closes in front ; it is covered with a crush collar of silk, 
the frill-finished ends of which are fastened at the back. Huge 
puffs that are gathered at the top and bottom cover the coat
shaped sleeves as far as the elbow. The waist is encircled by 
a softly wrinkled belt ,of silk, which is arranged over a belt 
lining and is closed at the left side of the front under a stylish 
bow composed of two upstanding loops and a knot of silk. 
The small engravings show how greater simplicity may be 
attained by omitting the bretelle, crush collar and belt. 

The fascinating Spling and Summer woollens and the lovely 
silks that come in inexpensive qualities, as well as in the heavier 
and more costly grades, are commended for this charming cos
tume. It offers an opportunity for a pretty combination, al
though one material may be effectively used throughout. Vel
vet and crepon, silk and crepon or challis, silk-and-wool novelty 
goods and some thin materials that can be worn a season or 

7532 
FrO'llt View. 

M ISSES' COSTUME, CONSISTINI} OF A JACKET OR BLAZER, 
A VEST AND FOUR-GORED SKIRT. 

(For Illustrations see this Page,) 

No. 7532.-Navy and white serge are united in this costume 
at figure No. 336 L in this magazine, with blue and white sou
tache braid for decoration. 

This costume is stylish for the promenade, shopping, travel
ling and general outing wear, and a shirt-waist may be substi
tuted for the vest, if desired. Mixed cheviot and fancy vesting 
were here selected for the costume. The vest is pointed at the 
center, and its fronts are fitted by single bust darts and closed 
at the center by button-holes and buttons. The back is rendered 

7532 

7532 
View Shotcing the Fronts OZosed with 

TMee Buttons and Button-Holes. 7532 

Back View, 

shapely bya well-curved center seam 
and joins the fronts in unuer-arm 
and shoulder seams. Straps, which 
are included in the under-arm 
seams at the waist-line, are buckled 
at the center of the back to regulate 
the width. The vest is completed 
by a standing collar, which is fin
ished, like the lower edge of the 
vest, with a single row of machine
stitching. 

MISSES' COSTUME, CONSISTING OF A JACKET OR BLAZER, A VEST AND FOUR-GORED SKIRT. 
(COPYRIGHT.) 

The jacket or blazer is of fash
ionable length, extending well be
low the hips, and the loose fronts 
may be rever8ed their entire length, 
or they may be reversed to the bURt 
only and buttoned below the lapels 
with three button-holes and buttons, 
as illustrated. The adjustm.ent is 
made by under-arm and side-back 
gores, and a curving center seam 
that terminates below the waist-lillll 
at the top of stylish coat-laps ; and 
the side-back seams disappear be
low the waist-line under well pressed 
coat-plaits. The rolling collar pre
sents a center seam and forms notch
es with the lapels in true coat style. 
The leg-o'-mutton sleeves are shap
ed by one seam only and are mount
ed on linings similarly shaped ; the 
fulness at the top is collected in up
turning plaits, and round cuffs are 
simulated by a double row of ma
chine-stitching. A single row of 
stitching follows the free edges of 
the jacket. (For Description see this Page.) 

more without renovation are appropriate for the mode, which is 
unusually stylish yet thoroughly practical. Embroidery, ribbon, 
braid or passementerie may be used for decoration. 

We have pattern No. 7544 in seven sizes for misses from ten 
to sixteen years of age. For a miss of twelve years, the costume 
requires five yards and three-fourths of dress goods forty inches 
wide, with a yard and a fourth of silk twenty inches wide. Of 
one material, it calls for ten yards and a fourth twenty-two inches 
wide, or eight yards and seven-eighths twenty-seven inches wide, 
or seven yards thirty-six inches wide, or five yards and three
fourths forty-four inches wide. Price of pattern, ls. Gd. or 35 
cents. 

The four-gored skirt has a front-
gore and a gore at each side which 

are smoothly fitted at the top by darts, and a wide back-gore 
that is gathereu at the top, the fulness expanding toward the 
lower edge, where the width of the skirt is two yards and five
eighths round in the middle sizes. If desired, the lower portion 
of the skirt may be faced as far as the knees with hair-cloth or 
crinoline. The placket is finished at the left side-back seam, and 
the top of the skirt is completed with a belt. 

Cheviot, English serge, novelty suiting, covert cloth, whip
cord, etc. , will be selected for suits of this kind, with fancy vest
ing or white pique for the vest. Machine-stitching will form 
the neatest and most appropriate finish. 

We have pattern No. 7532 in seven sizes for misses from ten 
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to sixteen years of age. For a miss of twelve years, the garment 
requires four yards and three-fourths of dress goods forty inches 
wide, with three-fourths of a yard of fancy vesting twenty-seven 
inches wide. Of one material , it requires eight yards and seven
eighths twenty-two inehes wide, or five yards and three-eighths 
thirty-six inches wide, or four yards and a fourth forty-four 
inches wide, or four yards and an eighth fifty inches wide. 
Price of pattern, 1 s. 6d. or 35 
cents. 

• 

MISSES' BLAZER COSTUME, 
CONSISTING O F  A JACKET 

WITH LEG-O'-MUTTON 
SLEEV l£S (THA1· lIAY DE PLAITED 

OR GATllERED), A SHI RT
WAIST, AND A SIX-GORI£D 

SKIRT FORMING THREE 
G ODE1'S AT THH BACK. 

(For Illustrations see this Page.) 

No. 75GS.-At figure No. 
334 L in this magazine this cos
tume may be seen made of white 
serge and red silk, with gold sou
tache braid for decoration. 

The blazer costume is both 
stylish and practical. The skirt 
and jacket are here pictured 
made of brown serge, and the 
shirt-waist of 
blue cham
bray. The 
blazer is of 
fashi onable 
length. Its 
loose fronts 
m a y  h a  v e  
square or 
r o u n d i n g  
l o w e r  c o r
ners and may 
be closed at 

- t h e  b u s t  
with a but
ton-hole and 
b u  t t o n  o r  
worn open, as 
shown in the 
engravings. 
The close ad
justment at 
the sides and 
back is due 
to under-arm 
a n d  s i d e 
back gores, 
and acurving 
center seam 
that termin
ates below 
the waist-line 
at the top of 
coat-laps, the 
s i d e - b a c k  

75G8 
Front View. 

side, all of which are perfectly smooth at the top, while at the 
back are three godets that are gathered at the top and spread 
gracefully outward to the lower edge, where the skirt measures 
three yards and a quarter round in the middle sizes. A placket is 
finished at the left side above the seam nearest the center of the 
back, and the top of the skirt is completed with a belt. The fulness 
is held in position by a tape tacked across the godets near the top. 

'1568 

7568 Back Vit:1v. 

The shirt-waist displays a box. 
plait at the front edge of the over· 
lapping front, through which the 
closing is made with studs or 
button-holes and buttons, and 
the fronts are gathered at the top 
at each side of the closing. The 
fronts join the seamless back in 
shoulder and under-arm seams 
and the back is smooth at the 
top, where it is Rtrengthened by 
an applied bias, pointed yoke 
that is shaped by a center seam. 
At the waist-line the back is 
drawn closely to the figure by 
tapes inserted in a short casing 
and tied over the fronts. The 
waist is encircled by a belt of 
serge which fastens in front un
der a fancy buckle. The leg-o'
mutton shirt-sleeves are gathered 
at the top to droop in regulation 
fashion ; they are slashed at the 

back of the 

seams dis
a p p e a r i n g  
under well 
pressed coat
plaits. The 

MISSE�' BLAZER COSTUME, CONSfSTING OF A JAOKET WITH LEG-O'-MUTTON SLEEVES (TIJAT MAY BE 
PLAITj-;D OR GATHERIlD), A SHIRT-WAIST, AND A RIX-(,OltEll SKIRT FORMING 

a r m ,  o n e  
edge of the 
slash being 
finished with 
an underlap 
and the" other 
with an over
lap that is 
p o i n t e d  at 
the top. The 
lower edges 
of the sleeves 
are gathered 
and complet
ed with cuJIs 
that are clos
ed with link 
buttons, and 
t h e  l o w e r 
ends of the 
Japs are clos
ed with a 
button and 
button - hole. 
At the neck 
is a turn
down collar 
mounted on 
a s h a p e d  
band that is 
closed with a 
stud, theellds 
of the collar 
flaring wide
ly at the 
throat. The 
shirt-waist is 
finished with 
m a c h i n e .  
stitehing. 

'rH lUlE  Godels AT THE BAOK. (COPYRWHT.) 
(For Description see this Page.) 

fronts are re-
versed above the bust in pointed lapels that are faced with t.he 
material and meet the rolling collar in notches. The .qigut sleeves, 
which are made with linings that are similarly shaped, are fitted 
with one seam only and may be gathered or plaited at the top, as 
illustrated, to fall in pretty wrinkles and folds to the elbow ; 
they are completed at cuff depth with a double row of machine
stitching. Square openings to pockets inserted in the fronts are 
covered with pocket-laps that may have square or rounding 
lower front corners to match the fronts. The free edges of the 
jacket and collar are finished with a double row of stitching. 

The six-gored skirt consists of a front-gore and a gore at each 

The blazer costume suggests comfort and is stylish and girlish. 
For its development serge, flannel, English wool suiting, whip
cord, canvas wool, etc . ,  may be selected. The shirt-waist may 
be of lawn, linen, cheviot, percale, Madras or wash silk. 1\'1a
chine-stitching will provide an effective finish. 

We have pattern No. 7568 in seven sizes for misses from ten 
to sixte€n years of age. For a miss of twelve years, the jacket 
and skirt require six yards and three-eighths of material twenty
seven inches wide, or five yards and a half thirty-six inches 
wide, or four yards and a half forty-four inches wide, or four 
yards fifty inches wide ; while the shirt-waist requires four yards 
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twenty-two inches wide, or three yards and three-eighths twenty
seven incites wide, or two yards and a half thirty-six inches wide, 
with a half yard of coarse linen thirty-six inches wide for inter
linings. Price of pattern, Is. 6d. or 35 cents. 

• 

MISSES' DRE�S, WITH STRAIGHT, FULL SKIRT. (To BE MADE 
WITH A HIGH OR L0W :-I ECK A N D  WITH Fur.lr-LENGTH OR 

ELBOW bLEEVJ<:S.) 
(For Illustrations see this Page.) 

No. 7559.-Figured dimity, all-over embroidery and em
broidered edging are combined in this dress 
at figure No. 342 L in this magazine, with rib
bon for decoration. 

goods may be used for the development of the dress. Washable 
fabrics may also be made in this .way and a yoke of embroidery 
may be used with such fabrics, and sometimes lace, if the 
material chosen be sheer. Ribbon should be added with either 
lace or embroidery to increase the dressy effect. 

We have pattern No. 7559 in seven sizes for misses from ten 
to sixteen years of age. For a miss of twelve years, the dress 
requires seven yards of challis twenty-seven inches wide, with 
three-eighths of a yard of velvet twenty inches wide, and five yards 
and three-fourths of lace edging five inches wide. Of one mate
rial , it needs ten yards and a fourth twenty-two inches wide, or 

eight yards t.wenty-seven inches wide, or six yards 
and a fourth thirty-six inches wide, or six yards 
forty-four inches wide. Price of pattern, Is. 3d. 
or 30 cents. 

MISSES' COSTUME, WITH FREXCH VEST AND 
ETO)f FRO)fl'S, .AND A SKIRT H.A VING 
. .A CIRCULAR FRONT .AND THREE 

G ODETS .AT THE BACK. 

(For Illnstrations see Page 5Ory.) 

No. 7558.-A pretty combination of white and 
blue serge is shown in this costume at figure No. 
339 L in this magazine, and white braid provides 
the decoration. 

The dress is here represented made of figured 
electric-blue challis, velvet and lace edging and · 
decorated with ribbon. The body is provided 
with a lining that is rendered close-fitting by 
single bust darts and under-arm and side-back 
gores, and is dosed at the center of the back. 
The full front and full back are shaped in fancy 
Pompadour outline at the top and are gathered 
at the top and bottom, the fulness in front droop
ing in graceful blouse fashion. Above the full 
portions the lining is faced with velvet, with the 
effect of a fancy yoke that shapes a point at 
the center of the front and has a �quaTe outline 
at the back. The standing collar, which is of 
moderate height, is closed at the back and cov
ered with a wrinkled ribbon that closes at the 
back under a graceful, fiat bow. Ornamental 
epaulettes of 

7659 

This costnme introduces the stylish and popu
lar French vest an j Eton fronts and has a youth
ful air of grace Imd style. It is made of figured 
ecru wool suiting and brown velvet, with velvet 

7559 
Front View. Back View. 

velvet out
linetl. at the 
e n d s  a n d  
lower edges 
with a frill 
of lace edg
ing cross the 
s h o u l d e r s  
sm o o t h l y ;  
they are fol
lowed at the 
top by a 
wrinkled rib
bon which 
terminates at 
the front and 
back under 
a d a i n t y  
bow. Theleg
O'- ill u t t o n  
sleeves are 
shaped by 
one  s e a m  
only and are 
mounted on 
coat - shaped 
linings ; the 
fu l n e s s  is 
collected in 
gathers at 
the top and 
dro o p s i n  
soft folds to 
the e l b o w, 
below which 
the adjust
ment is close. 
The sleeves 
maybe made 

MrSRES' DRESS, WITH STRAIGHT, FULL SKIRT. (To BJol MAnE WI1'H .A. HIGH OR Low NECK AND WITH 
FULL-LENGTH OR RI,BOW SLEEVES.) (COPYRIGHT.) 

pipings for 
decora t ion.  
The skirt is 
e x t r e m e l y  
graceful ; it 
has a wide 
clrcularfront 
e x t e n d i n g  
well back of 
the hips and 
three godets 
at the back_ 
Each .lJodet is 
laid in a box
plait at the 
top and in
terlined with 
crinoline to 
preserve the 
f a s h i o n a 
ble outstand
ing effect, a. 
strap retain
ing the .lJodet$ 
in their cor
rect pose. 
The fiare &t 
the bottom, 
where the 
skirt meas
ures three 
y a r d s  a n d  
a q u a r t e r  
round i n  the 
middle sizes. 
may be em
phasb:ed by a 
facing of hair-

(For Description see tbls Page.) cloth or crin
o l i n e .  The 

up in elbow length as pictured, and completed with a frill of lace 
headed by a wrinkled section of ribbon ; and for evening wear 
the neck may be cut low in fancy Pompadour outline. The 
straight, full skirt, which is deeply hemmed at the bottom and 
gathered at the top, where it is joined to the waist, is of stylish 
width, measuring three yards round in the middle sizes. W rin
kled ribbons conceal the joining of the skirt and body back of 
the fulness in the front, a rosette bow being placed over their 
front ends and a double loop-bow over their back ends. 

Many of the newest styles for misses are made up with velvet 
like the mode here shown. Fayetta, crepon or novelty dress 

placket is finished at the left side above the seam nearest the cen
ter of the back, and the top of the skirt is completed with a belt. 

The basque-waist is made over a smooth lining fitted by 
single bust darts, under-arm and side-back gores and a curving 
center seam, and is closed at the center of the front. The Eton 
fronts open over the French vest, that has a box-plait at the 
right front edge, under which the closing is made ; and the 
slight fulness is laid in two shallow, overlapping, backward-turn
ing plaits at the top under the box-plait and collected at the 
waist-line in two short rows of shirring, the shirrings being 
tacked to the lining and the vest drooping gracefully in blouse 
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style. Under-arm gores separate the fronts from the back, 
which is smooth at the top anc� has fulness at the waist-line col
lected in two backward-turning, overlapping plaits. The sailor 
collar is inclutfAd in the seam with the standing collar and is 
square at the back and deeply hollowed across the shoulders and 
at the ends, which extend to the bust. The free edges of the 
collar and Eton fronts are decorated with velvet pipings. The 
standing collar is covered with a wrinkled stock of velvet that is 
formed into outstanding loops by tuck-shirrings at each side. 
The waist is encircled by a velvet belt that is softly wrinkled 
and arranged at the back in a bunch of four outstanding loops. 
The leg-o'-mutton sleeves are shaped by one seam only and are 
mounted on coat-shaped linings ; the fulness is collected in gath
ers at the top and droops in soft folds and wrinkles to the elbow, 
below which the sleeves fit the arm closely. 

A combination may be selected for the development of this cos
tume if desired ; the vest, belt and collar could contrast with 
the remainder of the costume or one material may be stylishly 
used throughout. Serge, crepon, novelty suiting and some wash
able fabrics will make up effectively in tnis way, and silk, 
velvet or the dress goods may be used for the collar and belt. 

at each side of the center by gathers at the top, and are closed 
with button. holes and buttons or with studs through a box-plait 
formed at the front edge of the right front. The fulnes8 at the 
waist-line at the back is drawn well to the center by two rows 
of shirring which are tacked to a casing that extends all round 
the garment and in which tapes are inserted to draw the garment 
snugly about the waist. The back is strengthened by an applied 
seamless yoke, which forms a decided point at the lower edge 
and is machine-stitched to position along the lower and shoulder 
edges. The �hirt sleeves have great fulness at the top collected 
in gathers ; they arc also gathered at the wrists and finished with 
straight cutIs having square ends closed with button-holes and 
buttons or studs below openings that are finished with underlaps 
and overlaps, the overlaps being pointed at the top. The turn· 
down collar is mounted upon a standing band having rounding 
cnds closed at the throat with a button-hole and button. Ma. 
chine-stitching finishes the free edges of the collar and cuffs and 
the outer edges of the box-plait. 

The jaunty Eton jacket extends to the waist-line and is simply 
shaped by shoulder and under-arm seams. Its fronts open 
widely, disclosing the front of the shirt-waist ; they are reversed 

in broad, pointed lapels and faced 
with the material. The leg-o'-mut. 
ton sleeves are shaped by one seam 
only, and have ample fulness at the 
top collected in gathers that pro
duce the broad-shouldered effect so 
fa8hionable, and they fit the arm 
with comfortable closeness below 
the elbow. 

The straight, full skirt is deeply 
hemmed at the bottom and gath. 
ered at the top ; it is sewed to a 
belt having a pointed, overiapping 
end, the belt being closed at the cen· 
ter and at the left side of the back. 

For wear at the seashore or in 
the mountains or when travelling 
or promenading, this costume is in 
every way desirable. It may be 
developed in serge, flannel, plain 
or figured mohair, camel's-hair or in 
such washable fabrics as teviot 
suiting, Galatea, duck or pique. 
The shirt-waist may be made of 
wash silk, cheviot, percale, linen, 
dimity or lawn and trimmed with 
edging or insertion. 

75.')8 7558 

We have pattern No. 7549 in 
eight sizes for girls from five to 
twelve years of age. For a girl of 
eight years, the jacket and skirt 
require four yards and five-eighths 
of . material twenty-seven inches 
wide, or three yards and seven· 
eighths thirty-six inches wide, or 
three yards forty-four inches wide, 
or two yards and three-fourths fifty 
inches wide ; while the shirt-waist 
needs three yards and a fourth 
twenty-two inches wide, or two 

Prunt View. Back View. 

MISSES' COSTlaI E, WITH FRENCH VEST AND ETON FRONTS, AND A SKIRT HAVING A CIROULAR 
FRONT AND THREE Godels AT THE BACK. (COPYRIGHT.) 

(For Description see Page 505.) 

We have pattern No. 7558 in seven sizes for misses from ten to 
sixteen years of age. For a miss of twelve years, the costume 
requires four yards and seven-eighths of dress goods forty inches 
wide, and three-fourths of a yard of velvet twenty inches wide. 
Of one material , it needs nine yards and a half twenty-two inches 
wide, or five yards and three-fourths thirty-six inches wide, or 
four yards and three-fourths forty-four inches wide, or four yards 
and an eighth fifty inches wide. Price of pattern, 1s. 6d. or 35 
cents. 

• 

GIRLS' COSTUME, CONSISTING OF AN ETON JACKET, A 

SHIRT-W AlST AND A STRAIGHT, FULL SKIRT. 
(For Illustrations see Page 507.) 

No. 7549.-This little costume suggests the mountains and 
seashore and the delights of Summer, being especially aJapted 
to travelling and outing uses. The skirt and Eton jacket are here 
represented made of blue serge, and the shirt-waist of pink per
cale. The fronts of the shirt-waist are disposed with pretty fulness 

yards and five-eighths twenty-seven 
inches wide, or two yards and an 

eighth thirty-six inches wide. Price of patt ern, 1s. 3d. or 30 
cents. 

• 

GIRLS' BLAZER COSTUME, CONSISTING OF 11. JACKET WITH 
LEG-O'-MUTTON SLEEVES (THAT MAY DE GATHERED 

OR PLAITED), A SHlRT-W A IST A N D  A 
STRAIG lIT, ]'ULL SKlRT. 

(For Illu.tratioDs see Page 508.) 

No. 7570.-This jaunty costume may be seen with the jacket 
and skirt made of red serge, and the shirt-w aist of white lawn 
at figure No. 335 L in this magazine, the jacket being prettily 
trimmed with braid and buttons and the shirt- waist with em
broidered edging. 

The jacket and skirt here pictured are made of navy-blue 
serge, and the shirt-waist of white lawn, decornted with em
broidery. The straight, full skirt is deeply hemmed at the 
bottom and gathered at the top, where it is joined to a wide 
belt, and falls in pretty folds about the figure. 
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The jaunty blazer jacket has loose fronts that present rounding 

lower corners. The fronts are reversed above the bust in lapels 
that form notches with the rolling collar, and may be closed 
below the lapels with a button and button-hole or worn open, 
as preferred. Under-arm and side-back gores and a well 
curved center seam ensure an accurate adjustment at the sides 
and back, the center seam terminating below the waist-line at 
the top of coat-laps, and the siue-back seams disappearing under 
well pressed coat-plait8. The sleeves are in leg-o'-mutton style, 
shaped by one seam only ; the abundant fulness at the top may 
be collected in gathers or in forward and backward turning 
plaits, as preferred, both arrangements being illustrated in the 
engravings. A single row of stitching outlines the edges of 
curved openings to sirle pockets insertcd in the fronts, and the 
free edges of the lapels and jacket are finished with a double 
row of stitching. 

The fronts of the shirt-waist are joined by shonlder and 
under-arm seams to the seamlesJ back, and the fulness in the 
fronts i. drawn well to the center by gathers at the top. A 
box-plait is applied at the front edge of the overlapping front, 
and the closing is made through the plait with studs or with 
button-holes and buttons. The back is smooth across the top 
and is overlaid in shirt fashion with a seamless pointed yoke. 
Tapes inserted in a short casing across the back draw the fulness 
well to the center and are tied over the fronts. The leg-o'-mutton 
shirt sleeves are gathered at the top and bottom and are finished 
with reversed cuffs that roll over narrow wristbands and over the 
jacket sleeves. The rolling collar has prettily flaring ends, its free 
edges being decorated,  like the upper edges of the cuffs, with a frill 
of embroidered edging ; and the side edges of the applied plait 
are decorated with a frill of similar edging. 

The modes for girls are freqnently dupli
cates of styles worn by their elders ; espe
cially is this the case in outing suits intended 
for the promcnade, the seashore or general 
wear. Serge, flannel, English novelty suit... 
ings, covert cloth, etc. , are chosen for these 
serviceable suits ; and "ith them a shirt-waist 
of lawn, linen, percale, cheviot, silk or Mad
ras is generally associated. :Machine-stitch
ing will pro ville appropriate decoration. 

We have pattern No. 7570 in eight sizes for 
girls from five to twelve years of age. For 
a girl of eight years, the jacket and skirt 
call for five yards and five-eighths of goods 
twenty-seven inches wide, or four yards and 
five-eighths thirty inches wide, or four yards 
and an eighth thirty-six inches wide, or three 
yards and three-eighths forty-four inches 
wide, or three yards fifty inches wide. The 
shirt-waist nceds three yards and a half 
twenty-two inches wide, or two yards and 
seven-eighths twenty-seven inches wide, or 
two yards and a fourth thirty-six inches 
wide. Price of pattern, l s. 3d. or 30 cents. 

We have pattern No. 7545 in eleven sizes for girls from two to 
twelve years of age. For a girl of eight years, the dress calls for 
six yards of goods twenty-two inches wide, or four yards and 
three-fourths twenty-seven inches wide, or three yardR and 
seven-eighths thirty-six inches wide, oJ,' truee yards and an 
eighth forty-four inches wide. Price of pattern, 10d. or 20 
cents. 

• 

GIRLS' DRESS. (To BE WORN WITU OR WITHOUT A GUlMPE.) 
(For IlluBtrations Bee Page 509.) 

No. 7539.-By referring to figure No. 343 L in this maga7\ne, 
this dress may be seen made up of figured India silk and lace 
edging, with ribbon for decoration. 

The dress is simple and dainty in effect and may be worn 
with or without a guimpe. It is here shown 
made of figured challis, with lace edging 
for the Bertha frill. The full, straight skirt 
is deeply hemmed at the bottom and gath
ered at the top and joined to the quaint 
fanciful body, which is shaped with a low, 
round neck. The body is made over It 
l ining fitted by single bust darts and is 
closed invisibly at the back. The full 
tront and full backs are joined in under
arm and short shoulder seams, and the 
fnlness in the front is becomingly disposed 
in gathers at the top and in four forward-
turning plaits at the bottom at each side 764:9 
of the center. The fulness in the back is 

7549 1549 
Ji'ront View. Back View. 

GIRLS' DRESS. (To BF. MADE WITH A STAND

ING OR ROLLING COLLAR.) GIRLS' COSTUME, CONSISTING OF AN ETON JACKET, A SHIRT-WAIST AND A STRAIGHT, 
(For Illustrations see Page OOR.) 

No. 7545.-This dress is again shown 
at figure No. 346 L in this magazine. 

The pretty dress is here shown made of figured pink lawn. 
The waist is provided with a lining fitted by single bust darts 
and under-arm and side-back gores, the closing being made at 
the back. Under-arm gores separate the front from the backs, 
and a box-plait laid at the center of the front, and a similar 
plait made at the back edge of the right back conceal darts 
that render the body perfectly smooth. The one-seam leg-o'
mutton bleeves are mounted on coat-shaped linings ; the fulness 
is collected at the top in gathers and spreads in pretty wrinkles and 
folds to the elbow. The neck may be completed with a rolling 
collar in two sections that flare broadly at the center of the front 
and back, or with a standing collar, as preferred. The straight, 
full skirt falls in graceful folds from the body, to which it is 
joined. The waist is encircled by a belt that is closed at the 
center of the back. 

The Spring and Stimmer woollens of liO"ht weiO"ht will make 
up

, 
attractively in thi� manner, particularly

"'
challis,

"'
cashmere and 

crepon, and for washable fabrics it is an excellent mode, as its 
simplicity renders its frequent renovation most satisfactory. 

FULL SKIRT. (COPYRIGHT.) 
(For Description BOO Page 506.) 

similarly disposed at each side of the closing. The round neck 
i� completed by a cording, which heads a pretty gathered 
Bertha frill of lace edging. The short puff sleeves are mounted 
on smooth linings ; they are gathered at the top and bottDm and 
stand out well from the arm in balloon fashion. 

The most effective and most becoming materials to make 
up in this way are silk, cashmere, challis and the enormous 
variety of washable fabrics,· such as nainsook, cambric, gingham, 
lawn, percale, dimity, batiste, etc. Lace or embroidery will 
form an appropriate decoration. 

We have pattern No. 7539 in eleven sizes for girls from two to 
twelve years of age. To make the dress for a girl of eight years, 
requires two yards and seven-eight.hs of dre5s goods forty inches 
wide, with two yards and a fourth of lace edging five inches 
and a fourth wide. Of one material , it needs five yards and a 
half twenty-two inches wide, or five yards and three-eighths 
twenty-seven inches wide, or three yards and three-fourths 
thirty-six inches wide, or two yards and seven-eighths forty
four inches wide. Price of pattern, 10d. or 2J <:ents. 
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GIRLS' DRESS. (To Rio) WORN WITH OR WITHOUT A GUIMPE.) 

(For nIustrations see Page 509.) 

No. 75G7.-Plain and fancy checked gingham are united in 
this quaint little dress at figure No. 345 L in this magazine, with 

7570 7570 
Front View. Back View. 

GIRLS' DRESS. 

(For lilustrations sce Page 510., 

No. 7566.-Reseda crepon and olive silk are pictured united in 
this pretty dres� at figure No. 344 L in this magazine, white lace 

insertion and olive ribbon providing 
pretty garniture. 

7570 

GIRLS' BI,AZER COSTUME, CONSrSTING OF A JACKET WITH LEG-o'-MUTTON SLEEVES (THAT MAY BE 

The simplicity which good taste 
requires is an attractive feature of 
this picturesque dress, which is here 
shown made of figured chailis and 
trimmed with ribbon in two widths. 
The dress has a full, str!.ight skirt 
that is deeply hemmed at the bot
tom and gathered at the top to fall 
in full ,  soft folds from the body, 
which has a lining fitted by single 
bust darts and the usual under-arm 
and side-back gores. The front of 
the body is gathered at the top and 
bottom and droops in pronounced 
blouse fashion at the center over the 
skirt ; it is separated by under-arm 
gores from the full backs, which 
are arfllnged in soft folds by gathers 
at the top and bottom. The fulness 
at the back and front is drawn well 
to the center, and the body is closed 
at the center with butt.on-holes and 
buttons. The coat sleeves have full, 
drooping puffs which reach to the 
elbow ; the puffs are gathered at 
the top and bottom, and the wrists 
are trimmed with three rows of 
narrow ribbon. A quaint feature 

GATHERED Oil PLAITED), A SHIRT-WAIST AND A STilA IGHT, FULL SKIRT. (COPYRIGHT.) 

(For Description sec Page 506.) 

embroidered insertion and edging and satin ribbon for decoration. 
The dress, which may be daintily developed for a party gown, 

Is here shown made up in spotted challis, with lace edging and 
velvet rosettes for garniture. The skirt,which is full and straight, 
is deeply hemmed at the bottom, and is gathered at the top and 
joined to the body, falling in full, soft folds all round. The 
body, which is shaped in low, round outline at thc top, has a 
full front and full backs separated by under-arm gores and dis
posed in soft folds upon a smooth body-lining by gathers at the 
top and bottom, the fulness at the front drooping in blouse 
fa�hion upon the skirt. The body lin-
ing is fitted by single bust darts and 
under-arm and side-back gores, and the 
dress is closed invisibly at the center 
of the back. The puff sleeves extend 
to the clbow and are mounted upon 
smooth linings ; they are gathered at 
the top and bottom and spread in pic
turesque balloon fashion, the quaint 
droop on the shoulder being empha
sized by the deep points of the Bertha 
which rest upon them. The Bertha 
falls smoothly from the upper edge of 
the body and is quite shallow at the 
front and back, deepening to points on 

754:5 
the sleeves, and its ends fall eveulv at the center of the 
back. Thc upper and lower edges of the Bertha are 
decorated with narrow point de Gene lace edging, and 
a velvet rosette trims the bottom of the front at each 
side of the fulness. The Bertha may be omitted, as 
shown in the small engraving. 

of the dress is the bretelles, which 
droop in a deep point upon each 

sleeve and form a deep point at the front and back of the arm ; 
they cross the shoulders smoot.hly and are trimmed at their free 
edges with three bands of narrow ribbon, their upper edges 
being followed with a wrinkled band of wider ribbon, the 
ends of which are finished with rosette bows of similar rib
bon. The standing collar, which closes at the back, is covered 
by a wrinkled ribbon, over the ends of which a spreading bow 
formed of loops of ribbon is arranged. The decoration is com
pleted by a rosette bow of ribbon tacked to the bottom of the 
waist at each side of the fulness in the front. 'l'he dress may be 

7545 
Fi'ortl View. Back Vil'tv. 

The dress is suitable for the pretty silks which are 
used for girls' best drcsses and for the numerous wool
lens and silk-and-wool novelties that are used for 
every-day or school gowns. Cashmere, serge, challis, silk ,  gingham and fouHi will develop nicely by the mode, 
and a guimpe of China silk, mull, lawn, dimity or Swiss 
may be worn. 

We have pattern No. 7567 in eight sizes for girls from 
five to twelve years of age. For a girl of eight years, 
the garment requires six yards and an eighth of 

GIRLS' DRESS. (To BE MADE WITH A SUNDING OR ROLLING COLLAR.) 
(COPYRIGHT.) 

material twenty-two inches wide, or three yards and three
fourths thirty-six inches wiele, or three yards and five-eighths 
forty-four inches wide, or three yards and a half flity inches 
wide. Price of pattern, l s. or 25 cents. 

(For Description see Page 507.) 

made up without the bretelles, as shown in the small view. 
The little dress will .make up exquisitely in cashmere, serge, 

foule, camel's-hair, etc. , and will be appropriately used for de
veloping plain and embroidered chambray, spotted, striped or 
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figured percale, embroidered flouncing, nainsook and other 
stylish cottons. 

We have pattern No. 7566 in eight sir.es for girls from five to 
twelve years of age. For a girl of eight years, the dress needs 
six yards and three-fourths of material twenty-two inches wide, 
or five yards and three-fourths twenty-seven inches wide, or four 
yards and three-eighths thirty-six inches wide, or three yards 
and seven-eighths forty-four inches wide. Price of pattern, 1 s. 
or 25 cents. 

• 

MISSES' BASQUE-FITTED JACKeT, WITH FULL VEST-FRONT, 

AND G ODETS IN THE BACK SEAMS. 
(For Illustrations eee Page 510.) 

No. 7548.-This jacket, which is fitted with the closeness of a 
basque, is represented developed in cloth and shaded silk. 
It extends to stylish depth, and its loose fronts are reversed in 
long lapels that meet the rolling collar in notches. The fronts 
open widely over a full silk vest arranged upon short liniug
fronts and round gracefully toward the back ; they are pro
vided with inserted side-pockets for which curved openings are 
made. The vest, which passes into the shaul del' and under-arm 
seams, is disposed with pretty fulness at each side of the clos
ing, which is made invisibly at the center, by gathers at the top 
and (wo spaced rows of shirring at the bottom ; and the lower 
edge is concealed beneath a crush belt that is included in the 
right under-arm seam and secured with hooks and loops at the 
left sille. The jacket is rendered close-fitting by bust darts in 
tlte lining fronts, and the usual under-arm and side-back gores 
and center seam, and the stylish godets which are inserted In 
the middle three seams below the waist-line ensure an easy ad
justment over the full skirts in vogue. The godets, which are 
narrowed nearly to points at the top, roll and spread in the regu
lation fashion, being interlined with hair-cloth and held in their 
funnel-shaped folds by a strap tacked across them underneath 
near the top. A crush collar is arranged upon a close-titting 
cur!\te collar, its ends being gathered and finished with the ends 
of the curate collar, which closes at the throat. The one-seam 
gigot sleeves, which are arrangcd upon smooth, coat-shaped lin
ings, are fashionably full at the top, where they are arrauged i n  
forward and backward turning plaits and present the regulation 
droop on tho shoulders ; they are smooth and comfortably d ose
fittiug bclow the elbow and are plainly completed at the wrist. 

The jacket may accompany a podet or full skirt and will be 
usually developed in a combination of fabrics, shaded, shot or 
fancy silk being favored for the full vest. Cloth, serge, CrElpOn, 
tweed, hopsacking and various other woollens are adaptable to 

7567 

requires two yards and a fourth of doth fifty inches wide, with 
a yard and three-eighths of silk twenty inches wide. Of one 
material, it will need five yards and seven-eighths twenty-two 
inches wide, or three yards and five-eighths thirty-six inches 
wide, or two yards and seven-eighths forty-four inches wide, or 

7539 7539 
Front View. Back YieU'. 

GIRLS' DRESS. (To DE WOHN WITIl OR WITHOUT A GUlMP!l:.) 
(COPYRIGHT.) 

(For D<J8criptioD see Page 507.) 

two yards and a half fifty inches wide. 
25 cents. 

Price of pattern, 1 s. or 
• 

MISSES' BLOUSE-WAIST. (WITH FITTED LINING.) 

(For IlIustratioDE see Page 511.) 

No. 7537.-At figure No. 341 L in this magazine this blouse
waist is shown made of silver-gray Fayetta and cerise silk, with 
lace edging, gimp and ribbon for trimming. 

The blouse-waist is made attractive by the shirrings, which are 
very ornamental. Shot silk showing old-rose changing to silver
gray was here chosen to make it. The waist is provided with a 

short lining fitted by single 

7567 

bust darts, under-arm and 
side-back gores and a curving 
center seam and is closed in
visbly at the center of the 
front. The full fronts and 
full, seamless back are sepa
rated by under-arm gores 
that give a smooth adjust
ment at the sides ; they are 
gathered at the neck and 
shoulder edges, and the ful
ness is collected in cross
rows of shirrings to produce 
a square yoke effect, which 

Pi'ont Flew. Back \7i'ew. 

is unusually attractive, as the 
shirrings are placed at effective distances apart 
to form pretty puffs between. The fulness at 
the waist-line is laid in five overlapping, for
ward-turning plaits at each side of the dosing 
and in four backward-turning plaits at each 
side of the center of the back. The large leg
o'-mutton sleeves are shaped by one seam only 
and are adjusted over coat-shaped linings ; they 
are close below the elbow and bouffant above, 
the fulness at the top heing collected in gathers 
that break into pretty folds and wrinkles. The 
neck iB completed by a standing collar, which is 
closed in front and covered with a crush collar 

GIRLS' DRESS. (To m: WORN WI TII OR WITHOUT A. G tlTMPE. ) (COPYRIGHT.) 

(For Deecription see Page 508,) 

the mode, and one or two rows of machine-stitChing may finish 
all the free edges. 

We have pattern No. 7548 in seven sizes for misses from ten 
to sixteen years of age. For a mi�s of twelve years, the jacket 

that is closed at the back under 8 flat bow. The 
waiBt is encircled by a crush belt that is made 

over a stiffened lining and closed at the back under a flat bow. 
A pl.1in belt may be worn, and the crush collar may be omitted. 

Many changes of effect are possible with a blouse-waist, as 
different skirts may be combined with it ; and if a variety of 
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crush collars b e  a part of the dressy accessories o f  the wardrobe, 
the monotony of tone may be frequently changed. Crepon, 
cashmere and many washable fabrics, as well as plain or fancy 
silks, may be chosen for these pretty waists. 

We have pattern No. 7537 in seven sizes for misses from ten 
to sixteen years of age. For a miss of twelve years, the waist 
requires five yarus and a half of material twenty-two inches 
wide, or four yards and a fourth thirty inches wide, or three 
yards and three-fourths thirty-six iuches wide, or two yards and 
seven-eighths forty-four inches wide. Price of pattern, ls. or 
25 cents. 

MISSRS' BLOUSE-WAIST, WITH FITTlm LIN[XG. 
MADE WITH A ROLLISG OR STOCK CoLLAR.) 

(For Tllustrati"u� see Page 511.) 

(To BE 

No. 7530.-At figure No. 338 L in this DELINEATOR this 
blouse-waist is pictureu made of figured In-
dia Rilk, with velvet ribbon for garniture. 

This girlish blouse-waist is highly com
mended for woollen goods and all kinds of 
washable and thin materials. It is here rep
resented made of crepon. It extends a little 
below the waist-line, and has a full front and 
full backs separated by under-arm gores, and 
is arranged upon a body lining closely ad
justed by single bust darts and under-arm 
and side-back gores. The closing is made 
at the back with button-holes and buttons. 
The fulness in the front is drawn to the cen
ter by a short row of gathers at tbe top and 
two short. rows of gathers made at belt depth 
apart at the waist-line. The fulness at the 
back is similarly arranged at each side of the 
dosin!! and the waist is encircled by a belt. 
The sleeves are in leg-o'-mutton style, shaped 
by one Ream only, and mounted on coat
shaped liDings ; they are gathered at the top 
and flare in soft folds and wriukles to the 
elbow. The neck may be finished with a 
rolling collar in two sections that have square 
ends flaring prettily in the front and back, 
(}r with a stock collar consisting of a close
fitting standing collar and a wrinkled stock 
that has frill-finished enus closed at the back, 
both styles of collars being shown in the en-
gravings. 

A desirable addition to the wardrobe of 
every miss is a waist of this kind made with 
the utmost simplicity yet with a degree of grace and style that 
commends it for Summer silks, waRhable goods of all grades 
and light-weight woollens. No decoration is required, the shap
ing rendering the mode becoming and dressy. 

We have pattern No. 7530 in nine sizes for misses from eight 

7548 

or three yards and three-eighths thirty inches wiue, or three yards 
thirty-six inches wide, or two yards and three-eighths forty-four 
inches wide. Price of pattern, lOd. or 20 
cents. 

• 

MISS��S' VASSA R BLOUSE. (To BE MADE 
W ITH A IIIOH OR ROUND NECK AND WITH 

FULL-LENGTH OR ELBOW Sr,I.:EVES.) 
(For illustrations sec Page 512.) 

No. 7524.-China silk is represented in 
this blouse at figure No. 340 L in this DE
LINEATOR, with ribbon for decoration. 

This blouse will develop attractively in 
thin goods and may be made up with a 
high or round neck and full-length or el
bow sleeves, as shown in the illustrations. 

7566 

7566 
Pront View. Back View. 

GIRLS' DRESS. (COPYRIGHT.) 

(For Description see Page 1508.) 

It is in this instance represented made of white dotted Swiss and 
decorated with ribbon. The full, seamless front is joined to the 
full, seamless back in shoulder and under-arm seams, and the 
front and back are turned under at the top and stitched to form 
a casing in which a tape is inserted to draw the fulness in closely 

at the neck and form a pretty standing 
frill. The fulness is drawn closely to the 
figure at the waist-line by shirr-tapes in. 
serted in a casing and is pushed well to 
the center of the front and back. The 
full sleeves are shaped by one seam only, 
and are gathered at the top and turned 
under at the lower edge aud stitched to 
form a casing, in which shirr-tapes are run 
to draw them close to the arm and form 
pretty frills. Ribbon braces start from 
under a full bow at the shoulder and ter· 
minate at the waist-line under a belt that 
is covered with ribbon and closed with 
hooks and loops at the left side. The 
blouse is easily assumed by passing it over 
the head and drawing the fulness up by 
means of the tapes. 

Front View. Back View. 

Nearly all styles that are marked by 
simplicity are delightfully youthful, and 
this mode is especially suitable for the 
young ; it will develop most satisfactor
ily in lawn, mull, organdy, dotted Swiss, 

MISSES' BASQUE-FITTED JACKE'f, WITH FULL VI':ST-FRONT AND Godets IN THE BACK SEAMS. 
(COPYRIGHT.) 

China or India silk or sheer nainsook. For 
boating or for indulging in any exercise 
where perfect freedom of movement is 

(For Description see Page 509.j 

to sixteen years of age. For a miss of twelve years, the garment 
needs four yards and a half of material twenty-two inches wide, 

essential more durable goods, like serge. flannel, etc. , are to be 
commended. Ribbon velvet, grosp;rain or satin ribbon will trim 
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wash fabrics prettily, and white or red braid or bright ribbon may 
be used on heavier goods. 

We have pattern No. 7524 in seven sizes for misses from ten 
to sixteen years of age. For a miss of twelve years, the blouse 
requires five yards and an eighth of material twenty-two inches 
wide, or four yards and a fourth twenty-seven inches wide, or 

7537 

7537 

three yards thirty-six inches wide, or 
two yards and seven-eighths forty-fonr 
inches wide. Price of pattern, 10d. or 
20 cents. 

• 

MISSES' VEST, WITH FRE NCH 

:FRONT AND STOCK A N D  

STANDING COLLAR. 
(For Illustrations see Page 512.) 

No. 7521 .-This vest , which may be 
developed in China silk or taffeta of 
some becoming color to lend a touch of 
brightness to a jacket and skirt of som-

�537 
Front l'iew. Back View. 

ANf) 
(For TIlustrations see Page 449.) 

This is assuredly a season when personal fancy is given full 
scope in the selection of colors and trimmings for the adorn
ment 'of the new chapeaux, and every type of femininity may be 
becomingly suited if a little care is exercised in the choice of the 
shape and the manner of ornamentation. 

Lace, flowers and feathers predominate in trimmings, the 
three often being employed for one hat ; and several varieties of 
flowers are frequently visible between the soft folds of lace 01' 
peeping from among the soft flues of handsome ostrich plumes. 

FlGUllE No. 1 .-LADIES' LARGE HAT.-Black fancy straw is 
shown in this hat, which has a broad brim, and a low crown 
that is faced at the top with velvet and covered at the sides with 
tnrqnoise-blue satin ribbon arranged in deep flutes. Three black 
tips rise aggressively at the back of the crown and one falls over
the brim at the back. The brim is turned up at the right side 
under a dainty little bow of the ribbon. This hat is becoming 

only to youthful faces, and many pretty color
combinations may be achieved. 

FIGURE No. 2.-MISSES' HAT.-Extremely 
quaint is this shape in white Rtraw. It has a 
moderately wide brim that is slightly rolled at 
the edge, and a high crown banded by silk ar
ranged in soft folds under a single rosette at the 
center of the back, and two poufs at the front. 
An aigrette rises above the rosette at the back 
and two ostrich plumes nod prettily at the front. 

FIGURE No. 3.-LADIES' HAT.-An appro-" 
priate style of hat for a young lady is here pic
tured. The shape is a fine brown chip ; it is 
turned up at the back and slightly poked in 
front. A bow composed of spreading loops of 
red satin ribbon is artistically arranged at the 
front of the low crown, while at the back at each 
side of the center is secured a bunch of brown 
tips. One color may be employed for the entire 
hat, if desired, or other pretty combinations 
may be chosen, with equally effective results. 

MISSES' BLOUSE-WAIST. (WITTJ FITTED LINING.) (COPYRIGHT.) 
FIGURE No. 4.-LADIES' HAT.-A simple yet 

stylish hat is represented in this engraving, the 
trimming consisting of (For Description see Page 509.) 

bre hue, is here shown made of violet silk and trimmed with inser
tion. The French front is gathered at the top and bottom to droop 
with graceful blollse effect and is arranged over a lining front fit
ted by single bust darts. The backs, which are of some suitable 
lining material, are closed at the center with button-holes and but
tons ; they are a trifle longer than the front and are smooth at the 
top, the fulness at the waist-line being drawn to the figure by 
draw-strings inserted in casings and tied at the center. The vest 
may be made up with or without a girdle, as shown in the illustra
tions. The girdle, which follows the rounding lower outline of the 
front, is arranged in upturning plaits and its ends pass into the 
under-arm seams. At the neck is a close-fitting 
standing collar covered with a crush collar ar
ranged in a double loop at each side, the frill-fin
ished ends being closed at the center of the back. 
The vest is decorated at the front with lace in
sertion applied in three lengthwise rows. 

light and dark brown 
feathers, white lace and 

dark-brown velvet. The hat is a be
coming shape in fancy straw having a 
brim that is broadest at the front, 
where it is pointed, and decorated on 
the inside with a narrow fold of the 
velvet. The crown, which somewhat 
resembles the TaD.-o'-Shanter, is cov
ered with lace �nd banded by a soft 
fold of the velvet, and at the back are 
one light and two dark feathers, the 
dar� feather falling softly on the hair. 

Front View. Back View. 

All sorts of pretty taffetas in plain, figured, 
fancy, stripell or plaid varieties, India or China 
silk, figured or plain crepe de Chine, surah, dot
ted Swiss, mull, chiffon, etc . ,  are appropriate for 
vests of this kind, and for the decoration, which 
is really not essential if a pretty fabric be chosen 
for the vest, embroidery, insertion in lengthwise 
rows or Vandyke points may be added. For 
these vests a pretty fancy prevails for arranging 
gathered or plaited chiffon over the full fronts 
of plain or shaded silk, the effect being decided
ly novel. The crush collar and belt may be of 
the chiffon, if desired. 

We have pattern No. 7521 in seven sizes for 
misses from ten to sixteen years of age. For a 

MISSES' BLOUSE-WAIST, WITH FITTED LINING. (To BE MADE WITII A ROLLING 
OR S'rocK COLLAR.) (COPYRIGHT.) 

miss of twelve years, the vest requires a yard 
and three-fourths of material twenty-two inches 
wide, or a yard and an eighth thirty-six inches wide, or one 
yard forty-four inches wide. Price of pattern, 7d. or 15 cents. 

(For Description see Page 510.) 

FIGURE No. 5.-LADIES' SMALL HAT.-A style that is gener
ally becoming is portrayed in this" engraving. The shape is of 
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fine ecru straw turned u p  all round and deco;'ated a t  the front 
with a profusion of field flowers and spreading loops and ends 
of brown satin ribbon, two natural-looking roses standing upright 
at the back adding a pretty finish. Such a hat is appropriate 
for wear with a tan cloth tailor-made gown, with trimmings of 
brown silk. 

FIGUlm No. 6.-LADlES' DIlESS HAT.-This engraving depicts 
a very dressy hat in black chip, 
showing a flat brim and a low 
crown. Trimming . is contributed 
by spreadiug loops of black silk, 
long black feathers and dark purple 
velvet pansies, and a knot of silk 
grenadine is secured at the center of 
the front and decorated with jet 
trimming arranged in the outline of 
a buckle at the lower part and car-
ried up over the knot to the crown. 

7524: 

FaR,NISHING ANN 
(For Illustrations see Pal(e 451.) 

The illustration in the center of the page represents a dining
room. The tloor is of handsomely polished hard wood. The 
ceiling and walls are tinted light-green and the pictures on the 
walls are framed to accord harmoniously with the other surround
ings. The bay-window at the end of the room is beautifully 
arched and well proprotioned. The pure white Swiss drapery 
at the window is effective, though it is disposed in severe straight 
lines, but the Swiss is revealed with fine effect between the 
heavier portieres of striped velours, the ground of which is green 
with horizontal stripes of golden-yellow. The Swiss curtains 
have sufficient fulness to insure a graceful fall from the pole al 
the top to the floor, and t.he velours portieres are parted and 
caught back below the center with gilt chains. The fire-place 
is of good height and length and the brass andinms and other 

hearth appurtenances contribute a pleasin� 
brightness. The mantcl is classic in design 
and the mirror in the center reflects a hand
some ornament of Dresden china ; the side 
panels display tasteful wood carving, and the 
shelf at the top supports an artistic vase at 
each !lnd and a decorated plate at the center. 
Around the table, which is of polished oak, 
are leather-covered chairs, and the green cloth 
covering the table falls in soft folds all round, 
while in the center is a Dresden china dish 
holding flowers. A settle of pelished oak is 
placed between the mantle and bay-window. 
A flourishing palm is effective in its position, 
its broad green leaves standing out against 
the white background ; and bronze pitchers 
resting on polished oak stands adJ an air of 
beanty and refinement. 

F'ronl View. Back View. 
At the top of the page is the buffet which 

should be included in the dining-room furni
ture. It is of polished oak handsomely carved 
and supports such ornamental and useful 

MISSES' VASSAR BLOUSE. (To DE MADN WITH A HIGII OR ROUND ;)rECK AND WITH 
FULL-LENGl'II on ELBOW SLEEVES.) (COPYRIGHT.) 

paraphernalia as are necessary to comfort, 
convenience and good elIect. 

(For Description see Page 510.) 

FIGURE No. 7.-LADIES' BONNET.-A dainty bonnet that is 
suitable for a matron is here shown. The shape is of fine ecru 
straw edged with golden-brown silk arranged in soft folds at 
the sides, and the front is decorated with a fan urrangement of 
the same. A double-looped standing bow is arranged at the 
back, and falling from it arc tie-strings that are fastened in a 
small bow under the chin. Violets are tacked at intervals at 
each side of the bonnet over the silk. 

FIGUIlE No. 8.-You�G LADIES' IIAT.-Ribbon and flowers 
comprise the ornamentation of this airy chapea u,  which is of 
black lace net made on a wire frame. The brim is broad at the 
front and is quite flat, except at each side of the back, where it 
is  deeply indented. A rosette bow of gauze ribbon is secured at 
the back between the indentations, and high standing 100J!ls of 
the same are fastened at one side among a mass of American 
Beauty roses that almost conceal the crown and brim. 

FIGUIlE No. 9.-LADIES' CAIlRIAGE IIAT.-This hat, although 
very simply a'iorned, is especially stylish. It is a large shape in 
fancy straw, having a wide brim that is poked iu front and faced 
with dark-blue velvet. Three black plumes and a fine aigrette 
are secured at the left side of the front under a soft knot of dark
blue silk. The hat may be duplicated in black or may be 
trimmed in a color to match the costume it is to accompany. 
In a black hat the knot may be cut from light silk or crepe de 
Chine. 

FIGUk..: No. 10.-LADIES' LAOE IIAT.-A picturesque little 
hat is here portrayed. It is made of black lace over a wire 
frame that is edged with jet. On the crown are disposed several 
rosettes of cerise ribbon, from each side of which at the front 
project jet ornaments ; and at the left side a pretty bunch of 
Paradise bird aigrettes is secured. At each side t.oward the 
back is a broad loop of black satin ribbon that imparts the broad 
effect now so much admired. This hat is especially designed 
for dressy wear and may be assumed with several different 
gowns, the colors employed for its construction being such that 
they will rcadily harmonize. One color may be used thro"ghout. 
The mode will be favored for mourning wear and rosettes of 
chiffon may take the place of the ribbon rosettes, and tips may 
be substituted for the aigrettes. 

The boudoir shown at the bottom of the 
page is in tints of white and terra-cotta, the rosewood furniture 
contributing an artistic finish and air of elegance. The walls are 
covered with terra-cotta cartridge paper and the 
ceiling is tinted cream-white ; a frieze in gold, 
green and terra-cotta adds a pretty finish to the 
walls, which are hung with appropriate pictures 
tastefully framed in gold and white. The floor 
is covered with terra-cotta colored filling, and a 
Smyrna rug is laid at each side of the bed, which 
is of brass beautifully dressed with a lace spread 
and French bolster. A canopy composed of terra
cotta Liberty silk is draped effectively at the head 
of the bead and 

Jil'onl View. 

1521 
Back View. 

decorated with 
�ilk ball fringe ; 
the drapery is 
held back by silk 
cord and tassels 
of r o p e-l i k e  
twist. A tapes
try - upholstered 
chair and lounge 
s u g g e s t  com
fort, and the 
bureau and writ
ing desk are 
hand so me pieces 
of furniture that 
contain the nec
essaries of the 
wardrobe and 
display orna
mental and use-

MISSES' VEST, WITn FUENOIl FIlONT AND STOOK 
AND STANDING COLLAR. (COP YRIGHT.) 

(For De!'cription see Page 511.) 

ful accessories of the toilette. The windows are hung with cur
tains of Irish point lace that are looped back with broad ribbon 
bands. The wall below the windows is panelled with hard wood, 
and completed at the t.op with a broad-window ledge on which 
rests a vase of flowers that indicate a love of Nature, and an ap
preciation of the refinements that are suggested by the picture. 
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Style� fot �ittle Folk�. 
FIGIJRB No. 34� L.-LITTLE GIRLS' DRESS. page 517 of this DELINEATOR. The cap pattern, which is No. 847 

and costs 5d. or 10 cents, is in seven sizes from six to seven and 
a half, cap sizes, or from nineteen inches and a fourth to twenty
three inches and three-fourths, head measures, and is differ-

(For IIlu�trntion see this Page.) 

FIGURE No. 347 L.-This illustrates a Little Girls' dress. 
pattern, which is No. 7561 and costs 

The 
ently shown on its accompanying label. 

The jacket is an extremely jaunty 
style for small maidens, and its attract
iveness is here empba�ized by its de
velopment in bright-red cloth, with 
black braid and machine-stitching for 
decoration. The special feature of the 
jacket is a pointed cape-collar that 
stands out in points over the large 
sleeves in close imitation of the effects 
noted in many garments for ladieR and 
misses. The fronts of the jacket lap 
widely and are closed in double-breast
ed style with button-holes and large, 
fancy buttons ; they are connected by 
side-back gores with the back, which 
is shaped by a curving center seam, 
the center and side-back Eeams being 
discontinued at the waist-line to form 
the back into two square tabs. A 
rolling collar reverses the fronts above 
the closing in lapels that form notches 
with the rolling collar and extend. be
yond the rolling collar on a deep, fan
ciful collar, which lies smoothly all 
round, and falls in a point at the cen
ter of the back, on each shoulder and 
at each side of the closing. The quaint 
outline of the fancy collaris accentuated 
by the trimming, which consist. of' 
three rows of black silk braid applied 
at its outer edge. A single row of ma
Chine-stitching finishes the edges of the 
rolling collar aut! lapels and the f1'0nt 
and lower edges of the jacket. A row 
of stitching follows the free edges of 
pocket-laps that cover openings to side 
pockets inserted in the fronts, and a 
row is made above each lap in tailor 
style. The leg-O'-mutton sleeves, which 
are shaped by inside seams only, fit 
the arms with comfortable closeness 

tOil. or 20 ceuts, is in eight sizes for 
little girls from one to eight years of 
age, and may be seen again on page 
;jJ 4 of tlus magazine. 

Pink hemstitched chambray flounc
ing was here chosen to make the little 
dress, and ribbon decorates it simply 
but prettily. The mode is a generally 
becoming one and will be found very 
ea�y of development, as the short waist 
i� simply shaped by shoulder and un
der-arm seams and closed at the back. 
The flouncing is cut with the hemstitch
ill!\" running vertically in the waist. 
The full skirt is gathered at the top 
and sewed to the waist, falling in 
pretty folds about the figure ; and the 
hemstitching appears in three encircl
ing rows above a moderately deep hem. 
The full sleeves are gathered at the top 
and bottom and completed with wrist
bands showing hemstitching. Eretel
les cross the shoulders, starting from 
the lower edge of the waist in front and 
terminating at a cOITesponding depth 
at the back ; they are gathered at the 
top and have hemstitched hems at tbeir 
ends and lower edges, and tbe upper 
edge of each is concealed by a wrinkled 
ribbon, the ends of which are covered 
by a bow placed at the center of the 
front and back. The standing collar 
is closed at the back and is encircled 
by a ribbon that is secured at the left 
side under a dainty little bow. Single 
bretelJes are here illustrated, but double 
bretelles are provided by the pattern, 
and may be used with elaborate effect. 

Charming little dresses, both child
like and inexpensive, will be made up 
after this mode in China silk, fine 
nainsook, dimity, ba-
tiste, lawn or the pin
dotted challies that 
have cream - white 
gronnds ; and a trifling 
amount of satin or vel
vet ribbon will provide 
attractive and appro
priate decoration. For 
best wear finely hem
stitched nainsook 01 
chambray flouncing 
may be selected, the 
hemstitching being 
dressy and effective. 

• 

FIGURE No. 348 L.
LITTLE GIRLS' 

STREET TOILETTE. 

(For illustration see 
Page 514.) 

FIGURE No. 348 L. 
-This illustrates the 
jacket and Rob Roy 

FIGURE No. 34� L.-LITTLE GIRLS' DRESS.-This 
illustrates Pattern No. 7561 (copyright), 

7553 
Front View. 

price lOci. or 20 conts. 
(For Description see thlb Page.) 

7553 
View II ithout 

Bretell.e8. 

CHILD'S DRESS, WITH POiNTED YOKE. 

(For Del!Cription see Page 515.) 

7553 
Back View. 

(CoPYRIGHT.) 

below the elbow, while 
s tyl i s h l y bouffant 
above. Each sleeve is 
decorated in fanciful 
cuff outline with three 
rows of black braid, 
the effect being unique 
and pretty. 

The Hob Roy cap 
matches the jacket 
and is decorated with 
two quills secured be
neath a large, fancy 
button. 

Dressy jackets for 
little folks are made of 
smooth-surfaced cloths 
in pretty shades of red, 
blue, brown and gray, 
with decorations of 
braid or stitching ; 
while for ordinary 
wear, cheviot or plain 
or fancy rough-sur
faced coating is select-

cap of a Little Girls' outdoor toilette. The jacket pattern, 
which is No. 7563 and costs 10d. or 20 cents, is in eight sizes for 
little girls from one to eight years old, and may be again seen on 

ed, with stitching for 
a completion. Velvet or silk may be used for the fancy collar 
when plain cloth is employed for the remainder of the gar
ment, and cuffs may be simulated with the contrasting fabric. 
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FlGURE No. 349 L.-CHILD'S DRESS. 

(For Illustration see Page 515.) 

FIGURE No. 349 L.-This illustrates a Child's dress. The 
pattern, which is No. 7G53, and costs 10d.  or 20 cents, is in 
seven sizes for children from one to seven years of age, and may 
be seen again on page 5 1 3  of this DELINEA'l'OH. 

Buff-colored lawn and all-over embroidery are here pictured 
in the little dress, which is prettily decorated with ribbon, edg
ing and fancy-stitched bands. The dress is deeply hemmed at 
the bottom, the hem being headed by a fancy-stitched band ; it 
is gathered at the top and attached to a V-shaped yoke of all
over embroidery shaped by shoulder seams and closed at the 
back. Included in the seam joining the yoke is a Bertha
ruffle of lawn, and above it is secured a second ruffle ; both 
ruffles are decorated at their free edges with a fancy-stitched 
band. The full sleeves are gathered at the top and bottom 
and completed with wristbands of all-over embroidery deco
rated with a frill of edging. The neck is finished with a stand
ing and a falling frill of edging, and the yoke is outlined with 
ribbon, which is prettily tied at the point of the yoke in a full 
bow having long, flowing ends. 

So charmingly simple a mode as this will find many ad
mirers, !lild the assortment of materials suitable for its devel
opment includes China and India silk, fine nainsook, lawn, 
dimity, organdy, gazine, mull, dotted Swiss, and for ordinary 
wear, gingham and cambric. Ribbon is at this season offered 
in every width and color likely to be desired for gowns of this 
description, and velvet ribbon is fully as popular as satin. 
Frequently bands of lace insertion or embroidery will be used 
instead of the fancy-stitched bands . 

• 

FIGURE No. 350 L.-CHILD'S STREET TOILETTE. 

(For Illustration see Page 516.) 

FIGURE No. 350 L.-This illustrates a Child's coat and 
Tam O'Shanter cap. The coat pattern, which is No. 7r27 
and costs 10d. or 20 cents, is in seven sizes for children from 
one-half to six years of age, and may be seen differently map.e 
up.on page 516 of this magazine. The cap pattern, which is No. 
6009 and costs 5d. or 10 cents, is in seven sizes from six to seven 
and a half, cap sizes, or from nineteen inches and a fourth , 

to t w e n t y 

FlGnRE No. 348 L.-LlTTLE GIRLS' STREET TOIL
ETTE.-This illllslrateR Little Girls' Jacket No. 
7563 (copyright). price 10d. or 20 cents ; and Rob 
Roy Cap No. 847 (copyright), price 5d. or 1 0  cents, 

(For Description 8ee Page 513.) 

three inches 
and three
fourths, head 
m e  a s u  r e s, 
and may be 
seen again 
on its ac
c o m p a n y
ing label. 

Grosgrain 
silk in adark, 
rich shade of 
Gobelin-blue 
is richly com
billed with 
brocaderlsilk 
in the pres
ent develop
ment of the 
coat, with 
feather bands 
for dec ora
t i  o n .  The 
short waist is 
shaped by 
shoulder and 
u n d e r- a r m  
seams, and 
is closed at 
the center of 
t h e  f r o n t .  
The deeply 
h e  m m e d  
skirt is gath
ered at the 
top and join

ed to the waist, from which it falls in full, soft folds about the 
figure. The sleeves are in one-seam leg-o'-mutton style, and 

the fulness, which is collected in gathers at 
the top, is sufficient to make the little wearer 
a duplicate in style of her elder sister. 'l'he 
broad-shouldered effect is quaint and becom
ing, and the close effect below the elbow is 
perfectly comfortable. A feather band en
circles each sleeve at the wrist. The deep, 
circular cape-collar of brocaded silk is smooth
fitting and is included in the seam with the 
stylish rolling collar, the ends of which flare 
prettily in front. The lower edge of the 
cape collar and the free edges of the rolling 
collar are decorated with a feather band. View without fi'l'iilB. 

7561 7561 
Front View. Back View. 

LITTLE GIRLS' DRESS. (COPYRIGHT.) 
(For Description see Page 515.) 

The side of the silk cap is gathered at the top and joined to a 
small circular center ; it is also gathered at the lower edge and 
joined to a band, which, like t.he center, is stiffened with canvas, 
A large, tlat, silk-covered button covers the center, and a 
feat.her band covers the cap band. 

Simplicity of detail is noticeable in the newest coats for 
children, and a picturesque and artistic effect may be reached 
without an extravagant outlay. Light-weight cloth, cheviot, 
silk, whipcord. fancy coatings, etc. , are the materials in general 
use for such garments, and frequently a cap of velvet or silk is 
associated with cloth or cheviot, while plain and brocaded silk 
are chosen for best wear. Astrakhan bands or ruchings of silk 
may be added by way of decoration. 

• 

FIGURE No. 351 L,-CHILD'S COAT. 

(For Illu.tration Bce Page 510.) 

FIGURE No. 351 L.-This illustrates a Child's coat. The 
pattern, which is No. 7533 and costs 10d. or 20 cents, is in six 
sizes for children from one to six years of age, and may be 
seen differently made up on page G15 of this magazine. 

Light-tan and dark-brown cloth were here chosen to make the 
coat, and narrow gold braid provideg effective decoration. The 
loose fronts and seamless back are joined in under-arm seams, 
and a broad box-plait is laid at the front edge of the overlap
ping front, the closing being made under the plait. The back is 
laid in a broad box-plait at the center, and both the fronts and 
back depend from a yoke that is closed on the left shoulder; 
under the yoke in front are yoke portions of lining that pass 
into the shoulder seams and close at the center of the front. 
Two ornamental tabs are included in the seam which joins 
the fronts to the yoke, and two similar tabs are disposed in 
the same IT,anner at the back. The yoke and tabs are out
lined with a double row of gold braid, and the standing collar 
is ornamented at its upper and lower edges with a single row. 
Large puffs that are gathered at the top and bottom cover the 
coat-shaped sleeves to the elbow, and below the puffs the sleeves 
are faced with the darker material and decorated at the wrist 
and a short distance above with two encircling rows of braid. 

Pretty little coats will be made up in this manner in silk, 
camel's-hair, serge,cheviot, fancy wool suiting, whipcord and light-
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7533 

weight cloth. Two colors or two textures 
may be elIectively united, and the decora
tion may consist of wide or narrow braid. 

The hat is a fancy straw, with. a mod
erately wide brim coquettishly bent, and its 
crown is encircled with field flowers and 
ribbol'l bows. 

----<.�--

CIHLD'S DR1II6S, W2:TII POI�TED YOKE. 

(For IllUstratio:l@ see Page 5� 3.) 

No. 7553.-Lawn and all-over embroid
ery are daintily combined in this gown at 

7533 7533 
Front View. Back View. 

CmLD'S COAT. (CoPYRIGHT.) 

(For Del'Criptioll see this Page.) 

figure No. 34f) L, embroidered e:lging, fancy. stitched bands and 
ribbon imparting nn air of elaboration that is ve.-y attractive. 

The dre�s may be made up with or without double bretelles of 
unequal depth : it is here represented developed in plaid pink 
gin!!h!\m anLl white all-over embroidery. The front aud back, 
which are shaped at the top to accommodate a pointed yoke 
titte 1 b.\' shoulJer seams, are joined in under-arm and very short 
mt,u!ler sea'ns, and are gathered at the top to. fall from the 
Joke with pretty fulness. The dress extends to a becoming 
depth anJ iti fiuitihel at the lower edge with a deep hem. It is 
closed invbibly at the center of the back. The bretelles follow 
the lower outline of the yoke and are gathered to fall in pretty 
folds ; they are rounried at their front and back end� and their 
free edges are trimme;! with narrow edging. An upturning and 
a downw!lr,l-turning frill of simil!lr edging separated by a tiny 
band frlrms a pret.ty finish for the neck. . The full shirt sleeves 
are gathere.l at the top and bottom. and are finished with wrist
bands of IIIl-over embroidery decorated at the bottom with tiny 
(rills of elllbroiJered e.Jging. 

All sorts of pretty woo_liens and cottons are appropriate for a 
little dress of thig kind, and striped or checked gingham, plain 
or embroiJered chambray, percale, etc . ,  are specially well 
adapted to the mode. with lace edbring for garniture. 

We have pat,tern No. 7593 in seven sizes for children from one 
to seven years of age. To make the dress for a child of five 
years. requires five yards of ginl;ham twenty·seven inches wide, 
Wifl a fourth of a yard of all-over embroidery twenty-seven 
Inches wi�le. Of one material, it needs five yards and seven-eighths 
twenty-two inches wide. or five yards twenty-seven inches wide, 
or three yards and three-fourths thirty-six inches wide, or three 
yards and three-eighUls forty-four inches wide. Price of pattern, 
lOd. or 2J cents. 

• 

LITTLE G l RLS' DltESS. 
(For IllUBlrnllons see Page 514 ) 

No.7.16 1 . -At figure No. 347 L in this DELINEATOR thl. dress 
Is lihown made of 

'
hemstitched chambray flouncing, with hem

stitching and ribbon for decoration. 
Pale-blue chambray was here selected for the dress, and em

broideretl edging a .... d insertion supply pleasing decoration. The 
6 

dress displays a quaiI1tness that is very becoming to little girls. 
The full. straig!lt skirt is deeply hemmed at the bottom :lnd gllth
ered at the top, w here it is sewed to the wllist, falling in soft, full 
folds about the figure. The short waist is shaped by shoulder 
and under-arm seams and is �losed at the back. Crossing each 
shoulder are two bretelle frills of unequal depth, both of which 
are gathered at the top to stand out broadly over the shoulders ; 
they are decorated at their free edges with a row of embroidery 
and headed by a flat band of insertion. The dress may be made 
with or without the bretelle frills, as illustrated in the small en
graving. The full sleeves are shaped by one seam only, and are 
gathered at the top and bottom and completed with narrow 
wristbands of insertion decorated at the lower edge with a 

frill of em broidered edging. A row of insertion decorates the 
center of the front and conceals the closing at the back, and 
the standing collar is overlnid with a row of edging. 

Little dresses that are made up in this style of all sorts of 
wflshable goods will prove serviceable and becoming, and their 
practical construction commends them to mothers who look 
for simple styles that have a dressy elIect. Lawn, dimity, 
challis, batiste, and silk are favorite materials for the style. 

We have pattern No. 7561 in eight sizes for little girls from 
one to eight years of age. For a girl of five years, the dress 
requires four yards and three-eighths of chambray twcnty
sevell inches wide, with half a yard of insertion two inches 
wide. Of one material, it needs five yards find three-fourths 
twenty-t wo inches wide, or four yards and three-eighfhs thirty 
inches wide, or three yards and seven-eighths thirty-six inches 
wide, or three yards and a fourth forty-four inches wide. Price 
of pattern, lOd. or 20 cents. 

• 

CHILD'S COA'l'. 

(For Illustrations see tbig Page.) 

No. 7533.-A pretty combination of tan and brown cloth 
is shown in this 
coat at figure 
No. 351 L in 
this magazine, 
gold braid being 
used for deco
ration. 

This dressy 
little coat per
mits of be('om
ing combina
tion� ; it is here 
shown made of 
old-rose cash
mere and darker 
velvet. The up
per part of thl' 
coat is a rouud 
yoke �haped by 
shoulder seams 
and closed on 
the left shoul
der, the front of 
the yoke lnpping 
over short yoke
fronts of liniug 
that are included 
in the shoulder 
seams and closed 
at the center of 
tll'e front. The 
loose fronts and 
loose back nre 
connected bynn
der-arm seams, 
and a broad box
plait is arranged 
fit the front edge 
of the right 
front, which is 
flnisherl under 
the plait for an 
invisible closing 
with buttons and 

FJGL"RE No. 349 L.-CHILD'S DUl!:ss.-ThiM iIlUl!' 
trutes Pattern No. 7553 ('opyright), 

price IOd. or 20 cents. 
(�'or Description sec Png� 514.) 

button-holes. A similar box-plait i8 formed at the center of the 
back ; both plaits are n�1 :owest nt the top, widening gradually to 
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The coat is here pictured made of white 
pique and decorated with embroidery and 
fancy braid. The short waist, which is 
simply shaped by shoulder and under-arm 
seams, has a seamless back and is closed 
invisibly at the center of the front. The 
straight, full skirt, which is deeply hem. 
med at the bottom and at the front edges, 
is gathered at the top nearly to the front 
edges and joined to the waist. The neck 
is finished with a rolling collar which pre· 
sents a center seam and ha� flaring ends. 
The stylish cape-collar is in circular shape; 
it has a seam at the center and, owing to 
its skilful shaping, droops in moderate 
ripples all round. The large leg-o'-mutton 
sleeves, which are fitted by one seam only, 
are gathered at the top and spread into 
graceful cross folds and wrinkles to the 
elbow, below which the adjustment is 
close ; they are decorated with three rows 
of fancy braid. The cape collar is deco· 
rated with a drooping frill of embroidered 
edging headed by three rows of fancy 
braid, and two rows of similar braid 
adorn the free edges of the rolling collar. 

The coat may be made of cashmere, 
camel's-hair, light-weight cloth or of such 
washable materials as pique or marseilles. 
Lace or embroidery supplemented by nar· 
row fancy braid will trim the coat prettily. 

FIGURE No. 350 L. FIGURE No. 351 L. 

We have pattern No. 7527 in seven sizes 
for children from one-half to six years of 
age. For a child of five years, the coat 
requires' five yards and five-eighths of rna· 
terial twenty-two inches wide, or three 
yards and three-fourths thirty-six inches 
wine, or three yards forty-four incheR 
wide, or two yards and three-eighths fifty
four inches wide. Price of pattern, lOd. or 
20 cents. li'IGURE

. 
No. 350 L. - CHILD'S STRI!:ET TOILETTE.-This consists of Child's Coat 1\0. �52� (copy

rIght), price 10d. or 20 cen t � ; and Tam 0' Shanter Cap No. 6009 (copyright), price 
5d. or 10 cents. FIGURE No. 351 L.-CHILD'S COAT.-This illustrates 

• 

Pattern No. 7533 (copyright), price 10d. or 20 cents. 
(For Descriptions see Page 514.) 

the lower edge. Included in the seam joining the yoke to the 
other parts are pointed tabs of velvet-two in front and two at 
the back -, the tabs meeting at their upper corners and flaring 
slightly below. These tabs are unique and ornamental, but the 
coat may be made up without them, as 
shown In the small engraving. The yoke 
is topped by a standing collar that closes 
at the throat. The coat sleeves are cov
ered to the elbow with full puffs that are 
gathered at the top and bottom and droop 
and flare stylishly, and the sleeves are 
faced with vel vet below the puffs. 

This coat is unusually attractive and is 
suitable for all the materials generally se
lected for children'S coats, and particu
larly for silk, faced cloth and serge. 

LITTLI� GIRLS' COAT. 

(For lllustrations see Page 517.) 

No. 7550.-Quaint and becoming is the 
coat here portrayed made of reseda 

cloth and darker-green velvet. The full fronts and full back 
are joined in under-arm seams, and are gathered at the top and 
joined to a shallow, square velvet yoke, from which they fall free 
in pretty folds. The front and lower edges of the coat are fin-

We have pattern No. 7533 in six sizes 
for children from one to six years of age. 
For a child -of five years, the coat re
quires two yards of cloth fifty-four inches 
wide, and one yard Qf velvet twenty inches 
wide. Of one material, it needs four yards 
and seven-eighths twenty-t.wo inches wide, 
or three yards thirty-six inches wide, or 
two yards and a half forty-four inches 
wide, or two yards fifty-four inches wide. 
Price of pattern, lOd. or 20 cents. 7527 

• Front View . Back View. 
CHILD'S COAT. 

(For IlIWltrations see this Page.) 

No. 7527.-At figure No. 350 L in this 
DELINEATOR this handsome little coat may be seen made of plain 
:mC' brocaded silk and stylishly trimmed with feather band. 

CHILD'S COJ.T. (COPYRIGHT.) 
(For Description see this Page.) 

ished with hems, and the closing is made invisibly along the yoke 
and visibly with button-holes and buttons below the yoke. The 



or 

the 
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coat sleeves are covered to the elbow with full balloon puffs, 
which are gathered at the top and bottom and spread in pic
turesque fashion. Tbey are faced below the puffs with velvet, 
and it vel vet turn-down collar with widely flaring ends is mounted 
UpOll a standing band and forms a becoming neck-completion. 
The coat may be made up with or without bretelles, which fall 
in deep points upon the sleeves arid in s�orter points at the front 
and back. The bretelles extend to the lower edge of the yoke 
at the front and back, and are arranged on each sho�lder in 
two tiny box-plaits, which spread in pronounced funnel folds 
or godets at each side of the deep points. 

A pretty little top-garment for Spring may be developed by 
the mode in camel's-hair, serge, cloth, foule, etc. , either with or 
without velvet for the rolling collar, breteJles and cuff facings. 
A handsome garment for little folks may be made of pearl, 
tan, cardinal, electric-blue or biscuit corded silk throughout. 

We have pattern No. 7550 in eight sizes for little girls from 
two to nine years of age. For a girl of five years, the coat needs 
two yards and an eighth of cloth fifty-four inches wide, with a 
yard and three-fourths of velvet twenty inches wide. Of one 

material , oit requires six yards twenty-two 
inches wide, or three yards and seven
eighths thirty-six inches wide, or three 
yards and a fourth forty-four inches wide, 
or two yards and a half fifty-four inches 
wide. Price of pattern, 10d. or 20 cents. 

• 

LfTTLE GIRLS' JACKET. 
(For Illustrations see this PageJ 

No. 7563.-This jaunty jacket may be 
seen developed in red cloth and decorated 

Front View. Back View. 

Ll1'1'LE GIRLS' COAT. (COPYRIGHT.) 

(For DescriptioD see Page 516.) 

Pront View. Back View. 
LITTLE Gml,S' JACKET. (COPYRHlHT.) 

(For Description see this Page.) 

with black braid and machine-stitching at figure No. 348 L. 
Exreerlingly quaint is the little jacket, which is here shown 

7534 
Front View. Back Vie�. 

INFANTS' DRESS. (COPYRIGH'f.) 
( For Description see this Page.) 

made of old-blue cloth and trimmed with insertion and machine
stitching. It is quite short, reaching to just below the hips ; 
and its loose fronts, which suggest the stylish reefer modes, are 

reversed at the top in pointed lapels that meet the roll
ing collar in notches. The closing is made in double· 
breasted style with button-holes and buttons. The ad· 
justment of the jacket is simply performed by under
arm and side seams and a curving center seam, the 
middle three seams being terminated a little below the 
waist-line to form the back in square tabs. The fronts 
are provided with inserted side-pockets, the openings 
to which are Cj.Overed with square-cornered pocket-llLps 
finished at thlir free edges with a single row of ma
chine-stitching. The one-seam leg-o'-mutton sleeves 
are of ample width at the top and smooth upon the 
forearm ; they are finished above the lower edge with 
an encircling row of machine-stitching, and the ful
ness at the top is gathered to spread in quaint fashioll 
upon the shoulders. Attached underneath the rolling 
collar is a cape collar which forms a deep point at the 
center of the back and on each shoulder, its pointed 
front ends falling with a decided flare below the lapels. 
The edges of the cape collar are decorated with a row 
of insertion, and all the remaining edges of the jacket 
are completed with a single row of machine-stitching. 

The jacket is a pretty mode for developing the 
rough serges that are just now so much admired for 
little folks' top-garments. It will also make up attract
ively in tweed, cheviot, hopsacking, flannel, diagonal, 
etc . ,  and may be trimmed with soutache or Hercules 
brlLid or maChine-stitching. 

We have pattern No. 7563 in eight sizes for little 
girls from one to eight years of age. For a girl 'of five years, 
the jacket needs three yards and five-eighths of material twenty
two inches wide, or two yards and three-eighths thirty-six inches 
wide, or a yard and three-fourths forty-four inches wide1 or a 
yard and a half fifty-four inches wide. Price of pattern, lud. or 
20 cents. 

--- . �--

INFANTS' D R ESS. 

(For Illustrations see this Page.) 

No. 7534.-The dainty infants' dress here shown j� made of 
fine nainsook, with lace, feather-stitching and hemstitching for 
decoration, and is sufficiently pretty for best wear. The simple 
little waist is shaped with under-arm and shoulder seams and 
has pretty fulness drawn well to the center of the front and back 
by gathers at the top and bottom. The closing is made invis
ibly at the back. The full sleeves are finished with a lllLrrow 
feather-stitthed binding, from the edge of wbich frills of narrow 
lace edging droop prettily. A binding similarly stitched finishes 
the neck, ' and is decorated at the top with a Rtanding frill of 
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narrow lace. The full skiI;t is finished at the bottom with a hem
stitched hem and is guthered ut· the top and joined to the waist. 

Little dresses of this kind are made of tine cambric, lawn, 
organdy or nainsook, and hemstitching, feather-stitching, lace 
or embroidery will provide appropriate decoration. 

Pattern No . . 7534 is in one size only, and, to make it, requires 
four yards and a fourth of material twenty-two inches wide, or 

two yards and five-eighths thir
ty-six inches wide. Price of 
pattern, 10d. or 20 cents. 

• 

I NFANTS' CLOAK.. 

(For Ulustrntions 8t'C thb Paze.) 

No. 7528. - This charming 
cloak for an infant is shown 
made of ivory-wbite cashmere. 
It is sufficiently long to be pro
tecti ve. and has a short waist 
shaped by shauldeJ; and under
arm seams, and closed at the 
center of the front with button
holes and bu1lt!ons. The top of the 

skirt is gathered and sewed to the lower cdge of the waist. The 
full puff sleeves are made over coat-shaped linings. At the neck 
is a rolling collar that shapes a point at the center of the back 
and has pointed ends which tlare prettily in front ; and included 
in the seam with the rolling collar is a fancy cape-collar which 
is smooth at the top and shapes a puint at the center of the back 
and on each shoulder, the ends tlaring slightly in deep points 
in front. The erlges uf both col-
lars are decorated with a frill of 
lace. Silk cashmere, Henrietta 
Iltnd flannel in Illl pale tints suit
ed to babies will be Felected to 
make the cloak, " it -1  lace for 
trimming. 

Pa ttern No. 7528 is in one size 
only. The garment needs four 
yards and three-eighths of mate
rial twenty-two inches wide, or 
two yards and a half thirty-six 
inches wide, or two yards and 
an eighth forty-four inches wide, 
or a yard and seven-eights  fifty
four inches wide. Price of 
pattern, lOd. or 20 cents. 

..... 

,Style� fat �oy�. 
7528 

Frnnt View. 

INFANTS' CLOAK. (COPYRIGHT.) 

(For Defcription see this Page.) 

FIGURE Nu. 352 1.-11'1'T1E 

BOYS' DRESS. 

(For Iilustntion see thi. Page.) 

FIGURE No. 352 L.-This il
lustrates a Little Boys' dress. The pattern, which is No. 7577 
and cost.s lOd. or 20 cents, is in five sizes for lit.tle boys from one 
to five years of age, and is represented 
differently ueveloped on page 520 of this 
publication. 

The dress is a pretty sty Ie for small boys 
and is here represented made of plaid ging
bam and all-over embroidery. The short 
body, which is simply shaped by shoulder 
and under-arm seams, has a box-plait ar
ranged at the center of the front between 
two backward-turning tucks, and a sillli
br box-plait between two forward-turning 
tucks Ilt the back, �he arrangement of the 
plaits and tucks giving the eff�ct of double 
box-plaits. The dosing is made at the 
center of the back with"button-holes and 
buttons. The skirt is arranged in kilt
plaits that turn toward the back, produc
ing a box-plait at the center of the front ; 
it is deeply hemmeu at the bottom, anu is 
joined to the body in n seam that is con- . 
CJe3led by the belt, which is covered with 
all-over embroidery and passed under 
short straps arranged to turn upon the 
body from the joining of the skirt. The 
straps are covered with all-over embroid
ery and their pointed upper ends are se
oor�d beneath buttous. The full shirt
sleeves aro gathered at the top and bot
tom and fini8hed with wristbands of all
over embroidery, and the rolling collar, 
which is in two sections that flare widely 
at the front and back, matches the wrist
bamk 

FIGURE No. 353 1.-LITTLE 

BOYS' SUlI'. 

(For Illu.tration see Page 519.) 

FIGURE No. 353 L.-This con

7!l28 
Back View. 

INFA�TS' CLOAK. (COPYRIGHT;) 

(For Description see t his rage.) 

sists of a Little Boys' suit and sailor cap. The suit pattern, 
which is No. 7575 and .costs Is. or 25 cents, is in six sizes for 

little boys from two to seven years of age, 
and is shown in two views on page 519 of 
this DELINEATOR. The cap pattern, which 
is No. 3033 and costs 5d. or 10 cents, is in 
seven sizes from six to six !Ind three
fourths, cap sizes, or from nineteen inches 
and a fourth to twentY-OliO int hes and a 

. half, head measures. nnu may be teeL again 
on its accompanying label . 

The suit is in the present instance Fhown 
developed in an effective con,binution of 
blue-and-white striped and plain white 
Galatea, and will be II prime favorite for 
Summer wear. The tn'lIsers. which ex
tend to the knee, are fhn ped by the mual 
darts and seams and llre doeed at the sides. 
Pockets having curved crenings are in
serted above the outside leg-scums,  and 
the trousers are finished at the top " ith 
waistbands and attached by n.eans of 
buttons aud button-holes to the under
waist with which they are WOIll. 'J he 
trousers nre decorated at the outbide leg 
seams with blue bone buttons. 

. 
The dress is designed in a simple style 

that will be appreciated by busy mothers, 
and will  make up very attractively in per
ca.le, gingham, cllltlllbray. linen, pique, 
duck and various other fabrics devoted to 
little .l)oys' SUITlTPer dres�es. It may be . 
developerl in a single fabric,  if preferred, 

}<'IGt;RE Xo. 3;:2 1.-LITLT.r. Boys' DRESS.

Tkis iIlu�t .. a:e" Pattern No. 7577 (COpy
right), price' 10d. or 20 cents. 

The blouse is fitted by the usual Eeams 
on the shoulders and under tbe arms !.nd is 
closed invisibly at t.he center of the front. 
The fronts are reversed by the s!lilor col
lar, which is covereu w it h  a facing of 
w hite Galatea !lnd outlined " ith four 
rOWR of narrow blue braid ; a.nd t.he w ],l.:te 
shield, which 1s topped by a close-fitting 
standing band and attache(l l.lnderneHth to 
the fronts with button-holes and buttons, 
is decorated with double crO�8-rows uf 
hlue braid applied above and below an 
anchor embroidered in blue B Oil un tloes 
or Mediroval silk. The ,-IE'eves iI:troduce 
a aroad box-plait down the upf er Fide of (For Description see this Page.) 

-and made fanciful by the addition of narrow washable braid. 
The Tam-O'-Shanter cap is made of straw with a ribbon band. 

the arm. and are finished with squflre-cor
nered wristbands of white Galatea that are trimmed witl] two 
rows of blue braid, and closed with buttons and button-holes. 
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A band of white Galatea outlined at the top and bottom with siIn
iltlr bmU i� applied to the ample patch pocket at the left side. 
The blouse is tuhled under at the low-
er edge �0 form a casin)!: for a tape that 
regulates the width about the waist., 
the fnlness drooping in regulation fash
iUD. 

The cap, which is made of white 
flannel. Rugp;ests the Tam O'-Shanter 
and milor styles. The side is sewed 
to the C"irtular crown. tte band is sewed 
to the si . le .  and the cap is set upon the 
head to produce the jaunty air of a 
veritable little J nck tar. 

The handsollle little suit will make 
up beautifully in linen, duck, Teviot 
and the various other fabrics that are 
nsed for slllll li hoys' Eummer suits. 
fhe dec01'll tion may consist of braid, 

• ,nel a nautical design embroidered in 
i\silltic filo or embroidery cotton. The 
Clip may mntch or contrast with the suit 
it accompauie:;. 

--- + ---

LITTLE UOYS' SUIT. 
(For llInstrations see this Page.) 

No. 7G75.-Blue-and-white striped 
(fnlntea i� attractively combined with 
white Galatea in this natty little snit 
at figure No. 31)3 L in this DELI�EA
l'uH: ihe nautical air being emphasized 
by a decorntion of blue braid, whIte 
buttous and an embroidered emblem. 

at the out�ide seam. A patch pocket with round lower corners 
is applied to the left side of the bloll.-e and decora led with a band 

of plaiu blue Gala.tea outlined at the 
top and bottom with a row of white 
braid. All the free edges of the blouse 
are finished with a row of machine
stitching. 

Pretty little suits for Summer may 
be made up by the mode in linen, duck, 
pique or striped Galatea. the collar be
ing usually of contmsting; color. Trim
mings of washable hraid and a 'wheel, 
star or other emblem worked in heavy 
Roman floss or some other washable 
variety of silk will usually be adder!. 

We have pattern No. 7575 in six sizes 
for little boys from two to seven years 
of age. For a boy of fi ve years, the 
suit requires seven-eighths of a yard 
of plain with two yards and a half of 
striped Galatea thirty inches wide. Of 
one material, it needs t hree yards and 
five-eighths twenty-seven inches wide, 
or a yard and three-fourths fifty-four 
inehes wide. Price of pattern, I s. or 
25 cents. 

• 

LITTLE BOYS' DRESS. 

(For IUustralions see Page 5')0 ) 
No. 7577.-By referring to figure 

No. 352 L in this DELI�EATOR, this dress 
may be seen prettily made up in a com
bination of plaid gingham ood all-over 
embroidery. 

This picturesque little Summer suit 
for small boys is here shown made of 
blue_and_white striped and plain blue 
Galatea. The trousers extend to the 
knee, and are shaped by hip darts and 
the usual seams along the outside and 
inside of the leg. The closing is made 
at the sides, and pockets having curved 
openings are inserted above the outside 
leg-s��ms. The tops of the trousers 
are finished with waiRtbands and at
tached by button-holes and buttons to 
lin under-waist. The trousers are com-

FIGt'RE No. 353 L.-LITTLE Boys' SUlT.-This con· 
sists of Little Boys' Suit No. 7 5 7 5, price Is. 

Blue gingham was chosen in this in
stance for the dress, and white embroid
ery provides the decoration. The front 
and backs of the waist are joined in 
under-arm and shoulder seams ; and a. 
box-plait formed at the center of the 
front and a backward-turning tuck at 
each side of the plait gives the effect of 
a double box-plait. A box-plait and a 
tuck in the left back and a tuck in the 
right back produce the effQCt of a 
doub!.e box-plait at the center oL the 

or 25 cents ; and Sailor Cap � o. 
:l033, price 5d. or 10 cents. 

(For Description see Page 518.) 

pleted with machine-Rtitching and a row of three buttons is placed 
at the bottom of each leg in front of the outside seam. 

The blouse is shaped by shoulder and under-arm seams and 
closed invisibly at the center of the front. The lower edge is 
turned under for a hem, in which a tape is inserted to regulate 
the fulness about the waist, the blouse drooping in the usual 
fashion. The fronts are reversed at ttle top by the ends of the 

Front View. 

LITTLE Boys' SUIT. 

( For De.crlpl ion see this Page.) 

deep sailor-collar, which is cov
ered with a facing of plain blue 
Galatea that extends down the 
front edges of the fronts to form 
underfacings ; the collar js dec
orated at the edgeg with a row of 
stitching and four rows of nar
row white braid. Between the 
ends of the collar b revealed a 
shield of plain Galatea, which 
is attached underiHjath to the 
blouse with button-holes �nd 
buttons. The shield is finished 
at the neck with a narrow band 
of plain blue that is closed at 
the back, and finished at the top 
and bottom with a row of ma
chine-stitching ; it is ornamented 
with double crosswise rows of 
white braid, between which an 
anchor is worked with Asiat.ic 
rope silk. The full sleeves are 
novel and pretty ; they display 
a broad box-plait on the upper 

f.Ue extending from the top to the deep wristbands of blue Gal
atea, which are trimmed with two rows of whIte bra.ir! and closed 
wilh button-holes and white bone buttons below short openings 

back, the closing beinl!: made through 
the plait. with button-holes and buttons. The full sleeves are 
gathered at the top and bottom and completed with w ristbands, 
that are decorated at the w rist edges with a frill of embroidered 
edging. At the neck is a rolling c()llar in two sections, which 
flare prettily at the back and front and are trimmed with 
embroidered edging to correspt9bd with the wristbands. The 
skirt, which is joined to the waist, is laid in kilt-plaits all round, 
the plaits all turning back ward 
to give the effect of a box-plait 
at the center of the front. The 
waist is encircled by a belt, 
which is passed under two straps 
in front and two straps at the 
back, and closed at the back 
with button-holes' and buttons. 
The straps turn upward from 
the seam joining the skirt and 
body and have pointed upper 
ends that may be tacked under 
buttons or secured with buttons 
and button-holes ; they 'are dec
orated with embroidered edging. 

Galatea, pique, Teviot suiting, 
flannel, serge and many light 
cotton fabrics will make up at
tractively in this way, and lace 
or embroidered edging will pro
vide suitable and pretty deco
ration. 

We have patteru No. 7577 in 
five sizes for little boys from one 

Back View. 
LITTLE BOYS' SUIT. 

(For De�cription see this Page.) 

to five years of age. For a boy of four years, the dress requires 
three yards and five-eighths of material twenty-seven inches 
wide, or two yards and five-eighths thirty-six inches wide, or 
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two yards and a half forty-four inches wide, or two yards and 
an eighth fifty inches wide. Price of pattern, 10d. or 20 cents. 

• 

LITTLE BOYS' BLOUSE. 

(For TIiuBtrations see this Page.) 

No. 7578.-This is a very handsome blouse to accompany a 
best suit of cloth, fine woollen suithg, duck, pique, Galatea, 
etc. For its development sheer white nainsook and all-over 
embroidery were chosen, with 

. 
Front View. 

inches wide, or two yards and five-eighths twenty-seven inches 
wide, or a yard and three-fourths thirty-six inches wide. Price 
of pattern, 10d. or 20 cents . 

LITTLE BOYS' SACK APRON. 

(For IIIustrstions see this Page.) 

No. 7576.-This apron is thoroughly protective, as it covers 
the dress with which it is worn, and for its development checked 

gingham was chosen, with nar· 

7577 

insertion, fancy-stitched bands 
and embroidered edging for dec
oration. The fronts, which join 
the back in shoulder and under
arm seams, are arranged in a 
group of very small forward
turning tucks at each side of the 
closing, which is ma,de at the 
center underneath a band of in
sertion t.hat is arranged upon the 
edge of the left front and deco
rated at its side edges with a 
frill of embroidered edging. 
The lower edge of the blouse is 
turned under and stitched to 
form a casing, in which a tape 
is inserted to draw the edge 
closely abo,ut the waist, the ful
ness drooping in regular blouse 
style. The sailor collar, which 
falls in deep, square outline at 
the back and has long square 
tab ends that flare widely at the 
front, is made of all· over em
broidery and decorated at the 
edges with a frill of embroid
ered edging surmounted by a 
feather-stitched band The shirt 
sleeves are shaped by inside and 
outside seams ; they are finished 
with deep, roIling cuffs, which 
are also formed of all-over em
broidery and trimmed with an 
upturning frill of embroidered 
edging and a feather-stitched 
band. 

LITTLE Boys' DRESS. 
Back View. 

(COPYRIGHT.) 

row embroidered edging for dec
oration. The front and backs 
are joined in shoulder and un
der-arm seams, and the closing 
is made at the center of the 
back with button-holes and but
tons. Straps included in the 
under-arm seams draw the ful
ness at the waist-line of the back 
slightly to the figure ; they are 
crossed at the center and secured 
with a button-hole and button, 
t.he ends being pointed. The 
full 8hirt sleeves are gathered at 
the top and bottom and finished 
with wristbands decorated at the 
edge with a tiny frill of edging ; 
and similar edging trims the 
edges of the fancy rolling collar, 
which is in two sections that are 
deep and square at the front 
and back and curve prettily over 
the shoulders, the ends flaring 
slightly. Patch pockets of am
ple size and having pointed lower 
edges are applied to the front 
and decorated with edging. 

(For Description see Page 519.) 

7578 
Front View. 

LIT1LE Boys' BLOUSE. 

Back View. 
(COPYRIGHT.) 

Aprons of this kind form a. 
really important part. of a small 
boy's wardrobe, and to keep 
him looking tidy a number of 
them will be required; Not the 
least attractive feature of this 
apron is its simplicity, which 
will render its development and 
laundering an easy matter ; and 
this is an important item to the. 
woman who must do her own 
work as well as dressmaking. 
Striped, plaid and plain ging
ham, seersucker, cambric and 
all sorts of cotton goods used fol' 
aprons are adaptable to the 
mode, and narrow whit.e or 
colored embroidered edging will 
form the most appropriate dec
oration. If a more fanciful 
effect be liked, the collar and 
wristbands may be . cut from 
a contra�ting fabric or two 
colors may be used. 

(For Description see this Pag!:.) 

Any of the finer varieties of 
cambric, nainsook, lawn, etc . , 
are appropriate for biouses of 
this ldnd, and if a less elaborate 
development than the one se
l�cted in the present instance lfu desired, the collar and cuffs 
may be of the same fabric as the 
blouse, and rendered fanciful by 
frills of Hamburg or Swiss em
broidery. Flannel, outing cloth, .. 
gingham and percale will be 
chosen for school wear. 

Front View. Back lTiew. 
We have pattern No. 7578 in 

seven sizes for little boys from 
two to eight years of age. To 
make the blouse for a boy of five 
years, calls for a yard and three
eighths of lawn thirty-six inches 

LITTLE Boys' SA OK ,APRON. 
We have pattern No. 7576 in 

six sizes for little boys from one 
to six years of age. For a boy of 
five years, the apron needs two 

(For Description see this Page.) 

wide, with three-eighths of a yard of all-over embroidery thirty
six inches wide. Of one fabric, it needs three yards twenty-two 

TO OUR CONTRIBUTORS.-We are again ready to inspect 
Fancy Work and useful articles in Knitting, Netting, Tatting 
and Crochet, with a view to their publication in the DELIN�ATOR 
at our regular rates for such work. 

To insure inspection and possible acceptance, all work sub· 
mitted must be either new, or original with the sender, and 
accompanied by correct directions. 

Write the directions upon one side only of your paper, with 
the lines far enough apart to allow sufficient space for making 
any necessary changes in the manuscript. 

As far as possible follow the method of abbreviations and· 
general arrangement used in those departments of fancy work 

yaMS and a half of material twenty-seven inches wide, or two 
yards thirty.six inches wide. Price of pattern, 10d. or 20 cents. 

in the DELINEATOR in which the particular class of work 
wanted appears. 

Work is often returned as " unavailable "  because of the 
carelessly written or incorrect directions accompanying it. 

Work previously sold to other periodicals must not be sent us. 

PATTERNS BY MA IL.-In ordering patterns by mail, either 
from this office or from any of our agencies, be careful to give 
your post-office address in full. When patterns are desired for 
ladies, the number and size of each should be carefully stated ; 
when patterns for misses, girls, boys 01' little folks are needed, 
the number, size and age should be given in each instance. 

a 
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STYLISH LING€I{I€. 
(For Illustrations �ee Pages 521 and 522.) 

The fascinating accessories that give a stylish and, frequently, 
an elaborate finish to waists are composed of lace and velvet, or 
ribbon and lace, with jet, gilt or silver ornaments. Sometimes 
flowers and exquisite jewels supplement the unique 
decoration on chiffon, mull ' and materials of that 
character. 

FIGURE No. 1 .-FANOY YOKE.-This yoke has a 
standing collar covered with velvet that is arranged 
in two outstanding loops at each side ; it is closed at 
the back under frill-finished ends and decorated in 
front with a large gilt buckle. The yoke is composed 
of velvet tabs, to the free edges of which is gathered 

a deep frill of chiffon, that falls with 
the effect of full caps on the shoulders. 
The tabs are overlaid with point de 
Gene lace in a handsome open-pat
terned rlesign, and the dressy effect 
obtained by this combination will be 
acceptable to blonde or brunette, as 
it is not difficult to make and various 
suitable combinations of color may be 
arranged. 

acceptable to 
sensible women 
is shown in this 
belt, which has 
a skirt lifter at
tached at each 
side of the front 
and back. The 
belt is made on 
a band toot is 
stiffened with 
canvas, the bow 
at the left gide 

concealing the closing ; the bow at the right corresponds with 
the one on the left-and both have one upright end resembling a 
rabbit's ear and two downward-turning loops. The skirt lifters 
may be made of velvet, braid or elastic, and garter clasps at the 
lower ends will prove satisfactory for securing the uplifted skirt. 

FIGURE No. 4.-FANOY V-YOKE.-A unique example of the 
tasteful mingling of lace, chiffon and insertion is shown in this 

yoke, which has a V-shaped center-piece 
formed of alternate rows of chiffon and lace 
insertion outlined with a doubled frill of yel
low chiffon arranged to fall with jabot effect, 
and this again is outlined with heavy point 
de Gene lace that is laid in plaits at its upper 
edge to fall in graceful folds. The high 
collar is encircled by a band of chiffon laid 
in upturning folds, and a flat bow of ribbon 

FIGURE No. 2. -CIIEMISETTE. -Pink

and-white per('ale is shown in this 
chemisette, which has a short cape 
back and a broad, rounding front, the 
latter showing a box-plait down the 
renter decorated with a stud. It b 

FIGURE No. 3.-MoIRll BELT. FIGURE No. fl.-JET COI,L A R-ORN AMENT. 

(For De.criptions of Figures Nus. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, Bee " Stylish Lingerie," on thi8 Page.) 

topped by a high collar, which is encirclea with :� tie arranged 
in a band-bow in front corresponding with the material in the 
chemisette. The stripes run crosswise in the chemisette, and the 
high collar Is cut b-ias. 

FIGURE No. 3. -}tlom¢ BELT.-A unique idea that will be 

matching the chiffon is ornamentally placed at the waist-line. 
FIGUllE No. 5.-JET COLLAR-ORNAMENT.-An efIective neck 

decoration that may be used on a black silk or over a dress waist 
of any color is here shown. The cut-jet glistens beautifully ano 
is in strands of small and large beadR separated by sections of 
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large cabochons that are outlineo. with a fanciful design com
posed of very small beads. Ornaments of this kind, which are 
all made tajasten at the back, may 
be purchased at a moderate price. 

FIGURE No. G.-FANOY SQUARE 
YOKE.-This yoke admits of be
coming combinations, for though 
lace and ribbon are in this instance 
united, velvet and ribbon, or chiffon 
and silk may be pleasingly associ
ated. The yoke as here pictured 
\MS cut from point de Gene lace. 
The neck is completed with a stand
in!!; collar covered with lace and 
decorated at the top and bottom 
with a ribbon band. A full frill of 
lace falls over the shoulders and is 
narrowed and terminated at the end 
of the yoke. Ribbon bands start 

FrGUR1! No. 6.-FANCY SQUARE YOKE. 

gatherea at the top and uroops deeply over each sltoulder, beinj( 
narrower at the front anti bdck. Hibbon is formed in a shell 

FIGURE No. lO - FA NCY VELVE'I 
bTOCK. 

plaiting across the front at the t{)P 
of the lace frill, und I ibbon bands 
decorate ell( h eide, being' carried 
from under ribbon rosettes at the 

FIGURE No. l l.-FA NCY (lOLLAR. 

(For DCl'Cription8 r f  Filrore. No.. G. 7, B, 9, 10 and 1 1, ,.e .' Stl.lloh l./71,er1£." on 
Pages n22 alld �£a.) 

lower corners to the chaux on the 
shoulders. 

FIGURE No. S.-DRESSY YOKE.� 
White lawn finelv tucked was used in 
the making of this dressy aocessory, 

from eaeh shoulder and are carried 
d�wn the front to the waist-line, where 
they all meet and terminate under a 
full bow with long, flowing ends. The 
lower edge of the yoke is outlined with FIGURE No. 9.-FANCY FIORU. 

FIGURE No. � . -DECORATION FOR A LOw-NEOKED EVENING WAIST. 

a band of ribbon, over the center of which is fastened a rosette bow. 
FIGUI�E No. 7.-DECORATlON F(!)U A Low-NEOKED EVENING 

W AIST.-Light-blue chiffon and satin ribbon are here combined 
with white lace to form a charming garniture for an evening 
waist. The chiffon covers the shoulders in soft folos, being 
caught in gathers under a chou on each shoulder and collected 
at the lower edge in shirring that cause wrinkled folds, a V 
�ect being produccd by the arrangement. The lace ruffle is 

a n d  l a c e  
eoging, em
b r oi d e r e d  
beadiugand 
ribbon pro
vide a dain
ty decora
tion. The 
l a w n  i s  
shaped to 
form a deep 
point at the 
center and 
extends to' 
the 8houl
d e r  a n  d 

FlGURE No. �.-COMBINAT10N FOR A L ADTER' BA�QUE
WA1ST.-(Cut by Patt,ern � (j. 748 1 ; J ? sizes ; 28 to 

46 illcheR, bust measl l re ; pricp 1 s. 3d. or 30 cellt�.) 
a r m '  s-e y e (For DescrJption 600 " Dressmaking at Home," on Page 525.) 
seams, its 
free edges 
in front being outlined with lace edging. It is topped by a high 
standing collar that is encircled by a wrinkled stock of lawn 
shirred at each side to form an outstanding loop and closed at 

the 



to 
,�.) 
;25.) 

high 
lawn 
�d 8� 

the back. A. bow of ribbon is tacked at the 
waist· line over the deep point of the yoke, and 
the long, flowing ends which fall from the bow 
droop low on the skirt. A uainty bow is fas
tene<l at each siue of the front anu several rows 
of beading through which narrow ribbon iii run 
are applied at intervals. 

FIGURE No. D.-FANCY Frenu.-Pale-pink 
dotted Swiss was selected for this fichu, which 
is sufficiently long to cross below the bust or at 
the wa; Jt-line, as desired. Its free edges are 
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ates ; and a jabot of 
Valenciennes lacc falls 
from thc lleck straight 
to the waist-line. A 
soft pouf of �ilk is 
placed at each riJe of 
the standing collar. 

• 

f)R,€SS.M.AKING 
AT H0.M.8. 

(Fer Illustrations Rep Pagee 
4..., UIiU fJ� to 52:,. ' 

The observant stu
dent of fadllcns w ill 
not fail to note the 
picturesqueness find 
artbtic beauty whi(;h 
arc dic.tinguisi1ing fea
tures of the new street 
anu house dresEes, 
wraps, jackets and 
skirts. 

In the decoration of 
waists there is abund
ance of novelty, and 
there is no dir::.inution 
in the size of the bvuf
fant sleeves or of the 
stylishly flaring skirts, 
which present strfii�:ht 
lines but show a care
ful anu graceful dis
tribution of fulness. 

FIGURE No. S.-CoMBINATION AND DECORATION FOR 
A LADIES' BASQUE-FITTED COA1',-(Cut by Pat
tern N o. 'T 5 � 6 ;  1 4  sizes ; 28 to �6 inches, bust 

measure ; plice Is. 6d. or 35 cents.) 
FIGURE No. 1 0.-STYLTSII COMBINATION AND DECORATION FOR A 

J,ADlES' COSTUMF..-(Cut uy Pattern So. 7 5 6 2 ;  13 si7.e� ; 28 
(0 46 inches, bust measure ; price Is. 8d. or 40 cents.) 

Jackets and capes 
are standard garrr:er:ts, 
and in the desi�ning 
of all new modes of 
this kind due regard 
is shown for the fiC
commoclution of the 
full dress sleeves, 

decorated with a double frill 
of Swiss having an embroid
ered edge. 

FIGURK No. lO.-FANOY 
VELVET SToOK.-Leaf-green 
velvet and English violets 
compose this stock, which is 
made over a stiffened silk 
band. the velvet being softly 
wrinkled and formed into 
outstanding loops at each 
side, and also at the back, 
where the closing is made. 
A bunch of violets is placed 
at each side of the front and 
back, adding a pretty tClUch 
of contrasting color. 

FIGURE No. l l . -FANOY 
COLLAR.-A becoming and 
dressy appearance may be 
given any plain waist by the 
addition of thisadjunct, which 
consists of a high silk col
lar covered with point de 
G.lne lace insertion in open
work pattern, a square yoke 
eIT e c t  of silk being ar
ranged in front below the 
standing collar and cov
ered with laee to correspond 
with it. Accordion-plaited 
silk falls deeply over the 
shoulders, tapering gradually 
to the bust, where it termiu-

FIGURE No. 9.-DECORATTON FOR A LADlES' RKIRT.-(Cut by 
Paltern �o. 7 5 1 2 ;  1 0  sizes ; 20 tf) 38 inches, waist 

mcaslll'c ;  price Is. 3d. or 30 cents. ) 

FIClt;UE No. 1 I .-LADIES' DOUBLE-
BREASTElJ BASQU�, WITll CUEMISETTE. 
-(Cut by Pattern �o. 749.J. ; 1 4  SizeR ; 
28 to 40 inci1ps, bue,t measure; price 

1 �. 3d. or 30 cC'ot? ) 

(For Descriptions of Figures Nos. 8, 9, 10 and 
11, flee u nrps�mnking at nome., H 

on Pages 52!; and 526.) 

"hicb must not be crusbed lest their 
stylish effect be marred. 

Jet, lace, chiffon, ribbon, braid, 
etc . ,  arc selected for the decoration 
of street nnd house dresses . 
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FIGURE No. 1 .-DEOORATION FOR A LADIES' 
BLOUSE-W AIsT.-Changeable taffeta silk showing 
violet and green was chosen to make this blouse
waist, and satin ribbon of a deeper violet hue 
decorates it prettily. The fulness in the fronts is 
collected in gathers at the top and in shirrings at 
the bottom at each side of the closing, which is 
made under the box-plait at the center. The plait 
is decorated with ribbon rosettes, and the standing 
collar is covered with a wrinkled ribbon that is 
gracefully bowed at the back. Ribbon bands cross 
the shoulders, their ends being decorated with 
dainty rosettes. The leg-o'-mutton sleeves are 
each banded at the wrist with ribbon laid in an 
upturning fold. About the waist is a wrin'kled 
ribbon formed in two l oops at each side of the 
front. Pattern No. 749 1 ,  price ls .  or 25 cents, 
was used in the construction ,� the basque. 

FIGURE No. 2.-COMBINATlOR AND DECORATION 

FIGURE No. l3.-COMBINATION AND DECORATION :rOR A 
LADIES' COSTUME.-(Cut by Pattern No. 7509 ; 13 sizes j 

28 to 46 inches, bust measure ; price I s. 8d. or 40 cents.) 

FIGURE No. 12. -COMBINATTOl<' AND DECORATION FOR A 
LADIES' COSTUME.-(Cut by Pattern No. H75 j 14 SiZeR j 

28 to 48 inches, bust measure j price ] s. Sd. or 40 cents.) 

FOR A LADIES' ROUND YOKE-WAlsT.-Pink-and
white zephyr gingham, all-over embroidery and 
pink silk were chosen to make this waist, and 
embroidered edging decorates it tastefully. It 
is a stylish mode by which to develop either silk 
or any of the numerous washable fabrics. The 
round yoke, to which the full back and fronts 
are joined, is outlined with edging ; the �tanding 
collar is covered with a crush collar of silk that 
closes at the back ; and the full sleeves are 
finished with embroidery. The waist is encircled 
by a silk belt. The design was furnished by 
pattern No. 7495, price 1s. or 25 cents. 

FIGURE No. 3.-DEOORATION FOR A LADIES' 
BLOUSE-W AIST.-Figured taffeta and darker 

FIGUIlE No. l4.- LADIES' Godet SKIRT.-(Cut by Pattern No. 
75 7 1 ;  9 sizes ; 20 to 36 inches, wlIist measure ; 

price lB. 3d. or 30 cents.) 
( For Descriptions of Figures Nos. 12, 1 3  and 14, see " Dressmaking at 

Home,"' on Pagf' 52ft) 

plain silk were S6-
lected to make this 
waist, which is 
shirred in V outline 
at the top . and at 
sufficient distances 
apart to give the 
effect of soft pulI. 
ings, while the 
bottom droops in 
regulation blouse 
fashion. The high 
collar is covered 
with a stock collar 
of silk that is dec. 
orated at each side 
with a rosette bow, 
and the waist is 
encircled with a 
twisted belt of silk 
adorned at the sides 
with dainty roo 
settes. The unique 
feature of the mode 
is presented in the 
sleeves, which are 
in leg-o'-mutton 
style, with ample 
fulness at the top 
collected in gathers 
and in bournouses 
that are faced with 
plain silk. Addi. 
tional fulness is col. 
lected in plaits on 
the forearm at the 
seams, and below 
the elbow the ad
justment is close. 
The mode is suit. 
able for silk and 
other goods. The 
design was pro· 
vided by pattern 
No. 7538, price 18. 
3d. or 30 cents. 

FIGURE No. 4.-
LADIES' EVENING 
W A I S T , W I T H 
FRENOH FRONT.
For evening wear 
this waist will be 
effective and be-
coming. For i1s 
present develop-
ment lavender g'-08 de Londres was 
chosen, with jet 
and moire ribbon 
:Sor decoration. The 
waist is cut low 
and square at the 
neck. The front 
is formed in box
plaits at the top 
and droops charac
teristically at the 
bottom. The short 
bouffant sleeves are 
supported by lin
ings and are gath
ered at the top and 
bottom to stand 
out broadly in the 
fashionable man
ner. Jet bands 
cross the shoulders 
and are secured 
under a rosette bow 
of ribbitn at each 
side near the arm's
eye. A long jet 
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fringe ornament falls from beneath 
the rosette, the jet strands reach
ing to within a short distance of 
the waist-line. The ribbon that 
outlines the square neck termi-
nates in a bow l1t the center of the 
front. The waist may match or 
contrast with the skirt with which 
it is worn. Pattern No. 7565, 
price Is. 3d. or 30 cents, was used 
in the construction of the waist. 

FIGURE No. 5.-LADIES' FANCY 
BLOusE.-Lemon-colored figured 
organdy and silk were selected to 
make this blouse. The fronts and 
back are full , and above them on 
the lining is applied Ii full, square 
yoke that is shirred to form a suc
cession of vertical puffs. The 
lower edge of the yoke is followed 
with plaited ornamental sections 
of silk, at the center of which is 
placed a spread bow that is orna
mented with a silver buckle. The 
standing collar is covered with a 
Princess stock of silk shirred to 
form an outstanding loop at each 
side ; it is closed at the left side 
and decorated in front of each loop 
with a silver buckle. The gigot 
sleeves have abundant fulness at 
the top and are decorated below 
the fulness with ribbon formed at 
the center in a broad bow that is 
secured with a buckle. The waist 
is encircled by a silk beit that is 
bowed in front and tacked under 
a buckle that corresponds with 
those on the sleeves and collar. 
The design was furnished by pat
�m No. 7 480, price 1 s. or 25 cents. 

FIGURE No. 7.-COMBINATION 
FOR A LADIES' BASQUE-W AIST.
Fern-green faced cloth, cream
white China silk and green moire 
were selected for the development 
of this waist. The Eton jacket
fronts are very effective, opening 
as they do over a full vest of silk 
that is finished with a standing 
collar and tucked to square yoke 
depth, the fulness below the tllcks 
drooping with blollse effect. The 
sailor collar which completes the 
basque-waist is of moire, and be
low the full puffs the coat sleeves 
are faced with moire to correspond 
with the collar. The pattern by 
which the baRque-waist was 
shaped is No. 7481 ,  price I s. 3d. 
or 30 cents. 

FIGURE No. 8.-COMBINATION 
AND DECORATION FOR A LADIES' 
BASQ1r.E-FITTED COAT.-Biscuit 
cloth was chosen for the coat and 
chemisette, white moire for the 
vest, and brown silk for the revers 
facing and rolling collar, the dec
oration being embroidery done in 
shaded brown silks. The fronts 
are reversed in lapels by a rolling 
collar which they join in notches, 
and open over a pointed vest. 
The vest is closed in double
breasted style and turned back in 
revers that meet a rolling collar 
in notches. The chemisette is 
heavily embroidered to correspond 
with the border on the coat and 
the decoration on the bouffant 
gigot sleeves. Less elaboratibn 
will result in a tasteful garment, 

FIGURE No. · 6 .-COMBINATION 
AND DEOORATION FOR A LADIES' 
BLOusE.-The yoke style of 
blouse-waist is very popular, and 
the one here pictured developed 
in black silk, with yellow ribbon 
and ecru-tinted point de Gene lace 
for decoration, is a favored mode. 

FIGURE No. 15.-COMBINATION AND DECORATION FOR A 
LADIES' COSTUME.-(Cut by Pattern No. 7564 ; 1 3  
sizes i 2 8  to 46 inches, bust measure i price Is. 8d. 

or 40 cents.) 

(For Description soo " Dressmaking at Home," on Page 526.) 

At the top of the waist is a yoke suggesting an inverted V out.line, 
and to it. are gathered a full bac Ii and fronts. The full sleeves 
Rre completed with cuffs of silk overlaid with lace, and the 
Btanding collar is covered with lace to match the yoke. The 
waist is encircled by a ribbon belt that is completed with a bow 
in front, and the yoke is outlined with ribbon that terminates 

FIGt;RE No. I.-CROCHETED BAG. 

In a pretty bow at the center. Challis, silk and a great variety 
of C0tt.on fabrics may be developed by the mode, which is 
inclu'led in pattern No. 7525, price l s. 3d. or 30 cents. 

as the shaping is in 
perfect style and 
the opportunity for 
contrast will be ac
ceptable to those 
who desire a color 

FIGURE No. 2.-FANCY Box. 
(For Descriptiollil of Figures Nos. 1 and 2, �ee " Artistic 

Needlework," on Pa�e 527.) 

combination. 'fhe garment was cut by pattern 
No. 7526, price Is. 6d. or 35 cents. 

FIGURE No. 9.-DECORA'l'ION FOR A LADIES' 
SK IRT.-This style of skirt is well suited to ma
terials of narrow width ; it is represented made 
of old-rose taffetta and decorated with iridescent 
bead trimming. The front-gore is quite narrow 

at the top and is without darts, as are also the side-gores, which ' 
break into graceful folds a short distance from the belt and IDeet 
the two back-gores, that are gathered at the top and fall in roll-
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ing folds to the lower edge, w here the skirt is decorated with a 
border of iridescent bead trilIlming. Linen lawn, challis and 

FIGURE No. 3.-FANCY BAG. 

organdy will 'make up satisfac
torily by the mode, which was 
provided by pattern No. 751 2 ,  
price l s. 3d. o r  3 0  cents. 

FiGURE No. 1 0 . -STYT.ISH 
COMBINATION AND DECORATION 
FOR A LADIES' COSTUME.-Lav
ender silk dotted with black 
and plain white silk are asso
ciated in this c08tume, and 
black lace insertion provides 
appropriate decorntion. The 
w/list. has a French front of 
white silk, and the six-gored 
skirt has three godet� at the 
back that stand out in statciy, tubular folds. 
The ornament at the center of the front of the 
waiilt, which presents the effect of a box-plait, 
is overla.id with lace insertion to c(lrrespond with 
the revers. The revers frame the full FrenNJ. 
front, which d roops sli!!:htly with blouse effect. 
The Rhaped belt am] high collar are overlaid 
with lace. T*e co�tume is exceptionully dressy 
and was cut by pattern No. 7562, price ls. Sd. 
or 40 cents. 

FIGURE No. l l .-LADIES' DOUDLE-BREASTED 
BASQUE, W ITT! ClIEMISETTE.-Fancy cheviot is 
pictured in this basque and chamois-colored 
cloth in the chemisette, which may be omitted 
if not desired. Machine-stitching provides the 
finish. The basque is made with arched sides, 
notched fronts and a coat-tail back, and the 
fronts are reversed above the double-brea�ted 
closing to form revers t.ha t  meet. the rolling collar 
in notches. The chemisette is finished with a 
standing collar. The sleeves are in mutton-leg 
style. The basque m ay be worn with any of 
the plain skirts now fa�hionable. It was cut by 
pattern No. 7494, which costs 1 s. 3d. or 30 cents. 

and stllnds out with stylish fulness at the back. The 
was cut by pattern No. 7475, price 1 s. Bd. or 40 cents. 

FlGUllE No. 13.-COMDINATWN AND DEOOllATION FOR A 
COSTUME.-Brown-and-,·cru striped cloth was 
white cloth in the development of this costume, 
being embroidery wrought with heavy silk. The oasqllellM1le 
sents the features usually admired in tailor suits, plain fant gigot sleeves, and fronts that are turned back in broad 
by a r0lling collar, with which they are notohed. The 
are faced with white cloth to IDatch the double-breasted 
which is topped by a standing collur. The decoration is 
broidery exquisitely wrought in brown and ecru tints. 
skirt is composed of three pieces, with godeta at the 
an J is unadorned. Serge and other materials of like ' 
will  make up attractively iu t'.is mauuer. The 
w:lioh the costume was shupilJ is No. 7.309, price 1 s. Bd. 
OJntR. 

FIGUllE No. 14.-LADIES' GODET SK lRT.-Black 
with hi6h l ustre was selected to make this skirt, 
ample wiJth and graceful expansion at the b0ttom. 
sufficiently wide to extend well across the hips and is 
perfect smoothness at the top without darts. The 
into J odilied ripples a short distance from the t0P, 
three yodels at the back are interlined with crinoline to 
the rounding, tubular folds in which they fall. Siik. 
novelty goods and IDany sheer fnbries will be fashioned 
stylish manner, the mode being included in pattern N... I 
which costs 1 s. 3d. or 30 cents. 

FlGUllE No. lii.-COMBINATION AND DECORATION FOR A 
COHTUME. -Pearl-gray and black silk are tastefully "UJlllUl1l""I� 

-this costume, and jet Vandykes, jet fringe and silk 

(For Descriptions of Fig-ure3 Nos. 3, 4 atfd 5, see " 
Needlework," on Page 527.) 

effective decoration. The pattern used for 
veloping the mode is No. 7564, price 1 s .  
4 0  cents. The skirt flares in the fa�hion8 ble 
and is plainly completed. The bodice has 
French back with piaits at the bottom. and 
blouse front with a box-plait formed ll t  the 
Over the standin� collar is adjusted a full 
of silk, with a soft rosette diFpoFed at each and below it falls a m nny-pointed FBi 

FIGUllE No. 1 2 . -COMDlNATION AND DEOOllA
TlON Fall A LA DIES' COSTUME.-Scotch cheviot 
und ivory-white faoed cloth were ·selected to 
make this stvlish costume. and it is effectively 
deeoruted with brocaded sil k ,  braid Hnd vel vet. 
The vest is closed at the center, topped by a high 
c urate collar, and decorated with braid arranged 
in vertical rows quite clORe top;ether. The loose 

�)G URE �O. 5.-0ROCHETED 
BASKET. 

that i'S edged with jet. Vandykes. Bands of 
are carried in soft folds down t he front under 
box-pla.it, to a little below the hust. A 
silk sash encircles the waht and is gra 
bowed at the center of the front, the end fronts of the jacket are rolled back in lapels that are faced with 

brocaded silk and meet the rolling collar, which is inlaid with 
velvet. The four-gored skirt flares m oderately at the bottom 

prettily trimmed with fringe. which al�o falls over the 
from the standing collar. The gigot sleeves are trimmed 
w rists with Vandykes. 
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(For Illustrations !'eEl Pages !\25 and 5�6.) 
FIGURE No. 1 . -CROCHETED BAG .-For the thousand and one 

little things of the toilette that all women possess all sorts of 

FIGURE No. l.-FANCY PEN-WIPER. 

This dainty cllse is mlld� of pale-blue satin covered at. the center 
with cream point de G�ne lace between two large l>ow9 match
ing the silk. the bows being placed some dist.ance from the ends. 
Round the edge is frilled fine white V alencieunes lace, and to 
each 18ng edge lit the center is tacked ribbon, which is bowed 
to close the case. 

To the inside of the case, as shown in the small view, nrc 
adjusted ribbon straps under which to slip the handkerchiefs. 
A layer or two of wadding placed between the outRide and l ining 
and sprinkled with sachet powder, will give a delicnte perfume 
to the contents of the case. 

FIGURE No. 5.-CROCHETED BASKET.-A triangular receptacle 
for " rings and things " is here shown supported by three twisted 
brass rods that meet at the top under a bow of old-)!old satin 
ribbon. The basket is made of cardb8ard covered on the inside 
with a puffing of old-gold surah silk and smoothly on the out
side witli similar silk. Over each side hangs a triangle of white 
silk crocheted rings. The corntll"s of the basket are fastened to 
the rods Borne distance from the bottom with ribbon tied in bows . 

• 

(For Illustrations see Pages 527 and 528.) 
FIGURE �T •• 1.-FANCY PEN-WIPRR.-Since the egg is sym

bolical of Easter, it is frequently called into requisition for 
ornamenting gifts that are dis
tributed during that season. In 
the present instance part of an 
egg was used in decor!! ting a pen
wiper, converting the always 
nseful gift into a very pretty one. 
The pen-wiper is circular in 
shape, and is made of several 
layers of dark-red flannel pinked 
all round the edge, the inner 
leaves. which are intended for 
service, being a tTitle smaller 

receptacles are required. In a pretty bag 
fashioned after the present design odds and 
ends of all kinds ;may be stowed away, and 
when Sllspended from a hook in some corner 
of a room, it will prove quite as ornalnental 
liS it is useful. The bag is made of old-rose 
silk, and over it is a cover made of white silk 
crocheted rings. A heading is crocheted 
round the top. and through it are run old-rose 
satin draw-ribbons for closing the bag. Each 
set of ribbons is finished with a bow. Brass 
rings are used as a foundation for the cro
cheting, the instructions for making which 
lire given in , . The Art of Crocheting, "  price 
2s. or 50 cents. 

FIGUnE No. 2.-FANCY Box. -Two sides 
of this box are covered with wide pale-

FIGURE No. 2.-FANCY ORNAMI<NT. 

green Rat,in ribbon, and the remaining 
two with old-rose ribbon, the edges 
being joined the depth of the box with 
fancy stit.ching done w ith green silk. 
The ribbon ends, which extend beyond 
the top of the box, are turned under 
and sewed to form casings, in which 
old-rose silk cords tipped with tassels 
Bre inserted to draw the top close. 
Various floral designs are painted in 
water colors on all four sides of the 
box, with effective results. Silk could 
be used instead of ribbon, and a design 
could be wrought in each side with 
embroidery silk. 

FIGURE �o. 4.-FA�CY HANGING
bUEL" F.S. 

(For Doocrlplion� of fi'iguJ'es No�. 1 ,  '!, 8 Rnt} 4, 
see " 'fhe W Ol k�'''Lblc, 'I on P8�es 5;r, aud 1)28.l 

FIGURE "No. B.-FANOY BAG.-Blue 
aOlI ivory satin are associated in this 
dainty hag, which may be used as (l 
receptacle for anything that its owner 
wishes to place therein. The bag 
proper is made of blue satbn. The 
t{)P is turned under deeply and stitched 
twice to form a casing for draw rib
bons, also of blue satin, that are ar
ranged in b()ws at the ends. Five 
triangular sections of ivory satin are 
applied about the bottom . Upon each 
is painted a floral device in delicate 
colors and round the side edges is 
frilled It:1lia,n lace. Deqigns ma.y be 
embroidered instead of pninted, if 

FrauRll No. S. -FANOY Box. 

than the upper and lower ones. Tile 
head of 11 n Ull is ad.;uqtel on the pcn
wiper fot" ornamentation. The face 
is made of hu If fin egg ('ut length wi�e, 
and the featurcs 8 fe painted upon it. 
'l'llC forehead ii; covered w ith a white 

oue is more skilful with the nCN Ie than with the brush. 
FIllUllE NO. 4. - lIANDKl>w ' I EFJ ' A >l U:  --CLOSED A!S"D OPEN.-

mmlin band. and another hand i� dmwn sl!loothl�' down en eh 
side of the face aml. crossed under tlll' chin. .Meeting this band 
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is a deep collar that rests on the pen-wiper. 
painted at the overlapping edge of the collar. 
thrown a veil of black 

A black cross is 
Over the head is 

FIGURE No. 4.- FANOY HANGING-SHELYEs.-The;e 
shelves may be hung either in a boudoir or a living room 

are useful for holding 
bits of bric-it-brac and 
like. The shelves are 
from glass in graduated . 
and upon each is painted 
graceful spray of flower" 
Three long gilt chains 8U� 
port the shelves, which art 
each fastened at the ends 

nun's-vailing reversed 
at the top to show the 
head-band and falling 
in the folds usually 
seen in a nun's veil. 
The ornament is very 
attractive and may be 
easily reproduced. 

FIGURE No. 2.
FANOY ORNAMENT.
Another pretty Easter 
ofiering in which the 
egg figures promiI\ent
ly is illustrated in this 
ornament, which may 
be placed wherever it 
will look best, in my 
lady's chamber or else
where. It also ofiers 
suggestions for favors 
at an Easter entertain
ment. A small egg is 
cut in half lengthwise 
and painted to repre
sent a face. The hair 
is also painted, and on 
the head is placed 
a hat of pink crepe 
paper, the trimming 

. FIGURE No, 9. 

FIGURE No. 3.
FANCY Box.-A pretty 
receptacle for trinkets 
and odds and ends of 
all kinds is represented 
in this b o x ,  which is 
round in shape, and is 
covered with four up
right frills of old-rose 
crepe paper. Inside 
the box, at the top, is 
placed a disc of card
board on which are 
sewed frills of lace 
paper, that stand flufi
ily about a small bisque 
doll's head, whereby 
the lid can be lifted. 
Over the box is fitted 
a cover, w hi"il is suf-
ficiently deep to admit 
the head when shut 
down. Thc cover is 
lined with paper dis-
posed in rays, which 
meet under a rosette 
also of paper, and is 
edged with lace paper. 
The outside of the 
cover is covered with 
frills and a rosette of 
paper is fastened on 
the head. The cover 

FIGURE No, 6. 

FIGURB No. 7, 

FWTmg No. R. 

the outside chains under 
bows of yellow salin rib· 
bon. The third chain, 
which hangs at the black, 
is fastened at the 

FIGURE No, 5. 
FIGURES Nos. 5, 6, 7 AND 8. - NEC�;SSAlRE, AND SEC

TIONS FOR MAKI�G IT. 

to the shelves, all 
chains meeting at the 
under a large bow cf 
bon. Any pretty 

being flowers, also made 
of paper. Round the neck 
is a wide, double frill col
lar and under the chin is 
tied a large bow, which, 
like the collar, is made of 
paper. Any preferred 
color of paper may be 
used. Paper is pre
ferred to silk because it 
stands out more stiffly . 

could be painted on 
shelves, which a glazier could cut in the required s.ll8.pe. Th1 
ribbon could be selected to correspond with the pre�iling color 
in the design. 

FIGURES Nos. 5, 6, 7 AND 8.-NECESSAIRE, AND SECTIONS FOR 
MAKING IT.-Daintiness and practicability are combined in thh 
compact little article, which, as its name implies, is n",e" •• "" . 
to the needlewoman. It is shown in the shape of a 
which provides an admirable case fur a thimble, while 
edge of the sole are thrust pins and under the sole is adjusted a 
needle-book. The slipper itself is made of light-blue corded silk. 

Figure No. 5 shows the shape of the sole in its actual size, 
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FIOURF No. 10. 
FIGURES Nos. 9 AND 10. - RG<l WITH UmCKEN, AND DIAGRAM FOR SHAPINlf h. 

(For Descriptioll@ of Figures Nos. 5, 6, 7, 8, U and 10, Bee " The Work-'fabk,·' on Pages 5'l8 "lid 529.) 

need not be let down unle�� de�ire,l, since it is 
to produce a r('ali�tic efiect, thun for actual u�e. 

added more The sole is ellt from paBteboa d !Illtl ("overed SlIloothly with silk. The vamp is picture,\ nl fi,.:(un· No. (\ : it i" also eut from 
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pasteboard and covered carefully, like the sole ; and the edges 
are then sewed neatly to the corresponding edges of the sole, a 
Buspension ribbDn matching the silk being fastened to the point 
at the top of the vamp and to the heel under pretty bows. 

As figure No. 7 is shown the needlebook, which, like the other 
part, is made of pasteboard and cDvered. The bDOk is composed 
of two parts, and 'On one 'Of the covers are fastened two leaves of 
!lannel for holding needles. A loop of cord is fastened at the loose 
end of one of the covers, which is clDsed 'Over a button secured 
at the end of the other cover. When finished the book is sewed 
under the sole. 

. 

At figure No. 8 the necessaire is shown completed. 
FIGURES NDS. \) AND 10.-EGG WITIl CmcKEN, AND DIAGRAM 

FIGURE No. I. 

Fon SHAPING IT.-A 
pretty little Easter 
token is here repre
sented by a small 
chick emerging from 
a brDken egg shell. 
The chicken may be 
made to appear very 
life-iike, as shown at 
figure No. 9,  if con
structed as explained 
below. 

Figure No. 10 shows 

FIGURE No. 2. 

the section for shaping 
the chicken, in its 
actual size. It is made 
'Of an obloI)g piece of 
light-yellow jeweller's 
cDttDn five inches long 
and three inches wide. 
Little jet beads are 

FIGURES NOB. 1 ANIl 2.-]<;}IPIRE PAPER sewed on the cDtton 
DOLL. at X and Y tD repre-

sent the eyes and a 
gathering string is run at the dotted lines. Fold the cotton 
at A and B, and sew two sUll-flower' seeds in the fold at B, to 
represent the bill ; thcn �ew edges B, C and D tDgether for the 

breast, pull thE) gathering string close to form the head, and 
stuff the head with cotton. Sew a little fold in the cotton at G, 
H I and J tD form the wings. Stuff the bDdy with cDtton and 
place it in the broken egg 
shell, which may be properly 
balanced so that it will stand 
upright by placing shot 
wrapped in cotton in the 
bDttDm 'Of the �hell.  The 
cotton should be fluffed a 

little at the wings and neck 
to prevent the stitches from 
showing. 

• 

(HILB�€N' S (01�: 
N€�. 

(For DluBtratioDB Bee Pages 529 
and 530.) 

Years agD, as mamma can 
tell YDU, paper dolls were ' 
little girls' favorites. These 
paper people never went en
tirely 'Out of fashion, but they 
were at one time not in great 
demand ; nDW, hDwever, they 
have again CDme tD the frDnt, 

FIGURE No. 4. 

FIGURI!:S Nos. 3 AND 4.-CHINESE 
PAPER DOLL. 

(For Descriptions of Figures NOB. 1. 2' 
3 and 4, see " Children'8 Corner, " 

on Pages 529 and 530.) 

and many charming possibilities in the way 'Of dress have been 
lately discovered. The new paper dolls are quite up to date 
in the matter of clDthes, and can hDlU their 'Own with their 
dignified sisters in bisque Dr wax. 

We have here two paper dollies, dressed respectively in 
Empire and Chinese fashiDns. The doll pictured at figure No. 2 
is tD be clDthed in an Empire gDwn, shDwn at figure ND. 1 ,  
which is very shDrt-waisted and has a long, scanty skirt trimmed 
at the bottDm with a self-headed ruffle. The neck is cut IDW 
and is decDrated in frDnt with a flat bDW, and the sleeves are 
shDrt and puffed. A full belt is arranged abDut the waist, and 
frDm it at the right side hangs a pDcket, which adds tD the 
quaintness 'Of the costume. Dully carries a doll in her left 
arm. Her hat is large and flaring and is trimmed with a feather. 
DD YDU want tD knDw hDW tD create a doll just like this 'One ? 
Tmce the head and cDstume separately on tmcing paper, and 
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transfer them to a heavy-bodied paper that may b e  easily creased, 
and upon which painting may be done with water colors. The 
doll and costume are then cut out as illustrateci and painted 
with any colors that plea�e the fancy. When all is completed, 
the back of the hat is bent down. anci the doll's 
head i� slipped through the opening made at 
the neck of the costume, which is bent over 
it at the shoulders. The sections at the feet 
are then bent. one forwllrd and one bllckward, 
or else helJ apart, so that dolly may stand. 
YOJ. will  timl this very interesting work and 
ea�y to do. 

The Chine�e doll is shown at figure No. 3 and 
the costuLne at tignre No. 4. Proceed precisely 
the same as for the Empire doll and you will 
meet with the same success. The Chinese dolly 
wel>rs a tunic and a full skirt and she also 
carries a fan. Very bright colors should be u�eci 
in this instance. You coull make several dolls 
of each kind and dress them in variou,ly tinted 
costumes. 

Most of you are familiar with tr.ese shadow 
pictures. Aren't they fUUlly ? At Ii.gure No. 5 
is shown a remarkably tall and slender woman 
arranging her hair. She does not go about it 
very I-(fUceful ly. but then she is all angles. and 
we cannot expect much grace or beauty under 
such comlitions. 

for the light must show the figures in outlines or silhouettes 
against the sheet, in the same way as a shadow is produced on 
a blank wall when a light is held behind the object itself. A 
curtain is necessary, and it should be easily and quickly drawn 

back as the subjects are announced. Consider
able practice is needful on the part of the per. 
formers to represent the various characters 
correctly, but a great deal of amusement mn)' 
be cierived from snch an entertainment, which 
you may announce to your friends as " Shadow 
Tableaux. " 

• 

F0R, G€NTL€.M.€N. 
(For Illustrations Eee Page 5.'11.) 

The illustrations in this department for the 
current month include three styles of half-hose, 
a tiat and a kHot scarf, two flaring-end scarfs 
and four patterns of suspender webbings. 

FIOUllES No. 1 AND 2.-GENTLEME�l 'S  FLAP.
lNG-END SCARFs.-The scarf shown at figure 

No. 1 is made of white 
silk figured with small 
cresccnt shapes in a quiet 
shade of red. 1'his shape 
is known as the Euston. 

At figure No. (j is portrayed a fond mamma 
wheeling baby in a perambulator. Baby is wide 
8cwake and seems to be enjoying his ride. FIGURB �o. 5. 

At figure No. 2 is pir� 
tured a scarf with ends 
that flare somewhat more 
than those of the one at 
the preceding figure. The 
material chosen for this 
scarf is black silk show
ing figures in self and 
clusterll of bright-red dots 

The graceful litt.le folks pictureci in the group at 
figure No. 7 seem to be having a very good time. Big 
sister in the chair seems to be acting the carriage, 
baby is coachman and the three children are his horses. 
They all look happy, don't they ? 

At figure No. 8 we see a poor missionary with grip
sack and umbrella, hemmed in by two fierce-looking 
cannibals. Each of the savage men carries Il huge, 

FIGURE No. 7. 

dangerous-looking club. and in addition to his Bcanty attire, 
there is 11 nose ring. This class of people actually pierce 
holes in their nose for nose rings as you do in the lobes 
of your eurs for ear rings. It seems to me that these 
gentlemen are persuading the unhappy white man to do 
somethlug very much against his will, and their intention, 
no doubt, is to dispatch him quickly and make merry 
over his remains. 

D(1) you remember what I told you about these silhou
ettes ill the DELI:SEATOR for December, 18j)4 ? Some of 
you may not have read that article. 80 I will repeat what 
I then sahl. If you would like to reprocluce t.hese pictures 
with living models, and that would be very joliy, the room 
in which the tableaux are to b", shown must be darkened. 
Euild a stage or platform ,  and in front of it adjust a 
white sheet of some loo�ely woven fabric, sugpending it 
from the ceiling and allowing it to fall to the floor of the stage. 
The performers · must be posed behind the �heet, between the 
latter and a lighted lantern having a funnel-shapen reflector, 
which will be found most practicul for the preset>' Purl" '''€ i 

FIGURE No. 6. 

FlGUIlE No. 3.-GEN
TLEMEl" S FLAT SCAHF.
This shape is known as 
the Wimbledon, and is 
made of blue silk figured 
with uniquely di�poseri 
dot.s and groups of short 
dashes in ciel-blue. The 

scarf is very narrow at the top and is neat and stylish. 
FWUIlE No. 4.-STYLES IN SUSPENDEIl ,VEBBlNGB. -The 

fashionable widths of the new webs are inch, inch and a quarter 
and inch and a half, and the grounds run to light colors, such 

FIGURE No. S. 
Fmum::s Nos. 5. 6. 1 AND S. - SHADOW PrCTLRElS. 

(FOI' Dcscr!;>tion. of FI::-ures Nos. 5. 6, 7, and 8, sec . .  ChiltIJ,<:n'. Corner," 
on ti1is Fage.) 

as mauve, sea-green, lavender, corn Ilnd white. The lllustra
tions present a good general idea of the trend of popular taste 
so far as patterns are concerned. 

FIOURE No. ii. -GENTL.&MEN'S HALF-HosE.-The three styles 

is 
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of half-hose shown a t  this figure represent the prevailing taste. 
The first Bock is of navy-blue lisle thread, and a handsome effect 

FIGURB No. 2. 

FIGURES Nos. 1 AND 2. -GENTI,EMEX·S FLARING
gNU SoAI!FS. 

is produced by well spaced rcd bars and 
heel and toe tippings in red. The ankle 
is woven vertically. 

The sock in the center of the group 
sholVs a hair.line pattern. The stripes 
are black and raised, and when the sock 

is up.on 
the foot 
t h e  r e d  
o f  t h  e 
g r o u n d  
shows at
tractively 
t h rou g h  
them. The 
a n k l e , 
heel and 
t o e  a r e  
t i p p e d  
w i t  h 
b l a c k , 
and pairs 
o f  r e d  
stripesarc 
w o v e n  
near the 
t op and 
l o w e r 
pa.rt of the 
ankle. 

FIGURE No. 6.-GENTLEYEN'S KNOT SOARF.-Black-and-white 

satin woven in interlinked bars is pictured in this scarf, which is 

E'IGlIRE N o, 4.- STYL�;8 IN ::>U8PENJ)KR 
WEBlll!<'GS, 

FIGURE No :I. -H �;NTLEMEN'S 
FLAT SCARF. 

The laFt 
o f t h c 
group is a FIGURE Ro. .-GE:;;TLEMEN·� ITA LF-HosE. FIGURE Xo. G.-Gr:!<" lLKMEN'S KNOT SCARl"; 

sock of (For De-crlptlons o� Figures �os. I, �, 3, 4, 5 and G, Bee " Styles fer Gentlemen," on Pages �SO and 531.) 

B e d f o r(1 
cord in a russet ilhade. These hose are warranted stainless, and, 
owing to their peculiar weave, are sure to be both cool and durable. 

7 

called the Mistela: Three folds in the knot and two at the top 
of the a;)ron characte+�(' t!1I' °h'l" ('. :\'1 \ t he c:l.!s flare. 
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FANCY 
Pretty and serviceable table-mats to be placed under lamps 

or large vases are lliade of velvet, satin, cloth, felt or plush, and 
the decoration is frequently braid, silk embroidery or bullion 
embroidery. . 

At figure No. 1 one-quarter of a design is shown in full size. 
�'he braid is couched on with gold thread, and the spangles over
lap aDd form the circles that are clearly portrayed. Some fas
cinating novelties may be made with this design, which to 

many will be a pleasing 
change from the silk 

and linen effects 
that are also 

popular. 
It 

is a good design for bullion embroidery, but great care shOlald 
be taken to avoid stretching t!J.e bullion when it is cut in small 
pieces and stitched to position. The bullion should be worked 
across the design, and either ODe or a variety of tints may be 
employed. For a small table in the boudoir, sitting-room or 
library, velvet. in a shade that harmonizes well with the sur
roundings may be chosen for the cover, which must, of course, 
be shaped to extend to the edges of the table ; and either gilt, 
silver or bronze braid may be used to work the design, or bullion 
may be chosen. Iridescent effects are brought out so exquisitely 
in bullion, which comes in all the metallic tints, that ivory or 
cream white felt or cloth is sometimes selected for the cover, 
and such delicate hues as pink, green and bluet for the embroid
ery. A white table-cover is more appropriate for the boudoir 
than for the library, but equally attractive results may be achieved 

011 dark shades of velvet, plush or cloth. 
The table mat illustrated at figure No. 2 is made of 

ruby-red velvet decorated with gold braid and 
spangles. The design is the same as that shown 

ill part at figure No. 1 .  
The prudent housewife is  always careful 

to lay a table cover or mat under a 
lamp that is to rest 011 a highly 

polished stand or table. It is 
not a difficult task to make 

these decorative accessories, 
but it requires patience 

and painstaking. Such 
articles make charm

ing gifts, for they 
are both useful and 

ornamental, and 
the toil and lov-

ing thought 
l a v i s h e d 

upon them 
g r e a t l y  

enhance 
t h e i r 

value. 

FIGURE No. l.-ONE-QUARTER OF DESIGN, IN FULL SIZE, FOR TABLE-MAT. 
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FASHI0NA8L€ 
Never before, perhaps, were the accepted textiles more perfectly adapted to the reigning fashions than they are at the 

present time. Skirts are models of severity and. stateliness, 
while bodices are exactly the reverse, displaying a grace and a 
freedom of outline that are truly fascinating ; and these widely 
contrasting characteristics are most admirably brought out and 
emphasized by the latest products of the ltom. 

With a very few exceptions, all classes of goods are soft and 
pliable. Such textiles would at tirst appear hardly suitable for 
making the new skirts, but their flexibility causes them to yield 
readily to all of Fashion's caprices, while any stiffening or 
support that may be needed can easily be contributed by means 
of substantial linings. 

'l'here is as usual a vast assortment of materials from which 
to choose for one's Spring outtit, but crepon will most frequently 
be select.ed for " best " wear. This fabric is to be commended 
for its elegance and its durability. It is rather loosely woven, 
but it is generally made with an under-surface of webbing, 
which though very sheer, serves to strengthen the goods 
proper without adding materially to their weight. 

The designs and color blendings in the new crepons are 
legion antI all are attractive. 
In some cases the crinkles 
are woven crosswise and 
succeed one another l ike the 
undulations of the sea, the 
goods being as lustrous as 
silk ; but in most instances 
the crinkles run vertically. 
In one class they produce the 
effect of very pronounced 
welts and are striped en baya
dire with silk lines, which 
are yellow on a blue surface, 
cl:el on black, and green 
on purple. The last named 
combination, by-the-bye, has 
lost none of its popularity. 

• 

and contrast artistically with the more delicately tinted tissue. 
The soft front has at the center an applied ornament that looks 
like a tapering box-plait, and droops with pouch effect at the 
bbttom over a velvet bow, which conceals the ends of a velvet 
band that overlies the lower edge of the budice. The neck 
finish is a soft collar of velvet with rosettes at the sides, and tlie 
sleeves are of the gigot order, standing out voluminously above 
the elbows ancl titting closely below. The hat supplementing 
this charming costume is a novel shape in yellow chip trimmed 
with black tips and violets, and the gloves are tan Su0des. 

Black crepon is obtainable in the same designs as the colored 
varieties, and makes very handsome skirts, which look as well 
with fanciful bodices of colored silk, chiffon or crepe as do 
skirts of moire or any other silken fabric. 

Youthful and even mature party-goers bestow the most em
phatic admiration upon perforated crep'ln, which is an entirely 
new production. This unique variety has a silk warp and is 
not crinkled coarsely like some of the novelties above described ; 
and the eyelets are wrought in the form of ovals, circles, wheels, 
sprays and other pretty devices. A contrasting color is invariably 
introduced beneath, and it is naturally chosen to harmonize 

with the hue of the crepon. 
Among novelties not of the 

crepon order is a fabric 
resembling eta mine that is 
traversed by rows of open 
weaving like drawn-work 
which suggest perforations. 
Silk taffeta in harmonizing 
tints will frequently be used 
beneath this material, which 
is  shown in the fashionable 
solid colors. 

In another style of crepon 
the crinkles present an ap
pearance of pUsses. Some
times the colors are solid and 
sometimes contrasts arc made 
with silk lines running up and 
down the goods. There is 
yet another variety in which 
the indentations are less reg
ular and the colors are solid, 
and still another that has 
crinkles in the form of puffs, 
and between them narrow, 
straight stripes. 

FIGURE No. 2.-TABLE-UAT. 

Then there is a silk-mixed 
weave not unlike velours but 
of very light weight. In a 
specimen that is certain to 
develop very daintily the 
cords, which imitate those 
seen in velours, are woven i n  
a n  admixture o f  gray and 
blue, and over the surface 
are strewn gray silken dots 
that are deCIdedly improv
ing. Another example has 
finer cords blending old-rose 
and reseda, and is marked 
with indefinite figures in 
which the two hues are skil
fully intermingled to produce 
an iridescent appearance. 
Illuminated effer.ts are also 
carried out in these goods, A silk-mixed novelty that 

is not crinkled, though its 

(For Description see " Fancy Stitches and Embroideries," on Page c32.) 

surface is suggestive of such 
a weave, presents long wave lines that are both striking and 
handsome. A brown-and-green groulLd is marked with black 
waves that are patterned after the Greek conception of wave 
lines seen in ornamental drawing ; and in another sample the 
colors associateli are bronze and navy-blue, the wave lines being 
of the latter hue. 

An exceptionally tasteful crepon was used in conjunction 
with heliotrope chiffon and a darker shade of velvet in the 
development of a stylish promenade costume for Easter. It 
has a black surface formed into crinkles that suggest plis�es and 
diversifie([ by heliotrope silk lines that stand out from the 
sombre ground with, an almost metallic lustre, crossing the 
criukles and reaching from one selvedge to the other. The 
skiJ;t of the costume is formed of six gores, curves gently and 
naturally at the front and sides by reason of the ingenious shap
ing, and falls at the back in a trio of ,qf)dfis that widen toward 
the bottom. In the budice the tasteful triple combination is 
8ur.cessfully effected. The French back is laid in plaits at the 
center of the lower edge, the plaits gradually disappearing as 
they spread upward. A French front of chiffon is revealed 
between great revers of velvet that taper to points at the bottom 

which will unite happily with 
ei ther sil ks or tissues. 

Mohairs continue to ascend in the scale of fashionable fabrics. 
In solid colors they will often be chosen for business, shopping, 
travelling and general utility dres�es, while the figured varieties 
will be devoted to more elegant purposes. Delicate shades of 
blue and pink and a light golden-brown tone are mingled on a 
white ground in a blurred effect resembling warp printing, and 
over the surface run short, disconnected wave lines of white silk 
tbat are almost zigzags. This particular fabric will be an ap
propriate choice for dressy costumes. 

Scotch cheviots having rough surfaces are now offered in 
checks of various styles, and very smart gowns are fashioned 
from the:n, usually by severe molies. Checkecl novelties are 
popular, and some rather extreme devices are to be noted in 
them. Thus, in II certain Scotch weave the checks are large 
and nre broken through, leaving the material as open as any of 
the pierced fabrics in vogue. Heather and other mixtures are 
seen in these Scotch goods. 

'railor suitings in pin-head checks and hair-line stripes give 
great satisfaction for morning promenade gowns. 

Solid-hued A.nd two-toned whipcords showing double lines 
are very stylish, especially for ladies' going-a way toilettes, 
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which may be made simply or with moderately fanciful bodices. 
Plaid taffetas will play an important part in the Spring and 

Summer fashions, and will be chiefly used for waists. The clan 
colors are less frequently observed in theIll than fanciful com
binations, which are arranged to suit all types and complexions. 

Chene taffeta and gr',s de Londres will be largely made up 
in entire suits in conjunction with chiffon, spangled net or lace. 
In some patterns of gl'OS de Londres the figures are rather dark 
and very uncertain, but an enlivcning fabric or t.rimming may 
be appropriately introduced. . 

Coruk Gachem;re is a printed silk of the China or India order, 
figured with Oriental devices in the beautiful medley of colors 
from which it takes the latter part of its name. 

Silk crepon with Pompadour figures is extremely dainty for 
waists, as are also intaglio silk crepon, in which the crinkles 
are deeply sunken, and ganfIre crepon showing chene figures. 

Benares cr�pe with broch6 figures in self is already a favorite 
for dancing gowns, and many Summer wardrobes will contain 
dresses made of it for evening functions at country hotels. 

A novelty silk shows taffeta in solid colors, either with or 
WithOl:� figures, puckered between straight rows of satin. The 
fabric is called plisse crepon and is principally used for waists. 

A rival of chiffon for bodices is chiffonnette, which res"':1-
bles silk mull, though somewhat softer, and has a white ground 
enlivened with embroidered pink, blue, yellow, or white dots. 

The array of cottons is no less extensive than that of silks or 
woollens, being so generous, in fact, that it will be very sure to 
perplex and embarrass the purchaser who has not quite " made 
up her mind." Not unlike Maaras is the " Johnson " handRpun 
cloth, a new cotton of domestic weave that is displayed ia solid 
and mixed colors, and also in stripes. Shirt-waists and entire 
dresses will be <¥veloped in this stylish fabric, which is really 
washable, the colors being perfectly fadeless. In the mixed 
handspuns white is intermingled with navy, ciel or robin's-egg 
blue, or with cardinal, reseda, pink or tan. The same range of 
colors is displayed in one of two striped varieties, white appear
ing in the form of minute pin-points in aadition to fine stripes. 
The other striped material shows a solid navy-blue ground 
striped with double lines that are narrowly or widely spaced. 
These striped handspuns will be found exceptionally desirable 

for morning and shopping toilettes. The solid-colored weaves 
are very handsome and are produced in a number of colors. In 
pale-pink, blue or green they will often be used for blouses and 
even for gowns to be worn at Summer Outdoor fetes ; and in 
navy-blue, cardinal, tan or mode they will make smart yachting, 
outing and bicycling suits. 

A stylish outing suit was fashioned from navy.blue hand. 
spun and pink-and-white striped dimity, the latter being used 
for the shirt-waist. The skirt is formed of six gores and hangs 
at the back in three godet.�, which assume as graceful a pose in 
this textile as in serge or any other soft woollen. The shirt· 
waist is full, and its c�osing is made with silver studs through 
a box-plait applied upon one of the edges. The collar is in 
rolling style and will admit the wearing of either a Windsor or 
four-in-hand scarf ; and about the waist is clasped a belt of 
black silk rihbon having a silver buckle. The blazer is made 
with coat-plaits and laps, Ilt the back below the waist-line, and 
ripples slightly over the hips. The fronts are reversed in lapels 
which form notches with a rolling collar, and flare sufficiently 
to show the shirt· waist, although they may be closed just below 
the lapels, if desired. A round pocket-lap conceals a pocket on 
each hip. The sleeves are in gigot shape. The mixed and 
striped varieties of handspun are likewise available for such 
styles. 

Some of the newest Swisses have colored silk dots and lines, 
others show beautifully tinted but vaguely patterned flowers that 
seem to fade from view as one looks at them, and others again 
are broadly striped. A pretty Swiss with a batiste finish has a 
pale. gray ground powdered with black pin-dots, and, when 
made un, will be by no means the sombre-looking fabric that its 
description would seem to suggest. 

Linen batistes are shown in the natural unbleachea hue and 
are either pla1n, or prettily marked with solid or lace strips or 
with embroidered silk dots, which are ceil in one instance, 
navy-blue in another, bluet in a third and cardinal in a fourth, 
the dots harmonizing with the ground in every instance. 

Sateen is much liked, and so are Gulatea, Bengal cord, which 
belongs to the Galatea family, and Teviot, which is of lighter 
texture than Galatea, though not unlike it in weave. Teviot is 
striped and dotted and doubtless has a promising future before it . 

••• 

Embroideries rival laces both in beauty of design and in 
fineness of texture, and the two classes of garniture are deemed 
equally desirable for decorating dressy woollen and silken gowns. 
The new embroideries fully merit the distinction conferred upon 
them, being wonderfully rich and graceful, and so filmy and 
pliable that they accede to fanciful disposals as readily as the 
lightest laces. 

The batiste embroideries are most highly favored, and among 
them may be found many novelties. One group of these trim
mings are wholly ecru or butter-colored, and are elaborated 
with medallions of various shapes or other pretty designs, and 
finished with edges that more closely resemble lace than they do 
embroidery. Other ecru batiste embroideries · have eyelets 
worked with black or blue sil k, and more or less fanciful edges ; 
a.nd in still others the decorations are white and contrast very 
charmingly with the ecru gro.nds. Insertions corresponding 

. with the various edges are, of course, provided. 
The effectiveness of embroidery as a decoration for silk is 

clearly manifested in a toilette of navy-blue taffeta figured with 
pink and green flowcrs in chene effect, its trimming being con
tributed by ccru batiste insertion and edging, both of which 
display a very open and lace-like wheel pattern, and edges fan
cifully wrought to correspond. The skirt is made with three 
goiels at the back and one at each side of the front, and the 
sides and front between the single gndet� fall in natural ripples. 
The bodice hv.s a smooth-fitting back with a box-plait down the 
center, and a front consisting of a pointed yoke and a drooping, 
blouse-like lower portion that is also ornamented with a box
plait. Three rows of insertion are applied diagonally to t.he 
yoke, and a single row overlies the box-plait in front. The 
sleeves are of the regulation qigot shape, and it cap of em
broidered edging flows gracefully over each from the shoulder. 

A narrow, shaped belt finishes the bottom of the waist, lind over 
it is adjusted a row of inserti8n.  At the neck is a full collar of 
the goods that is formed in a spread bow at the back. 

Irish-point embroidery, which is generally wrought in Van
dykes, may also be used on dressy gowns, and personal taste 
may govern its disposal on both skirts and waists. 

Very dainty trimming for dimities and other washable goods 
is supplied by nainsook embroidery showing small patterns in 
pink, blue, heliotrope, yellow and other light colors. An 
especially charming sample of this garniture is designed with 
three serpentine stripes composed of the minutest of light-yellow 
blossoms, above a narrow, lace-like edge, and would look well 
on a navy-blue dimity or batiste striped with yellow, or even on 
a challi;; of suitable coloring. 

Nainsook ruffling is a genuine novelty, and is offered in num
erous pretty patterns and in both white and ecru, for the decor
ation of silk ginghams, organdies and Swisses. It is embroidered 
near the hottom, and from the edge falls fine Valenciennes lace 
matching the ruffling in tone and applied with little fulness. In 
some instances the edges are cut in points or scollops, which the 
lace outlines very prettily ; and Rometimes dots are worked all 
over the ruffling, while just at the edge is an open design. 

Dotted Swiss and nainsook embroideries with fancy edges are 
adaptable to all sorts of cottons and are used as frequently upon 
children'S as upon ladies' gowns. • 

Applique embroideries have no solid grounds and are designed 
in separable points or in points that depend from bands resem
bling beading. All styles of dress goods favor these handsome 
trimmings, and satisfaction is certain to result from their appli
cation in every instance. 

English eyelet embroidery is employed in many ways. The 
edging and insertion are used to trim all sorts of garments, and 
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the all-over embroidery i s  often chosen for yokes, sleeves, veillts 
and even entire bodice�, aud is frequently made up over a color. 
The eyelets are of every conceivable shape and look very like 
needlework. 

One of the most admired laces is a point gaze patterned after 
the eyelet embroidery, with eyelets that are more or less elabo
rate devices finished with feather-edge loops, which contribute 
not a little to the elegance of the· designs. The lace is sold as a 
piece fabric for bodices, as well as in edgings and insertions. 
Berthas, era ulettes, jabots and all sorts of frills are li:ilade of this 
and, in fact, all the softer laces, among which are the much
favored poiut IUrre, point applique and Regence laces. 

Hegence lace, an entirely new variety, has a large-meshed net 
bearing appliqueed figures, which, as well as the edgc, suggest 
the familiar Henaissance lace. The tone is a soft cream shade, 
and the lace is in every way an unusually effeetive trimming. 
A pretty set in Regence lace comprises five graduated straps for 
skirt decoration, and a pair of shouldcr straps, the back ends of 
which meet, while bet ween the front eULls are arranged three 
graduated bands. 

A similar set is offered in Florentine lace, which b a fine 
variety of Medici and is especially desirable for enriching gowns 
of moire antique, satin or any other material of the same elegant 
class. 

Dancing gowns of crepe, silk mull or chiffon may be beauti
fully adorned with a crdpe lisse flouncing upon which are 
appliqueed lace figures. 

Vandykes of Duchesse lace are new and are devoted to a 
number of uses. Yokes and collars are formed of them, and are 
usually made up independently, so that they can be worn with 
any number of bodices. Occasionally, however, they are ap
plied permanently, and then soft surah or chiffon is introduced 
iu puffs between the Vandykes. A pretty idea is to hold up the 
fulness of sleeves by fastening Vandykes at the shoulders and 
again at the elbows, one or two of the points being used on each 
sleeve. Ducnesse Vandykes are applied with excellent effect 
upon the box-plaits which are now so stylish in fancy blouse
waists, and lace medallions are effectively used in the same way. 

Vandykes of point Venise lace in a very deep shade of ecru 
known as leather-color are deservedly popular for decorating 
crepons and other woollens. They are applied in panels on 
skirts and in various ways on bodices. 

Russian lace in its uatural unbleached shade is so heavy that 
it has the effect of passementerie. Capes, collars, yokes and a 
variety of other adjuncts are fashioned from pointed edgings of 
this variety. very many of the designs inviting such use. There 
are also galloons of Russian lace elaborated with jet and trans
lucent stones that imitate emeralds, sapphires, topazes and other 
gems. These brilliant trimmings will be chiefly favored for 
bodice decorations. 

Galloons of gold gauze are also resplendent with mock jewels 
and are particularly handsome and enlivening upon dark-hued or 
black crepon gowns. 

Spangled trimmings are once more enjoying great popularity, 

and there is less of tawdriness about the new paillettes than there 
was about those of former seasons. In jet passementcries span
gles are mingled with cabol'hons and beads. and on net or gTcna
dine galloons they are sometimes arranged in layers to Ruggest 
scale armor, or are appJieu among beads in the form of rosettes. 
For the rosettes either jet or <:olored spnngles are u"e: I ,  the list 
of colors obtainable including such dainty "hades as rose, 
reseda, heliotrope and blutL. 

A grenadine galla on showing rosettes of green paillelte.o, againHt 
a background of jet beads, and a handsome jetted net butterfly 
were chosen to ornament a church toilette of black rilk-warp 
crepon designed for a woman of yery conservative tastc. The 
gored skht is made with the fashionable trio of tlodets n� the back 
and easy curves at the front and sides, and two galloons are ap
plied diagonally from each side-gore to the center of the front 
just above the lower edge, where the galloons meet under the 
butterfly. The back of the bodice is laid in three side-plaits at 
each side of the center, where a band of galloon is placed. The 
front is shirred several times at the top in the outline of a shallow, 
pointed yoke, and falh with pouch effect over a full belt of the 
goods that is adjusted in tw o outstanding loops at thc back. 
Two bands of galloon are secured at each side of tbe front to fall 
from the shirring loosely over the blouse-like portion, and their 
lower ends are fastened beneath the front to preserve the droop
ing effect. The gigot sleeves are draped at the shoulders in 
butterfly fashion, and below the elbows they cling to the arms 
with the approved closeness. The collar is soft like the belt, 
and is made with shirred, outstanding ends at each side. This 
stylish toilette is accompanied by a hat of black chip trimmed 
with black ostrich tips and ivy leaves, a black silk parasol with 
a fancy handle, and tan glace gloves. 

Jet medallions in wheel and other shapes look as well as lace 
ones upon box-plaits. W hen such plaits arE, not included in a 
blouse design, they may be simulated with black satin ribbon 
extending from the neck to the lower edge, and medallions may 
be used to trim. These dainty ornaments are also in order for 
collars, upon which they are usually applied at the sides. 

Garnitures that have the admired blouse effect are vastly 
popular for plain bodices, and are of many kinds. One rich 
specimen is  formed of straps of black satin ribbon that are 
studded with brillant jet cabochons, outlined at t.heir long edges 
with jet, and held together with chains of fine jet beads. The 
blouse is round-necked, and on the shoulders are fastened satin 
bows that also sparkle with cabochons. Another pretty blouse 
garniture inclulles a blouse of fancy fish-net, and a yoke of black 
satin ribbon crossed in lattice fashion and sown with cabochons. 
The ends of the lengthwise rows of rib.bon arCi�each shaped in a 
point and tipped with a jet tassel. and jet pendants swing at 
intervals from the meshes of the net. 

Yet another ornament of this class displays rows of black lace 
in alternation with chains of fine beads, and, being high at the 
neck, is provided with a jet collar. Any of these garnitures 
may be arranged over a material that contrasts in hue with the 
bodice upon which it is applied. 

.... 

QUAINTNESS is aimed at even 
more than smartness in the designing 
of bonnets, which are just now held 
in particularly high esteem by close 
followers of Fashion. The claim of 

matronly women to an exclusive right in these dignified bead
covetings is disputed by maidens, who don them on all sorts of 
occasions and find them very becoming. 

Many of the latest bonnets are unique and picturesque as well 
as decidedly artistic. The open-crowned variety has long held 
almost absolute sway, and it is still very much admired ; but 
it now has a formidable !'iva! in the Dutch bonnet, which is only 

f\ILLINE�Y. 

affected by youthful women. This shape is worn so far off the 
face as to leave visible the straight, white parting of the hair 
almost to tbe crown, the shallow structure being practically 
supported by the coifiUl'e. It fits the head c10selv III frent, 
extends deeply over the ears, and is slightly hollowed at the 
back. The trimming is placed toward the back and is disposed 
with a very broad effcct that emphasizes the odd beauty of the 

. st.yle. 
A very pretty Dutch bonnet is formed of black nct thickly 

sown with spangles. At the back is a very largc AI8atian bow 
composed of double loops of black satin ribbon, and at the ends 
are bunches of yellow roses, which will look particularly well 
against raven locks. At thc center in front is a jet butterfly 
that seems quite ready for Bight. The Dutch bonnet never has 
strings, and is usually secured with long hair-pins thru�t through 
the shape and well into the coiffure ; and a short veil is �ften 
worn. 

Another bonnet of the same class is of riveteel jet. Tufts of 
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black silk roses are fixed a t  the ends, and toward the back at 
each side are poufs of new-pink velvet, while a black aigrette 
rises high at the left side. 

An airy-looking toque that is suitable for both day and even
ing wear has for its shape simply a brim of jetted net, the 
design requiring no crown. In front is adjusted a large jet 
butterfly studded with imitation turquoises that give an effec
ti ve touch of color, and at the back black velvet rosettes nestle 
into the full arrangement of net. 

Winged creatures and effects that suggest them are much in 
vogue for adorning both large and small hats, and the great 
assortment of such trimmings that is now displayed includes 
birds of all kinds, riveted jet butterflies, wings made of various 
materials, and gauzy bows fashioned to look like wings or 
butterflies. On a dainty bonnet that is better suited for evening 
than for day wear, a large, fluttering butterfly is cleverly imi
tated by means of a bow of white gauze embroidered with gold. 
The bonnet is made of net and is in the shape of a Marie Stuart 
cap. In front are secured several white gardeniaM, and above 
them stands a rather broad coronet of riveted jet. At the back 
is disposed the dainty bow, and below it is a half-circle of the 
pretty white flowers, which rest with charming effect upon the 
hair. Gardenias are among the most popular flowers used in 
millinery. . 

Wings of riveted jet lend a distinctive charm to a handsome 
jet toque. Four wings project from t.he hat at regular intervals 
in front, and two. more are added at the back. Beneath the 
wing on the right at the back is a bunch of white roses, beneath 
that on the left is a bunch of red roses, and a soft black Paradise 
aigrette is added at the left side. In front is a Rhinestone cres
cent placed in an upright position with its horns pointing toward 
the front. This is a particularly artistic chapeau .• 

Black hats are well liked, and as usual most women find them 
becoming. A large black hat has a bell-shaped crown of rough 
straw, and a straight brim composed of fans of lace and straw 
braid used in alternation, the brim narrowing toward the back. 
Jetted net is draped in soft folds about the base of the crown 
and caught at the back, front and sides with jet-and-Rhinestone 
pins j and at each side of the crown two ostrich plumes are 
placed a short distance a�art to nod in opposite directions. 

The bell crown, which is wider at the top than at the base, is 
much in vogue at present with broad brims. It is notably 
effective in a picturesque Gainsborough of black shirred lace. 
Four rows of jet cabochons glitter on the brim, and at the edge 
stands a frill of the lace that proves a delightfully 80ft face
trimming. Black satin ribbon is folded about the crown and 
holds a frill of lace that stands fluffily and prettily above the 
crown, materially lessening its severity. Loops of riveted jet 
are slipped over this frill at each side, and at the left side are 
adjusted five black plumes that fall of their own accord in 
different directions, and also a black aigrette. The brim is 
rolled at the left side, and underneath is applied an elaborate 

• ornament composed of cabochons that will look well against 
either dark or light hair. At the back a small black tip is 
arranged to fall on the knot of the coiffure. 

An attractive result is attained with cream lierre lace on a 
large hat having a brim of shaded green rough straw, and a 
crown formed of violets that are loosely laid upon'a net founda
tion. The brim is entirely veiled with lace, which is disposed 
at each side of· the front in a projecting loop, and a long end 
that is wired to stand out like a wing. At the base of the 
crown in front is a knot of green velvet that supports an upright 
crescent of Hhinestones. Under the brim at each side are white 
gardei!las, and the hat is to be worn sufficiently off the face to 
show the floral garniture effectively. Either a black or a white 
veil may accompany this pretty confection. 

The same variety of lace was used in the decoration of a 
sailor hat of burnt straw. The crown is moderately high and 
square, Cond the broad brim is rolled enough at the left side to 
show a trimming of pink roses and violets, which are applied 
directly upon the brim and will give color to the face. Upon 
the brim in front is a bow of wired turquoise satin ribbon, in 
which the wire is run through a cord in the process of manufac
tu.re, a convenience that will be greatly appreciated by every 
milliner. At each side of the bow the lace lies in soft cascades 
upon the brim, and at the left side of the back are more roses 
and violets. 

The fluffy face ruffle of net appears to decided advantage 
on a large hat of rough butter-colored straw, being in this 
instance a dOUble frill of fine black point d' esprit net with an 
edge finish of narrow black satin ribbon. Upon the brim in 
front stands a bow of leaf-green taffeta ribbon, and the remain-

der of the brim is t.rimmed with pink roses and shaded purple 
lilacs, while a rose-bud and a small bunch of the purple bloSSOD18 
are adjusted underneath the brim at the back to fall upon the 
hair. 

Not unlike a walking hat in outline is a medium shape in 
rough green-and-brown mixed storow. In front are laid folds of 
royal purple velvet, and at each side is perched a shaded green 
bud. Between the birds the crown is almost hidden by a mass 
of green leaves, more leaves are clustered at each side of the 
back, and a bunch of violets is arranged among those at the left 
side, some of the pretty blossoms straggling on the hair. The 
color harmony in this hat is exceptionally fine. 

Leaves are very generously used on hats, and, unlike natu· 
ral Spring foliage, many of them are tinged with brown, red 
or purple, or even with a white bloom that looks like a light 
frost. On a toque formed of large bluets a bunch of leaves 
showing a deep purple sheen is arranged to stand in aigrette 
fashion at each side. Crossing the back is a scarf of ecru lace 
that is formed at each side in a loop and short end. 

Leaves are also conspicuous on a sailor hat of black rough 
straw that has a brim facing of pink rough straw. In front are 
pink and yellow roses and a quantity of leaves tinged with glow. 
ing red j at the back are more leaves and a bunch of pointed 
ends of shaded green-and-purple ribbon j and a pink rose-bud 
is fastened under the brim at one side toward the back. 

Foliage trimming contributes a large share of beauty to a 
Continental shape in black rough straw. Heavy ecru lace is 
applied to the crown, and also to the under side of the brim, 
which is rolled and tacked to produce a square shape ratber 
than the triangular effect that characterized the historic chapeau. 
At the left side is an American Beauty rose with an abundance 
of fuliage enlivened with a shading of brown and purple j and 
at the back stands a cluster of leaves without a flower. 

Another jaunty Continental hat is of coarse golden-brown 
straw. Over it is draped a black lace veil, which is disposed to 
stand in aigrette fashion at the left side, a Rhinestone buckle 
catching the lace at the bottom of the upright arrangement. A 
tuft of shaded pink chrysanthemums is at the left side and a 
tuft of white ones at the right side. 

Still another hat of the same type is of rough black straw, 
partially veiled with ecru lace that is caught here and there with 
jet buckles. A pink rose-bud rises at the right side, and on tbe 
opposite side is a bunch of black tips. in the midst of whieh 
stands a black aigrette. ')'he jaunty Continental shape is to be 
worn well back on the head and is particularly becoming to a 
youthful face. 

A gown of black crepon may be stylishly supplemented by a 
well designed hat of fine black chip. A broad-brimmed ex
ample of this kind is deserving of special mention. On the 
brim is laid a shell trimming of broad black satin ribbon, and at 
the left side near the back are shaded Magenta silk flowers 
circled about a tall and fluffy black aigrette. At the back the 
brim is bent up at both sides under similar flowers, between 
which is a Hhinestone crescent that fits over the knot of hair. 

Stately orchids give a rich and unique appearance to a large 
hat of black shirred point d' esprit net finished with a fluffy frill 
at the edge. 'fhe brim is very broad at the sides, and the crown 
is pointed. At the left side is a bunch of double violets, and 
over them nod a white and a shaded purple orchid of rare 
beauty. A large Rhinestone ornament is at the right Side, and 
under the brim is a twist of soft purple velvet that is disposed 
in erect and drooping loops at the left side. The decoration 
under the brim will be especially effective against light hair. 

A very pretty contrast is achieved on a black Neapolitan hat 
of medium size, with violets and Nile-green taffeta ribbon fig
ured with chene pink rose-buds. The crown is covered with 
violets, and all rouud it stands a frill formed of the Neapolitan 
braid, between which and the brim is arranged a twist of the 
ribbon that is disposed in a bow at each side. While extremely 
artistic, this hat is so simple that the veriest amateur shouid find 
no difficulty in reproducing it. 

Rather severe is a small hat of rough green �traw composed 
of a pointed crown, and !1 brim that is turned up very high at 
the left side. Under the brim are close folds of lig-ht-green vel
vet, which is formed in loops and laid against the reversed por
tion of the brim. At the right side in front is a bunch of yellow
centered black silk buttercups, and at the back are clustered 
white flowers of the same description. A hat of" this kind 
would appropriately accompany a bride's tra.velling toilette of 
green cloth or crepon, small shap·es being at all times preferable 
to large unes for travelling. With the ha; could be worn either 
a black chiffon or !1 black Tuxedo net veil. 
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LACE-1'\AXING. 

COLLAR I N  MODERN LACE. 

FIGURE No. I .-The collar here represented is one of the 
most fashionable garnitures of the present period. As will be 

OBLO�G DO I LY J� POINT L ACE. 

FIGURE No. 2.-This exquisite doily is especially pretty for
laying over a satin toilet cushion. It is made of fine point-

lace braid arranged 

FIGURE No. I. -COLLAR IN MODERN LACE. 

in an antique de
sign, and is mainly 
filled in with a fancy 
point de BruxelJes 
stitch. Bar stitch
es, however, appear 
in the outline por
tions of the design 
and throw the pat
tern into bold re
lief, thus disclosing 
its true beauty. A 
fine picot edge is 
sewed to the border 
outline amI pro
vides a pretty finish 
for a damty article. 
As illustrated, the 
doily is about one
third smaller than 
its actual size. The 
design may be en
larged by a clever 
worker ; or a pro
f e s s i o n a l  lace
maker will for a 
m o d e r a t e  sum 
provide the design 
in the size desired_ 

observed, a deep notch is formed on 
each shoulder, which permits the ful
ness of the sleeve to assume and retain 
its proper outlines, the collar points 
falling on both sides of it. The collar 
is also shaped at the closing so that 
the double box-plait used in forming 
the popular blouse effect will be fully 
disclosed when the collar is worn over 
a blouse-front waist. 

The collar may be made of fine or 
coarse braids and shows a white or 6cru 
tint in its materials. As illustrated it 
is of the Bruges variety of lace inter
mingled with the Battenburg. The 
filling-in stitches belong to the former 
class and the rings to the latter, while 
the braid may be selected from the 
braids used for point or I Ioniton laces 
or the finet Batten burg. 

Purchased ren.dy made or made to 
order, a collar of this description is an 
expensive addition to one's toilette ac
cessories. The materin.ls for making 
such a colln.r require but a small out
lay-say from five to seven or eight 
dollars-, and if a lady makes the collar 
herself, and does it  well, the completed 
article wiil be worth at least four or 
five times the cost of the materials. 
Many ladies adopt this plan, buying 
the materials and design from a profes
sional lace-maker and devoting their 
spare time to the fascinating work 
of making the collar for themselves. 
Our new book, " The Art of Modern 

FIGURE No. 2.-0BLONG DOILY IN POINT LACE. 

Lace-Making," price 2s. or 50 cents, 
gives illustrations of hundreds of stitches generally used for 
filling in, special cuts and instructions for the stitches seen 
in thil:! collar being included in the number. 

For the information concerning the collar and doily repre
sented above, our thanks are due Miss Sara Hadley, lace-ma.ker 
and designer, No. 923 Broadway, New York City. 
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PART X. 

BY J. HARRY ADAMS. 

Lamps and lanterns have long been favorite subjects with artistic designers, and countless examples are to be found, made at various periods 
of the world's his-
tory, that are really 
masterpieces of 
mechanical skill 

eombined with the 
dewrative art. The 
idea of making 
lamps,lanterns and 
brackets in Vene
tian iron work 
is comparatively 

pliers. The light griIle
work over the glass in 
some of the lanterns, and 
also that in the body por
tions of the lamps must 
be of strips an eighth or 
three-sixteenths of an 
inch in width, and the 
iron must be so thin and 
soft that it can be bent 
with the fingers as well 
as with the pincers. 

A very simple lantern 
that can be arranged for 

burning a candle or an oil lamp is 
shown at Design No. 65. It is a 

new, and its nov- DESIGN No. 66. elty and the great 
variety of beautiful 
designs that are 
available have com-

mended it 
with espe
c i a l  e m
phasis to 
both ama
teurs and 
adepts in 
this branch 
of skilled 
endeavor. 

The de
signs pre
sented this 
m a n  t h 
show the 
wide range 
of shapes 

and devices that can be 
developed by the clever 
worker, and they may be 
taken as fairly reprefent_ 
utive of the principal 
styles in which lamps and 
lanterns have been fafh
ioned by the world's most 
cunning craftsmen. Every 
one of the patterns given 
can eafily be varied to 
such an extent that it will 
practically become entire
ly different. and ingenious 
novices will doubtless 
take pleasure in thus fol
lowing the suggestions 
which it is our object to DESIGN Yo. 65. offer. 

Thin, soft sheet iron , cut into strips v.arying from one-eighth to three.eighths of an inch in width. aecording to the size and style of the grille-work to be made, should be used t� most of the lamps and lanterns, while for the brackets strips of heavy sheet-iron about threeeighths of an inch in width should be employed, although they must not be so stout that they cannot be easily bent with the 

four-sided affair and 
is made of strips of 
metal about three
quarters of an inch 
wide, four pieces of 
colored glasR, a roof_ 
like top, and a bottom 
to admit the candle 
size for such a lan
square by twelve 
the sicles, not 
top or roof, 
be from three 
es in height 

DESIGN No. 68. 

• 

DESIGN No. 6t 

that can be detached 
or lamp. A good 

tern is six inches 
inches high along 

including the 
which should 

to four inch_ 
and should 

be 
to 
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be fastened to the sides by means of 80ft pieces of metal riveted 
to both the top and sides with small copper tacks passed through 

holes made in the metal with an 
awl and hammer. 

DESIGN No. 69. 

W here the strips cross one an
other they should be united with 
rivet.s passed through holes punched 
in t.he iron. and to improve the 
effect, washers of sheet-iron about 

half an inch in diameter may be 
placed under the heads of the cop
per tacks that serve as rivets. The 
glass used for the sides may be of 
11 light-amber, pink, soft-green or 
orange shade. The lantern is in
tended to be attached to a bracket 
or hook, and a chain must be 
secured to a ring at the apex for 
suspension. The chain must be of 
such a length that the lantern will 
hang high enough to clear the heads 
of persons passing beneath, unless 
it is  to occupy a corner or some 
wholly unfrequented spot. The 
glass sides should be fastened in 
with small metal clasps riveted to 
the frame-work. 

and outside the frame-work before the gluss is put in pla!!e. 
Design No. 6fS sho�,i1 a pretty luntern and bracket in the 

Gothic style that will be decidedly ornamental wherever pluced. 
'fhe body part of the lantern may be made abOllt eight inches 
square and twelve or thirteen inehes high, and the scroll work 
underneath will then make the total height in the neighborhood 
of eighteen i llches. To he in proper proportion, the bracket 
should be about two feet lon<:;, amI d��hteen inches high at the 
inner enLl. It shoulrl be made of heavy sheet iron strips fully 
a quarter of an inch wIde. The franie-work of the bracket 
should be very strong, and it will. perhaps, be best to have a 
blacksmith make it of iron three-eighths of an inch wide by an 
eighth of an inch thick. This will insure a stout frame, in whieh 
may be placed the grille design as illustrated. A short cha.in 
must be arranged to susp�d the lantern, and its length must be 

determined by the 
height at which the 
bracket is Dlaced. 
The sides of the lan
tern may be backed 

with colored glass, 
and one side mu�t 

be hinged to form 
a door through 

which to pisl! 
the candle or 

lamp. as the 
b o t  t o m, 

h a v i n g  
s c r 0 1 1-

w o  r k 

a t t a c h e d  
could not be 

conven i ently 
arranged to an

swer this pur
pose. 

:rhe rich-looking 
and unique lantern 

in the Moorish sty Ie 
depicted at resign 

No. 67 is just the thing 
for a man's " den " or 

smoking-room. It can be 
constructed in almost any 

size desired, but the design will , 
perhaps, show to best advantage if 
the total height, not including the 
chain, ig made tWC:l ty-foeT ivC'hes, 
and each of the six ddes four inches 
wide and six incheg high. One of 
the sides must be provided with 
hinges and a clasp, to be Ufed as a 
door ; and, if desireu, glass may be 
sefJiured to all the sides. '1 he inte
rior may be arranged to receive 
either a lamp or a candle, or if 
electric light is available, a bulb 
or small globe may be suspended 
in the center of the lantern, the 

The central part of the bottom 
may be arranged with a trap door 
so devised that it may be removed 
with the lamp or candle sconce 
secured lIlpon it. For this purpose 
the central piece must be provided 
with two projecting ears which, 
when the center is turned after 
being in position, will slide into 
hooks fastened to the stationary 
bottom. The hooks and ears must 

DESIGN No. 7 1. 

. wire being carried through the top 
and tied to the frame- work so that 
the bulb will be j ust midway be
tween the top and bottom of t,he 
plain sides. The links forming the 
suspension chain are made practi
cally according to designs and di-

be made of heavy metal , s\) they will not bend and allow 
the bottom to drop. A few coats of Berlin· black will dress 
the iron nicely, and they should be applied both inside 

rection� to be found in  Parts IV. and 
V. , and the inverted flowers at the bottom are of the same order 
as those described in Parts II .  and III .  After the usual ('oats of 
black are applied, the iron work will be very effective in con-
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trast with dark-amber or orange-colored glass back of the sides. 
Design No. 68 displays a plain and substantial lantern having 

four oblong sides, all of which are patterned alike. The model 
from which the drawing was made is eight inches 
square and twt'lve inches high, not including the top, 
which is about five inches high, measuring to the bot
tom of the ring. The bottom may be arranged as de
scribed at Design No. 65, and plain or colored glass 
may be used in the sides. The frame angles for the 
lantern must be made according to the directions given 
for picture-frames in Part V I ,  and must be fastened 
together with copper rivets, or copper tacks with the 
points cut off quite close to the heads. Along the four 
corners arrange serpentine edging as pictured, and at 
the top secure a stout ring, to which may be attached 
a wire or chain. This lantern would look well in a 
front piazza, and if gas is used, the top of the lantern 
could be adjusted about a pipe dropped from the ceil
ing, in such a manner that the burner woultl be about 
half-way between the top and bottom. • 

An odd and original idea is illustrated at Design 
No. 69. The balloon-like globe of this lantern is made 
of crepe paper arranged over a frame-work of wire, to 
which are secured the decorative parts at the t.op and 
bottom. The frame-work is about twelve inches in 

diameter and is attached to bands of thin 
iron at t.he top and bottom ; and a quarter 
of it is made separate from the rest and 
hinged to act as a door. The entire frame 

D ESIGN 

No. 73. 

f e r r  e d. 
Whatever 

f a b r i c  i s  
c h o s e n, i t  

must be gath
ered on strings 

at the top and bot-

is covered with cr�pe 
paper, although light silk 
or any other half trans
parent material could 
have been used if pre-

tom, and plenty of 
goods must be allowed, as the 
appearance would be unsatis
factory if there was the slight
est hint of scantiness. The 
iron-work scrolls must be 
bent as illustrated, and the 
chain and flowers must be fashioned as directed in previous 
papers. The covering of the globe may be of any light tint, 
although pink or orange will be found most effective. A 

small oil lamp or an electric bulb may be used for lighting. 
The hanging lamp and bracket shown at Design No. 70 are 

especially appropriate for a dining-room or hall, and should be 

DESIGN No. '12. 

planned in the size best adal'ted to the place allotted 
to them. It will generally be found advisable to 
make the bracket about twenty inches long and 
twenty-five inches high, with the extension arm 

fastened seven inches below the top. If necessary, 
have a blacksmith shape the back-bone and attach 

the arm with a graceful hook at the end,; it will then 
be an easy matter to lay out a plan on paper accord-

ing to the pictured design (enlarged, of course) and 
fill in the scroll-work above and below the arm. 

The grille sconce to hold the lamp should be about 
six inches in diameter and eight inches deep, and to each 

of the four ribs must be added a serpentine edging, and to 
the bottom inverted flowers made as previously described. 

The supporting chains may be made by any of the designs 
alreaily given, and they must be carried up to a small 

collar at the top. Procure a central-draft lamp to fit the 
sconce, add a burner and chimney, and arrange upon the 

chains a largc paper or silk shade. The bracket may be 
attached to the casing of a doorway or to any other wood-

work that is conveniently situated. 
A standing table lamp is picturetl at Design No. 7 1 .  The 

standard portion or feet must be quite strong to safely sustain 
the weight of the filled lamp fount, shade and burner, and it 
will, therefore, be advisable to have a blacksmith WOrk out the 
heavier part.s of the base, to which the ainateur can easily attach 
the light scrolls. Some time and patience will be required to 
make the shade, which should be shaped over some rigid form. 
If It glass or china shade is to be placed underneath the grille, 
it may be used as a mould or body upon which to fit and arrange 
the small scrolls ;  and even when it is intended to back the shade 
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with BOrne light-hued fabric, the shade from another lamp may 
be taken as a guide. A central-draught metal fount and burner 
will be most satisfactory when a table 
lamp is needed for reading and sew
ing, and it can be purchased at any 
lamp store for a comparatively small 
sum. Such lamps are usually to be 
had with a japanned finish, but if a 
brass one is selected, it may be painted 
black to accord with the iron work. 

A more elaborate standing lamp 
may be produced by following Design 
No. 72, which is in reality quite sim
ple, as the sides are all alike and can 
be made OVjlr the same pattern. Such 
a lamp may be seven inches square at 
the top, nine inches square at the 
b@ttotU, '  and about ten inches high 
including the claw feet. Inside the 
grille-work sides must be gathered 
some light-hued plain 01' figured mate
rial to give an appearance of 
solidity, and the frame must 
be provided with a wooden 
bottom, to which the claw 
feet may be easily secured. 
The addition of a powerful 
lamp and a large, pretty 
shade will produce a most 
attractive and useful piece 
of furniture for the library, 
sitting-room or hall. 

Design No. 
73 displays a 
bracket made 
of stout wire, 
and a lantern 
having a wire 
frame filled in 

DESIGN No. 74. 

wide, and may be either square or six-sided. In this size the 
scroll-work in the sides will be particularly effective. Glass 

may be used behind the 
grille-work or not, as pre
ferred. 

Design No. 75 is a sub
stantial one for a banquet
lamp, the total height of 
which should be in the 
neighborhood of thirty inch
es. The drawing shows one 
complete side, and the other 
t1u;ee are like it. In execut
ing a pattern of this nature 
especial care should be taken 
to bend and fit the scrolls 
accurately and fasten them 
securely, 

An artistic stundard for a newel-post is dis
played at Design No. 76, beiug a four-sided 
s t r u c t u r e  
having a gas
pipe at the 
center and 
topped by a 
twisted globe 
of opalescent 
glass that 
is surmount
ed by an 
i r o n -w o r k  
cap and pin
nacle. The 
d im e n s io n s  
o f  the stand
ardand globe 
must be de
termined ac
cording to 
the size of 
the newel
p o  s t, a n d  
a l s 0  t h e  
height and 
breadth of 
the hall. The 
two shields 
p i c t u r e d  

DESIGN No. 75. 

were cut 
from thin, 
soft sheet
iron, and 
the raised 
m e d a l l i o n  
o n  e a c h  
was beaten 
u p  w i t h  
a s m a l l, 
r o u n d 
nosed ham
mer. This 

with a grille-work of light, narrow 
iron scrolls. These can be made in 
miniature 01' to accommodate a 

lamp of standard size. The parts of 
the bracket must be securely fastened 

together, and several of the joints fitted 
and bound according to the instructions given 

at figures Nos. 18 and 19 in Part II, in the 
DELlNEA'l'OH for August, 1894. The four sides of 

the lantern are of the same size and pattern, 
and one of them must be hinged to admit the 

lamp. Glass or a colored fabric may be used to 
back the siele grilles, but not those at the top. 

At design No. 74 is given !\ suggestion for treating 
a piece of gas pipe as a side bracket and arranging a 

lantern ;tt the upper end, where a burner is placed. 
A lantern of this pattern could be added to any brass 

side-bracket, whether movable or stationary. Definite dimen
sions cannot be given, but for a bracket of ordinary size the 
lantern should be about twelve inches high and eight inches 

was done 
by laying the shaped piece of sh.eet 
metal on R soft board and beatmg 
the part intended to be raised uutil 
the proper degree of relief was 
obtained. The frame or standard 
should be made by a blacksmith 
and securely fastened to the post 
before the scroll-work is added. 
A milk-white, amber, pink or red 
globe will be very pleasing and will 
soften the light agreeably, and it 
may be obtained from any dealer in 
lamps, chandeliers or gas-fixtures. 

DESIGN :\"0. 76. 

It will be seen from the illustra
tions and the sugge�tions offered 
that a person possessed of mod
erate skill and ingenuity can do 
much toward making a home artistic and beautiful at a cOm
paratively small outlay. Of course, patience ·and application 
to the work are required in carrying out elaborate designs. 
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SECOND PAPER. 

FIRST CALLS.-VIS1TS.-INTRODUCTIONS. 

one of two things to be done. 
You may mllke your�elf so 
charming that the fame 
thereof will pervadc the at
mosphere like a Rubtile frag
rance, and reach the I I I  isto
cratic senses of the queens 
of your heart. Or elfe. like 
a skilful general .. like recky 
Sharpe, you may plnn a cnm
paign. blow and careful 
approaches, pickets thrown 
out, reconnoissances made, 

Having settled to our own satisfaction the style of visiting
card we prollose to adopt, we naturally reach t.he question, 
Upon whom have we the right to make first calls ? To this 
the answer is, in general terms, only upon those in our own 
sphere to whom we have been properly introduced. 

Understanu, we are treating exclusively of tile etiquette which 
governs ceremonial intercour8e. We do not trespass upon the 
sacred province of . love and friendship. The visits of friend to 
friend , of lover to lady, are enshrined, like Brunhilde, within a 
holy circle, and we have no right to enter therein. Only a few 
years ago a delicious book appeared, entitled The Gentleman. 
After prescribing a routine for every step of a gentleman's life
how he should walk. sit, eat, drink-the generous writer tells 
him in what fashion he should propose marriage. " Should the 
lady of your choice accept you," it is gravrly stated, " it would 
become your duty immediately to take her in your arms ! " The 
rules which guide us in love and friendship have little to do 
wit.h society regulations and limitations. They draw their in
spiration from that hip;her life which takes its laws from a 
source beyond the stars. We are thinking now only of the con
ventional life, that life in which we touch one another's hands 
and pass on, as the tiny ant, whose ways we are bidden to 
" consider and be wise," touches with extreme antennrn his pil
grim fellows, all toiling upMill under heavy burdens. 

I repeat, we can make first. calls only upon those to whom we 
have been properly introduced, We may offer al l  sorts of 
courtesies in crowds or on journeys-we are even permitted to 
save one another's lives, but we positively mnst not call with 
the warrant only of our own ambitions or wishes. We musf 
have met in social life the persons whose acquaintance we covet, 
or must have some claim upon them through mutual friends or, 
!lerhaps, have accepted an invitation to a dinner or reception 
given in their honor. 

In such a case as the last-mentioned it is expected of us that 
we pay our respects to the guests of houor, the entertainment 
having been given expressly that we might know them. But 
meeting a lady at a sewing-class for the poor, or at. the house of 
a clergyman, whose doors are open to all the parish, or even at 
an ordinary reception, gives us no right to make a first call, un
less, indeed, the lady whom we wish to know gives us her card 
or invites us to " come some Friday " when she is " at home," 
etc. This rule applies equally to gentlemen, who rarely venture 
to make a call uninvited. 

Society is very stern about these matters. It has learned to 
protect itself from the multitude swarming around wealth and 
social position, seeking recognition from selfish motives only. 
Few, very few, of this multitude are capable of making much 
return for such recognition. And then, people unaccustomed 
to ceremonious society are far more sensitive to slights than those 
who live much in the world. They are never embraced tendcrly 
enough to meet their own views. They take offence very eas
ily, because, not being quite sure of their position, they are 
watchful lest others should wish to " cut " them and throw 
them off. If such a one calls and her card is not immediately 
returned, she is unhappy. She " looks the other way " when 
the delinquent meets her in public. Having been effusive and 
gushing, she is now reserved a,nd " offish." All this is unpleas
ant. Society loves to have things move on oiled wheels. Who 
can stop the machinery because some pretty creature has had 
her feelings hurt ? There is really no time for " 'splaining and 
'gpounding, 'fending and proving," as a wit once told me. 

So, should there be perfectly delicious people living near you 
whom you really must know in order to be happy, there is but 

and weak points discovered (these especiaily) will enable you 
yet to blow your bugles upon the ramparts of the citadel. Never 
despair. Faint heart never won fuir lady ? Oh,  ye�, it has, 
many and many a time I The heart has nothing to do with 
it. It is the head that wins, every time, depend upon it. 

But, to return to the practical details of fashionable inter
course. The rule just given has exceptions. In Washington, 
for instance, we must make first calls upon the families of the 
Supreme Court justices, cauinet officers, eenators, representa
tives and foreign ambassadors. Also, in any city, we are al
lowed, if we so desire, to make first calls upon the mayor. all 
clergymen, and persons of distinction who may be visitors to 
the city or its neighborhood. Such calls reverse the order 
which rules ..abroad. It is not the commoner making his devoir 
to rank ; it is' the courtesy of the power that has created, and 
means the respect and honor in which we hold the men to whom 
we kave entrusted our interests. It would be well if some who 
hold high office would remember this and abate somewhllt of 
their exclusiveness. Even the great WaShington himself, to 
whom we owe more than to any other man, had numy and 
stern reminders that he was not the lord but the servant of the 
people. 

VISITS. 

An ordinary call should not be prolonged throup:h an entire 
afternoon, unless a special invitation has been received. A 
hORtess rises when a guest is announced, and she gives her 
undivided attention to the latest comer (unless other people are 
present and conversation bec(lmes general), until another visitor 
enters, when the preceding one withdraws, the hostess again 
rising and following the visitor at least to the cloor of the draw
ing-room. When taking leave some persons seem utterly 
unable to get away. They stand and make de�ultory remarks 
until the poor hostess is half frantic ;  or else they withdraw to It 
corner and sit silent spectators while others are received. as if 
they were taking an object lesson in such things or witnessing a 
little drama enacted for their benefit by the hostess and her 
visitors. 

When the room is filled and the guests know one another, It 
is, of course, a compliment to the hostess if they collect in little 
circles for a brief chat, and show that they are enjoying the 
visit ; but when they rise to take leave, they must accomplish 
that feat quickly and not fill half a dozen minutes or more with 
exhaustive enquiries about every absent friend of the family. 
If you are racked with anxiety about little .Mary, who has had 
the measles, and small Jack, who was bruised by a fall from his 
bicycle, enquire after the condition of those members of the 
family at first, and not when you are taking leave and other 
people are waiting to "make a short visit and depart. It is 
al ways so much harder to leave a room than to enter it, but it 
will become well nigh impossible, supposing you to be sensitive 
or shy, if you manage to attract evuy eye by btanding twenty 
minute� before you go. 

A man is not now allowed to take his hat and cane into It 
drawing-room. He had as well retain his umbrella. 'These 
appenuages must be left in the hall. This is unfortunate for 
very Rwkwan} and shy men. Since they cannot fold up their 
arms ami legs and leave them behind in bureau drawers, they 
really have nothing to comfort thems�ves withal. The COll
s::ious feet have an irresistible desire to sbuffle, and the waywl\'!"d 
hinds to assume wind-mill attitudes. Ladies are more fortun
ate. They have muffs, tiny fans and card-cases to finger and 
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play with. We have all heard of the eloquent man who could 
do nothing without a string in his hands- We all li:n'Jw the man 
who seizes a button before he can talk. Madame de Stae! waR 
always furni�hed with a bit of palm or a bay-leaf which she held 
while conversing. A man's hat was a great comfort to hilI in 
old times_ He has even b"en known to place within it heads 
for conversation-and once, that I hearLl of, a form for a pro
posal of marriage I Now, poor fellow, unless he write3 in short
hand on his cuffs he is totally without prop or defence ! 

As to the conversation during such brief vi�its, in that is a 
golden opportunity for the mar). or woman of tact and versatile 
talent. Anybody can harangue, or read an eilBay, or exploit a 
special fad or hobby. Anybody can chatter ; but how many of 
us can pas'l, " like a bit of fiame, "  from one to another, or turn, 
like a many-facetted gem, a scintillating flash in cvery direction ? 
This is possible ! This made the charm of the French s'llon,  aml 
makes the charm to-day of one or two tiny drawing-rooms (we 
do not say " parlor " any more since hair-dressers and manicures 
have set up their " parlors ")-one or two tiny drawing-rooms 
that I W{)t of, which have never yet been described in the 
society columns of the newspapers. 

But I1S it is not given to all who visit and receive visits to be 
wits-to be fiame-like or gem-likc, a few hints may be usef,,'Il, 
even in the difficult art of " making conversation. "  Let us 
suppose you to be a hostess, receiving your friends upon a " day 
at home." I think, nay, I am sure, that it is better not to 
choose Sunday for this " day. " You may hang your latch-string 
ontside the door on the Sabbath day fot' a few dear old friends
homeless men who have no firesides, or young men away from 
their families. An evening cup of tea or good coffee, a wood 
fire, a shaded lamp, cheerful talk to close the day, and maybe 
the scent from a few violets let loose to whisper gently of bygone 
sweetness-these are fitting things for the sacred day ; but let 
the great, ceremonious world come to you on somc other day. 

Upon your day at home, you will be in your drawing-room at 
four o'clock or earlier. Your lamps will be lighted, and shaded 
with soft lace or chiffon, and your wood fire blazing. A small 
Chippendale or bow-legged taule will be placed near your seat, 
and on it a silver or copper kettle ready to be lighted, a tea-pot, 
two .r three tilin, pretty cups, sugar and cream, slices of lemon 
(very tliiu), a little cut-glass flask of good rum, and a plate 
of sweet biscuit, fancy cakes or thin bread and butler. A 
shelf beneath the table will holll el(tra cups and more cakes or 
bread and bntter, which will be concealed by the lace-edged 
scarf or cloth of hemstitched linen. It is the fashion now to be 
very dainty ; abundance is deemed brutal. People do not 
" feed " or even eat during a formal call. They do not drain a 
chalice or full cup. They may condescend to nibble a marron 
or sweet biscuit as a sentiment, a " bread and salt " sentiment. 
And they really do little more than " kiss the cup " ;  they sip a 
little hot tea, flavored with a thin slice of lemon and a tea
spoonful of rum, from a bit of egg-shell china that is not more 
than two- thirds full. 

A hostess should always rise from her seat and advance to 
meet an in-coming gnest. It is now no longer the fashion to 
omit introductions. The hostess mentions the name of the 
entering lady or gentleman to some one near her, or to two or 
three· if no more are present, and at once enters into conversation 
upon some subject thllY all may hold in common. It is hard 
to believe that a host(!Bs has permitted a guest to find her own 
seat and, after greeting her, has resumed a conversation which 
was interrnpted by her llrrival, ignoring her wholly. And yet 
it has been done, Q'hd is done all the time. 

There ou;;ht to be some lit.tle introductory remark, such as, 
" We were talking about the last Winter and how much we miss 
Madame Calva this year," or, indeed, anythiug that will put the 
new guest (especially if the latter is a stranger) q�ite en rapport. 
But unfortunately, the truth of the matter often is that the con
versation already on the tapis has been of such a character that 
intrusion is awkward. The subject is a personal one-perhaps 
whether Mrs. Claggett's domestic unhappiness will soon reach a 
crisis, or whether that Mrs. Billion will really have any difficulty 
in getting into society, or what on earth Sir Frederick Verisopht 
conl l see in that pug-nosed Peggy Hustic, who did.n't even have 
the saving grace of a little money. Or, if the individuals ure 
not of a calibre for such flights, the rudeness may be simply the 
result of a culpable indifference to the feelings of others that is 
due to dulue3s or pride. 

Persoualities are never in good taste, or even safe, in ordinary 
interconrse. " My dear," said a wise chapl'lron, " never let 
yourself go ! Never trust yourself to talk about anything but 
literature and. flowers. " " Mayn't I discuss politics and re-

Iigion ? "  laughed the debutante. Ii My dear ! "  was the answer. 
" People have been burnt at the stake for talking poiitics and 
religion ! "  One American authority declares that we must 
" avoid the big D's ; " not the " big, uig D "  of Sullivan's opera, 
of course, but Dress, Diseases and Domestics. That is a very 
good rule as far as it goes ; bnt there is subject matter for bright 
talk in dress. We have always in this changeful clime the ever
shifting topic of the weather, when the case is desperate. In 
the city, where so many interesting events are constantly happen
ing, there is never any difficulty. The main object is not to 
pass the moment or " make conversation," bnt to ensure a 
pleasant visit to each person who has taken the trouble to call. 
In order to do this one must have tact, discretion, a knowledge 
of human nature, and above all, kindness. 

I was once dining en jamille with a friend. A card was handed 
in soon after dinner, upon which was written awkwardly, 
" Aaron J ndd. Pennsylvania."  " You had better see him," 
quoth 1. " He comes, perhaps, to see your hnsband 0\1 busi
ness. " 

" Show him up, " said my friend ; and a long-limbed, strap
ping, farmer-looking lad entered. Making a low bow he seated 
himself. 

" Did you wish to see Mr. Blank ? "  asked my friend. 
" Ye�, I want to see him particler, " answered the stranger. 
. ,  He is not in at present. Will you leave a message with me ? "  
" I ain't got no message from nobody. I guess I'll wait for 

him." 
. 

The situation was ludicrous. TIere was a fine son of the soil, 
manly, well dressed, and with a.n independent air ; possibly a 
good client attracted by the fame of my friend's eminent hus
baud. But what intereats could we have iu common with him ?  
Nevertheless, w e  at once essayed the task of entertaining him. 

., I had the pleasure,"  said our hostess, " of dining with your 
governor the other day. Such a charming person ! "  

" I ain't got nothin' against Governor Pattison, "  answered he 
solemnly. 

" Perhaps you are a Hepublican, "  I ventured. 
" I  didn't say that neither, "  was the laconic reply. 
My friend here came to the rescue. " I  always enjoy a jour

ney through Pennsylvania,"  she said, Ii I wish I knew the 
country better, but my errand has always been to Philadelphia." 

To tIlis there was no response ; but I never knew our hostess to 
surrender. Seizing the poker she broke up a fine lump of coa. 
in the grate aild sent the sparks flying up the chimney. 

" I  recognize all we owe to Pennsylvania whenever I have a 
good fire ,"  she exclaimed. 

The fountain was at once unsealed as if by magic. The awk
ward lad poured forth a dissertation upon coal which was most 
instructive. He told ns we were not using the most delightful 
kind, and he gave us nseful information about values. Presently 
our hostess left the room for a moment, and he turned to me, 
gave me an impressive but respectful wink (if a wink can ever 
be respectfuJ), and said slowly : ".she tried me on the governor ; 
she tried me on politics j she tried me on the lay of the land
but when she got me on coal, I was thar I "  

It appea.red later that h e  was a client, and a good one, too. 
But the circumstance impresserl me with the fact that we can 
always, if we are clever, discover some point where interests are 
mutual, even with the plainest and strangest of people. 

All this presupposes that we are amiable enough to wish to be 
pleasant. Some people do not desire to be agreeable. Others go 
to another and still more unworthy extreme, and their passionate 
desire to amuse leads them iuto the treachery of ridiculing 
guests to whom they have been civil, and for whom they have 
affected some measure of friendship. " My dear, how do you 
stand that woman ? "  asks Mrs. A of Mrs. B as 1Hrs. C leaves 'the 
room. " Oh, my dear, I put up little ejacuhttory prayers for 
fortitude,"  says �Irs. B, the traitress, who has just listened with 
tender sympathy to old Mrs. C's catalogue of dyspeptic miseries 
and has entreated hcr to call again. 

Now this double-dealing is infamous. Even if such things are 
winged with wit, they are still infamous, being malignant and 
deceitful. I believe it was Tll,lleyrand who said that " J;:e who 
suppresses a bon-mot deserves canonization." But truly we may 
pass lightly over this, since wofully few are the bon-mots that 
come in our way in thcse daYR. 1 am afraid we would canonize 
the man or woman who uttered them and anathematize any 
humnn being who could be suspected of suppressing them. 

Bare-faced flattery and effusive politeness are as unfortunate 
as rudeness. Frederika Bremer satirized overdone courtesy 
years ago when she told of the amiable individual who followed 
an old lady about, �ntreating to be permitted to relieve her of 
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her tea-cup. A t  last the dame, weary of pursuit, surrendered 
the cup with Ii sigh. " Take it, then, if you must," she sai., 
and the unhappy ingenue found that it was full ! 

As to flattery-by all means say pleasant and complimcntary 
things ; but be kind if you wish to appear kind. Think well of 
your neighbor and fear not to encourage him by letting him dis
cover that you are thus favorably impressed. Only remember 
that nothing is so unpardonable as want of delic:1cy, except, 
indeed, want of sincerity. Study the best manner of saying 
ordinary things. " I  hope you will forgive me for not calling 
earlier ; I really could not come sooner," says a rather thought
less woman ; and then she takes offence because her friend 
replies : " Oh, don't mention it. I had not observed it. It 
makes no difference. " Now, the apolgy should have been so 
framed as tu express a sense of loss on the part of the delinquent, 
not of injury to the person slighted ; as thus : " I have been so 
unfortunate ! � have had no opportunity to see you for so long ! " 
One might give a hundred instances of the unhappy ways in 
which people make ordinary remarks. 

To sum up, let us go to the root of the matter and perceive that 
" civilization in its highest sense demands the subordination of 
self," and a great deal of tact in the manner in whicb we express 
that subordination. This will always be easy if our fundamental 
principle leads us to desire the happiness of others rather than 
applause for ourselves. 

INTRODUCTIO�S. 

A few simple rules govern introductions. Gentlemen must 
always be presented to ladies (who need not rise if they happen 
to be sitting), except in the case of clergymen or of tbe President 
or Vice-President of the United States. Young girls must be 
presented to older and married ladies and must rise when pre
sented. The precedence of age and rank are observed in 
introductions between men. 

Introductions should be made easily and gracefully. There 
should be no flourish of trumpets, no show of great formality. I 
have been introduced by people who made me feel as if I were 
under drill and the words of command were, " Ready ! Aim I 
Fire ! " 

Surely it is a simple thing to mention the names of two people 
to each other. Supposing Mrs. Vincent is with you and the 
Messrs. Irving enter : You will present the elder " l\ir. Irving, 
Mrs. Vincent ; " and the second " Mr. John Irving," not repeat
ing Mrs. Vincent's name. So solicitouB were the citizens of a 
far away district I once visited to be strictly impartial that the 
form was thus : " l\irs. Vincent, take the acquaintance of Mr. 
Irving. Mr. Irving, take the acquaintance of Mrs. Vmcent. " 
Introductions should never be accompanied by compliments or 
items of personal history. Fancy standing before a stranger 
while your friend assures her tbat you are " the most charming 
fellow in the world " or, " the dbtinguished author. " What a 
weight is at once laid upon you with such a character to sustain I 
It is not 'in good taste to say " I  am very happy to meet you." 
It is better to offer your hand with a genial and reassuring smile 
and say nothing until there is some opening. 

Names should be pronounced distinctly ; we too often hear 
only our own names. Said Madame Le Vert to a Richmond 
lawyer, " Pray, sir, how do you spell your name ? It is a little 
peculiar." " J-o-n-e-s, Madame f Kindly suggest to me some 
other way," he replied. This poor little story has appeared 
from time to time anent introductions, but it originated with 
Madame Le Vert and Mr. James Afred Jones, of Richmond. 

. A gentleman should not be introduced to a young lady (unless, 
indeed, the introducer is a close friend of the lady's family) 
without her permission or that of her chaperon. If a.young lady 

SMOCKING, FANCY STITCHES AND CROSS-STITUH 
AND DARNED-N ET DESIGNS.-This pamphlet, wbich is 
one of tbe most popular of the Pamph let Sel'ie�, is devoterl to 
the illustration and description of the Enl'lish and American 
methods of Smocking, and also of numerous Fancy Stitcbes that 
may be appropriately used in connection with smocking, as well 
as independenlly, for the decoration of various garments. 
Among the stitches thus pl'e�euted are Plain and Fancy Feather
Stitching, Cat-Stitching and Herring-Bone, Briar, Chain and 
Loop Stitches. The work al�o offers numerous �uggestions for 
the ta!<teful application of smocking to tI ,e  many different articles 
of apparel Cor w h ich tbiB decoration is appropnate ; and a sepa
rate and especially interesting department is devoted to iIlus-

chances to receive an introduction in the absence of her chape
ron, she should seek !lIIl early opportunity to present tq the latter ' 
her new acquaintance. 

In cities people are very rarely introduced on the street ; but 
if you should meet two persons, one of whom ig a lady of your 
acquaintance, and you should be introduced to the otber, never 
stop for the compliments of the occasion. Turn and walk with 
them a short distance. A gentleman never stops a lady to talk 
to her on the street ; he retraces his steps and walks with her 
until he has finished his communication. 

If a gentleman is presented to a lady when wearing his hat, 
he does not content himself with touching it as if he were a 
soldier saluting an officer, but removes it entirely. The " gentle
man of the old school ,"  of whom we hear sometimes, though less 
often as tbe century draws to a close, remltins uncovered during 
all the time that he is talking to a lady. That, however, is no 
longer required. After a man " doffs his bonnet " he may put 
it on again. Nor is it any longer expected that a gentleman 
shall remove his glove to shake hands with a lady. The English 
society papers have recently discussed this point at length, and 
it would seem that the spirit of the age inclines rather to the idea 
that a man could with more reason crave pardon for his un
covered hand than say, '" Excuse my glove." In France the 
uncovering of the head is accomplished with a great flourish. 

I repeat, all introductions should be made as easily and grace
fully as possible, and should never be accompanied by items of 
personal history. Let the introduced persons enter upon a voy
age of discovery, and their talk will be sure tu interest them. 

Ladies should always be exquisitely polite to one anotber. 
They should rise when introduced, and shake hands. It is 
declared that the peculiar hand-shake now in vogue is the result 
of t.he necessity of shaking hands in large crowds, where there 
is no room for tbe old pump-handle evolution. I must not be 
asked to describe it ! Tbere are shades of gesture, always 
changing, in this hand-shake. Did I attempt to tell you what it 
is to-day, be sure it would not be the same to-morrow. I should 
be like the man who, having bought one of the latest bonnets 
for his wife, set off at full speed for home, and found the head
covering already out of fasbion when he arrived ! 

Letters of introduction should never be sealed when given to 
the person introduced. By consequence, it is highly improper 
to describe the bearer as " charming " or " distinguished " or 
anything else that is complimentary. Simply say that in intro
ducing him you bespeak the courtesy of your friend, and tbat 
such courtesy will be a personal favor to yourself. Among the 
jokes tuld about a famous naturalist it is related that he received 
through a stranger a sealed letter couched in these words : 
" This goes wHh an odd fish ! Use him kindly." " Where is 
the fish ? "  asked the naturalist. " I  suppose I am he, sir I " was 
the answer. 

Upon the receipt of a letter of introduction some attention to 
the bearer is imperative, the least being a visit. Failure to bhow 
this courtesy would be a gross offence to the writer of the letter. 
The bearer may not be to your taste, but no matter. The atten. 
tions you show him are attentions to your friend who introduced 
him, and are to be graded accordingly. In England people are 
extremely strict in the observance of courtesy due the bearer of 
a letter of intr0duction. An invitation to luncheon or dinner, 
and the entree of clubs is always expected by the stranger and 
never withheld. All the rules above given for visits and intro
ductions obtain in English society. 

Mus. PRYOR'S ARTICLE IN TllE . MAY DELINEATOR WILT, TREAT 
OF THE ETIQUET'fE OF CnURCH AND HOME WEDDINGS, GIVING FULL 
DETAILS OF TilE CEREMONIES, THE DUTIES OF THE BRIDESMAIDS, BEST 
lIAN, ETC • 

. trations and directions for many new and original designs in 
Cross-Stitch for embroidering garmemts made of checked ging
ham, sbepllPrd's-cbeck woollens and all sorts of plain goods, and 
also patterns for Darned Net. Price, 6d. or 15 cents. ' 

OF INTEREST TO YOUNG MOTHERS.-We have lately 
pu\:lished anotiler ed ition of the valuable pamphlet entitled 
" Mother and Babe : Their Comfort and Care." This worl< is by 
a well known authority on such matters and contain8 instructions 
for tbe inexperienced regard ing the proper clutbing and nourish
ment of expectant motbers and of infdnt�, and how to treat 
small children in health and sickoe�B, together w ith full in forma
tion regarding layettes and their making. Price, 6d. or 15 cents. 
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ABBREVIATIO",S USED IN CROCHETING. 

I.-Loop. h. d. c.-Half-double crochet. 
ch. st.-Chain stitch. tr. c.-Treble crochet. 
s. c.-Single crochet. p.-Picot. 
d. C.-Double crochet. sl. st.-Sllp stitch. 

Repeat.-Thls means to work designated rows, ronnds or portions ot the work as many times as directed. 

�* Stars or asterisks Inean, as mentioned wherever they occur, that the details given between them are to be repeated as 
many times as d i rected before goi ng on with the details which fol l ow the next >1< .  As an example ; >I< 6 ch., I s. c. 
In the next space and repeat twice more from >I< (or last >1<), means that you are to crochet as fol lows ; 6 c h., I s. c' 
In the next space, 6 ch •• I s. c. In the next space, 6 ch., I s. c. in the next space, th us repeati n g  the 6 ch., I s. c. 
In the next space, twice more after making It the first time, making It three ti mes I n  all  before proceed i n g  wtth 
the next part of the d i rection. 

INFA�TS' CROCHETED HOOD. 

FIGURE No. I .-This little hood is made of crochet Eilk and 
Shetland floss. 

To make the Linin.q.-il-Iake a ch. of 5 or 6 stitches, using the 
floss ; join to form a ring, 5 ch. , then over the ring work 24 long 

Next round.-5 ch. , 1 s. c. over the 1 st 5-ch. loop, 5 ch. , 1 
s. c. in same loop, * 5 ch. , 1 s. c. in the next loop, 5 ch. , 1 H. c. 
in the same, and repeat from * 3 times more ; this makes 5 places 
for widening. 

Next round.-5 ch. , 2 s. c. with 5 ch. between in the 1 st 
widening, 1 s. c. with 5 ch. between in each of the next 2 loops, 
l:l s. e. with 5 eh. between in the next loop ; repeat for the entire 
Tound. 

Continue in this way, making the widenings come in each 
widening with the s. c. and 5 chs. between, until there are 7 or 
8 rounds, then work baek and forth for 7 or 8 rows more, or 
until the out.side will fit over the lining nicely. After the 7 or 8 
rounds are made, skip about 2 inches at the bottom of the circle 
which has just been made, t.hen work back and forth without 
any widenlngs. The outside reaches to within one row of the 
front edge of the hood. Sew it neatly to position over the 
lining. Make 2 strips of loop trimming thus : 1 ch. * wind 
the wool over 2 fingers and the hook 8 times ; wind the 
silk over twice ; wool over hook, draw through and make 1 
8. c . ;  repeat from * for strip, using the silk and wool, and 
make each strip about one-third the length of the front edge 
of the hood. Sew this along thc 1 st and 2nd row of d. c. in the 
center of hood (see picture), then finish the edges of all the 
scollops with the silk thus : On the smallest scollop make 6 ch. 
and 1 s. c. between each scollop ; on the next size make 4 ch. 

FIGURE No. I.-INFANTS' CROCHETED HOOD. 

J 
and catch down between each scollop, and in the middle of each 

A:I one then fasten these 2 rows of scollops down to the hood with 
the scollop toward the back. Around the largest scollop across 
the back make 4 chs. and catch in each p. and between the 
scollops ; then finish the 2 rows of d. e. in the cape or collar 
section with chs. of 5,  caught at the top, then at the bottom of 

d. c . ;  join the last one to the top of the 5-ch. with a sl . st. , 5 ch. 
Ne'.£t round.-Make 2 long d. c. in each d. c. of iast round, 

join as before, 5 ch. 
Next round.-Make 2 long d. c .  in every other d. c. under

neath, and 1 d. c. in the intervening one ; this ruakes the centcr 
of the back ; skip 1 1  d. c. across the bottom and then work back 
and forth on the remaining d .. c. until there rue 5 rows, making 
1 d. c. in each d. c. of last row. 

For the Collar or Cape across the Rottr·m.-lVlake 2 rows of long 
d. c . ,  making about 4 over every lonr; d. c. underneath in the 
1 st row, with 1 d. c. between ; and in the 2nd row, make 1 d. c .  
in each d. c .  underneath. 

Finish the edgc with a scollop made thus : Catch the wool in 
the 1 st d. c. , skip 3 d. c . ,  * 2 long d. c. in the next one, * 4 ch. , 
1 d. c. in top of last d. c. to form a p. , 2 more d. c. in same 
stitch underneath, ami repeat twice more from last * ;  skip 2 
d. c. , 1 s. c. in tt." next, skip 2 d. c. , and repeat from 1st * 
across the bottom. 

Across the front edge of the hood make a small scollop thus : 
Begin at the bottom of collar, fasten the wool in a stitch, make 
3 ch. , 1 d. c. in same stitch about the length of the 3 ch. , 
fasten down with a s. c. at the bottom of last�row, 3 ch" 1 d. c .  
in same stitch the s. c. was made in,  1 s. c. in bott.om of next 
row. Repeat thus across the front, Skipping about 3 d. c. 
between each s. c.; turn the linin,g and work back, making 2 
d. c. instead of 1 in each scollop, and fasten down in the same 
stitch the s. c. was made in on the edge scollop. Make a 
scollop like the last. along the back edge of the last row of d. c. 

For the Silk Outside.-Make a ch. of 6 stitches, join to form a 
ring, 5 ch. ,  then 6 s. c. with 5 ch. between each over the ring. 

the 1st row with a s. c. to form a half diamond; then in the next 
row catch the ch. in the 
s. c. of last row, and then 
in the top of row to com
plete the diamond. Finish 
the back with a small bow 
of satin ribbon and add 
ties of the same. 

CROCRE'rED EDGING. 

FIGURE No. 2.-Make 
a ch. of 56 stitches. 

First row. - Ch. 5, * 
thread over hook twice, 
catch into 6th stitch ofch. , 
draw thread through 2 
stitches, thread over hook 
and catch into 2nd stitch, 
draw through 2 stitches, FIGURE No. 2.-CROCHETED EDGING. 

then through remainder of 
stitches 2 at a time. Ch. 1 ,  1 d. c. through the 2 stitches where 
the lower d. c. join. Ch. 1 ,  and repeat from >I< to end of ch. 
There should then be 12 figures. Ch. 7, 1 s. c. in last stitch of 
long ch. , turn, ch. 5, 1 s. c. in loop of 7 stitches ; continue this 
until there are 5 small loops ; this finishes the scollop. 

Proceed with second row by making a eh. of 5 d. e. between 
1st and 3rd stitches of 1st figure of 1 st row. Ch. 1 ,  1 d. c. be
tween 1st and 2nd figures, and 80 continue to end of row. Turn. 
ch. 5, and make same as 1st row. Repeat for all the work. 
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THE V018E .-THI�f) P:AP8�. 
By ELEAN.oR GE.oRGEN, AUTH.oR .oF " THE DELSARTE SYSTEM .oF PHYSICAL CULTURE." 

Owing t.o the lang peri.od which has unavoidably elapsed since 
the second paper of this series was published (in August, 1894), 
we would advise the learner, previous to considering the ex
ercises and teachings presented this month, to make a careful 
revie w .of the instructions given in the first two lessons, and thus 
strengthen the recollection of the fundamental principles and 
facts, which must be understood before voice culture can be 
taken up intelligently and profitably. 

The last exercise descrihed was one for strengthening and 
opening the throat, which immediately followed a relaxing exer
cise for the tongue ; and we wiH now take up 
a series for strengthening the tongue, throat and 
lips. We cannot speak too impressively of the 
imp.ortance of these muscular exercises, since they 
bring purity, quality and resonance of tone and 
a c.orrect use of the articulatory .organs. 

EXERCISEtl TO GrVI, MUSCULAR STREXGTH 
;1'0 TI1i': T UROA'r, TO "l GUE A � D  LIPS 

DURING VOCAItIZ.1 TLO�. 

required in phonetically sounding k, being sure that the tower 
teeth are just back of the upper ones and in the same relative 
position as they occupy when the mouth is closed. (This 
position is illustrated at figure No. 1 1 . )  Maintaining the mouth 
in this position, raise the tip of the tongue and press it firmly 
against the forward part .of the roof of the mouth quite near 
the front teeth, as pictured at figure No. 1 2 ; and as the explo. 
sion of breath .occurs upon the phonetic sounding of t, there 
should be a sharp, quick action .of the tongue downward to 
its former position just back of the lower teeth, as at figure No. 

1 1 .  Repeat a number of times. 
Lastly practice with th� phonetic sound of the 

consonant '{I, which is puh, produced by the hreath 
alone, without vocalization, and calls into use 
chiefly the muscles of the lips. Bring the lips 
close together, as at figure No. 1 3 ; and as the ex· 
pl.osion of breath occurs when the letter is pho. 
netically sounded, let them part with a sharp, 
quick acti.on to the p.osition Illustrated at figure 
No. 14. 

It must be borne in mind that the phonetic sound 
of the lett.er k brings into action the back of the 
tongue" that of the letter 

FIGURE N O. 8. 

When all the exercises thus f!lf given for the 
relaxation and control of the v.ocal organs of the 
throat and mouth have been practised until fairly 

well accomplished, try 
those described below. 

VOCA L RXFRCISES FOR 
TilE T H R OAT, 

TO;-.rGUI': AN]) Ll PS 
'1'0 l'Rf )DUOE PURITY 

OF TuN E. 

t calls the tip of the 
ton:);ue into activity, and 
that of the letter p exer
cise 3 the lips. These th:.lee 
comonants may be re
gartled as the basis of all 
the others, since by em
ploying them intelligently 
in proper exercise the 
root and tht tip .of t.he 
t.ongue find the lips may 
be materially strengthened ' 
and thus prepared for 
proper action upon all the 

FW l' "'' ;\ u, 9, F IGUHE ... �u 1 0  FIGl;RI!; No. 1 1, 

Open the , mouth hr 
elastically l.owering the 
jaw t.o such a depth that 
two fingers can be placed 
laterally between the teeth 

c.ons.onants as they 0ccur in speech. 
First open the mouth widely, but 

with.out straining or spreading it at . 
the eorners, simply lowering the jaw 
as directed in former exercises (see 
figure No. 8). Hold the mouth in 
this position, and then raise the tongue 
at the back against the roof of the 
mouth, keeping the tip in position just 
back of the lower teeth, as shown at 
figure No. 9,  preparat.ory t.o giving 
the phonetic sound of Jr, which is leuh, 

FIGURE No. 12, 

produced entirely by the breath and without 
vocalization. 

FIGURE .\ ". U 

(see figure N.o. 8), and 
without altering thiR p.osition .of the 
mouth or the reposeful position of the 
tongue with its tip against the back of 
the lower front teeth, say pU1'ely, 
clea1'ly and distinctly, I1h, souading the 
a as in a1'm,  as directed in one .of tbe 
exercises in the second paper. Repeat 
this syllable three times, being ex
tremely careful to produce the attack 
only by the action of the strong ab
dominal muscles and the diaphragm, 
without the sligh est restriction· or at

tae1< in the chest or thr.oat. Pivot the head 
from side to side occasionally while uttering 
the syliable, to assure case and relaxation of the 
throat, and also be sure that the sound haH a 
full ,  deep, ,pure, resonant quality, which can 
only be prodl'ced by close practical observation 
of all the rules previously explained. 

As the phonetic sound of lc is produced the 
tongue should press hard against the back of 
the roof of the mouth ; and as the explosion 
of breath occurs, the center and root of the 
tongue shoull lower with a sharp, quick ac
tion, while the uvula and the roof .of the mouth 
just in front of the uvula should rise with the 
same �harp a(,tion, giving a correct arch t.o the 
back of the mouth for sound, as in speech, to 
pass through (see figure No. 1 0). W ith every 
period .of practice the opening will widen and 

FIGURE No. 1 4 .  

After uh has been accomplished fairly well, 
say leah, still soundin,lr the a as in a1'1n , apply
ing the same principle': '8 were used in pro
ducing the phonetic found vf k, and holding 
the mouth in th" FUme p.osition as when say-

the muscles become perceptibly stronger. Be careful not to 
alter the position of the mouth while exercising the tongue, 
and be sure to keep the tip of the tongue against the inner side 
of the lower teeth. Vvhen this exercise is performed correctly 
it will be noted that a very strong lateral action of the abdo
minal muscles and of the diaphragm is produced, which is a 
great help toward attaining a correct action of these muscles 
during' vocalization. 

Having thus exercised the root .of the tongue, take up the 
phonetic sonnLi of t, which is ti<h produced hy the breath alone, 
with.out v.ocalization. Open the mouth t.o about half the width 

ing ah. The vocal organs have practically the 
same relation in saying leah as they have when we correct1y 
produce the phonetic sound of k. 

N.ow say tall , which is the next vocal exercise, placing the 
vocal organs in the same positi.on as when producing the phonetic 
sound of t, on the first attack of the syllable, and allowing the 
jaw t.o lower slightly upon the final sound of all. 

Finally repeat the syllable p"h three times with full, pure 
vocalization, giving a sharp. stron.� action of the lips, as in the 
production of the phonetic form of p. 

Hepeat the�e exercises a number of times, saying ali , leah, 
ta.h, pall, each three times, and concentrating all the power of 
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the will upon .saying them with pureness, fulness, resonance and 
power ; but be sure there is no conscious effort or feeling of 
restriction in the throat or chest. 

After having practiced these 
principal consonant sounels, we 
must, in order to gain greater 
power to produce pure tones, 
teach the Ii ps to give to the vOJV
els their proper form in connec
tion with the correct action of 
the tongue. At present we will 
confine ourselves to the positions 
of the vowels a, e, i, a and 11. 

To produce the proper sound 
of a, as in (tie, first elastically 
lower the jaw, separating the 
teeth sufficientlv to be able to 

F1GUllll No .. 1 5. 

pass between them with perfect 
ease the first finger placed laterally and allow
ing the tongue to touch the lower teeth on 
both sides and the tip to rest easily against the 
lower front teeth just above the gums. Upon 
the attack of the abdominal muscles in sound
ing a, the center of the tongue will arch slight
ly upward, and this should be the only action. 
(See figure No. 15 . )  

On 0, sounded a s  in old, the tongue lies i n  about the same 
position as when a is articulated, except that it does uot pre�s 

against the sides of the upper 
teeth ; the teeth are separated 
about the same distance, aud the 

FIGURE No. 1 6. 

lips are thrust forward from the 
teeth and perfectly rounded, as 
pictured at figure No. 18. 

U, sound�d as in use, requireR 
much the same form of tongne 
and teeth as 0, but the lips are 
thrust more forward and are not 
quite so well rounded, and the 
sides of the tongue touch the 
edges of the upper side teeth. 
(See figure No. 19 . )  

Practice all these exercises well 

To sound e, as in eel, the mouth should 
widen slightly, the lips should be drawn a 
little away from the teeth, and 

FIGURE No. 17.  

in front of a mirror, until they 
become very easy of accomplishment, ancl 
be careful to observe that the tip of the 
tongue remains in the same position against 
the lower front teeth, and that only the 
center and sides are active, throughout the 
articulation of the vowels. If the lower teeth , 
have a tendency to set forward in allvance 
of the upper ones, draw the chin back ancl 
try to close the teeth with the upper ones 
over the lower. Do this frequently every 

the latter should be less widely 
separated than for uttering (I, but 
should be far enough apart to 
admit the tip of the first finger ; 
moreover, t.he tip of the tongue 
should be held against the lower 
front teeth just the same as for a, 
but the sides must rest against 
the edges of the upper side teeth,  
leaving a narrow, flattened pas
sage for the pure sound to pass 
through, as pictured at figure No. 
16. Great care must be taken 
not to tighten the muscles of the 
throat or thrust the chin forward 
on either this vowel or the preceding 
one, and also not to alter the position 
of the mouth described while pronounc
ing any of the vowels. 

FIGGRE No. 1 8. FlGURE No. 1 9. 

day and much improvement will 
result, not o:Qly in speech, but 
also in the appearance of I he 
lower jaw. It may be impossi
ble to make the teeth close per
fectly, but any irregularity may 
thus be rendered much less 
marked. Mothers should watch 
their young cllildren and teach 
them to close their teeth proper
ly, and t.o speak by lowering the 
jaw and not by thrusting it for
ward. If such care were gen-
erally exercised, th!lre would be 
much less faulty speech and 
fewer throat troubles than there 

are at present. 
Learn to drop the jaw with complete 

relaxation, and then to control it elasti
cally, with no strain upon the muscles 
connected with the throat, and occa
sionally during the act of vocalization 
grasp with the thumb and first finger 
the flesh on each side of the neck just 
above the larynx, to insure a total lack 
of restriction in the region of the throat. 
(See figure No. 20.) The correct ac
tion of the jaw has much to do with 
both purity and quality of tone. 

To sound the vowel i, as in ice, lower 
the chin about twice as much as in say
ing a, so that the tips of two fingers 
laterally placed one above the other 
will pass easily between the upper and 
lower teeth, and retain the tip of the 

tongue in the same position against the 
lower front teeth, while the sides rest 
against the inner sides of the lower side 
teeth. Upon the attack in producing 
the sound of i the tongue flattens, show
ing the opening of the throat as pictured 
at figure No. 17 ; and upon the final 
sound of the vowel the tongue arches 
slightly in the center. Be very careful 
not to stiffen the jaw on this vowel, or 

FIGURE No. 20. 

The student must realize the exceed
ing importance of acquiring the power 
to execute all the foregoing exercises 
with skill before attemptin� anything 
farther, as upon this rudimentary prac
tice depends the success of the vocal 

to thrust the chin forward or " chew " 
the vowel, as if taking a bite from something ; it is most 
important that the jaw be kept perfectly flexible and easy. 

THE SM A LL CATA LOG'GE OF FASHIONS FOR 
SPRING, 1895, is now ready for delivery. It is a very handy 
pamphlet of 48 pages, w ith cover, an d is replete with illustra
tions in miniature o f  all the curren t  �tyles. If you cannot obtain 
a copy at the nearest agency for the sale of our Pattern�, send 
your order for it to us, with a two-cent �tamp to prepay postage, 
and we will mail it to your addre5s. 

A SPAN ISH E DITION OF THIS CATALOGUE has been 
prepared for nse in South A merica, Spain and the Spanish Colooie�, 
and will be sent to any one desiri n g  it on &he term� given above. 

8 

exercises to follow. If the mastery of 
. the simple exercise is obtained, more 

difficult ones wjll be found much easier ; in fact, their success
ful execution is impossibl e unless each step is carefully studied. 

THE CAT AtOGUE OF SPECIAL STYLES FOR SPRING 
AND SUMMER, is also ready. It contains 64 pages, illustrat
ing Patterns of many desirable garments not fonnd among the 
current fashion�, and of articles of household use and ornament. 
If a copy of this catalogue cannot be procured from any of 
our A gents, we will send i t  free on receipt of a two-cent 
stamp. 

NOTE.-A copy of the English or Spanish Small Catalogue of 
FashifJns, with a copy of the Catalogue of Special Style.s, wilt be 

sent free on receipt of three cents to p!'epay postage. 
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BY M RS. SARA M I L L RR K I R BY. 

[M RS KIRBY WILL BE GLAD TO A DVISE AS TO TRAINING SOITOOI.S, MOTHERS' OLUBS OR TIlE ESTABLISHING OF KINDERGARTEXS. 
LETTERS 1'0 HER SITOULD BE A DDRESSED OARF. OF TITF. EDITOR OF TIlE DELINEATOR.] 

T H E  OOOUPATro�S. 

The new education is  designed to produce spontaneous action 
and a creative, inventive spirit by encouraging the child t o  

ILLUSTRATION No 218. 

ILr.USTRATION No. 220. 

embody in Bome form the 
ideas he gets from inani
mate things. The " occu
pations " of the kinder
garten secme this result, 
because t1my apply the 
principleR learned from 
the gifts and give perma
nence to their various 
transformations. 

Froebel chose the sphere, 
cube and cylinder as typi
fying the forms of Nature. 
When the gifts are presented 
in the kindergarten, they are 
analyzed as to their proper
ties, their actiVities, and their 
resemblance to the forms of 
thp heavenly bodies, of min
erals and of life. But we 
constantly find these forms or 
their parts combined in Na
ture, not only in the works of 
the Creator, but also in those 
of his creatures. Thus the 
ant lay� out her opposite lines 
with mathematical precision, 
anll forms a surface which is 
to her a " habitation and a 
her straw and threads into a 

, - - ,  , , I \ I I I J \. ., 
, � -,..,. 

ILLUSTRATION No. 219. 

ILLUSTRATION No, 221. 

' ILLUSTRATION No. 222. 

ILLUSTRATION No. 224. 

home " ;  and the bird weaves 
spherical form to afford shelter 

for her young. Man, too, finds himself in a world of ever
varying wants, and hc must study how to meet them. He is a 
" creative being," but he does not really create anything. He 
only combines what a loVing Father, who created the world 
.and " saw that it was good," has placed at his disposal. These 
combinations of man we call his occupations. 

The savage found it necessary to provide himself with food, 
clothing and protection from the weather, so he constructed 
rude mills for grinding grain, knives for destroying game and 
shaping garments of skin, and chisels, hammers and other tool8 
for bnilding purposes ; and thc ingenuity of man has ever since 
been devoted to meeting these same needs. New possibilities 
open, he draws ever nearer to the beautiful, and so there comes 
an improved and extended mental condition. The spread of 
wants takes II direct.ion other than the material. New duties 
arise, and new agencies are found to perform them. Thus we 
speak of our food processes, our applied science, tHe arts of 
war and of design, - all to satisfy the needs of advancing civiliza
tion. 

So has the development of the human race gone steadily ' on. 
" Cursed is the ground for thy sake," and " In the sweat of thy 
face shalt thou eat bread " says the otd dispensation, to provide 
man a means of regeneration. FroebeJ , who had carefully 
watched childish instincts manifested through play, declared 
that the " child develops as the rAN' has done," and improvi8ed 
the occupations of thc kindergarten (epitomized industries 
of the human race) as aids to the orderly development or true 

ILLU:-iTRAT JI)N N o  223. 

ILLUSTRATlON Xo. 22:). 

education of the child. 
In this work of devel

opment the hand plays an 
important part. The oc
cupations or Ji1anual ex
ercises of the kindergar
ten tntin the hand, and 
with it the eye, and so 
the whole intelligent lJe
ing. Dr. MurraY, in his llandbook of T'syc1,olopy, 
says : " The hand shows 

the superiOl'ity of man 
over the lower animals, 

and there seems to be a pro
portion between the develop
ment of gencral intelligence 
and the development of t O llf'h 
ill the animal kingdom. "  

For the best results thc 
hand must be t rained while 
the muscles are flexibJe and 
before thc fingers have lJe
corne set and stiff. 'l'here 
will be 110 limit to manual 
dexterity if training is com
menced early and ca rried on 
gradually and systemati
cally. As we grow older, 
things that could easily have 

been learned in childhood are acquired more slowly and only 
with the greatest pains. Besides, the child is  not generally COll-
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scious of himself ; he wants to do new things and strives to 
imitate what he sees going on around him. This is the striving 
of his creative power. 

Early training is a great help toward skilled labor. Foreign 
nations have long since recognized 
this fact, and have established tech
nical schools to train the hand in 
various industrial pursuits, the grat
ifying results of which clearly ap
pear in their manufactories. Here 
in the United States it has been 

acknowledged that child
ren who have had the kin
dergarten training are able 
to take up trades earlier 
and to do better work 
tban those who have not. 
President IIunter, of the 
Normal College of New 
York City, says :  " Com
paring children who have 
had the benefits of the 
kindergarten and those 
who have not, it has bcen 
proved that the kindergar-
ten children are brighter, 
quicker and more intelligent ; 
and especially afterwards, in all 
such work as writing and draw
ing, requiring muscular power 
and flexibility in the wrist and 
fingers, they preeminently ex
cel ."  

Trainers of  animals al  ways 
commence with their dumb pu
pils when very young, a Iion
tamer taking his dangerous sub
ject while only a few months 
old. It was recently announced 
in a well-known journal tbat a 
kindergarten for col ts had been 
established in California. These 

ILLUSTRA.TION No 227. 

ILr.uwrnATJON �o. 229. 

ILLU!;TRATTON No. 230. 

valuable babies are there taken into a special room for a short 
time each day and taught confidence in tbeir trainer and to use 
properly and economically their powers in running and trotting. 

" For every talent in man, means of development lire offered 
in the kindergarten. "  Formerly it was not thought necessary 
to give a child certain tra.inings uuless he was to be a specialist, 
but Froebel declares that he has a right to be developed on all 
sides first, in order that he may attain roundness of character 
and be fully prepared for life. Moreover, some talents do not 
show themselves spontaneously, except in the few cases where 
they are so strongly marked that they must find expression. 

The kindergarten occupations not only improve all talents, 
but if carried iuto the scbool, ofteu iucli'cate special fitness for 
certain pursuits. This is one of the most distinctive advantages 
of the kindergarten, as is shown by the fact that many a scholar 
who has not had such preliminary training leaves school without 
knowing what particular calling he would cnjoy or is fitted for. 
He allows the choice of his field of labor to be governed by 
chance or circumstances, and too often realizes afterward that 
he has " mistaken his vocation." It must not be forgotten that 
these occupations are a means, not ouly of physieal , but also of 
intellectual, social and spiritual development ,  and so are well 
fitted to produce rOllodness of character ; for " the mere seholar 
and the mere hfind-laborer are both incomplete human beings. " 

The more m nsdes that nre brought into play, the better will 
be the physical development and health. " Two or three repeti
tions of an impression are sometimes enough to produce a habit 
in a baby," and thus awkward and unnecessary movements may 
be easily overcome and the continued growth of muscles used in 
after life insured. while a decided help is given in all sports and 
games tbat require correctues8 of eye and quickness of hand. 

The child trained on Froebel'8 gifts and occupations will acquire 
a skillful use of his hands and a habit of accurate measurement 
with the eye which will be his possession for life. 

A child is often called restless and naughty, when the fault 
lies in the fact that he has no suitable outlet for his activity. A 
normally constituted child likes to really work and is always 
asking or seeking to " do something." Referring to thi8 general 
quality of childhood, a well known writer Rays : " The excep
tions should be carefully watched as probably indicating some 
morbid condition of the brain or the physical indolence which, 
in childhood, means delicate health." If llO proper sphere of 

ILLUSTRA.TION No 228. 

action is given, this ac
tivity become destructive. 
The child breaks his toy 
npart because he wnnts to 
work upon it and iH irri
tated and disgusted at the 
result. 

As urged above, many 
intellectual and III 0 r a I 
qualities are brought into 
play by the occupations. 
'fhe child must observe 
and execnte accnrately ; 
he must have patience and 

perseverance to complete the work, and these two 
qualities help to control his temper and make him for
bearing with his companions. He respects himself be
cause he can do something well ; learns to respect labor ; 
and a love of the beautiful is cultivated, leading to the 
Giver of all that is good. 

Poverty and crime are often the result 01 a lack of 
training to do any work well. Prisons and reforma
tory schools are conducting kindergartens of manual 
training, becau8e so many of tbeir inmates are incom

petent to perform skilled labor. 'Vhy not establish kindergar
tens and technical schools instead of paying taxeH to maintain 
prisons and re-
formatories { 

The most com
mon kindergar
ten occupations 
a r e  s e w i n g ,  
weaving, paper 
folding, cutting 
and p a s  t i n  g , 
pcas-work, clay
modelling, par
quetry, draw
ing, p r i c k i n g, 
stringing balls, 
cubes and cylin
ders, stringing 
straws and col
ored p a p  e r R ,  
making p a p e r  
chains, and the 

ILLUATRATION No. 23�. 

intelligent nse of the peg-board. 
SEWING. - The materials for 

this occupation are easily found and 
the dire('tion� are simple. Bristol 
cards about four inclieH square 
C01111' in packages of one hundred, 
and upon them cireles, designs in 
circles and outlines of utensils, fruit 
and flowers may be pricked. Lay 
the cards on felt or a cushion, and 
make the holes with a kindergarten 
pricking needle or a hat-pin. Do 
not make the holes too close to
gether, fiS fine work is hurtful : and 
use appropriate colors. 

Cards arc also sold filready prick
cd in squares for vertical, horizon
tal and oblique lines and their com
binations ; and larger carcl R bear 
pictures of animal�, tranes, houses, 
etc. , the outlines being marked for 
the holes to be pricked. For older 

ILLUBTHATION No. 233. 

] l.L H�T RA T ION No. 234. 

ILLUSTRATION No. 235. 

children there are sequences in natural history and botany. 
Sometimes this occupation is overdone becau�e it is easy, the 

child being allowed to work at it too long. Sewing helps to an 
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exact perception of colors and their shades, and it also requires 
neatness, preci�ion, economy and obedience. (Illustrations Nos. 
2 18 to 223. )  

WEAVING.-In weaving, the cultivatioIi of the oosthetic 
sense should always be kept in 
mind, and good forms and com-
binations of colors should, there
fore, be used ; moreover, after 
utility should be considered. 
Leather mats and wooden strips 
are sometimes used in the be
ginning to teach the use of the 
fingers and the principle of over 
and under, and then under and 

ILLUSTRATION No. 236. over. Mothers ean cut mats out 
of stiff paper for this first use. 
The same principle underlies the kindergarten weaving 

.as that which governs the manufacture of fabrics. A 
single strand is weak in itself, but a combination of 
strands is strong. " Union is strength," is an axiom 
at the foundation of church, home and state. In the 
mat, the strips and the needle we have the warp, woof 
and shuttle. 

Commencing with the simple, one over, one under, 
which one child told his mother was 

-=-

� -

� 

� 

" just like darning stockings, "  
other combinations are formed 
which lead to the most intricate de
signs (Illl!strations Nos. 224 and 
225). Weaving cultivates an appre
ciation of numbers, requires light
ness and strength, because of the 
delicate materials combined to make 
a firm surface, exemplifies the cou
nection of opposites, gives percep
tion of color, and increases self
control and patience. 

A torn or wrinkled mat cannot be 
mended to look as good as new, 
and so the child must take the con
sequences of his own wrong-doing. 
Have the child do as much of the 
work as possible in pushing up the 
strips, cutting and pasting. 

ILLUSTRATION No. 238. 

The mats and strips are sold to
gether in packages. 
The strips have a nar
row margin, and it is 
better for the child to 
cut or tear them off 
one at a time. The 
needle commonly used 
and several designs 
were illustrated in the 
" Christmas Work." 

ILLUSTRATION No. 240 

In the triangle the designs follow from the corners folded in to 
the center, and in the 'circle from the diameter. (Illustration 
No. 234.)  

By means of  these 

ILLUSTRATION No. 237. 

-

simple pieces of paper are illustrated 
geometrical figures, forms of 
crystals, and objects of life, 
such as houses, tools, etc. Only 
the simpler forms are given to 
young children, but the occupa
tion joined with drawing follows 
on into the school. (Illustration 
No. 235 . )  

Paper-folding requires careful 
handling, as well as correct 
sight for laying the papers 
straight and making the patterns 
regular. It brings out in another 
form lessons learned from the 
gift.s, testing what has been ac
quired and fixing it more thor
oughly. 

PAPER - CUTTING AND 
P ASTING.-A square of paper 
is folded by a certain rule and 
cut on certain lines, and the 
pieces thus cut are then pasted 
in symmetrical forms on �heets 

I LLUSTRATION No 239. 

of paper. For simple designs the 
folds are the two diameters, and 
then folding to make a square 
one-fourth the size of the origi
nal one. Directions and illus
trations were given in the paper 
on " Christmas Work. " Other 
papers can be bought already 
lined on one triangular fold. 
The cuts that can be made are 
innumerable, while the work 

-------,-----i-, --------'''''' 
, 
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iLLUBTRA'J.'ION No. 241. 

proves most fascinating and leads 
to conventional designing. (Il
lustrations Nos. 236 and 237.) 

Paper-cutting inculcates poli
tical economy, because each 
piece that is cut must be saved 
and made use of in the design 
formed, as otherwise the pro
portion would be spoiled. It  
also teaches that everything is  
good if in its  rightful place, shows 
the relation of parts and whole, 
and cultivates a perception of 

PAPER FOLDING. 
-The material for this 
purpose consists of 
squares, triangles and 
circles of paper. A 
g,round form is the 
starting point ; and 
from this by slight 
changes a variety of 
figures a r e  m a d  e . 
Sequences are thus em-

ILLUSTRATION No. 243. 

harmony of form and 
color. It also leads 
away from destruc
tiveness by providing 
a proper use for the 
scissors on suitable 
material. Use round
pointed sci�sors. 

ph.asized and the rela-
tionship that mathe- ILLUSTRATION 

matics bear to artistic No. 242. ILLUSTRATION No. 244. 

Free - hand cutting 
commences with fig
ures which have both 
sides alike, slIch as 
vases, etc. , and leads 
g r a d u a l l y  out into 
more intricate designs. 
It is used in the school 
with d r a w i n g. A 
young child may com
mence by cutting out production indicated. 

The jir"t ground form in the square paper consists of the 
diameters and diagonals, or, as the child calls them, two books 
and two shawls. (Illustrations Nos. 226 to 228.)  

The .<econd ground form in the square paper i s  a s  follows : 
Fold the first, then fold the corners in the center, reverse, and 
fold the corners again to the center. When open, this will 
show quite prominently a square in the center with a diagonal 
line running out from each corner of the square. Crease the 
diagonal lines and the paper will look like a st.iff table-cloth. 
This is called the table-cloth ground form or fundamental, and 
from it follow many of the forms given. (Illustrations Nos. 
22:) to 233 . )  

pictures having broad outlines. Give short cuts a t  first. 
PEAS-WORK.-This occupation consists of reproducing 

mathematical forms, forms of crystals, and common objects by 
means of sticks and peas. These make the skeletons of the forms 
or object.s, and the chief use of the work is the help it gives in 
analysis and preparation for prospective drawing. (Illustration 
No. 238. )  

CLAY-MODELLING.-Froebel said, " What children uni
versally love to do must have in it some educational value " ; 
and so he gave to the little ones the gratification of working in 
plastic substances. Commencing with the ball, cube and cylin
der, the child is led out into the world of industry and art 
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around him. (Illustrations Nos. 239 to 241 . )  He learns to ex
press himself, to embody the sense of form he has received from 
the gifts and other kindergarten work. This occupation increases 
the natural disposition toward art in one child and shows whether 
another possesses any such tendency. It leads directly to cast
in�, modelling, pottery, sculpture and architectural ornamenta
tion. It trains both hands, counteracts the tendency to destroy 
fragile objects, and also insures neatness, since good work can
not be done with muddy fingers. A small child must necessarily 
roll and pat his clay, but an older one should learn as soon as 
possible to use thumb and finger. 

PARQUETRY.-This is the pasting of small squares, triangles 
and circles into designs, and will be given in connection with the 
seventh gift. 

DRAWING.-The drawing of the kindergarten can only lay 
the foundation for future artistic work. The Froebel drawing 
consisted of lines and designs on netted paper, but most kinder
gartens now teach free-hand drawing by letting the child draw 
the ball or cube as he sees it, and also reproduce patterns he has 
laid with the sticks or parquetry. Dotted paper and slates are 
also used for practice in drawing lines. Outline drawing con
sists of laying down pasteboard patterns of geometrical forms, 

flowers, leaves or animals, and drawing around them. Some 
finishing touches may be afterward put in. After a pattern has 
been used many times, the figure may be drawn without it. 

PRICKING.-On account of injury to the eyes resulting from 
fine work, and the danger of wounding the fingers with the needle, 
this occupation has been discarded in many kindergartens. 

The string£ng of balls, cubes and cylinders was mentioned in  
connection with the second gift. The same work may be done 
by alternating short straws and small colored circles. When the 
materials are made at home, wet the straws before cutting_ 
(Illustration No. 242.)  

Small st?',PS of pape?' may be pasted together to represent a 
chain. (Illustration No. 243 . )  

T H E  PEG-BOARD.-This i s  used t o  teach position and 
numbers! It is a smooth board measuring 6x6 inches, checkered 
with half-inch squares, and with holes at the corners of these 
squares to receive pegs. (D1ustration No. 244 . )  

Preserve the child's work in some form-either i n  a scrap
book or in the shape of presents to friends. 

The intention of all the occupations is to lead the child to 
know and express himself. Much care is necessary to adapt 
them to the child and to connect them properly with the gifts . 

.... 

THI!1 M ARKITITS.--NE W  VEGETABLES.-MACARONI AND EASTERTIDE DISHES. 

In the early Springtime, after the sun h1\s begun to warm the 
earth and the first flowers have come forth to rejoice the sight 
with their dainty brightness, we are sure to feel a strong craving 
for crisp, fresh vegetables, of which April produees few enough 
in the temperate zone. When the system is relaxed, there is 
small desire for the strong meats of Winter, and the thoughtful 
housekeeper, instead of dosing her family with the time-honored 
Sp��g bitters to strengthen their appetites, gives them a palat
able diet entirely suited to the season. Instead of continuing 
to feed them on buckwheat-cakes and sausages, with artificial 
tonies and invigorants to make their systems equal to this un
natural regimen, she offers them daintily broiled fish, fruits of 
various kinds and plenty of succulent water-cress, lettuee and 
radishes. 

The assortment of fish in season remains large and varied, 
embracing shad, brook trout, fresh mackerel, blue-fish, siscoes, 
pickerel, white-fish, white-bait, salmon, halibut, cod, haddock 
and bass. This is the last month for smelts, oysters and seal
lops, but to compensate, it begins the season for brook trout, 
while fresh mackerel is so plentiful that it is now the cheapest 
fish in the market. 

Meats remain about the same as last month. Veal is now 
cheaper than it has been for some months past, and beef, mutton 
and lamb are plentifully displayed. Eggs, which are meat in a 
condensed form, are now in perfection, and as the price is 
daily diminishing, the careful woman uses them with inereasing 
freedom in place of meat. In poultry there are pullets and 
chickens, and also wild dueks and geese, whieh, however, are 
seen for the last time this month. 

Of vegetables, the new kinds include young green onions, 
asparagus, radishes, rhuharb, lettuce and dandelion greens ; 
while new potatoes, string beans, eucumbers, peas and tomatoes 
are displayed in the large city markets, but at fancy prices. 
The old vegetables that are still obtainable are beets, cabbage, 
cauliflower, celery, 'salsify, parsnips and carrots. In places so 
remote from city markets that not even a few new vegetables 
are yet procurable, the housekeeper can depend with confidenee 
upon the excellent canned goods that are now sold at prices to 
suit all purses. 

Fruits are none too plentiful. The shaddock has disappeared, 
and in its place we have the strawberry. Every year the April 
strawberry grows richer in flavor, and also less expensive, 
although the price is still so high as to keep the dainty fruit 
from the general table. Oranges, bananas and pineapples are to 
be had, and apples are also seen, though high-prieed and of 
unsatisfactory quality. 

April opens with most of the new Spring pro duets very 
expensive, but it usually closes with prices moderately low all 
along the line. 

NE W VEGETA BLES. 

ONIONS.-These vegetables are to be had all the year round, 
but the small green onions are among the first products to appear 
in Spring. They are usually seasoned with salt and pepper, 
being dipped in the condiments and eaten with bread. They are 
also very appetizing when cut in slices, green stems and all, and 
served with vinegar. The medicinal value of the onion family 
is undoubted, and it has long been understood, as is shown by 
the old saying : 

" Eat leeks in Lide, and ramsines in May, 
And all the year after physicians may play." 

Ramsines were a kind of garlic and were once held in high 
favor. The onion loves a warm climate, and in consequence 
the variety grown in Bermuda and other southern parts is the 
finest known. Onions would doubtless be more generally used 
if their flavor were less pronounced, and the Bermuda species 
owes most of its popularity to its mildness and delicacy. The 
common onion, however, may be so cooked that its flavor will 
be almost equal to that of the Bermuda. After paring onions of 
any ordinary sort, place them in eold water and let them remain 
for an hour. Then throw them into boiling salted water, boil 
for five minutes, drain, and add the same qllantity of boiling 

. salted water. Change the water thus three times, allowing the 
onions to boil for five minutes after each ehange, and finishing 
the cooking in the last water. When the onions are tender, 
serve them with melted butter and a dash of pepper, or with a 
cream sauee made by thickening a pint of milk with a table
spoonful of com-starch and seasoning with butter, and a little 
pepper added after the onions are in the serving dish. In mak
ing a white sauce for vegetables, meat or fish, the careful cook 
either uses white pepper, or else sprinkles black pepper over the 
top after the dish is ready for serving, never putting black pep
per in the sauce. 

RADISHES.-These erisp and dainty morsels should also be 
freely consumed just now. They are generally eaten with salt 
only, although not a few prefer them slieed and served with a 
French dressing. About an inch of the green tops should be left 
upon the radishes when they are sent to table, and should be 
eaten. 

GREENS.-Dandelioll greens, kale, spinach, the leaves of 
young beets and the narrow-leaved dock come under tillS head, 
and all are both delicious and wholesome in the Spring. Wash 
dandelion greens very earefully, remove all old leaves, and then 
boil the greens until tender in salted water wit.h a squa�'e of 
bacon or salt pork. Throw the greens when done into a colander, 
press the water from them, cut them ('oars ely with a few cross 
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cuts with a sharp kmfe, season with pepper, and salt if neces
sary, and serve. Kale, though a species of cabbage, does not 
form heads, but has sprawling, curling leaves. It should be 
cooked the same as dandelion, drained well, and seasoned with 
plenty of butter, salt and pepper. Spinach must be boiled with
out meat, drained thoroughly, cnt coarsely, and �easoned with 
butter, pepper and salt. Slices of hard-boiled egg may be 
strewn over the spinach and ·a slice or so served upon each plate. 

ASPAHAG'C'S.-This vegetable is highly prized, and the first 
bunches are brought to market this month. That which has 
green stems is much tenderer than the white variety. Asparagus 
can be cooked iu various ways. Many good cooks tie it in 
bunches, lay it in boiling salted water, cook until tender ( nsually 
twenty minutes), arrange 01] a small, hot platter, pour on plenty 
of melted butter and add pepper and a slight sprinkling of salt. 
Another method of serving is to lay the bundle of cooked 
asparagus on buttered toast, and pour over both toast and vege
table a pint of w hite sauce made as above directed. Stewed 
asparagus i� delicious, being preferred by many persons who like 
the sweet flavor of the vegetable. To prepare this dish, cut the 
asparagus into inch lengths, add enough hot water to two-thirds 
cover it, and placc the stew-pan, tightly covered, in another 
containing hot water. The double boiler is exactly the utensil 
for stewing asparagus. If there are many woody ends, it is well 
to tie them in a squarc of checse-cloth, cook them in with the 
rest, remove thc bag when the tender portion is done, and throw 
away the contents. The sweetness to be thus derivell from the 
tough parts of the stalks is well worth the extra trouble. No 
more water should be added than it will be desirable to serve 
with the aspantgus. ,Vhen all the good parts are perfectly 
tender, season with butter, salt and pepper, and serve, This 
mode of cooking is especially commended because it does not 
permit any waste of the juices of the asparagus. 

RHUBARB.-This is a real Springtime blessing, since it 
contains acids that are very helpful to health at this time of the 
year. It is most frequently eaten stewed. Cut the stems in 
inch lengths, and add just enough water to keep them from 
burning, and a cupful of sugar to every quart of rhubarb. Cover 
closely and stew gently until tender. Rhubarb pies are very 
appetizing, but they are seldom made nowadays. 

.J[A CARON!. 
To the housekeeper who is uuable to procure her supplies 

from a well stocked market, and who cannot obtain early Spring 
vegetables, macaroni is a friend indced. It costs but a few 
cents a package, and is, therefore, a most economical substi
tute for vegetables. 'fhe variety that is formed in large pipes or 
tubes is the best ; it requires an hour's cooking, but is much 
more delicious than spaghetti, the small sort. A few of the 
many attractive methods of preparing macaroni are given below. 

MACARONI WITH CI-IEESE.-Break the macaroni into 
inch lengths, and boil it gently in water until soft., an hour being 
generally sufficient ; then drain well, turn into a baking di�h, 
season with salt and a little pepper, and add just enough milk to 
be seen all through the macaroni, but not enough to <!QVt'!: it. 
Lastly spread on top grated cheese to the depth of a quarter of 
an inch, and bake for fifteen minutes in a very hot oven or for 
twenty minutes in a more moderate heat. The top should be of 
a delicious-looking brown tint. 8erve in the baking dish. 

�'fACARONI 1\.U GRATIN.-

Yz pound of macaroni. 
4 ounces of cheese. 
2 table-spoonfuls of butter. 
1 H \1 .. Hour. 
I cupful of cream. 
1 "  " bread-cl'Umbs. 
1 ep:g. 

Boil the macaroni until soft, drain in a colander, pour cold water 
over, and shake as dry as possible. Melt a table-spoonful of the 
butter, add the flour, and when the mixture is smooth, stir in 
the cream. As soon as the cream is nicely thickened, season 
with salt and pepper, and just before removing from the fire add 
the yolk of the egg. 'The heat will be sufficient to cook the egg, 
and the sauce should be taken at once from the fire, as it might 
break if left in the heat too long. Melt the cheese and the re
maining table-spoonful of butter, oil a baking dish, and fill with 
alternate layers of macaroni and the cream sauce. When both 
are entirely usecl, pour on the melted cheese, cover the top with 
bread-crumbs, and brown in a quick oven. This is obviously a 
much richer dish than the one before it. 

}IACAIWNI WITH TOMATO SAGOE.-

� ponnd of 1 1 lacarO l l i .  
1 pint  of tomatocs. 
1 t!\ble-spooniul of bu tter. 
2 1.1 LI tiour. 
Salt nnd pepper. 

Boil the macaroni until tender, drain in a colander, pour on cold 
water to blanch it,  and shake dry. Stew the tomatoeR for fif
teen minutes, and press them through a hair sieve. }Ielt the 
butter, acid the flour, mix smoothly, add the strained tomatoes, 
and stir until the preparation thickens. Season with salt and 
pepper, add the macaroni, stir gently, heat and serve. 

MACARONI WITH :MILK.-This is a most nourishing dish 
that is very popular with children. Boil the macaroni for an 
hour in plenty of water, drain 'it, and return it to the vessel in 
which it was cooked. Add sufficient milk to nearly cover the 
macaroni, let it boil gently for four minutes, add salt and butter, 
place in the serving dish, dust lightly with pepper, and Serve. 

FOR EA STERTIlJE. 
HOT-CROSS BUNS.-

3 cupfuls of 8\\-e<:t milk. 

j ] 
. t  t\ yea�t, or 

I 1 cake of corn pressed yeast. 
Flour. 

Scald the milk, and when it. is lukewarm, add the yeast and 
enough flour to make a thick batter. Beat thoroughly and set 
in a warm place over night, beating up the sponge about nine 
o'clock. In the morning add the following : 

1 cupful of sugar. 
�'2' " " butter (melted). 
Yz of a nutmeg. 
] sal t-spoonful of salt. 
Flom. 

Place the sugar and nutmeg together, and add the mixture to 
the sponge, then the butter, and lastly sufficient flour to form a 
dough. Knead well on a baking board, and then set to rise for 
five hours. At the end of this time place the dough once more 
on the baking board, knead into a sheet half an inch thick, cut 
into round cakes, arrange in a buttered baking pan, and set in a 
warm place. In half an hour make a cross upon each bun, 
place in the oven, and bake to a light-brown hue. When done, 
brush over with a soft cloth dipped in the beaten white of an 
egg and half a cupf,ul of sugar. 

FANCY EASTER DESSERT.-

1 box of gelatine. 
1 quart of boiling water. 
2 cupfuls of sugar. 
4 1emo118. 
1 pint of mille 
2 table- spoonfuls of corn-starch. 
Yz pint of cream. 
6 empty egg shells. 
Yz tea-spoonful of sail. 

Pour upon the gelatine a cupful of cold water, and after it has 
stood for an hour add the boiling water and the sugar. When 
the sugar and gelatine are dissolved, add the juice of the lemons, 
and then strain. Turn a small soup-plate upside down in a two
quart basin, pour the mixture in, and set in a cold place to 
harden. Cut the lemon peel in strips, dip them in a thick syrup 
made of sugar and jnst enough water to dissolve it, and lay them 
on oiled paper to harden. ,Vet the corn-starch in half a cupful 
of the milk, place the remainder of the milk on tbe fire, and 
w hen it is scalding hot add the corn-starch. When this prep
aration is thick, cook for two minutes, stirring continually, or 
set the pan in another containing boiling water to finish the 
cooking. Sweeten the corn-starch, and add the half tea-spoonful 
of salt. Have ready the six empty shells, the contents of which 
should previously have been removed through a moderately 
large hole in one end of each. Pour the corn-starch into the 
shells until all are full, stand them on end, and set in a cool 
place. 'fhe holes in the shells must be of sufficient size to 
permit the mixture to be poured in readily. At serving time 
turn out the jelly upon a large, flat dish, remove the soup-plate, 
carefully arrange the candied lemon-peel about the space to 
represent straw, whip the cream, fill the " nest " with it, break 
the shells from the corn-starch eggs, lay them in the " nest," 
and serve. BLAIR, 

--�-�- - -
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TATTING.-N0.  35 .  
ABBREVL�TlONS rSED I N  MAKING TATTING. 

(l. , . DOl:ble-�litch or lh!' tlVO hah'es forming one �titl'h. p. -Picot. *. -Indicates a repetition as directed wherever a * is seen. 

-- ----- ,-

TATT E D  BOlWBR FOR C E �TJm-pmU I'] FOR TABLK 

F'JG URE No. 1.-'V ark the four-leaved figures with one thread, 
thus : 5 d. s. , 5 p. , with 2 d. s. between each : 5 d. s . .  close up 
and work 3 more similar rings. In working the last ring, leave 
the middle picot twice as long as the others ; as the last ring of 
each four-leaved figure is joined to this picot, tie the ends of 
thread and cut off. ",York il more of the four-leaved figures, 
joining them as described above. Then with 2 threads work the 

1 p. , 4 d. s. and close the ring ; tW'n, make another ring like 
the last : turn and make another ring also like the last two, ex
cept that you join it to the side-picot of the 1st. ring after making 
the 1 st 4 d. s. , and this takes the place of the 1 st picot ; turn, 
make another ring, joining it to the second ring made, and work 
in this way until the strip is as long as desired. 

For' the l'OW of Points below.-First make a ring thus : 1 d. s. , 
1 p. , 4 d. s . ,  1 p. , 4 d. s. , 1 p. , 2 d. s. , 1 p . ,  4 d. s . ,  1 p. , 2 d. R. , 
1 p. , 2 ll. s. , 1 p. , 2 d. s. , 1 p. , 3 d. s. ; draw up, using the side 
having 4 picots for the bottom or lower part ; make a ring close 
to the last one of 4 d. s. , 1 p. , 4 d. s. , 1 p. , 4 d. s. , 1 p. , 4 d. s . ;  
draw up and fasten the thread to  the  1st  picot ; make another 
ring like the last, joining it after the 1 st 4 d. s. to the side-picot 
of the 1 st ring instead of making the 1 st picot ; fasten to the 
next picot. Now make a large ring of 5 d. s. , join to side-picot 
of last ring, 4 d. s. , 1 p. , 2 d. s. , 1 p. , 4 d. s. , 1 p. , 5 d. s. ; draw 
up and fasten to the next picot of the foundation ring. Then 
make two more rings like the 1 st 2, joining thcm at the side, 
and also fastening to the 1 st ring made. Make as Illany of these fig
ures as necessary, allowing 1 to every 4 rings on the upper row, and 
tying them to the upper row by the picots, as seen in the picture. 

For the Lowe?' Purt.

FIGUW'; :\fa. l .-TATTED BORDER FOR CENTER-PIECE 

Fait TA BLE. 

FIGURE No. 2.-CLOVER-LEAF IXBERTlON. 

For a rosette, make a large 
ring of 8 p. , each sepa
rated by 3 d. 8. ; draw up 
and break the thread. 
Now make a large picot 
drawn out long thus : 4 
d. 8. , 1 p. , 6 d. s. , 1 p. , 
(l d. s. , 1 p. , 4 d. s. , draw 
up. A short distance from 
this make a ring of 4 d. s. , 
join to side-picot, 4 U. s. , 
1 p. , 4 d. s . ,  1 p. , 4 Ll. s. , 
draw up ; now 4 d. s. , 

scollops, thus : Join to the middle picot of one of the four-leaved 
figures ; 2 d. s. , 1 1  p. , with 2 d. s. between each, 2 d. s . ,  * join 
to middle picot of next ring of same figure, Hnd to the middle 
of opposite ring of next figure ; 2 d. s. , 1 1  p. , with 2 d. s. be
tween each, 2 (I. s. , join to middle picot of next ring of same 
figure. Hepeat from * all rounel. Tie the ends of the thread at 
the starting point and cut them off. This completes the rosette. 

The rosettes are joined to each other in working the scallops, 
and the open spaces between the rosettes are filled in with four
leaved figures worked with one thread, a� follows : (l d. s. , 1 p. , 
2 d. s. , join to 4th picot of a scallop, 2 d. s. , join to 2nd picot 
of the connecting scallop, 2 tl. s . ,  1 p. , (l d. s. ; draw the stitches 
together and work S more rings, joining the scollops in the 
same manner. 

C LOV I<1R-L1UF 1 -"S�;RTlO�1. 

FIGURE No. 2.- With both threads makc 7 Ll. �. ; with one 
thread make 6 d. s. , 1 p. , 2 d. s. , 1 p. , 2  d. s. , 1 p. , 4 d. s. , 
draw up ; then as close as possible make 4 d. s. and join in the 
3rd picot of 1 st loop, 2 d. s. , 1 p. , 2 d. s., 1 p. , 2 d. s. , 1 p. , 
2 d. s. , 1 p. , 4 d. s. , tim w up : �till usiug one thread makc 4 
d. s. and join in last pir'ot of 2nd loop, 2 d. s. , 1 p. , 2 d. s. , 1 p. , 
(l d. s. , draw up ; with both threads make "I d. s. , 1 p . ,  7 d. s. ; 
with one thread make (j d. s. and join to the last picot of the 3rd 
loop in clover-leaf, 2 d. s. , 1 p. , 2 Ll. s. , 1 p. , 4 d. s. , draw up ; 
continue as in first clover-leaf. 'Vith both threads make 7 d. s. , 
1 p. , 7 d. s. ; with one t hread, another clover leaf, and so on 
for first half. For second half, lllake with both threads 7 d. s. ; 
then a clover-leaf as in first half ; with both threads make 7 d. s. 
and join to picot of half loop opposite, 7 d. s . ,  and continue as in 
first half. This edging is very handsome when made of silk. 

TATT l.m lWUI:\fG. 

FIGURE No. 3.- lh make the Uppel' Section of Double Rings.
With one thread make 4 d. s., 1 p. , 4 d. s. , 1 p. , 4 d. s. , 

join to side-picot of last 
ring, 11 d. s. , 1 p. , 4 d. s. , 

elm w up. Now 3 rings each Illade thus : 4 d. 8. , join to side
picot, 5 d. s. , 1 p. , 5 d. s . ,  1 p . ,  4 d. s. , draw up ; thcu 
another like the 3rd one made ; then 1 like the 2nd ; tie to the 
first ring made and fasten neatly to the center ring, as seen in 
the picture. Now use the 1 st large ring made for the top of the 
rosette, and join it by its picot to the picots between the points 

FlOUR" :  Xo. 3.-TATTED EDGING. 

in the 2nd section (see picture) ; then join the next 2 'rings 
to the next 2 rings in the point, as shown in the engraving. 

FOT the lop Heading.- ·-Take 2 threads and join to a picot in  
the top row ; then make 3 d.  s. , 1 p. , 3 d. s. , join to picot iu  
the ring underneath, 3 d. B. , 1 p. , and repeat in  this order across 
the row. Finish the heading by crocheting chains of 5 stitches 
joined to picots. 
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DOI,LS' l fOUSES.-No. 1 .  

of to-day, however, is quite 
another matter. She is ar
rayed with Parisian elegance, 
and she has her choice of 
houses, which are provided 
with " all the modern im
provements," are furnished 
in the very latest fashion, 
and, better th]ln this, have 
the merit of tidiness to com
mend them to the mot.her 
who is often rather tired of 
" picking up " after her little 
girl. 

the small girls of forty years 
ago flaper dolls were cut in 
rows, with thin, shapeless handg 
joined; and they never had a 
roof to shelter their queer, 
round heads. 'l'he paper doll 

of crepe paper and arranged as suggested at figure No. 286. 
The doors between the rooms do not open, but they may be cut 
through with a sharp knife. This style of house is very realistic, 
perhaps more so than any that can be made at home, but a 

handsome and entirely satisfactory substitute may be produced 
by any neat worker who will follow t.he directions given below 

with the care and patience 
that such work requires. 

To begin with, purchase a 
suitable quantity of the best 
heavy pasteboard. Cut a 

piece twenty-six inches 
square, being careful to have 
it exactly square ; and draw 
two lines at right angles to 
each other through the cen
ter, thus laying off four 
rooms, each of which is 
thirteen inches square. Cut 
four sections of pasteboard 
each exactly thirteen inches 
square, and also four strips 
of firm new linen or white 
cotton muslin, eacH thirt.een 
inches long. With a strong 
liquid glne (fish glue is very 
good) secure a strip of linen 
on each side of one edge of 
a thirteen-inch piece of paste
board, so attaching the strips 
that only one-third of their 
width will be glued to the 
pasteboard. When the glue 

In any well stocked toy 
shop may be found a large 
" house " for paper dolls, a 
most ingenious contrivance 
made by a well known firm 
of toy m!lnufacturers. It 
is very complete in respect 
to the walls, floors, doors alul FIGURI!I No. 286. 

FlGlr'U, No. 288. 

FIGU R E  1\0. 289. 

-windows, the floors being covered with a representation of the 
finest carpet ; and a wide archway opens between the parlor and 
Jining-room. This arch call be decorated with portieres made 

is dry, fasten the 
other edges of 
the linen strips 
to one edge of 

FIGURE No. 287. 

another square of pasteboard, as shown at tigure No. 287. 
Connect the other two squares in the same way, and allow the 
glue to become thoroughly dry. When all the joints are firm, 
place one pair of squares upon the other, with the joints exactly 
together, and make a row of stitching by hand or machine down 
the center of the linen, sewing through all four thicknesses, as 
at figure No. 288. Then open the squares so that when set up 
on the table they will form the inner walls of four rectangular 
rooms. 

The floor must now be arranged iu much the same way. Cut 
it through the center with a sharp knife, and join the long edges 
of the two pieces with strips of linen exactly as above directed. 
This will make it possible to fold the floor when desirable : and 
the walls lllay be so adjusted that they lllay be folded back 
against the floor. Thus, when not in use, the doll's honse lllay 

be flattened and slipped into a very 
small space. ' There are several 
ways in which the walls can be 
fastened to the floor and still admit 
of being folded flat, and the inge
nious worker will probably contrive 
for the purpose an arrangement of 
lincn strips on t.he general plan of 
those used in joining t.he walls. 
'rhus, for instance, the lower edges 
of the walls that are to be directly 
over the division in the floor section 
could be treated as shown at figure 
No. 289, and the extra portion of 

linen marked a could be stitched down to the linen joining the 
two halves of the floor. It \Voulrl thus be made easy to fold 
back the other t w o  walls, and then fold all the wnlls down flatly 

--- --
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upon the floor, which in turn could be bent back at the center. 
When folded in this way the house would be reduced to a flat 
piece measuring twenty-�ix by thirteen inches. 

Cut doorways in the walls very neatly, and use the pieces 
taken out for doors, cov
ering t,hem with plain 
brown paper if dark 
wood-work is fancied, or 
with white paper. Glazed 
paper is best for the doors, 
although French tissue 
will do very well if care is 
taken to apply it. smoothly, 
for it has a tendency to 
wriukle. The hinges for 
each door may be formed 
of two pieces of linen tape 
applicd as at figure No. 
290 ; and they must be 
securely glued to the wall 
and door before either is 
covered. If preferred, 
any of the doors may be 
omitted and a portiere 
hung in its place. The 
portiere shoulel be ar
ranged in small plaits at 

FIG URI; No. 290. the top, and the upper 

edge should be 
covered with a 
strip of plain 
brown, white or 
gold paper to 
represent a rod. 
It would not be 
practical to se
cure a small rod 
in the doorway, 
as it might in
terfere with tbe 
folding of the 
walls and floor. 

Between the 
parlor and din
ing-room may 
be cut an open
ing seven inches 
in width and 
about the same 
in height. This 
may be arched 
at the top, pro
vided the maker 
is able to cut the 
curved portion 
perfectly eV(Hl 
and true ; if not, 
it would be bet-

, 11 11 

FIGURE No. 291.  

ter to cut the top like an ordinary doorway. Portieres may be 
placed in the opening, one at each side, with a space between 
them of at least three inches, thus giving two inches to each 
curtain. The portieres should be made of crepe paper cut with 
the crinkles running up and down, and each should measure 
seven inches in height and four inches in width. 'fo make very 
effective borders for the top and bottom of the portieres, mix a 
little water-color paint in any preferred color, choose a sharp
pointed camel's-hair brush, and make a series of small spots by 
charging the brush with the color and touching its point to the 
paper. The color well settle irregularly and will produce a soft 
chene effect when ciry, as shown at figure No. 291. 

Taste must be used in choo&ing coverings for the walls. For 
the bedroom select a pale pink, green or blue paper, and for the 
parlor use a light-wood or light-amber paper, leaving in both 
instances a space at the top an inch rleep for a frieze. which 
may be formeci of a strip of figured calico, chintz or wall-paper 
bordering, although the paper is apt to be coarse and is not as 
easily adapted as calico or chintz. Select a small, detached 
figure, and attach the frieze with boiled flour paste or the white 
paste which is made expressly for crepe paper. Turn the upper 
edge of the frieze uncleI' so that there will be no ravellings, and 

cover the low�r edge with a very narrow strip of gold paper to 
imitate a picture moulding. (See figure No. 292.)  If the parlor 
is papered in light-wood, have the portieres in the same soft 
color, with borders done with Indian-red paint. If the bedroom 
is hung, for instance, with pale-pink paper, with a border or 
frieze of tiny rose-buds on a cream ground, the portieres (if 
these are preferred to a door) may be olive-green or Quaker
drab, bordeFed with tiny dots of rose-madder paint. The din
ing-room walls should by all means be covered with a dark
wood paper, and should have a deeper frieze than those of the 
other rooms. The frieze may be formed of a strip of the light
wood paper used on the parlor walls, and a narrow line of the 
brown glazed paper covering the doors may be applied below 
for a picture rail. 

The pictures on the dining-room walls should represent game 
or fruit. Cut a neat little white mat for any picture that is too 
small and paste it carefully in position. The mat should be cut 
as indicated at figure No. 293, which shows the picture (a), the 
mat (b), and the completed arrangement (c), with a strip of 
brown glazed paper at the outside for the frame. This is all 
very simple for persons who are familiar with picture-framing, 
but for the benefit of small folks who are as yet inexperienced 
we would add a little caution regarding the mat. The opening 
should be a trifle smaller than the picture, so that the edges of 
the mat will hold those of the picture firmly against the wall, as  
there will not be e.ny glass. 

In the parlor may be placed engravings, etchings, tiny water
color sketches, or landscapes in oils. If there is an obliging elder 

sister who can 
sketch nicely 

�'IOURE No. 29? 

---- .312.- Ill. · 

l1. 
«'WURE No. 293. 

with paints, the 
colored pictures 
will be quite 
possible ; but if 
they are beyond 
the reach of the 
house builder 
and furnisher, 
t h e  a v e r a g e  
magazine will 
provide one or 
t w o  " t a i l 
p i e c e s "  t h a t  
can b e  neatly 
trimmed down 
a n d  f r am e d. 
Sometinles a 
long, narrow 
picture enclosed 
in a white mat 
cut from a visit
ing card, and 
framed with a 
narrow band of 

gold paper neatly pastecl on, will be more pleasing than any six 
small square pictures. 

The bed-room should have flower pictures and, if possible, a 
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long mirror. The latter should be arranged as pictured at fig-
. ure No. 294, and it should be of good quality. The one illus

trated was a long, narrow pocket mirror that cost r few cents. 
The back was covered with red imitation leather, 
and all of this wa.s removed except the part that 
was turned over the edge, which was left to 
simulate a frame. The glass should be glued 
to the wall just high enough to reflect a doll's 
face about an 
inch below 
the top. Any 
drapery fab
ric may be 
arranged as 
r e p r es ented 
in the en
graving, or 
in any of the 
disposals pre
sented in tbe 
a r t i c l e  o n  
cottage dec
orations in 
the - DELlX
EATOH for 
Nove m b e r, 
1894. 

-a delicate ground bearing pink roses if the decorations 
are pink,  or a similar surface marked with forget-me-nots 
or pale-blue �tripes if blue is the prevailing hue. 
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The kitchen now remains to be 

completed. Paper the walls with 
a clean sheet of ordinary butcher's 
straw paper. The doorwny be. 

t ween the kitchen and dining-room 
must not be furnished with por
tieres, but must have a practical 
door that will close tightly. The 
floor should be covered with thin 

shelf or stair 
oilcloth laid 
as directed 
for carpets. 

The floors 
of the three 
r o o m s  a l
ready men
tioned may 
be covered in 
one of two 
ways: Brown 
glazed paper 
may be past
ed about the 

FIGURE No. 2114. FIGURE N o. 295. FIGURE No. 296. 

If a kitch
en is not dc
sired, it will 
b e  q u i t e 
proper to as
sume that the 
m e a l s  a r e 
prepared on 
a lower floor, 
and furnish 
the fourth 
apartment as 
a studio, a 
music - r00111' 
or another 
b e d - r o o m .  
T h e  p a p e r  
suggested for 
the kitchen 
w o u l d  a n-

o swer admir-

edges of a floor to represent waxed hard-wood, and the center 
may be carpeted with sateen or calico showing a small, delicate 
pattern ; or the entire floor may be covered with the carpeting 
material. Crepe paper is not practical for carpeting, as it is 
apt to catch �Iiss Dolly's feet and stretch out in a long string 
before it can be detached. To lay a floor covering, first apply 
to the entire floor a thin coat of paste, and then arrange one 
neatly cut edge of the material exactly where it belongs, and 
smooth out all wrinkles, being careful that the inner edges of 

]'IGURE �o. 297. 

the carpet come directly 
under the partitions, so 
that there will be no bare 
spot, and none of the 
carpet of the next room 
visible. 

In the matter of pat
terns, it is advised to 
choose for the dining
room floor a plain brown 
covering or a simply fig
ured one of subdued col
oring, while the parlor 
carpet should have a pale 
ground with delicately 
tinted figures rambling 
over it. It is not neces-

ably for a 
studio, and the walls could be th.ckly hung with paintings, 
sketches-, tiny engravings and chromos. Small Christmas cards 
could be cut and framed with mats to appear very like artists' 
sketches. If a music room were preferred, a paper could be 
chosen that would harmonize with any bright bit of floor cover
ing that happened to be at hand. Numerous palms and other 
potted plants should be arranged about the room , and they 
would be especially effective against an olive-green paper. 

The floors and walls are now completed, and we next take up 
the furniture. This can be purchased, printed 
in colors on sheets of card board ready to be 
cut out and pasted into shape. There,'are 
sheets for the various rooms-parlor, dining
room, bed-room and kitchen, Rnd they are 
so inexpensive that it hardly pays to m a k e  
tables, chairs R n d  sofas in any other way. 
In addition to the commoner articles of fur
niture, however, there are many odd pieces 
which the little housekeeper is sure to desire, 
and which cannot be purchased in the sheets. 
The easel shown at figure No. 296 is decid
edly ornamental and will be found very easy 
to make. Having shaped a pattern for the 
easel proper like the diagram given at figure 

No. 295, cut it out 

sary to buy a yard 
of material for each 
room, for the scrap 
bag is certain to 
fumish fragments 

a- • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. � 

of fine Bristol
b o a r d, c u t t i n g  
sharply and exactly 
on the lines . . Apply 
to one side a thin 
coat of boil ed flour 
paste, and on that 
side smoothly se
cure enough brown 
or white glazed 
paper to entirely 
cover the shape. 
When the paste is 

FIGURE No. 298. dry, trim the glazed 
paper off neatly all 

that will answer very well. A piece of pretty silk, delaine, 
challis or percale may be chosen for the parlor carpet. The 
bedroom should have as dainty a carpet as can be selected 

round, and trea t 
the other side of the cardboard in the same:way. It is best to 
bend the cardboard at the dotted lines before applying the 
surface paper. While the easel is still damp from the second 
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coat of paste, bend it  into shape ; this part of the work must 
not be delayed until the paste has hardened, as the bending 
would then crack the cardboard. If the latter is very stiff, it 

is a O"ood plan to rule lines over the dotted lines with a ruler 

and � �harp bodkin or a coarse carpet needle , thiti breaks the 

smface and makes the cardboard bend very neatly. Attach 

the back or brace as indieated, and paste the picture rest to 

the tabs marked b, which are to be bent at right angles with 

the easel uprights. 
The easel chair shown at figure No. 297 should be cut from 

Bristol board and covered with glazed paper like that used for 

the easel, the shaping being done according to the diagrams at; 
fio'ure No. 2fJS. All bending at the dotteu lines must be done 
after the outer surface hns been creased with a bodkin or needle 
as above directed. Cnt the opening in the back and those in 
the front and rear legs with a sharp penknife, after the glazed 
paper has been put on, but before the paste is quite dry and 
hard. Bend the flaps of the legs as indicated in the diagram, and 
paste them to the under side of the seat at the lines a-a and b-b. 
Also attach tile little arms to the under siLle of the seat, pulling 
the backs into proper position and staying it so that Miss Dolly 
can lean back in the chair. TILLIE !{,omlE LITTELL. 

------... •• ------

TWET,FTH PAPER-TI n; J l ANDS AND F E E'l'. 

his more useful. 
hand, and he wilt 
very soon acquire 
equal or almost 
equal skill with the 
hitherto neglected 
member, though, 
perhaps, not in the 
same type of work . 
as was previously 

THE HANDS.--Physiologists, surgeons and other persons 
who are quick to notice physical peculiarities have observed 
that few persons who use one hand very much more skilfully 
and, therefore, more energetically and frequently than the 'other, 
are able to carry their bodies gracefully or to stand perfectly 
erect. One hip is usually perceptibly higher than the other, and 
there is at least a slight curvature of the spine, while sometimes 
there is a double curve suggesting the letter S. 

A habit of using the hands unequally is seldom due to natural 
causes, but generally results from indifIerenee on the part of 
parents to the future of their children, or ignorance regarding 
the vital importance of developing perfect physical proportion. 
While a person is standing and using one hand only, the greater 
part of the weight rests upon one foot ; and when one hand does 
most of the work, the attitude of the body is almost continually 
oblique, and as a consequence becomes permane;ntly wrong. 
An unpleasant result of this position assumed in childhood is an 
insecurity of poise latcr in life, and if the defcct is really 
permanent, it cannot but be mischievous to the anatomy and 
lessen the sum of bodily strength. A tendency to use one hand 
more than the other usually asserts itself very early, owing to 
the improper method of placing or carrying infants that is so 
prevalent ; and mothers cannot be too vigilant or too constant 
in correcting so grave a fault. 

One who is perfectly trained is certain to !;Ie as skilful with 
the left hand as with the right. It is not necessary to perform 
all duties in the same manner with one hand as with the other, 
but every one should, while still immature, be required to exer
cise equally with both hands, that the left may become as ready, 
as strong lmd as perfectly proportioned as the right. At N aas, 
in Sweden, where the most exquisitely skilful shaping and carv
ing of wood are done with the knife as the only tool , the workers 
teach the left hand to do as much anJ as good work as the other, 
and the result is that their figures are erect, well balanced and 
finely proportioned. Of course, bodily development is not the 
primary object of t.his school, but the benefits which accrue to 
youthful physiques from an alternate use of the hands are of far 
greater importance than the easy skill that is gained at the same 
time. 

Children should not he a.llowed to carry their strapped school 
books al ways in the same hand or over the same shoulder. This 
habit is ce

'
rtain to dra w down the side that is used. and in 

many inst.ances it has been known to lengthen the arm and en
large the hand disproportionately. Not a few of the patients in 
orthoprerlic hospitals can trace their miseries and disfigurements 
to causes as simple as a wrong mode of carrying a parcel of 
books to and from school. If every small student were provided 
with a bag or satchel attaehed to a strap and were forbidden to 
sling it over the same shoulder on two successive days, one 
source of imperfect development would bc removed. 

Many persons who are decidedly right or left handed insist 
that they are unable to correct the fault, but let s�ch a one lose 

performed. Thus, t i lc left hand, when taught to write in maturity, 
gives a different slant to the letters from that done with the right 
hand ; but if both luwds are trained alike and at the same period 
of childhood, they will write in almost exactly the same way. 
A well balanced physical development-which is a very differ
ent thing from over-development-establishes health, increases 
endurance and prolongs life, and the processes by which it is 
reached should commence early. Proportion means both grace 
and strength, and it is highly important on several accounts that 
the hands, as well as the other members, should be perfect.ly 
formed, well kept, and thoroughly able to perform their functions. 

The scorn which too many working men and women express 
for their hands, both in words and practice, is a serious mistake. 
If they but knew it, the hand, even as an instrument for rougll 
work, is much more useful and deft when it is properly cared 
for ; while for skilled occupations it responds to intelligent 
attention as decidedly and as readily as a razor to the strop or a 
piano to the tuner's key. The strength of the hands may be 
greatly increased without lessening their beauty of form or color ; 
indeed, any invigorating process is likely to add to their grace 
of proportion and to improve their texture. Many foolish per
sons consider very pale hands more attractive than those which 
show a pink flush. The latter tinge indicates that perfect vitality 
which is a sure consequence of adequate circulation of the blood, 
whereas extreme pallor is not far removed from blueness, which 
is more or less ' alarming to those who know what such a tint 
signifies in the extremities. Health in absolute perfection is 
seldom possessed by one who has perfectly white hands. 

A proper care of the hands indicates delicacy of taste and re
finement of character among those who have little or no soiling 
or disfiguring work to do, while an cqual , though, perhaps, a. 
diiIering attention by persons whose occupations are among the 
handicrafts, indicates an intelligent appreciation of the fact that 
manual labor can be more rapidly and satisfactorily done by 
well tended fingers than by neglected, stiff and roughened ones. 
Moreover, a worthy self-respect is proved by a proper regard 
for one's visible extremities, the same being by no means a 
vanity, as is claimed by some people who are glad to discover 
a plausible excuse for their own personal negligence. It is no 
more improper to carry an unwashcd face and unkempt hair into 
the presence of one's family or friends than it is to appear in 
public with untended finger-nails and grimy hands. 

The most beautiful hands are those which are firm-looking 
and of a rosy white tint, with muscular but well formed fingers 
and a smooth, fine skin that is neither dry nor moist. More
over, they are perfectly kept, and with all their daintiness they 
have an appearance of serviceableness that is better than mere 
prettiness. 

To properly care for the hands, it is of prime importance to 
have them absolutely clean before retiring for the night. If 
one's occupation is mechanical or agricultural, there is the more 
rea.son for being careful to remove all soiling from the hands b y  
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holding them for a few minutes once a day in warm, soft water 
containing an infusion of some good soap. If they are rough
ened by wOl'k or cxposure to cold or wind, a little oatmeal, corn
meal or almond meal (thc last is by no means expensive) should 
be placed in the water and rubbed thoroughly into the skin, 
these substances being very healing, and the friction of the 
minute particles being pleasant and cleansing. 

}llost �tains can be removed by means of a small quantity of 
lemon-juice, which is also soothing in case of chapping or 
abrasion of the cuticle. Once or twice a week a little ammonia 
may be placed in the water used in washing the hands, and 
when the latter are quite clean a little mutton-tallow or cold 
cream may be well rubbed in to prevent the dryness which 
sometimes follows the use of ammonia. Drying every part of 
the hands thoroughly with a rough towel sllloothes the skin and 
is especially improving to the nails and their snrroundings. 

A great deal of nonsense that sounds very technical , and 
seems more so when practically followed, has been written and 
taught regarding the nails, and elaborate sets of implement.s for 
their care are offered for sale by profes.sional manicures and 
·others ; but few, either of the directions or of the tools, are of 
genuine utility. A pair of finely pointed cuticle scissors, a pair 
of curved nail-scissors, a file with a spoon-like tip that can be 
easily slipped under the nails to remove soiling, a properly 
shaped cuticle knife, a chamois-leather polisher, a box of nail 
powder and a package of prepared cream, are all the appliances 
that are really required, and ten minutes a day will suffice to 
keep the nails and cuticle in perfect order. 

Many persons whose nails are always exquisitely neat wash 
.them daily with a nail brush and a good soap, digging them 
into the latter, and brushing out the fragments of soap from be
neath them in warm water. Then they complete the cleansing 
with the spoon end of the file, and once a week they use the 
polisher and powder. Nails that are too highly polished are in 
questionable taste, and so are those that are pared to a point. 
Before using the polisher cut away the loose skin about the 
corners of the nails, and daily push back the scarf-skin at their 
roots with the fingers or a towel. The skin at the roots should 
never be needlessly cut away, and if it becomes rough, rub in a 
good emollient, such as cold cream, vaseline or cocoa butter. 
The scissors may be used upon the nails when really necessary, 
but if the file is applied daily, snipping will seldom be required. 

After polishing the nails, wash away all the powder ; this is 
especially necessary after the application of a rouge, which, 
however, is not advised. The powder dries the scarf-skin and 
tends to crack it when allowed to remain. If the hands are 
properly attended to, they will seldom or never become rough 
and uncomfortable, save under exceptional circumstances or at 
the commencement of a new occupation. In the latter case 
especial care is advised at first ; later on the flesh and skin will 
adapt themselves to the unfamiliar usage. 

Those who thoroughly cleanse their hands after the work of 
the day is done, and rub over them and into them a good sooth
ing substan�e just before retiring, will feel little or no discom
fort ; and there will be slight disfigurement, even when very 
rough manual labor must be habitually performed. The indis
putable fact above referred to, that greater deftness is possible 
when the hands are in perfect condition, furnishes a plain and 
practical reason for bestowing proper attention upon them, and 
this consideration of utility will doubtless often have weight 
where there· is no regard for mere appearances. 

THE FEET.-It has been said and in a general way proved 
that the Christian virtues cannot be effectually practised while 
one's liver is unhealthy ; and a disordered condition of the feet 
is likely to exert quite as disastrous an influence upon one's 
temper and tranquillity. Corns are seldom and bunions never 
wholly curable. All such afflictions may be greatly lessened in 
severity and kept from again becoming very painful ,  but the 
necessary treatment will requir,e a hundred-fold more time, 
care and pain than would have been needed to prevent the mis
eries in the first place. 

No part of the human system, except, perhaps, t he stomach, 
is subjected to such constant or severe misuse as are the feet. 
These necessary members are wholly secluded from the air by 
day and are only a little less closely covered by night. This 
constant imprisonment is undoubtedly more 01' less unavoid
able, and yet it could be somewhat ameliorated 01' partially 
evaded. In Germany the " barefoot cure " has been largely 
followed and has produced gratifying results in many instances. 
It was devised for delicate children and adult invalids, who are 
permitted to wear stockingR and shoes only when out of doors. 
Of course, busy perRolls could not be thus attentive to their 

lower extremities, but the fact that the feet need fresh air 
should suggest that they be given every possible indulgence. 

Injuries to the feet (WhICh cause both corns and bunions) are 
almost al ways begun dunng the growing period-the very time 
when the mother's intelligent care should spare her chlldren 
from the pain of abused feet and should make it possible for 
them to have in the future, not only im munity from suffering, 
but also a graceful, easy and dignified carriage both when 
standing and when walking, and a capacity to easily endure 
long walks. 

Much technical attention has lately been given to t.he growth 
of children by distinguished scientists. Thus, one investigator 
has discovered beyond a doubt that children grow little from 
the end of November to the end of March, that they grow 
tall but add little to their weight from March until A ugust, 
and that they increase most in weight but very little in height 
from August to Nove!llber. Trees grow in a corresponding 
manner, and the same law doubtless runs through all Nature, 
with greater or less modifications to accord with individual pe
culiarities. Another shrewd observer has tabulated the rates 
and time of growth of eighteen hundred boys, and has thus 
shown that there were three definitely marked periods of in
crease. A moderate growth occurred in the sixth and seventh 
years, a slower one from the ninth to the thirteenth, and a very 
rapid one from the fourteenth to the sixteenth. It is presum
able that girls grow correspondingly. 

These fact.s are or should be very suggestive to those who 
have the care of young folks ; and especially should they prove 
that children require to be shod with an intelligent regard for 
the changes iu size and shape of their feet, and also of their en
tire bodies. When weight is increasing, the breadth of the foot 
coverings is most important, and during a speedy increase in 
height the shoes should be kept too long. It is unwise to defer 
changing a growing child's shoes until the little one complains 
that they are too small, young folks being often so absorbed in 
their studies or amusements that they do not heed slight dis
comforts of their extremities. 

Shoes should be neither too large nor too tight, and they 
should always be vf ample length. Too roomy shoes are likely 
to rub the tlesh into callouses that are often permanent and 
painful ; tight ones smother perspiration and deform immature 
bones or cramp them out of place ; and shoes that are too short 
maim the toes and make the gait ungraceful. 

The feet should be washed (not merely bathed with the body) 
every day, and at least twice II week they should be placed in 
hot water that contains II solution of borax or ammonia, and 
plenty of good white soap. All the hard scarf-skin upon them 
should be lightly rubbed away with pumice soap ; and if they 
are tender to the touch or when stood upon, rub over and into 
them a little tincture of arnica or extract of witch hazel, and 
dry them thoroughly, especially between the toes. 

The most wholesome stockings are those made of fine wool. 
Even silk hosiery is less healthful than woollen, because it does 
not allow a perfectly free escape of perspiration. Professor 
,\Vilson objects to silk garments anywhere next the skin, de
claring that activity is certain to rub the material against the 
flesh , and that this friction may produce eruptions upon sensitive 
persons by disturbing the natural electricity of the skin. 

Those who suffer from painful feet may secure much comfort 
and, sometimes, permanent alleviation by gIving them a bath 
lasting at least twenty minutes, in water which is kept con
stantly as hot as can be endured, and to which has been added 
household ammonia in the proportion of a table-spoonful to 
every quart of water. After the bath has lasted ten minutes, 
the feet should be rubbed under the water as vigorously and 
continuously as their tenderness will allow, and afterwards they 
should be wiped dry with a soft towel. Bunions should be 
painted with iodine after [such a bath, and the more quickly 
this is clone after their first appearance, the better. 

Hubber overshoes are by no means deserving of unqualified 
approval. Stout, high leather shoes are best for a wet walk, 
provided they are at once removed and the feet well rubbed 
when the exposure is ended. Bubber shoes confine the feet and 
make them tender. One can hardly take cold while walking, 
even in the wettest of shoes and stockings. It is inactivity in 
wet garments of any sort that chills the system and endangers 
health. If one's feet are in distress, exercise is shunned, no 
matter how needful it may be. Active work is distressing and 
sometimes an impossibility, and not infrequently pain continues 
during inactivity. And yet how easily this misery can be 
avoided by proper nurture in childhood and reasonable atten-
tion in maturity. A. B. LONGSTREET. 
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)0f\€ HINT) AB0l:lT )€R,VING F�l:lIT.-(0N(LaB8B. 
P I N EA PP L ��S AND GRAP I':-FRUIT. 

DO not think there is a more stately or 
delightful fruit than the pineapple. 
It has an air of luxury, of elegance, 
even of refinement, that no other 
fruit pORsesses, while its delicious 
flavor and appetizing odor render it 
simply incomparable from a gastro
nomic point of view. It is especially 
suggestive, with its odd ehape and 
rich coloring, of tropical climes, lux
uriant vegetation and sunny skies
of lands " where every prospect 
pleases " and Nature is indeed a 
generous mother. 

For table decoration, the pineapple is particularly effective 
when used ill pyramidal designs. It gives a beautiful and 
artistic finish to a mound of fruit, and a pyramid of ferns or 
palms interspersed with pineapples is hig;hly ornamental, and 
may be artistically crowned with a perfect 
specimen of the fruit. 

Sliced and sweetened pineapple makes a 
delicious breakfast dish ; it may be served 
with wine, orange juice, a rich lemonade or 
cold cream. An equally pleasing dessert 
may be arranged by chopping pineapple very 
fine with orang.'ls, peaches, pillms or bananas 
and sening the mixture in dainty glass cups. 

Pineapple fritters are also nice for break
fast, and so is preserved pineapple accom
panied by whipped cream. 

When a fully ripe pineapple is to be offered 
on a warm day, there is no more satisfactory 
way of preparing it than to cut it into thin 
slices (after removing the core and eyes), FIGURE No. 1. 
sprinkle the slices with sugar into which a 
little lemon juice has been 'squeezed, and then grate ice over 
them just before serving. 

Every housekeeper is familiar with ambrosia, in which pine
apple is so important an ingredient, and there are few well in
formed women nowadays that have not discovered the conveni-

FIGURE No. 2. 

ence of a can of pineapple within reach when a dessert must be 
concocted a t  short notice. For a small company, " heavenly 
hash " may be made and served thus : Select a large pineapple 
that has a pretty tuft of leaves at the top, slice off the top about 
two inches below the leaves, as indicated at figure No. 1 ,  and 
then with It sharp knife remove the meat of the fruit, being 
careful not to cut through the rind. Place the meat in a wooden 
bowl, add a ri:r;e, juicy orange, two or three bananas, and a few 
Malaga grapes, chop finely, sprinkle over the whole the juice of 
half a lemou, and sweeten to suit the taste. Pack this mixture 
in the pineapple l ind, and serve with wine or ice-cream. 

During warm weather pineapple shcrbert is especially refresh
ing and delightfnl , and for a small tea it may be packed in hol
lowed pineapple rinds as just described. 

Pineapple cream frozen in the shape of the fruit makes a very 
attractive dessert, and an equally choice dainty may be prodnced 
by placing slices and chopped bits of pineapple in gelatin and 
moulding the latter in pineapple shape. If a pineapple mould 
cannot easily be obtained, the des�ert will be pretty if moulded 
in cup�. glass dishes or square or round tins. Pineapple jelly, 
which is deli:.!;htful , may be served in the same way. 

Pineapple sandwiches may be appropriately offered at a lunch
eon or evening entertainment. These may be made by spread
ing grated cocoanut or almonds between �lices of rineapple, or 
a paste of grated pineapple between thin slices of cake. 

Sliced pineapple with spun candy over it is both pretty and 
delirious, and so is layer cake made with grated pineapple in the 
icing that is put between the layers and over the top. 

For It large company, the table may be given quite a tropical 
appearance by means of a row of palms, with pineapples and 
other southern fruits placed down the center ; ami a stately 
banqueting board may be charmingly bordered with a zigzag 
band of southern moss interspersed with flowers or with bananas, 
oranges and leaves, and set at the angles with small pineapples 
of uniform size (see figure No. 2), while the center may be 
occupied by a pyramid showing the same combination. 

A simple but very pretty center-piece was lately noted at a. 
small entertaimilent. Three pineapples were placed iu a row 
abont two feet apart at the center of the table, and each was 
encircled by a band of smilax and bright-hued leaves that was 
carried from one circle to another. 

Home-made bonbons with small slices and bits of pineapple 
laid on top are. most toothsome, and equally so are crystallized 
slices of the fruit. The crystallized fruit is rich, however, and 
a very little will suffice for each person at table. At a luncheon 
the slices may be served on small, round table-mirrors, and 
crystallized violets may be placed in the cavities at the center 
left by the removal of the core, or may be laid about the edge of 
each slice or upon each of the small pieces into which the crys
tallized fruit should be cut before being placed on the mirror. A 
pair of pretty candy-tongs should accompany this confection. 

Chilled fruit bars are a very dainty dessert for a tea. To make 
them, choose oblong tin moulds, arrange in them alternate layerol 
of fruit and lemon jelly or gelatine, and pack in ice until ready to 
serve ; then slice and pass with whippea cream. The fruit layers 
may be composed of pineapple, bananas, oranges and peaches. 

Pineapple shortcake is generally served at dinner, and so also 
is pineapple souffle. Both these sweets are inexpensive and easy 
to prepare. 

No more delightful beverage could be provided for a large 
company at Midsummer than iced pineapple-ade that contains 

enough lemon juice or cut lemons 
to make it pleasantly acid. 

Now, as to grape-fruit. The 
first consideration in preparing 
this excellent fruit for the table is 
to remove all the peelings, all the 
under white coating. which i s  
disagreeably suggestive o f  qui
nine, and also the thin skin en
closing the pUlp. This done, the 
fruit "lImy be sliced or divided 
like an orange and used in sev
eral ways. 

Some people prefer sugar on 
grape-fruit and others a little salt, while to many tastes a thin 
coating of mayonnaise dressing is decidedly improving. The fruit 
is excellent for breakfast with any of the seasonings mentioned, 
and it is very pretty when sliced and laid on a lettuce leaf. 

Perhaps the most artistic way to serve the grape-fruit for 
breakfast is to simulate a flower with 
it. Choose a large one, cut the peel
ing through carefully, as indicated by 
the dotted lines at figure No. 3.  pull 
down the rind, and with a knife blade 
remove every particle of the white 
underskin. Separate the fruit into 
its natural divisions as t hough it were 
an orange, leaving the lower ends 
fastened together, and place in the 
center of the partly' opened fruit a FIGURE No. 3. 
small bunch of sweet violets. Dispose 
the flower-like arrangement on a round mirror, and edge the 
latter with leaves or flowers. The result will be an ornament 
the beauty of which will be equalled only by its palatableness. 

H. C. 'iVOOD. 
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TH€ AI(r 0F N€TTING.-N0. 17·  
LOOSE LOOPS I X  CLUSTERS. 

FIGURES Nos. 1 AND 2. -Clusters of loo�e loops fire made 
in the following mflnner : 

Fi1'St ?'ow.-One loop, the knot of which must be a little 

FIGURE No. 1 .  FWURE ,,0. 2. 

.l<'IGUllES Nos. 1 ANn 2. -LoosB Loops IN CLUSTERS. 

distance from the mesh : put 
the thread over the mesh 
and the needle through I ll(' 
loop where the knot is : re
peat this three or foUl' time�. 
making the loops all of th(' 
Rame length. Then unite 
all the loops with one knot, 
carrying the needle fi'om 
Tight to left, around the 
loops, instead of putting it 
through the loop of the pre
vious row. 

Second 1·ow.-l\Iake 1 loop 
Qver each loop of the 1 st 
TOW, leaving out the loops 
that form the cl uster. 

and not t wist about when the netting is sewn in. The ends 
of the tape should be secured by two or three stitches. 

1.fOUNTING N gTTING ON A FR A M K  

FIGrRES Nos. 4,  5 AND 6.-Figure No. 4. shows the netting 
in the process of being sewed to an ordinary uncovered frame. 
",Vhen the netting is exactly the size of the inside of the frame, 
it  need only be secured to it with overcasting stitches set very 
dosely at the corners. 

",Vhen the netting is smaller, the space between it and the 
fmme must be filled up with strong, very evenly woven tape, 
sewn on all round the netting. 

The tape must be very tightly held in the sewing, 80 that it 
even forms little gathers all round ; this will help you to stretch 
t he netting in mounting it without injuring it, and is especially 
necessary when the netting is not quite evenly made. Figure 
No. 6 shows how the tape is sewn on, the fold that has to be 
made at the corners, and the way to fix the netting into the 
frame. 

Long strips or huge pieces of work can be mounted Ol� wa�
cloth : but the process of shortening the preparatory work III thIS 

�� �J::¥\. I \TI _\ , 
i � 

I 

i 
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As may be seen from the 
engraving, many different 
pattern� can be worked upon 
the netting in this manner 

FIGURE No. 3.-WIRE FRAME FOR EMBROID
ERIK!> XETTI �G.  

FIGURE No. 4. 

WIRE FRA M E  FOR 

EMBROIDElUNG N E'I'TING. 

F I G U R E N O. 3 .  - The 
frame on which the net is 
stretched should be made 
Qf a strong iron wire that 
will not bend in the using. 
In shape it may be square 
or oblong. accord ing to 
whether squares or edgings 
are to be made upon it. but 
the Rides must he straight, 
so that the net C"all lJe evenly 
!'ltrPlc herl. 

FIGURE No. 5. FIGURE No. 6. 
This wire frame must be 

( ·overed, first with wadding 
or tow, as shown in figure 
No. 3,  and then with tape, 

FLGUHES Nos. 4, 5 A N !) 6.-�!lJUNTI�G l'i')T'rI N G  ON A FRAME. 

w h ich mnst be w ound t ightly and very 
more partiC"uJarly a t the corners, so that it 

clo�ely ronnd it, 
may be quite finn 

FOR THE MASQUERADE AND CARNTVAL.-Evp,ryone 
who contemplates giving or attending a fancy-dress entertainment 
of any kind should possess a copy of " Masquerade and Carnival ; 
'l'heir Customs and CostumeR," a largp and l la nrlsoillely illustrated 

manner iH not recommended, as the squares of netting are never 
�o regular as when they are made in a frame. 

pamphlet in which costumes and decorations are fully consid
ered. A large variety of characters are represented and suggested, 
and careful instructions given for their impersonation. Price, 
28. or 50 cen ts. 

- ---.- - � --- -
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T H E  TOOLS AND THEIR USES. 

By HARRIET KEITH FOBES. 

[MISS FOBES WILL BE GLAD TO ANSWER ANY QUESTION OR GIVE INFORMATION IN REGARD TO BURNT DEOORATION ON LEATIIEI/, 
GLASS, I \-ORY OR WOOD. LETTEI!S TO HER SHOULD TIE ADDRESSED CARE OF THE EDITOR OF THE DELINEATOR.] 

In the presellt article we will consider all the instruments, or 
machines with which bnrnt work is now executed, together 
with their use, care and treatmeut ; and we will examine several 
simple designs for the beginner, because it i� more inspiring to 
be able at the start to produce some article that has a real and 
distinct use than to be confined 
wholly to dry practice. 

iuum " point . "  The complete set is shown at figure No. 7 ,  
and i s  sold for about five dollars. 

The second machine, as above stated, is similar to the first, 
but is stronger and larger and is provided with a glass filler, to 
be used in pouring the inflammable liquid from one bottle to the 

Since the chtys of the plain 
iron poker (really Ilut so very 
unhandy for the kind of work 
t hen required) many and vari
ous have been the implement g  
employed for burnt-work deco
rat ion ; but we have need only 
for those at present in constant 
use, and will take them up with 
the thought in mind that the 
work is steadily gaining grollnd 
and that effective and conveni
ent tools are of the greatest 
consequence in helping liS to 
realize our hopes regarding this 
" new-old art of fire." Men-
tion will be made of the four 

j<'IGURE No. 7.-'-BuRNT-W'ORK I:'STltGMl!:NTS. 

modern ma("hine� in their nat-
ural order-first ,  the simpleBt and cheapest ; second, 
the first one enlarged and made stronger and, of 
course, more expensive : third, the " Dr. Paquelin " 
cautery, devised for physicians and but recently 
adapted to burnt work ; and fourth, the electric cau
tery, which is undoubtedly the instrument that will 
in the near future be exclusively used both by physi
cians and by burnt-workers. It is highly needful for 
a beginner in 
almost any craft 
to try his or her 
skill first on ru-
dimentary lines ; 
so I ad vise the 
burnt-worker to 
commence with 
the smallest and 
simplest instru
ment, and, hav
ing mastered i t  
lind all the 
other� in turn, 
be ready for 
t he improve
meuts �nre to 
develop in this 
new field of art.  

other, and also with two platinum points, 
one round and the other fiat, both of 
which are twice as large as that i n  the 
first machine. The parts of this set can 
be purchased separately, but all are usu
ally sold together in a wooden box, which 
differs in shape from the first, but is 
equally desirable for decoration. This 

machine . costs 
about eight dol
lars and a half. 

As the cau
teries are very 
different, it  wiil 

The first ma
chine can be 
bonght of deal
ers in artists' 
materiflls in any 
large city, anc1 
come� neatly 
packed i n a 
w o o d e n  b o x  
measuring five 
inches by nine, 
which i R  an ex- FlGUItE No. B. - POSI TION OF FIGURE WHILE AT WORK. 

be better to 
leave them until 
w e  have studied 
t.he uses of the 
two machines 
just mentioned. 
Choose a broad, 
low table, place 
the box on one 
c o r n e r, a n d  
spread the vari
ous parts before 
you. The beRt 
fiuid for making 
the gas needed 
to keep the point 
hot is the finest 
quality of beu
zine, which may 
b e  p r o c u r e c! 
from a whole
sale druO"O"ist · 
purchar,e ;;cly � 
quart at a time 
and keep in a 

rellent snbject 
for decoration 
and can be RO used later on. The machine consists of seven 
separate pieces-two glass hottles, a glass lamp for alcohol, 
a holder of wood, two pieces of rubber tubing, one of which 
has a poir of rubber bulbR attached, flnt! a small, round plat-

d a r k  p l a c e .  
P o u r  a l i t t l e  

benzine into one of the bottles of the machine, and i n  the other 
place a large wad of loose cotton batting ; then pour the fluid 
from the first bottle into the second until the cotton is t horoughly 
saturated. Keep the bottles tightly corked to prevent evaporation. 
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In the box will be found a n  extra cork with a metal top and 
two branches or arms. Place this in the second bottle, and on 
the right arm slip the 
rubber tubing with 
the bulbs attached, 
and on the left arm 
the plain rubber tub
ing. Next fasten the 
platinum point secure
ly in the holder, and 
to the latter join the 
I'ubber tubing on the 
left arm. Before be
ginning have at hand 
upon the table a box 
of matches, several 
large cotton rags and 
a few scraps of leather, 
and see that there is 
sufficient alcohol in 
the lamp. 

position as for writing, having the right ann well supported. 
Notice the figure with the cautery illustrated at figure No. 8. 

" "  - -::..---

1111 

Light the lamp, and 
take the bulbs iu the 
left hand and the 
holder in the right. 
Hold the platinum 
point in the upper part 
of the flame, and after 
a second, puff gently 
with the bulbs held 
lightly but firmly be
tween the thumb and 
fingers. The point 
should change at once 
from a silver to a 
golden tint, and then FIGURE No. 9.-PRAOTICE LINES AND SUGGESTIONS FOR BACKGHOUND8. 

CLOVER. 

SHORT RU/iHES. OAK. 

If the point does nol 
l ight reauily, it lDay 
be that there is too 
much or too little ben
zine in the bottle or 
that the light puff was 
not strong enough to 

send the right amount 
of gas up into the 
point. It always takeB 
longer to heat a new 
point than an old one, 
so do not be discour
aged, but try again 
and again. It is well 
to know at once, how
ever, that these ma
chines are not always 
reliable. One must 

be able to study out 

the cause of a diffi
culty, for often the 
remedy is very simple. 

F1GCRE No. lO.-SIMPLE LEAVES. 

Confine yourself en
tirely to line work 
during the first lesson, 
and do not work too 
long at this time. 
Practise strokes like 
those shown at figure 
No. 9. Remember 
that the lightest touch 
is sufficient on lea ther, 

and make the strokes 
short, repeating often. 
Begin the next lesson 

with fifteen minutes 
of this practice, and 
then rest. Dra w in 
pencil on the leather 

designs of lellves like 
to the glowing hue of red gold ; and after the latter change takes 
place the lamp is no longer needed and must be extin�uisbe:i. 
Then turn to the table and take a perfectly mttural lLnd easy 

those at figure No. 10,  and outline them with the burning. 
Novices are apt to begin every line with a dot, and the rest of 
the line is very often wavy, owing to a want of line praf'tice 
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If ample time is regularly given to such practice, in a month, or 
even in less time, perhaps, the hand will become very steady. 

The next few lessons may be 
devoted to such simple, pretty arti
cles as pen-wipers of all sizes made 
of leather. Figure No. 1 1  gives a 
design for a chrysanthemum pen
wiper. The round piece of leather 
should measure four inches across, 
and in drawing the design be sure 
that the center of the flower is at 
the center of the leather, and have 
the two holes half an inch apart. 
To make np this pen-wiper, cut 
two pieces of chamois the size of 
the leather section, and either pink 
the edges or leave them plain and 
even ; then place them beneath the 
leather, punch corresponding holes, 
and tIe with ribbon matching the 
leather in tint, or with leather 
strings. Do not make up the pen
wiper. until after the burning and 
cleaning are finished. 

indicated in the design, and shade a turn or twist by bearing 
down a trifle. The round point Rhould be used for all outline 

work, but the flat point can be em
ployed for the holes and edges just 
as well as the round. Everything 
depends on a good, clear, strong 
outline ; indeed, in all burnt work 
this is simply indispensable. Rub 
the face of the leather gently with 
the cloth, and remove the pencil 
marks with an eraser. 

'1'0 burn the edges of the pen
wiper, touch without interval all 
round the edges with the round 
point, so as to produce a scollop 
effect. Let the point burn through 
the leather at the marks made for 
the holes, and clean well with a dull 

FIGURE No. 1l.-CHI!YSAKTHEMUbl DESIG� FOR PENWII'ER. 

On completing this pen-wiper the 
beginner will doubtless he ambitious 
to try something else, and very 
many pretty designs may be found 
or originated that will be in every 
way quite as satisfactory as the 
chrysanthemum. It is advisable at 
the start, however, to take up only 
very simple objects, as an attempt 
to execute a pattern that is very 
difficult would be very discourag
ing. Before beginning WOrK, on 
every occasion it will be well to 
practice for a little while on the 
various strokes given above, that 
the hand llIay become steady and 
confident and able to draw without 
making dots or any other unneces
sary marks. Shading must be un-

knife to remove all ashes. Rub the edges with a cotton cloth to 
clean them. Outline the chrysanthemum lightly in the places 

derstood, and a careful study of 
figure No. 1 1  and of the other designs will show that the prin
ciples of light and shade are followed as in ordinary drawing . 

...... 

CHAPTER V.-THE TRUE GE�TLE MAN. 

Did you ever think of the full meaning of that last word ? A 
gent1e-man-how broad and far-reaching is the sigmficance con
veyed by this union of noun and adjective. We too often think 
that a gentleman is simply one who is well bred. Even Webster 
uses the term in this more restricted manner, giving in his dic
tionary these meanings : " 1 . In its most extensive sense in 
Great Britain, every man above the rank of yeoman, compre
hending noblemen. In a more limited sense, a man who, with
out a title, bears a coat of arms, or whose ancestors have been 
free men. In this sense, gentlemen hold a middle rank between 
the nobility and yeomanry.-2. In the United States, where 
titles and distinctions of rank do not exist, the title is applied to 
men of education and of good breeding, of every occupation.-
3. A man of good breeding, politeness and civil manners, as 
distinguished from the vulgar and clownish . "  But there is an
other side to the word ; then is its beautiful side, which in
cludes all those traits of character which make the true gentle
man. If the mother has not thought of this, let her do so at 
once, that she may the more effectually instruct her boy regard
ing those points which she may wish to emphasize. 

In guessing at a youth's position and opportunities, a stranger 
will first consider his clothes. They are the outward expression, 
and no one can afford to neglect them. Neat attire is always 
attractive, and a youth should never allow himself to fall int.o 
slovenly habits. His clothes may not be fine, but they should 
be clean. He cannot fully respect himself if he goes about 
with unpolbhed shoes, unbrushed clothes, soiled hands, un
\ended nails, disordered hair and a general appearance of un
tidiness ; and certainly strangers will not be likely to overlook 
5uch signs in forming an estimate of his character. Many boys 
think it a. wa.ste of time to wash their hands so often, since they 
only get dirty again ; and they become accustomed to seeing 
thern soiled. Yet nothing is more repulsive to a refined person 
who rightly believes that " Cleanliness is next to godliness." 

Tidiness and tastefulness in dress go far towards making the 
true gentleman, because, as a certaiu wise man remarks, "Virtue 
and decency are so nearly related, that it is difficult to separate 
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them from each other, but in our imagination : as the beauty of 
the body always accompanies the health of it, so certainly is 
decency concomitant to virtue ; as beauty of body with an 
agreeable carriage pleases the eye, and that pleasure consists in 
that we observe all the parts with a certain elegance are propor
tioned to cach other, 80 does decency of behavior, which ap
pears in our lives, obtain the approbation of all. This flows 
from the reserve we bear toward every good man, and to the 
world in general ; for to be negligent of what any one thinks of 
you, not only shows you arrogant, but abandoned." 

Contentment enters largely into the making of a truly gentle 
character, and the sentiment should, therefore, be cultivated. 
Teach your boy to consider the surroundings of persons less 
favored by fortune than himself, and not those of people situated 
far above him, if you wish him to be contented. 

" Believe not those that lands possess, 
And shining heaps of useless ore, 

The only lords of happiness j 
But rather those that know, 
For what kind fates bestow, 

And have the art to URe the store, 
And have the generous skill to bear 
The hated weight of poverty." 

The real comforts and pleasures of life are confined to a narrow 
channel, and if it were not for the common human fault of al
ways striving for something beyond, there would be no reason 
why contentment should not shed its lustre upon every home. 
Content is the true philosopher's stone, for while it does not 
make a man rich, it accomplishes much more by preventing any 
desire for wealth. 

If a youth wishes to attain to such a peaceful plane of exist
ence, let him think how much more he possesses than he needs, 
and how much more unhappy he might be. Nothing could 
be truer than these words of Addison : " For this reason, as 
there are none that can be properly called rich, who have not 
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more than they want ; there are few rich men in any of the 
politer nations, but among the middle sort of people, who keep 
their wishes within their fortunes, and have more wealth than 
they know how to enjoy. Persons of a higher rank live in a 
kind of splendid poverty, and are perpetually wantL.lg, be
cause, instead of acquiescing in the solid pleasures of life, they 
endeavor to outvie one another in shadows and appearances. " 

The young should be taught that to be contented with their 
belongings is to possess the greatest riches. If I could make 
one wish with a certainty of having it gratified, as Solomon had 
an opportunity of doing, I should unhesitatingly ask for con
tentment, since it adjusts every condition of life so perfectly, 
-that nothing is left to wish for. But we must not mistake pas
sive endurance or any other feeling for perfect contentment. 
It is related that a wealthy and eccentric man once built a beau
tiful palace, and had an inscription cut over its superb marble 
entrance to the effect that it would be given to any one who 
could say he was perfectly contented. Years passed, and no 
one applied for the palace ; but finally a man lifted the great 
knocker and said he claimed the edifice, as he was perfectly 
contented. The owner, however, replied, " If you were per
fectly contented, you would not want my house," thus effect
ually disposing of his claim. 

A young man must learn to take what good comes to him, and 
not strain after other things which are difficult of attainment, and 
the loss of which would make him unhappy. Contentment, 
whether with much or little, will smooth many rough places in 
life and bring happiness out of misery. Boys and youths too 
often think that a man must have wealth to be a gentleman. It 

is true that one whose fortune is assured has a confidence in 
'himself and an ease of manner which one cannot have who is 
: harassed by business cares ; but he who is c0ntented with his 
ilot and allows reason to rule his thoughts is the peer of any 
man, and he is certain to possess a graceful ease of manner and 
speech that will make him a most pleasing companion, and also 
.a person to be respected. 

Sincerity in conversation is an admirable trait in a boy's 
character ; the truth is always beautiful, and sincerity is simply 
truthfulnass. In a sermon on sincerity by Dr. Tillotson are 
these lines : "Among too many other instances of the great cor
:N!ption and degeneracy of the age wherein we live, the great 
and general want of sincerity in conversation is none of the 
least ; the world is grown so full of dissimulation and compli
ment, that men's words are hardly any signification of their 

. thoughts ; and if any man measures his words by his heart, and 
speaks as he thinks, and does not express more kindness to 
every man than men usually have for any man, he can hardly 
escape the censure of want of breeding." 

The surest way for a boy to appear sincere is to be so. False
hood Illay seem to serve a purpose at the time, but there is no 
-end to the train of troubles and annoyances which it will en
gender. It pnts its author under such suspicion t hat he is not 
believed whether he speaks the truth or not ; and if a youth 
�nce loses his reputation for truth, years of right living will be 
needed to restore general confidence in him. In justification of 
the hollowness of modern conversation, it has been claimed that 
it does no harm because everybody understands how much is 
meant. This reasoning is in a measure correct, but it is unfor
·tunate that we are gradually making mere ciphers of words, so 
that they seem to have been coined to hide our thought� rather 
than express them. If any one doubts this, let him read a re
port of the conversation between two diplomats arranging an 
important treaty for their respective countries, or listen to two 
society women who are a little jealous of each other. Words 
will be found perverted from their real meanings or else used 
with plausible deceptiveness. It is more difficult to pretend to 
.have a good trait than to really possess it, so let every youth 
strive after the real thing, not its semblance. 

A man may be more certainly valued by his looks than by his 
words. He may say one thing and mean another, but his 
"thoughts and life are stamped upon his face, and any one can read 
'them even if little versed in physiognomy. Every feature re
llects some feeling. When the great Booth played Iago, if he 
had not spoken a word, the audience would have underst ood 
from his expression of face and figure the character of the man 
whom he was impersonating. When we meet a stranger, we 
are impressed with awe, pleasure, respect, admiration or con
tempt, before he has spoken a word ; we have instinctively read 
.his character from his face. A boy should be urged to lead 
such a life that he will wish the world to read all about it in his 
face. 

Inquisitiveness is a trait which should be discouraged by a 

youth who aspires to be a true gentleman, since it is undignIfied 
and disagreeable. 

" Shun the inquisitive and curious man : 
For what he hears he will relate again." 

It has been remarked that the inquisitive are such merely from 
a vacancy in their own imaginations, and that it is unwise to 
confide in them, because the feeling which prompts their inquis
itiveness will make them impertinently communicative. Those 
who wish to please and appear well bred will do well to avoid a 
display of this unpleasant trait. 

Another thing to be shunned by a developing youth is a habit 
of vainglorying. While he must respect himself in order to have 
others respect him, he must modify his self-esteem with a cer
tain degree of modesty. If he is connected with any affair 
which is eminently successful, he Illust not be like the fly on the 
chariot wheel in the fable, and exclaim, " What a dust I do 
raise ! " It has been said that vain-glory is a necessary point in 
military commanders and soldiers, as " by glory, one courage 
sharpeneth another " ;  but this cannot be applied to ordinary 
life. 

In the home circle there are so many ways in which a boy 
may show himself a gentleman. There are countless little at
tentions which he may bestow with love and respect upon his 
parents and other members of the family ; and he may be 
courteous in his treatment of servants and show a general desire 
to be agreeable. He can draw a comfortable chair to the fire 
and seat his mother in it with tender solicitude for her welfare ; 
he can place another for his father when he comes home weary 
with the cares of business ; he can adjust the lights for more 
comfortable reading ; in short, he can be constant in his effort 
to anticipate the wishes of the two beings who most of all the 
world are entitled to his care. 

It seems a generally accepted theory that boys must be rough 
and rude in manner. Unfortunately they usually are so, but 
to some extent this fault can be accounted for. The average 
mother is apt to think that anything is good enough for the boy, 
and in consequence his room is a disgrace to the house. All the 
old broken chairs and unsteady tables are put there, the floor is 
left bare, with, perhaps, a small rug that only makes the room 
look more poverty-stricken, and everything else corresponds. 
How can the inmate be expected to take pride in keeping such 
a room orderly ? 

That a boy is likely to care for his clothes and surroundings 
if they are worth caring for was clearly demonstrated in a case 
that came under the writer'S observation. The boy in question 
was C!..uite young and was not as mindful as he should have been 
of his appearance. He generally wore clothes that were more 
to be appreciated for their utility than for their beauty, and he 
played to his heart's content, not caring how much his garments 
were soiled or how many rents they contained. He was urged 
many times to attend more to his clothes, but without result ; 
and finally in despair his mother gave him his best suit to wear 
every day, when, presto : he straightway began to take such 
pride in his appearance that his good clothes went a long time 
without injury. Moreover, to encourage him to keep his hands 
and nails clean, a ring was bought for him, and after receiving 
it he came to his mother many times during the day to show 
how nice his hands looked. If a boy thinks you expect him to 
be rude and uncouth, he is pretty certain to be so. 

There is a pride which is commendable and which should be 
encouraged. We may not have any one trait that is especially 
praiseworthy, yet we are justified in appreciating our real 
merits ; and the best way we have of estimating them is to con
sider what we most admire or dislike in others. Pride of race, 
wealth or position can have no place in the consideration ; all 
must depend on real merit of character. 

Bacon very aptly said : " If you would work on any man, 
you must either know his nature and fashions, and so lead him ; 
or his ends, and so persuade him ; or his weaknesses and dis
advantages, and so awe him ; or those that have interest in him, 
and so govern him."  But the wise mother hopes to see her boy 
grow into a perfect, well rounded manhood, knowing himself so 

well that no man will be able to lead, awe or govern him ; and 
she sums up her advice to him in these noble worfls : 

II To thine own self be trne, 
And it must follow, as the night the day, 
Thou canst not then be false to any man." 

MAUDE C. 1{UDAT. 
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A GIRL'S LIFE AND WORK A T  THE U N IVERSITY O F  CHIC AGO. 
By EMILY JAMES SMITH, UNIVERSITY FELLOW, 1 893-4. 

IT is by virtue of its 
admission of women 

that the University of 
Chicago is entitled to a 

place in this series of arti
cles ; and it represents the most 

recent views on the problem of the 
collegiate education of women, giving a concrete illustration of 
the total shift of opinion that h1ts taken place on that point since 
Vassar, for instance, was founded. 

Thirty years ago American scholarship exerted far less influ-
ence upon the world at large than it does 

ON WOMEN'S 
EDUCATION. 

at present. The historic colleges did not 
so dazzle the imagination that it seemed 
a hopeless or futile task to duplicate their 
work. The university idea, with its amaz

ing fruitfulness, had not yet germinated. Isolated institutions 
selecting their students on various grounds 
other than intellectual ones were still in 
vogue. If Episcopalians or Methodists 
were to obtain their training in colleges 
designed to receive them and no one else, 
why should not a college for women be 
isolated in the same way ? Why not a 
college for persons with red hair ? Why 
not, Matthew Arnold would ask, a college 
for the children of licensed victuallers ? 

As the finest and most liberal expression 
of this spirit, Vassar 
College received its 

THE DETACHED generous endow-
ment, and set out COLLEGE. 

bravely to do for 
young women what the old Eastern col
leges were doing for men. In a large 
measure it was successful. In some 
aspects Vassar is as good a college to-day 
as Harvard was thirty years ago. No 
one could have foreseen at that time that 
within thirty years Harvard would be 
transformed. In the light of the splendid 
growth of the greater American colleges 
lind universities, it is idle to imagine that 
the money and the brains could be gath
ered to duplicate their plants for the 
benefit of women, even if the teaching 
of their example were not against the 
isolation on accidental grounds of any 
body of capable students. At the present 
moment the detached college for women is still enjoying great 
Ilnd deserved success. Bryn Mawr's brilliant audacit.y has 
placed it among the foremost colleges of the conntry, irrespective 
of the sex of their students. But its merits and its defects are 
alike visible in the fact that a perceptible percentage of well 
known professors in great universities in various parts of the 
country are " from Bryn Mawr. " 

The application of the university spirit to the collegiate educa-

CO - EDUCATION 
AND 

THE ANNEX. 

tion of women has been made in two 
ways-in the West by co-education, in 
the East by the annex. These are the 
only methods canvassed in Europe, where 
it has not yet been proposed to reproduce 

Oxford, or Berlin, or the Sorbonne under feminine auspices. 

* IN THl<: COLLEGE SERIES WE HA VE ALREADY PUBLISHllD :-VASSAR 
-MAY, '94, SMITH -JUN E, '94, WELLE�LllY-JULY, '94, BRYN !fAwn 
-AUGU�T, '94, RADCLIFFE-SEPTJ;MBER, '94, MT. HOLYOKM- OCTOBER, 
'94, WOMAN'S COI,LEGE OF BALTIMORE-NoVEMBllR, '94, BAUliARD
DECEMBER, '94, CORNELL-JANUARY, '95, UNIVERSI1'Y OF WIsaoNSIN
FEl)RUARY, '95, AND Ut-;IVERSITY OF MICHIGAN - M ARCH, '95. 

In the Eastern communities of America the co-educational solu
tion is distrusted ; in the West. it is accepted in all the State 
universities. It is a matter of detail ' at IDost, to be settled 
according to circumstances of time, place and public opinion. 
The advocates of the annex and those of the co· educational 
college agree in believing that if women are to be as well 
educated as men-are to receive a training with no note of 
provinciality in it--they must sit under the great professors, use 
the great libraries and breathe the large air of the university. 

The University of Chicago, conscious of its high calling and 
its great opportunity, took advantage of a 

WOMEN AT 
CHICAGO. 

favorable social milieu and solved the 
question by academically ignoring the 
fact of sex altogether. Not only are 
women received as students on precisely 

the same terms as men, but there are women in the faculty and 
among the administrative officers. The official statistics take no 

COBB HALL. 

heed of the sex of students ; the examiners will tell you that 
they cannot distingnish the women's papers from the men's fry 
internal evidence ; the men (who are in the majority) seem to 
be neither annoyed nor preoccupied by the preRence of the 
women, and 1he women are apparently without pose or self
consciousness. Consequently we may consider that for Chicago 
the problem is solved ; and in discussing the university in its 
rel&tion to women, we must adopt its own point of view and 
speak of it as a whole, having made it plain that all its advan
tages are open to women on precisely the same basis as to 
men. 

In describing the growth of an Eastern university we fall 
naturally into metaphors taken from the 
vegetable world. 'vVe are apt to say that 
it increases in girth and grace as surely 
and about as rapidly 'IS the elms on its 
campns. But the University of Chicago 

WONDE�FUL 
G�OWTH. 

burst into activity with the eclat of an Artesian well. In 1889 
Mr. John D. Rockefeller promised a gift of six hundred thousand 
dollars if other subscribers would increase t.he sum to a million. 
The land-about twenty-four acres-was donated by Mr. Field, 
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o f  Chicago, and Mr. Rockefeller has since given nearly four 
millions more, while residents of Chicago have been very gen
erous. The system of liturgies did not always work satisfactorily 
in ancient Athens, but it thrives in Americft. Now, in the third 
year of its existence, the University of Chicago has one hundred 
and fifty instructors, nine stately buildings and a thousand 
students. 

Passengers in the Ferris Wheel , looking to the north, used 1,0 

LOCAL 
FEATU�ES. 

note the gray halls of the university set 
with precision in a chaotic square of 
sophisticated meadow-land. and even at 
that height found their stable aspect com-
fortable to imaginations already oppressed 

by the shameful end awaiting the splendors of the Fair. A 
nearer view showed some phases of growth such as we more 
naturally associate with decay. The campus exhibited as many 
stages of excavation as the Roman Forum. The beautiful 
unglazed windows 'of Ryerson Physical Laboratory allowed one 
to look through the building from end to end and to see the naked 
sky behind their tracery, as though they belonged to a ruined 
abbey. Just as we need some collateral information to tell sun
rise from sunset at a given instant, so it would have been hard to 
Bay offhand whether the university was going up or coming down. 

Watching for a week, however, would settle the question. 
By degrees lawns grew distinct from paths, Ryerson was sub-

RumSON HALL. 

dued to human use, and it could be seen that order was coming 
out of chaos, not subsiding into it ; and, as a final expression 
of the triumph of permanencc over the ephemeral, cartloads of 
the glory that was the Fair were dumped to make a sub
stratum for the roadways of the campus. The Wheel, which 
dwarfed the buildings with something of t.he majesty of a natural 
object, and flung elliptic shadows far across the campus, came 
down by sections to let Foster Hall assert itself, and the deserted 
palaces in Jackson Park disclosed unsuspected blemishes to the 
sad analysis of a peripatetic archreology class. 

But the material growth and durability of the university should 
not, after all, have chiefly seized the imagination. Any one, if 
only he be sufficiently wealthy, can set up a group of gray stone 
buildings. It needs other gifts to put such a group where they 
will immediately be used to the extent of their capacity. There 
are several great universities near Chicago. Northwestern is at 
its gates, and the Universities of Wisconsin and Michigan are 
not far away. But no sooner was this new shaft sunk than its 
supply of fresh waters was joyfully accepted by eager and thirst
ing throngs. 

Out of six hund.red and five students registered for the sum
mer quarter last year, four hundred and 
thirty-four were from Illinois and the 
middle West ; and in the registration for 
the last autumn quarter, while forty-three 
States are represented, a large proportion 

SOME 
ST A TlSTICS. 

of the students are again from the middle West. In the summer 

quarter only one hundred and twenty-mne came from the city 
of Chicago, and the Rtatistics in general show that the university 
is by no means as dependent upon the city in which it is situated 
as is Columbia, for example, upon New York. When the Fair 
was over. and Chicago's center of gravity mf)ved back to its old 
location, it became apparent that even geographically the uni. 
versity was but loosely related to the city. The methods of 
transit took on an uncivil infrequency, and, but for the mag· 
nificent sIl).oky sunsets behind IVashington Park, the universitJ 
might have been thought to be in isolation between the prairie 
and the wintry lake. The town is near enough for use and not 
near enough for distraction. 

This new university, starting with everything in it.s favor, 

SCH EME OF 
STUDY. 

with no traditions to hamper its action 
and with the mishaps of other inbtitutions 
to take warning from, is watched with 
interest by the educational world. It 
would be idle to give here a detailed 

account of its academic mpthods ; indeed, it has itself informed 
the public more clearly and abundantly regarding such matter. 
than any university in hist.ory. It is sufficient in this place to 
say that it� scheme is. roughly speaking, the hybrid with which 
Johns Hopkins has already made us familiar-the German uni
ver,ity superimposed upon the American college. 

The cleavage resulting from specialization in the graduate 
schools is percep-
tible all the way 
down. and it is opeu T H E  G�ADUATE 

to any student to SCHOOLS. 

make himself or 
herseif to some extent a specialist in a 
chosen subject before graduation. In the 
gradnate schools this tendency to special
ization is physically expressed by the sys
tem of department libraries, each flanked 
by a suite of lecture-rooms and semina
ries, which practically secure the isolation 
of each department. It is the natural 
result of circumstances so favorable to 
advanced study and research, that the 
body of graduate students is an unusually 
large and important part of the university, 
and that an occasional murmur against 
its supremacy floats upward from the 
undergraduates. 

Nearly seventy fellow�hip8, and the 
prestige of instructors beguiled from other 
chairs, help to attract graduates from all 
parts of the country ; and the summer 
quarter, which began as an experiment 
last July and ended as an assured success 
in September, extends one more magnet 
for the attraction of the advanced student. 
It is by means of these flourishing grad
uate schools, the personnel of which is 

constantly changing, that the university does its most charac· 
teristic work. They draw within their influence for a year or so 
representatives of many districts, impress them with their spirit, 
and send them out to hand over what they have received. A 
large proportion of these students are teachers ; they come to 
learn methods as well as facts, and they go home with increased 
ability to prepare students for the university. 

But though the University of Chicago has struck out some 
remarkable educational ideas, these are 

LIFE IN 
GENE�AL. 

more interesting to the profes�ional edu
cator than t.o the general public or to the 
average intending student. Somebody 
has said that the capitals of different 

countries vary only in their slang and the uniforms of their 
police. It is certain that from the undergraduate'S point of 
view places of learning are chiefly differentiated by what goes 
on outside of work rather than by their methods of instruction ; 
and girls who are thinking of going to college will, perhaps, take 
it for granted that the intellectual part of the U ni versity 01 
ChicaO'o is all rie;ht, and will ask what life in general is like. 

Such inquirers will be interested to know that in the Women's 
Quadrangle stand three dormitories for 

T H E  
DO�MITO�IES. 

the use of feminine students. These 
buildings form one side of the theoretical 
quadrangle and stretch in a line along the 
eastern boundary of the campus, at right 
angles to the Midway Plaisance. While the Fair endured, they 

of 
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(',oRNER OF WOMAN'S DOR�[ITORY. 

were quaintly enlivened by the sound of the heathen raging 
together in the Mid way. The casements of Foster Hall opened 
on that fairy-land forlorn, and a methodical student in Kelly 
Hall used to lay down one book and take up another at the cry 
of the muezzin. 

Each of these halls has a woman at its head, and is further 

SOCIAL 
RELATIONS. 

governed (or was last year) by a house 
committee elected from its residents. 
Once a month the girls in each hall re
ceive, and Friday evening is by common 
consent the time for calls, winding up 

more often than not with a dance. The regretable incompati
bility of youth and crabbed age results in a tendency on the part 
of graduate students to flock by themselves ; but the same 
division has taken place at Bryn Mawr under antip>odal social 
conditions. In addition to the dormitories, the girls have a 
gymnasium and tennis-courts of their own ; but with these items 
the discrimination between the sexes begins and ends, at least, 
as far as I am aware. 

The most obvious difference between a co-educational college 
and one for men only lies in the superiority of the former in 
wanners. There appears to be no desire to throw ink-bottles or 
)J.troduce live-stock into the lecture-rooms when there are girls 

about. In Cambridge, England (where they rejoice in a certain 
form of co-education without realizing it), the men observe 
entire decorum when women are present, but keep the best seats 

for themselves and engross the bulk of the lecturers' attention. 
In Chicago the women have their choice of seats and gain as 
much class-room glory as their abilities warrant. 

The entrance requirements at Chicago fall into three groups 
corresponding to the three degrees given
Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Phi losophy 

ENTRANCE and Bachelor of Scicnce. For the first, 
REQUIREMENTS. Latin and Greek arc required ; for the 

second, Latin but not Greek ; and for the 
third, a smaller amount of Latin. 

The courses pursued during the first two undergraduute years 
(called the " Academic Colleges ") fall 
into three corresponding groups, inclnding 
certain prescribed studies and a sprinkling 
of electives. The last two years (callerl 

COURSES. 

the " University Colleges " )  are elective, subject to such general 
provisions as, that a stndent shall not choose more than half his 
conrses for a year from one department, or all his courses from 
more than four departments. This curriculum. therefore, adds 
another to the bewildering phases of the " group system," and 
expresses a doubt of the value of pure election for undergraduates. 

'1 he average expenses of a student living in the quadrangles 
are estimated at $415,  with $307 for the 

EXP!::NSES. 
lowest rate and $525 as a liberal one. 
The " Students' Fund Society " offers 
help to students of high standing, and 

the university steward conducts an employment bureau which 
offers many opportunities for self-help. 

Eight scholarships of $90 each are awarded on admission, 
twelve scholarships of $90 each are 
awarded on leaving the " Academic Col
leges," twenty graduate scholarships of 
$ 1 20 each are awarded on leaving the 
" University Colleges," and sixty-six uni
versity fellowships and twenty graduate 

SCHOLARSHIPS 
AND 

FELLOWSHIPS. 

scholarships, ranging in value from $520 to the amount of the 
university fees, are awarded annually. 

It will be seen that no effort is spared to make scholarship 
accessible and the scholarly ideal predominant. A distinguished 
Englishman of letters wrote to a friend in Chicago, " I  did not 
know that Chicago went in for Homeric criticism, but I see 
that when she does she makes Homeric criticism hum." It may 
be said that she is making the whole educational queslion hum. 
By raising the market value of first-rate teaching, by adopting 
the university theory in its widest form, and by opening up 
inspiriting vistas of  indefinite progress, she has already applied to 
academic matters those methods which we conceive to be most 
characteristic of Chicago. And yet the town which in the last 
two years has contrived to affect in one way or another almost 
every department of civilization is younger, in its present incarna
tion, than the youngest instructor in the faculty of the university. 

THE NEXT A nTICI.E IN THIS SElUES, TO ApPEAR IN TH E MAY 
N UMB Ell, WILL BE ON " A  GIlIL'S LIFE AND WORK AT OBJ;RLIN." 

---..... �---

€ f\PL0Y J\€NTS F0R, W0J\€N.*-N0. 1 1 . 
TYPESETTING. 

The history of the past decade is largely the history of the 
development of womankind and the great improvement that has 
taken place in the condition of feminine workers. Many arts, 
trades and branches of b,usiness which have hitherto been car
ried on by men only are being increasingly invaded by women, 
and as the demaud for employment is daily growing louder and 
the necesgity becoming more implJrative, it  is eminently desira
ble that women should find such labor as they are naturally well 

* In the EMPLOYMEN1'S SERIEfl we have Rlrrady publi.hed papers 
on JOURNALISM-May. '9,1. THATN I':U =" rHSING-Jun0, '94, TELE
GRAPHY-Jul,", '94. TYPEWRITING AND STENOGR.,PllY-Au!!lIst, '94, 
PUD[.IC-SCI� OOJ, TEAOHING -September, '9 1 ,  M n,LINERY - OCLOb0r, '94,  
PnlvATE-SCH OOL TEACH ING-l'\ ovember, '94, PIlOTOflRAPHIC NEGA
TIVE R ETOL·CHl:-iG- December. '94. lN THE 'l'ELEPHONE EXCHANGE 
Janllar.'". '95, LAUNDRY WORK- February, '95, and TEAClllNG COOKERY 
-March, '95. 

fitted for. Necessity, inclination and adaptability have led many 
to adopt the calling of typesetting, and the demand for them in 
this craft seems to be increasing according to a rough estimate. 
Within the ranks of the Typographical Union there are about five 
hundred women engaged as typesetters, of whom twenty-five per 
cent. were added during the past year. This membership is not 
confined to any particular district, a great many of the smaller 
unions having each one or two women on their rosters. Outside 
the union there are a great many women thus employed. and it 
is safe to say that the number of organized and unorganized fem
inine typesetters runs into the thousands. In addition there 
are other branches of the printing trade affected by women, 
sneh as press-feeding. proof-reading, distributing and binding. 
The bindery girls are chartered by the Internatioual Typograph
ical Union, and tbey have a union in Chicago embracing thirty
six members, and one in Minneapolis of thirty-two members. 

So far as a woman is concerned individually, typesetting is 
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one o f  the most desirable employments she can select, especially 
upon a daily newspaper. The work of actual typesetting is 
light, the stint is not long (usually from six to seven hours), and 
the male employes are, as a rule, courteous to her. The art is 
not easily acquired, however, and demands close application 
and a good memory, while a thorough knowledge of grammar 
and orthography is almost indispensable. As to capitalization 
and punctuation, every newspaper or magazine has its own , 
particular " style," and one has only to be apt to become well 
versed in this method. 

The main difficulty in the way of a woman learning actual 
typesetting in the regular manner lies in the fact that in ordin
ary offices the apprentices are expected to do heavy work, such 
as dragging forms, lifting galleys, bringing watcr, making fires, 
and running at the beck and call of the journeymen. Still, 1 
have seen apprentices in millinery and dressmaking establish
ments, lind girls in dry-goods stores washing the windows and 
scrubbing the floors, while I have never seen a woman do such 
work in a printing office. 

If a woman takes a posit;on in a printing office controlled by 
the union or otherwise governed, she should enter upon it with 
an understanding that t.here is to be perfect equality between 
herself and her co-workers. She should work to master her art 
as if there were no possibility of marriage ever taking her from 
the workshop, and she should render herself necessary to her 
employer by making her work as good in quality, if not liS 
great in quantity, as a man's. Moreover, she should be busi
ness-like and apply herself as if she expected to support a hus
band and a family of children rather than in time to gain a 
comfortable home by marrying an energetic, well-to-do man. 
There has been a great outcry against women invading this 
craft, because so many of them work in a slipshod and inferior 
Manner, being satisfied to merely keep the wolf at bay while 
they wait impatiently for the coming man. 

The introdnction of machines has been a severe blow to the 
trade in general, but still there is an iucreasing demand for 
women, and will be even for the manipulation of the machines. 
There are liS yet few 'women thus employed, although the 
machines are not so intricate that they cannot be readily under
stood, nor are t.hey as heavy and difficult to manage as a loom 
in a woollen or cot.ton factory. Besides, even with the ma
chines there is in every office a great amount of hand composi
tion to be done, and women are found performing such work 
very satisfllctorily. 

In many of the nicer sorts of composition, like the getting up 
of fancy pages and the rule work in job printing, women of 
ready artistic taste and delicacy of touch can obtain better 
wages than at any other manual employment;  and yet there are 
only a few so engaged, because, as before stated, women are so 
prone to acquire only the elements of the art and to be content 
with the wages thus obtainable, which are always better than 
those paid for sewing or in factories, while the work is less con
fining than typewriting. 

The recognition of women by the Internat.ional Typographical 
Union gives a certain di�nity to the trade which no other em
ployment for women has. The " doc " room of the government 
printing-office two years ago had thirty-two women employed at 
the same wages as were paid to men doing similar work, and 
the Chicago Typographical Union includes a number of women 
among its most honored members, as does also that of Boston, 
the recognized Mecca of independence lind advancement for 
women. 

But the question of how to reach and benefit unorganized 
women by the Typographical Union has for some time been 
agitated in Boston. There were in 1893 about eight hundred 
women, of all degrees of competency, outside the union, and I 
presume the number has not since decreased. These a.re mainly 
employed in the book and job offices at low wages. For a 
number of years past the Boston Union has regularly brought 
before the International Convention a petition for special legis
lati,on to allow it to organize these women and permit them to 
continue working at their present rate of wa.ges until they have 
acquired such a degree of competency that the union can demand 
higher wages for them. 

'rhe Boston Union sent a large delegation to the convention at 
Chicago in 1 893 to secure legislation to this effect, �nd a deter
mined effort was made in behalf of the project. I had the honor 
to be the only woman delegate in the convention and opposed 
Boston successfully until they consented to have the matter re
ferred to the Executive Council, where it was ultimately defeated. 

The ground of opposition was perfectly plain and just. To 
Rccord this privilege to Boston would be to establish a prece-

dent, and other cities would claim the same privilege ; and if 
women were admitted to the union there and permitted to work 
at lower wages than men, then the employing printers having 
high-priced union men and women in their employ would soon 
find some pretext to remove them and fill their places with low
priced union women, and the organization would be powerless 
because it could not discriminate against its own members. 

And I would stllte, in connection with this incident, related 
to illustrate one of the chief objections to women entering the 
callings in competition with men, that in leading the opposition 
to Boston's movement, the greater part of my snpport clime 
from Western, Southern and Northern men, although there were 
a few exceptions from the East. Nevertheless, the Boston men 
were honest in their efforts to help those women and protect 
themselves, and while their plan does not seem to me pradic
able, yet no other has thus far been offered that will solve the 
problem, unless the women can be induced to rouse up and 
help themselves. 

But if a woman goes into an office with a determination to 
master the art so far as her opportunities will permit, and does 
not expect favors and attention that would be due her in the 
drawing-room-in short, goes to work in a manly way, she will 
fiud the calling productive of great good, mentally and socially 
as well as financially. It is the bottom round in the climb to 
true journalism and high literary work. The appreciative type
setter is in touch with the whole world. One might study his
tory for years and yet acquire a knowledge that is only as a 
mere primer compared with the volume that lies before the 
holder of the " stick and rule." The theories of philosophers 
are at the intelligent typesetter's command, the politics of the 
nation are as familiar as household affairs, and the " signs of 
the times " are as an open book. 

The woman compositor of to-day may read a description of 
some celebrated infant's wonderful outfit or any other similar 
nonsense because she is compelled to, but she is far more vit.ally 
and understandingly interested in the questions as to whether 
the Sugar Trust will rule the Senate or vice vel SIJ, and she knows 
and cares more about the controversy between the American 
Railway Union, Pullman and the courts than she does about the 
trousseau of the new Czarina. 

There is no so-called elevated calling, requiring mental bril
liancy aud precision, to which the woman cOIDpositor IDay not 
aspire successfully. There is no profession or employment 
which carries with it more dignity, more assurance of social 
equality. It has been called the aristocracy of the trades ; it is 
in truth the real aristocracy of the nation, for if there be any 
such thing as real aristocracy in this country or any other, it is 
that of education and mental power. Some of the most suc
cessful and brilliant men that our nation has produced were 
printers, and the same may be said of women, not a few of the 
best feminine writers of to-day, especially on economic subjects, 
being or having been workers at the case. 

The craft broadens the mind and counteracts that proneness 
to pettiness which mallY other employments foster, and it is 
more remunerative in its acquiring than a university education, 
and much more practical. It opens opportnnities in a day that 
might otherwise be sought for for years and not obtained. It 
wili lead the way to social prestige, if one desires, for the at
taches of a newspaper, great or small, are always sought after 
by the people of the community to which they belong. 

Frances Willard acknowledged this preeminence of the whole 
profession when she advocated, in her Jate address before the 
W. C. T. U. Convention at Cleveland, the government owner
ship of the press. On the latter point, however, I do not agree 
with her, because I believe the press, like the people, should be 
free and independent. If there are any evils existing in the 
pr"ss of to-day, they should be regarded as an effect, not as a 
cause. Men and women go into the newspaper business for the 
same reason that they would enter any other venture-to acquire 
a competence or a fortune ; but after entering this field, they 
find the competition as fierce here as elsewhere and are forced 
to resort to various schemes to put their publications on a pay
ing basis. 

Each year adds to the number of women in many of the pro
fessions and trades, and the question for labor organizations 
and reformers to grapple with in the future is whether the dis
placement of men by women in the field of labor has elevated 
or lowered the condition of working people in general. As is 
to be expected, there is much to be said on both sides of the 
question, but there is no rloubt that the presence of women in 
many trades must be accepted as one of the conditions of 
modern life. BELLE PIERSON SPRINGER. 

_� iL- - - - - -
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" HERE'S my hand upon it, my 
dear," said pretty Rose Nor
reys, rising from her writing 
table as Nell Goodwin, for
merly her class-mate at school 
and college and now her in
separable friend, entered for 
an afternoon chat ; and then, 

C after a few casual remarks 'II. she begged to be excused for 
a moment while she finished 
a note upon which she was 
engaged at the moment of 
her caller's arrival. 

" I  am writing to Kate 
Sydney," said Rose, after a 
brief pause, " to accept her 

invitation to a card party on the fifteenth. You're going, of 
c.ourse ? " 

" Yes, I shall go, for though I detest playing cards, I'm very 
fond of Kitty. She is so sweet, and possesses the happy faculty 
of bringing together congenial spirits. However, at a card 
party it doesn't make much difference whether you like or 
dislike your fellow players, since there is practically no oppor
tunity to talk. You are expected to pay close attention to the 
game, and if you do not, you are likely to ineur the dis
pleasure of your partner, who probably has ambitions for the 
first prize." . 

" Why, my dear girl," exclaimed Rose, " what a discourag
ing description ! And card parties are still 80 popular.for even
ing entertainments. I think the majority of people enjoy a 
game of cards." 

" Very likely," responded Nell, " but there is still a suffering 
minority to be provided for ; and I contend that it is the duty 
of every hostess to cater to the tastes of each and all of her 
guests and to provide amusements that will meet the require
ment! of different natures. " 

"What a difficult task you would impose on the poor hos
tess !"  

" She should look upon it  as  a pleasure, not as a task," said 
Nell. firmly. 

" Well, but aside from that view," answered Rose, " it would 
be rather a difficult thing to discover a game thaI everybody 
liked. A man's fortune would be made if he could invent a 
game that would become universally popular." 

" That is just it," said Nell. " I  cannot understand the lim
itation to one particular game. Why not play a number of 
games on the same evening ? "  

" That's not a bad idea," admitted Rose. " Has your aver
sion to cards induced you to plan something that will make an 
evening pass more pleasantly ? "  

" To be candid," replied Nell, " I  must confess that I have 
!leen utilizing my leisure moments in devising something of the 
Bort, but as I am going to give a birthday party next month, I 
shall keep the fruits of my imagination jealously guarded until 
that event ." 

Hereupon the conversation turnpd upon other topics, but 
when Nell arose to take her departure, Rose reverted to the 
promised birthday party and expressed the liveliest curiosity to 
know the nature of the amusement that was to please every
body. 

And so it happened that in due season Nell Goodwin issued 
invitations to what she was pleased to term a " Salmagundi 
Party." 

The company numbered twenty-four, and after all had ar
rived, a few moments were allowed for greetings and intro
ductions and a very little conversation, and then the games 
were started. 

There were six tables placed conveniently about the parlors, 
and at the center of each burned a fairy-lamp having a dis
tinctively colored shade. The tables were designated by num
bers, from one to six, which were cut out of colored paper and 
fastened to the shades of the lamps, so that the players could 
see them easily and change their places without confusion. 

The hostess gave to each gentleman and her brother gave to 
each lady a small brass ring, which was to be fastened to the 

front of the waist or coat by means of a small loop of ribbon 
having a stick-pin thrust through it. From the ring a tiny brass 
bell was suspended by a narrow ribbon, and upon the ribbon 
was printed a number corresponding to that on one of the tables. 
The ribbons for the ladies were pink, and those for the gentle
men blue. 

The guests seated themselves at the tables having numbers 
corresponding to those on their ribbons ; and when all were 
ready the sounding of the bell broke the expectant hush, and the 
playing commenced. 

At the first table the deftness of the girls and the patience of 
the men were rather severely tried, for each player was required 
to place ten needles on one long thread and to make a knot after 
each needle was threaded. The confusion caused by the haste 
of each person to get done first, and also by the knots and long 
threads, caused no end of merriment. 

Those who sat at the second table wondered what was to be 
done with the three large potatoes and the tiny salt-spoon that 
lay upon thc table before each player. They soon learned that 
they were to lift the potatoes into a dish that stood at the center 
of the table, by means of the salt-spoon held in the left hand. 
The right hand was to give no help whatever toward the accom
plishment of this feat ; and any one who pushed a potato against 
an object to aid in balancing it upon the spoon would forfeit t.he 
right to make another trial. 

For the third table Nellie had provided forty pictures of 
prominent men and women in all walks of life, which she had 
cut out of back numbers of various magazines and periodicals. 
Each picture was pasted on a piece of blank cardboard suffi
ciently large to show a small margin, upon which was printed a 
number from one to ten. Each player at the table received ten 
pictures. and he or she was to write on a separate piece of card
board the names of all the pictures recognized. The person 
writing the largest number of names correctly would, of course, 
be the winner. 

Table No. 4 the hostess reluctantly devoted to euchre, for, in 
spite of her personal dislike for cards, she recognized the fact 
that a few of her guests, particularly Rose Norreys, were very 
fond of euchre, while most of the others enjoyed cards when 
given in homoopathic doses. 

At the fifth table the players were required to write the titles 
of the books in which were to be illef1he ten characters whose 
names appeared on slips before them. -

The popular game of " Tiddlewinks " engrossed the attention /'0 
01 the players at table No. 6 :  and although most of those pres-
ent had played it many times before, this table was conspicuous 
for merriment and laughter. 

A certain time was allowed for each game, and eaeh of the 
winning ladies and gentlemen received a little bell, which was to 
be attached to the brass ring by the ribbon suspending it. 

As the bell at the head table announced the end of a game, 
the ladies at table No. 1 changed with those at No. 2 ,  and so on ; 
while the gentlemen at No. 1 changed with those at No. 6 ,  and 
so on. In this way new couples were arranged throughout the 
progress of the games. 

After all the guests had tried their ·Iuck at every table, prizes 
were awarded to the ladies and gentlemen having respectively 
the largest and smallest number of bells attached to their brass 
rings. 

Then came refreshments and next dancing ; and the jingling 
of the little bells caused by the motion of the dancers, added to 
the rhythm of the music, sounded very sweetly and was quite a 
novel feature. 

The evening was thoroughly enjoyable, and none of the 
guests was more complimentary to the hostess than Rose 
Norreys, who assured Nellie that her party was a tremendous 
success, more than realizing her highest anticipations ; while 
Nellie herself felt that a " Salmagundi Party " filled a long-felt 
want. 

. 

'1'0 those who are desirous of departing from stereotyped 
forms in entertaining their friends, an evening of this kind pre
sents an excellent opportunity for the employment of inventive 
faculties in devising novel and amusing diversions for the various 
tables, and has the advantage of being easily adaptable to any 
number of guests. 

L. W. CUMISKY. 
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THE: AR,.T 0F XNITTING.-N0. 46. 
ABBREVIATIONS USED IN KNITTING. 

k.-Knit plain. 
p.-I'url, or a� it i8 often caJled, seam. 
pl. PI"iu Knitting. 
n.-N arrow. 
k � :o.-K" it 2 together. Same as n .  
t b  0 o r  o.-'l'brow the thread over the  needle . 
.!I1ak� one.-M "ke a stitCh tbus : Thrdw the thread In front of the needle and 

knit the next StltCll ill the onlinory mann,·r. ,In the next row or round this 
tbr3w-over, (lr put-over as it is fl'equeutly cltlled, is used as a stitch.) Or, knit 
one aDd purl olle out of a stitch. 

To Kmt (;rossed.-Illsert needle in tbe back of the stitch and knic as usual. 

. I .-Slip a .titch from the left needle to the right needle without knitting !t . . 
sl. and b.-Slip alld bind. Slip one stitch, knit tbe next ; pas" the slipped 

Bl itch tover the knit Bl itch as in bllldinl( off work. 
To Bind or Cast OtI.-Either slip or knic the first stitch ; knit the next ; pass 

tbe first or slipped stilch over the .eco t ld. ar.d repeat as fnr as directed. 
Row.-KliittiDg once HcrOBS the work when but two Jleedles are used. 
Round.-K"itting once around the work when four or more needles are used, 

8S in 8 sock or Btocking 
Re�eat.-This mean, to work designated rows, rounds or portions of work a8 

many Lim�s as directed. 

� :I< Stars or asterisks mean, as mentioned wherever they occur, that the details given between them are to be repeated 
as many times as di rected before going on with those details which fol low the next :1<. As an example : :I< K 2, p i ,  th 
0, and repeat twice more from :I< (or last :1<), means that you are to knit as fol lows : k 2, p i , th 0 ;  k 2, p i , th 0 ;  k 2, 
p i , th 0, thus repeating the k 2, p i , th 0, twice more after making It the first time, making It th,'ee times In all before 
proceed ing with the next part of the d i rection. 

KNITTED PLATF. DOILY. 
FIGURE No . 1 .  -Cast on 47 stitches. 
Fil'st row.-8l 1 , k 39, 0 twice, p 2 to. , k 1 , 0 3  times, n, 0, k 2. 
Second row.-K 5, p 1 ,  k 2, 0 twice, p 2 to. , k 38, leave 2 ;  turn. 
TMrd �·ow.-8l 1 ,  k 

25,  n, 0 twice, n, k 8 ,  
o twice, p 2 to. , k 8.  

FOllrth r01lJ. - K  8 ,  
o twice, p 2 to. , k 1 0 ,  
p 1 ,  k 25,  leave 4 .  

Fifth row. - S l  1 ,  
k 2f, * n ,  0 twice, n ,  
* ; repeat once more 
between stars ; k 6, 
o twice, p 2 to. , k 6 ,  
0,  k 2.  

Sixth row.-K 9,  0 
twice, p 2 to. , k 8,  p l , 
k 3, P 1 ,  k 2 1 , leave 6. 

Sevwth �·01V. - Sl 1 ,  
k 1 7 ,  * n ,  0 twice, n ,  
* ;  repeat twice more 
between stars ; k 4, 
o twice, p 2 to. ,  k 9. 

Eighth row. - Bind 
off 4, k 4, 0 twice, p 
2 to. , k 6, P 1 ;  k 3 
and p 1 twice ; k 1 7 ,  
leave 8.  

Nint', row. - 81 1 ,  
k 1 3,  * n ,  0 twice, n ,  
* ;  repeat 3 times more 
between stars ; k 2, 0 
twice, p 2 to. , Ie 1 , 0 
3 times, n. 0, Ie 2.  

Tenth row . - K 5, 
p 1, k 2 ,  0 twice, p 2 
to. , k 4, p 1 ;  k 3, p 1 
3 times ; k 1 3 ,  leave 10. 

2'wenty-second row.-Ie 9, 0 twice, p 2 to. ,  k 18,  leave 22. 
Twenty-thh'd row.-Sl l ,  k 17, 0 twice, p 2 to. , k 9. 
Twenty-foU1'th row.-Bind off 4, k 4, 0 tw. , p2 to. , k 16,  leave 24 . 
Twenty-fifth row.-81 1 ,  k 10, n, 0 t wice, il, k 1 ,  c' twice, p 2 

to. ,  k 1 , 0 3 times, n ,  
0 ,  k 2. 

Twerl ty-si:l th row.
K 5, p 1, k 2, o twice, 
p 2 to. , k 3, P 1, k 1 0, 
leave 26. 

Twen ty-seven th row. 
-Sl l ,  k 6, n ,  0 twice, 
n, k 3, 0 twice, p 2 
to. , k 8. 

'l'went.ll - eighth �·ow. 
-K 8, 0 twice, p 2 to. , 
k 5, p 1 ,  k 6, leave 28. 

Twenty-nirdh )·ow.
SI 1, k 6, n, 0 twice, 
n, k 1, o twice, p 2 to. , 
k G , 0, k 2. 

Th irtieth �·(1w.-K 9,  
o twice, p 2 to. , k 3,  
P 1 ,  k 6,  leave 30. 

Thirty - jil'st 1'OW.-
81 1 ,  k 9, 0 twice, p 2 
to. , k 9. 

l'hirty - second row. 
-Bind off 4, k 4, 0 
twice, p 2 to. , k 8,  
leave 32. 

l'hirty-third j'ow.
Sl 1 ,  k 7, 0 twice, p 2 
to. , k 1 ,  0 3  times, n ,  
0, k 2 .  

Thil'ty-fovr·th row.
Ie 5, P 1 ,  k 2, 0 tw ice, 
'p 2 to. , k 6,  leave 34. 

Tln'l ty - fifth I·OIV.
Sl 1, k 5,  0 twice, p 2 
to. , k 8.  

E eventh r"w. -Sl l , 
k 9, * n, 0 twice, n, 

* ;  repeat 4 times more 
between st.ars ; 0 twice, 
p 2 to . , k 8. 

FIGURE No. 1. -KNITTED PLATE DOILY. 
Thil,ty - sirth row.

Ie 8, 0 twice, p 2 to. ,  

Tweifth row.-K 8,  0 twice, p 2 to. , k 2,  p 1 ;  Ie 3 and p 1 
4 times ; k 9 ,  leave 12.  

T.drteerl th �'ow.-Sl 1,  Ie 9,  * n, 0 twice, n ,  * ;  repeat 3 times 
more between stars ; k 2, 0 twice, p 2 to. , k 6,  0, k 2. 

}'-'o1£rt(6I1th 1·"W.-Ie 9, 0 twice, p 2 to. , k 4, p 1 ;  k 3 and p 1 
3 times ; k 9, leave 14. 

FifteeNth �"O'w.-8l 1 ,  k 9,  * n,  0 twice, n ,  * ;  repeat twice 
more between stars ; k 4,  0 twice, p 2 to. , k 9. 

Si- teenth I'ow.-Binrl off 4,  k 4,  0 twice, p 2 to. ,  k G,  p 1 ;  k 3 
and p 1 twice ; k 9, leave 16. 

Seven leel)th row.-Sl 1,  k 9 ,  * n,  0 twice, n ,  *;  repeat once 
more between stars ; k 6,  0 tw. ,  P 2 to. ,  k 1 ,  0 3  times, 11 ,  0, k 2. 

.E'igh teellth row.-Ie 5,  p 1, k 2 ,  0 twice, p 2 to., k 8,  p 1, k 3,  
p 1,  k 9,  leave 18.  

Ni�eleellth rnw.-Sl l ,  k 9 ,  n ,  0 twice, n ,  k 8 ,  0 tw. , P 2 to. , k 8. 
Twentieth row.-Ie 8 , 0 twice, p 2 to. , k 10, P 1 ,  k 9, leave 20. 
Twenty-first row.-Sl l ,  k 19, 0 twice, p 2 to. , k G, 0, k 2. 

k 4, leave 36. 
Thirty-seven th row.-Sl 1 ,  k 3, 0 twice, p 2 to. , k 6, 0, k 2. 
l'hirty-eighth row.-K 9, 0 twice, p 2 to. , k 2,  leave 38. 
l'llirty-ni'flth �·ow.-Sl 1, k 1, 0 twice, p 2 to. , k 9. 
Fortieth row.-Bind off 4, k 4, 0 twice, 

p 2 to. , 11: 40. 
This completes one point, and 12 points 

are required to form the doily. The 
stitches should be cast on and bound off 
very loosely, and the edges sewed together 
over-hand, and the center drawn together 
and fastened. 

INF ANTS' SOCK. 

FIGURE No. 2.-This little sock is knit
ted with white Saxony wool in plain knit
ting with steel neetlles. 

Begin at the middle of the sole, casting 
FIGURE No. 2.-IN

F ANTS' SOCK. 

on 

F 

H 

ovell 
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o n  2 4  stitches ; knit 2 4  rows in plain knitting t o  and fro o n  two 
needles ; in the 2nd, 4th, 6th, and 8th of the 24 rows, to form 
the heel, widen by knitting 2 stitches ont of the 3rd stitch from 
the beginning, one stitch plain and one crosse(l ; also for the toe, 
widen in the same manner at the close of every even row at the 
3rd stitch from the last. In the 2,jth row knit off 22 btitches 
on a separate needle, and leave them aside, while knitting 32 
rows on the remaining 18  stitches, without widening or narrow
ing. At the end of the last row, and in connection with it, cast 
on 22 new stitches, and on the 40 stitches knit 24 rows, which 
will correspond with the first 24 in the first half, and in which, 
therefore. narrow wherever there is a wiriening in the tirst half 
(for narrowing, simply knit 2 stitches together) ; cast off the 24 
stitches that remain at the end of the last row. Take up the 22 
stitches last cast on, and also the 16 edge stitches toward the 

top of the 32 rows knitted for the front of the foot, on separate 
needles, and on the latter work ' 2U rows for the upper part of 
the front ; at the close of every row knit off the last stitch to
gether with the next stitch of the 22 on the needle at the side. 
After completing the 2uth row knit up the remaining stitches at 
the side to the middle of the back, then on all the stitches taken 
together knit a row of holes through which a ribbon is to be 
drawn ; for this by turns knit 2 stitches together and put the 
wool over ;  each thread answers for a stitch in the next row. 
Next 40 rows in plain knitting for the top, and then knit for the 
open-work edge as follows : 

First row.-A row of holes li�e that described. 
Second row.-Purled throughout. 
Repeat these two rows three times, then cast off the stitches, 

and join the back edges down to the toe, fulling the toe a trilie . 

.... 

WE can all call to mind people of whom it is said that they 

FRIENDSHIP 
AND 

HAPPINESS. 

" wear well " with their friends, and we 
may be sure that the woman whose pop
ularity is of this durable kind is not the 
one who kisses an acquaintance good-bye 
the first time she calls upon her, or who 
unduly compliments her and effervesces 

over her gown, or her hat, or her pretty complexion. Many 
women please at first sight, and for a short time seem to be sim
ply charming ; but after a little while they feel so well acquainted 
that they either become unpleasantly familiar or else wholly 
cease trying to be agreeable. The reaction is sure to follow 
upon a friendship of the meteoric order, and after a few un
pleasant experiences of this kind we look abont Ug for a friend 
whose attractiveness will be like the soft effulgence of a steadily 
glowing star-mild and unobtrusive, yet constant and possessing 
a genuine and satisfying beauty. 

The woman who wears well is seldom beautiful to look at, 
but the radiance of unsel fishness lights up her face as mere 
physical beauty could never do, and makes us sincerely love 
her. She is al ways cheerful and philosophical, and if she has 
griefs or troubles, as very often she has, she does not recount 
and parade them on every occasion, having no wish to needless
ly dist.ress her sympathetic friends. A contented mind is hiJJf 
the secret of her charm. You and I know, my dears, that how
ever weary we may become of our own surroundings, we will 
have in the end about as much to be thankful for in reality as 
our neighbors. Those to whom fortune seems to have denied 
none of this world's good things are often lesB happy than people 
who are barely able to make ends meet. The mother whose 
life is given o�er to washing dishes, cooking, sewing and satis
fying the thousan: l  wauts of her little ones, naturally looks with 
more or less envy upon her who is able to spend as much time 
as she wishes upon her coueh, with the latest novel in her hand; 
but when it happens that the idle woman's lack of energy creates 
a bond between her and her couch, so thllt she cannot leave it for 
any length of time, even if she woulll, the balance of happiness 
is certainly in favor of the hard-working mother. Foolish in
deed is the woman who imagines that her life contains nothing 
but thorns and that all the roses are reserved for the gratifica
tion of other people. Nature is always willing to efluAlize con
ditiol13, and her good intentions can only be thwarted by our 
own folly or wayward discontent. 

Next, a word or two about jewelry, that topic ever dear to 
the feminine heart. The newest VlRtch-
chains for women are quite long, reaching 
about the neck and well down upon the 
dress. One of the prettiest lately seen 

JEWELRY. 

showed a ten-inch length of very fine chain separated from a 

similar length at each side by a beautifnl pearl, 
the entire chain being thus more than thirty 
inches long. 

• My lady has long since learned that her pretty 
rings need to be examined by a jeweller at least 
twice a year, that he may determine how much 
the friction of her gloves has worn the tiny gold 
points that hold the jewels in place. Small 
purses of Suede leather are now made especially 

for carrying rings that are likely to be damaged by gloves. 'J he 
owner of such a purse slips off those rings that have raised set
tings before putting on her gloves; and keeps them in the purse 
until the gloves are removed. 

Diamonds lose half their beauty when they are allowed to be
come coated with a thin deposit of dust and dllmpness ; it is, 
therefore, necessary that they should be frequently cleaned, but 
there is no need to send them to a jeweller for the purpose, 
since the process of cleansing is so simple that any woman can 
perform it. 'fhe gems should merely be washed with alcohol, a 
brush being used to reach all crevices ; and they should then be 
dried in boxwood sawdust. Pine sawdust is so oily that its use 
would really do more harm than good. 

We must not forget that the first mild day of Spring is likely 
to bring to the surface the imperfections 
of the complexion. She who has all 

THE COMPLEX- Winter been free from freckles should be 
ION IN SPRING. particularly watchful at the beginning of 

warm weather, for her mirror may at any 
time show her the tiny brown specks jnst making their appear
ance. These marks may be at least kept in subjection if not 
entirely eradicated by means of a lotion composed of the 
following ingredients : 

2 ounces of almond mixtu re. 
1 5  grains of muriate o[ ammonia. 
5 " " corrosive sublimate. 

Apply this mixture every night and morning with a 80ft cloth 
or sponge. It is poisonous and should be kept beyond the reach 
of childish fingers. 

When the face has been tanned by the sun, the skin may be 
softened by the application, several times daily, of a bleaching 
mixture composed of the following inexpensive substances : 

5 grains of citric acid. 
1 ounce of p:lyeerine, 
1 " rose-water. 

A noted complexion specialist advises plenty of acid fruits 
during the Spring, because it tends to prevent sallowness and 
gives color to the cheeks. It is a fact, my dears, that fruit is just 
now better at breakfast than meat, oranges and shaddocks being 
especially beneficial, and quite inexpensive early in the Spring. 
An ideal April breakfast, according to the authority above men
tioned, c.onsists of half a shaddock, chops, creamed potatoes, 
Graham bread and hominy or cracked wheat ; and those who 
cannot afford to have both meat and fruit for breakfast should 
by all means choose the latter, at least during the enervating 
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weeks o f  Spring. Such attentIOn t o  the morning dipt will lessen 
doctors' bills for months to come and will give the system a tone 
that will be both enjoyable and healthful. 

The really dainty woman takes thought for every item of her 

T H E  CJU�E O F  
CLOTHES, 

apparel, the plainest as well as the most 
elegant ; and she is not spasmodic in 
caring for her pretty belongings, but 
methodical and patient. On taking off 
a gown, she does not hang or lay it 

away until it has been properly aired, cleansed and repaired. 
She places the bodice across the back of a chair in a current 
of air ;  pulls the shields out with the sleeves, and leaves the 
garment thus until there is no lonp;er a hint of the dampness or 
odor of perspiration. She also airs the skirt thoroughly, and 
the next morning she gives it a good beating, shaking and brush
ing to drive out every particle Of dust. This cleansing would be 
more beneficial if done as soon as the skirt was taken off, but it 
is generally more convenient to postpone it until morning, espe
cially when the gown is removed just before retiring. After 
the gown has been aired and dusted, any spot that may have 
been incurred should be attended to, and loose buttons or hooks 
and eyes should be reinforced and missing ones replaced. 

She who has a proper respect for her clothes and her appear
ance is particularly careful of her shoes and stockings. When 
a pair of dusty shoes that are still warm and moist from recent 
wear are at once confined in a closet or shoe-box, it is bad for 
both the shoes and the receptacle, the former becoming musty 
and unwholesome and the latter close and decidedly unpleasant. 
Stockings hardly need to be laundered after one day's wear, as 
some fastidious persons insist, but they should not be used on 
two consecutive days ; after the first day they should be shakcn 
free from dust and left to air for twenty-four hours, so that they 
will be fresh and sweet on the third day. 

Cleanliness demands that on retiring for the night we shall so 
hang every garment worn during the day that it will be well 
aired by morning ; and that woman cannot lay claim to tidiness 
who steps out of her clothing and leaves it in a heap on floor 
or chair. You will generally find such a person very fond of 
strong perfumes and constant in her use of them. It is a rule 
of good breeding as well as of economy to be careful of one's 
apparel and have it always in perfect condition. 

This is the month of sudden and numerous showers, when 

AND 
UMBRELLAS. 

umbrellas are our almost constant com
panions and must be frequently raised and 
lowered ; and this reminds me to a.sk how 
many of you know just the proper mode 
of rolling an umbrella. As in everything 

else, there is a right and a wrong way, and the right way 
lengthens considerably the term of an umbrella'S existence. 
A dealer lately gave the following advice ; il The right way 
to roll your umbrella is to take hold of the ends of the ribs and the 
stick with one hand, and hold the ribs tightly enough to prevent 
their being twisted while the covering is being twirled round 
with the other hand. Then your umbrella will be as nicely 
closed as it was when you bought it, and the only wear and 
tear will be on the cloth. It is twisting the ribs out of shape 
round t.he stick and fastening them thus that spoils most um
brellas. Never hold an umbrella by the handle alone when you 
roll it, and you will find it will last longer and cost less for 
repairs." 

Is it not true that no other part of a woman's e�semble tells so 
plainly of her refinement or her lack of 
it as her hands and nails ? Manicuring 
has come to be one of the regular occupa
tions, but those who cannot secure pro
fessional care for their finger tips will 

THE HANDS 
AND NAILS. 

have no difficulity in learning the proper modes of treatment. 
The best manicurists are now decrying the use of metal imple
ments. To use the metal nail-cleaner to raise the cuticle at 
the roots of the nails is to invite the white spots that are so 
often seen in profusion on otherwise pretty nails. The roots 
are so sensitive that they are more or less affected by the 
slightest pressure, and it is an easy matter to bruise them with 
the metal cleaner. 

The toilet articles required in manicuring are a nail-brush, 
a manicure pencil, a bottle each of ammonia, almond meal and 
glycerine-and-lemon mixture, and a box each of rose powder 
and paste. Manicure pencils are made of orange wood, but 
the skewers used by butchers in rolling meat are just as service
able and, of course, much less expensive. Sharpen the end of 
the pencil, and every time the hands are washed run it carefully 
about each nail at the bottom. This will keep the cuticle from 
growing to the nail at the root, and it will also prevent hang
nails. 

If the nail-brush and a little borax are regularly used, no 
other cleaner will be needed. Lemon juice will remove most 
stains and is much cheaper than the acid preparations sold for 
the purpose ; the latter, however, can easily be kept constantly 
at hand, while it will not always be convenient to obtain a lemon. 
If an acid preparation is to be used, dip a bit of absorbent 
cotton into it, and so apply. 

Persistent and intelligent care of the hands will overcome the 
effects of even very coarse manual labor. Glycerine and lemon 
juice rubbed into the skin will open t.he pores and soften all 
stains. When the hands require it, wash them in warm water 
with white or red Castile soap and a rubber bristle brush. It 
is a foolish weakness with some women to have a great variety 
of soaps, but she who is wise tries those that are most highly 
recommended, and when she finds one that is perfectly adapted 
to her hands, she uses it to the exclusion of all others. A good 
soap is never a very eheap soap at the start, but it is usually so 
hard and lasts so long that it is  really inexpensive in the end. 

That a woman should seat herself and rise without touching 
the chair with her hands ? 

That one should never congratulate a 
DO YOU KNOW bride upon her wedding, but should wish 

her ha ppiuess and congratulate the groom ? 
That it is bad form to appear absent-minded in company ? 
'l'hat one should not be afraid to say, " Thank you," even 

when the favor is of the very least importance ? 
That a girl should never gossip about her young friends? 
That she should never number among her acquaintances II 

man who is in the least rude to her ? 
That she should avoid girl friends who are jealous of her 

fondness for other girls ? 
That she should above all things be helpful to those about 

her ? 
That she should shun " moods " as she would a pestilence ? 
That she must be sunny-tempered always if she would be the 

girl whom everybody loves ? EDNA S. WITHERSPOON. 

TH€ H0f\.€. 
SIXTH PAPER.-R EFINEMENTS O F  THE TA BLE. 

Those who are able to make the ideal tne real in their daily 
lives must pos:'ess powers above the average, provided, of 
courRe, their ideals are lofty and are founded upon good sense 
and noble sentiments. Too often, however, it is impossible 
beauty or a possession of questionable taste or utility that is  
craved and striven for by the dissatisfied mind. 

T.hus, for example, a satin table-spread is earnestly desired 
for a dinner-party cloth by more than one silly housewife who 
cannot afford to possess it, and who forgets that a satin dinner
cloth is an unpleasant extravagance which has nothing to com
mend it. A linen cloth, fine, firm and without damask, is within 
the reach of most of us, and it may be perfectly cleansed and 

freshened whenever necessary ; but a soiled silken cloth, like 1\ 
withered blossom, cannot be restored. 

A fresh table-cloth is almost always possible, a.nd for that rea
son an unclean or crumpled one retlects not only upon the pos
sessor's neatness and taste, but also upon her capacity as a 
hou�e-mistress. The best of dinners would lose the finest of its 
qualities if served upon linen that was noticeably untidy. To 
be sure, an accident !Day cause a spot upon an otherwise immac
ulate cloth, and the thrifty owner may feel that it would be a 
waste to send it to the laundry without further use ; but if she 
retains it upon .he table, she must conceal the stain with a pretty 
napkin or doily. Every housekeeper with a forecasting mind 
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(who is  by no means-necessarily a prophet of woe, but a careful 
provider against future emergencies) keeps always at hand at 
least a few napkins or doileys of different sizes and qualities to 
be used in covering insolated blots or splashes of gravy, coffee, 
tea, etc. ,  that may unfortunately be incurred by fresh table
cloths. 

Purity is beautiful , and beauty should be enthroned upon our 
tables if we would. lift the process of eating from the grossly 
material up to the ideally charming. Beauty touches the key
notes of better thoughts and does much to induce tine and gen
erous conversation at table in place of dull or idle chatter. A 
recognition of purity upon the family board, added to a mental 
response to a harmony of shapes and colors, thrills one's senses 
as melodies do, though, perhaps, in a lower degree or a different 
manner. 

Table customs are not established hap-hazard. They are the 
modes of conduct and procedure which experience has shown to 
be in every way most desirable. They hold real meanings and 
exert real influences. They are in a way a sort of wordless folk
lore that has in it the origin of family and society refinements 
and usages. They signify far more than they at first present, 
and their meaning should. not be ignored. Their observance or 
their neglect makes the family grain or texture fine or coarse, 
having an especial influence upou the young. The autobi
ography of Ruskin explains this point in a distinct and pathetic 
manner and makes a strong plea for the cultivation of beauty 
and gentle bearing at t·he daily table. 

And how easy it is to mature these graces in dainty ways that 
consume little time and less money ! If once beauty and kind
liness are established features at our meals, they can no more be 
unconsciously omitted than can a change of plates for a succes
sion of contrasting foods or the regular use of napkins in a well 
regUlated honsehold. We are encouraged to hope that time will 
bring better things, by reflecting that even the table napkin is 
by no means an ancient convenience and has not always been re
garded with favor. 'iVhen first introduced, it was counted 
among excesses of luxury by everybody, and by many ascetics 
and rigid economists it was held to be an unwarrantable con
cession to waste and self-indulgence. To-day, our ideas of clean
liness, to say nothing of those of refinement, demand the pres
ence of napkins at every meal. In fact, well bred people cannot 
eat in comfort without them. 

By and by we will consider our tables improperly laId If they 
lack tbose ornamentations that. are needful to the healtb of our 
tastes ; nor will this feeling be a vanity or in the least suggestive 
of a desire for wanton waste, as some narrow though well-inten
tioned economists would convince us if they could. A love of 
beauty, with the consequent need for beautiful objects, employs 
the hands of industry, turns the wheels of commerce and makes 
prosperity po.'lsible where, without this love and this need, idle
ness and want would make existence intolerable to many a 
skilled and willing artisan. Even bits of pretty needlework 
upon the table have their moral-yes, and their intellectual uses 
and ministrations, so why not possess and use them ? A few 
dainty doileys may alternate with one's prettiest table ornaments 
when the latter are not abundant, and will go far toward making 
up the sum of beauty which should, whenever possible, be pro
vided to consecrate the appetite. 

It must be admitted that the extra refinements of the table 
are not essential to the physical well-being, but they are among 
those ameliorating influences that make life worth living, since 
they cultivate the mind, please the senses aud improve the 
manners by taking out of mere feeding those sordid monotonies 
that dull the perceptions and are unwholesome for our natures. 
Of course, busy mothers are not always able to supply their 
tables with a complete array of refining appointments, but they 
can always aim at an uplifting of the tastes of their children by 
presenting something besides food for their consideration at meal 
time. Needlework or floral decorations for the table have no 
utility in the sense that food is useful, and they should never be 
given first place in the provider's consideration ; but when they 
are properly adde:l to a board that is supplied with well selected, 
skilfully prepared and attractive-looking nourishment, they are 
not to be counted among trifles. For as orderliness is a distinct 
charm, so comeliness, and especially in the serving of one's 
food, is a positive blessing. It is to the humdrum daily life of 
the average person what a cheerful companion is to one engaged 
in fl monotonous occupation, or what sunshine is to an unpictur
esque landscape. We may not bestow any especial considera
tion upon table ornaments when spread before us, but their 
influence reaches us none the less surely because they work 
quietly. 

Few people who love beauty for its own sake are unable to 
possess themselves of it in proportion to their condition in life. 
To care for personal adornment only is lowering to a woman's 
spiritual and moral nature, whereas to share the beautiful she 
has or can worthily procure with her entire family, its feminine 
and masculine members alike, enlarges the generosity of her 
impulses, and widens her mental horizon, her sympathies and 
her aspirations. This argument in favor of bcautifying so mater
ial a process as eating, and t,ransforming it from the animal 
habit of ravenous devouring into a semi-intellectual and wholly 
refined enjoyment, may appear to those who have not duly con
sidered the subject as an over-passionate claim for the refine
ments of the table ; but it is really not too much to say that 
there is an elevating influence in beauty at the domestic board 
which cannot easily be too highly valued by those interested in 
the welfare of the young and the impressionable. 

Many housewives who possess pretty tray-cloths, carving
cloths and center-pieces that are products of their own skill and 
industry or presents from friends, are unwilling to use them 
through fear of fading their colors or on account of the-labor of 
maintaining their freshness, and so either lay a.way permanently 
the pretty bits of needlework, or else bring them forth at rare 
intervals as exhibits or to serve at very ceremonious hospitalities. 
Such women should remember that what they use and enjoy 
daily at table they both have and share, while that which they 
hoard is likely to descend to persons who have little sentimental 
respect for inherited possessions of this nature. Pray use your 
possessions to-day and every day, and add thereto as much as 
your means will permit, that the domestic board may be so 
attractive that pleasant memories of it. will remain long after it 
shall have ceased to afford a gathering place for the scattered 
family. 

A growing plant, a group of fruit, a pleasing arrangement of 
even ' the commonest flowers or foliage in a bowl, or a single 
perfect rose or lily in a slender vase, will be a suitable central 
ornament for any table that is prettily rather than sumptuously 
appointed, and it should be set upon a center-piece of floriated 
linen, lace or Shining damask. A good piece of damask or of 
round-thread liu.n cut in napkin or doiley shape and finished 
with fringe or hemstitching may be provided if an embroidered 
piece cannot be obtained, and it may be easily kept fresh and 
glossy. If there is no convenient place where such articles can 
be laid out flatly when they come from the laundry, they should 
not be folded, but should be rolled upon a round, paper-covered 
rod of wood. 

Linens that are enriched with colored, hand-wrought embroid
ery should be washed with great care, even though the colors of 
the embroidering threads are said to be absolutely fadeless. 
Make a warm, not hot, suds with white soap, drop in the articles 
one by one, and squeeze the suds through each one many times, 
but do not rub or w ring them. If a stain is visible after this 
process, mix a little salt and lemon juice, and touch the spot 
with the mixture, being careful not to allow the acid to come in 
contact with the embroidery or any colored part ; then lay the 
linen where the sun will shine directly upon the stain, and if the 
discoloration does not entirely disappear in five minutes, apply 
the acid and bleach a second time. 

The stain having been removed, return the linen to the suds, 
and wash out all the salt and acid by moving the fabric about in 
the water and squeezing often. Rinse all the linen at least 
twice, and in the last water dissolve salt in the proportion of a 
tea-spoonful to every quart of water. Squeeze each piece by 
itself, snap it as smooth as possible, and hang it separately over 
a clean wooden bar ; a line does not allow enough air between 
one side and the other to permit a speedy evaporation of moist
ure. While the linen is still very damp, iron carefully with a 
rather hot iron, producing a gloss first on the right side and then 
pressing the embroidery upon the wrong side to make it stand 
out and show its full beauty. 

These directions may seen to the reader to indicate an elabor
ate process, but half an hour should be time enongh to wash, 
dry and iron half a dozen linen table decorations that have no 
stains upon them ; and when the acid must be used, the cleans
ing process is only lengthened by a very few minutes. The irons 
must be heating, of course, while the linen' is drying. Such 
articles should never be rolled together while damp or wet, as 
ordinary clothes usually are after being sprinkled, because the 
crushing would very likely cause the colors to spread upon the 
linen. . This method of washing is the best one known for all 
fabrics that are not perfectly fast-colored. 

What has been urged regarding the beautifying of the table is 
especially applicable to that least popular of meals, the early 
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breakfast in Summer. I t  was Hawthorne who said, " Life within 
-doors has few pleasanter prospects than a prettily and neatly 
arranged and properly provisioned breakfast-table " ;  and Haw
thorne was keenly scnsiti ve to surroundings. It is appetizing 
to see everything at table radiantly clean at any time, but it i s  
particnlarly so on a sultry morning when one has not been long 
awake. 

Fruits may with a l itt.le thought be served in dishes that 
emphasize their colors. Thus, divided oranges may be offered 
on blne or white plates, strawberries on green majolica, white
and-gold china or glistening glass, and pears and red apples np
on yellow dishes. To produce thcse artistic combinations of 
hues, one must have some vnriety of wares to choose from, and 
many a woman is not thus abundantly provided, no matter how 
exacting and tasteful her cravings Illay be. Heally pretty table 
wares are now qnite inexpensive, however. and the pleasure 
yielded by those that are well chosen often fully offsets their cost. 

To dress round red radishes by cntting away the leaves to 
within an inch of the roots and slicing the skins downward 
toward the handles thus formed, to snggest bright roses with 
white unfolded hearts, requires very little skill or time, and yet 
how ornamental they become nnder this treatment, and how 
conveniently one can eat them withont biting into the unpleasant 
,rinds. Long red radishes should be laid on a bed of thel : own 
best foliage. 

When celery has not white, feathery' tips, or when the stalks 

are too long to be conveniently served, the upper eilCls may each 
be separated into several parts for two or more inches, and 
curled. This method of arrangement, however, is not as mnch 
in vogue in well appointed households as it was when celery 
glasses were generally used. Flat celery trays are at present 
usually decorated with lumps of il'e. 

lf eggs are to be served au, l1atu9'el, cook them in their shells 
in hot but not boiling water for from twenty minutes to half an 
hour ; they cannot be overdone in water at such a temperature. 
When cooked, -place them in cold water, carefully remove their 
shells, and return the eggs at once to hot water to keep warm. 
When it is time to serve, arrange them upon a thin bed of water
cress or parsley (cress preferred) in a white or gilded dish, and 
strew over them a few sprays of the foliage. Prepared thus, 
eggs are as a.ttractive to the eye as to tbe palate, and the most 
delicate stomach will have no difficulty in digesting them. 

Every woman whu cares for pretty effects upon her t�ble 
should study to find novel methods fo" producing them, and she 
shbuld be glad to share her discoveries with her friends. If she 
have delicate persons dependent upon her care and judgment, 
she should be the more eager to offer foods attractively, because 
capricious appetites can be wooed by tempting appearances. 
She cannot afford to underestimate sMcb matters and place them 
among unwortby trifles. They are really important as preserv
ers of health and teachers of that which leads to the hie:hest 
civilization. A, BuoHANAN. 

... � 
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NEARLY 
two years 
have passed 
since it was 
my good for
tune to enter 
as a " proba
tioner " the 
t r a i n i n g  
school for 
nurses con
nected with 
t h e  N e w  
York City 
Hospital, one 
of the largest 
iust i tu t i  ons 
for the sick 
in America. 
I say " good 
fortuue " ad

visedly, for I thin� that woman indeed fortunate who, when 
she finds that she must choose one from among the vocations 
open to her, finally decides upon the profession of nursing. 
Every woman should know something about the care of the 
sick and helpless. Circumstances may never compel her to nse 
that knowledge to gain a livelihood, but there will almost cer
tainly be a time in her life when, even if she be not called upon 
personally to nurse some one who is near and dear to her or to  
minister to  some unfortunate stranger, she �hould at least be  
able to  ;udge if ailing ones in whom she is interested are receiv
ing proper care from those who do nurse tlwm, and to offer 
intelligent suggestions and advice when called upon. 

In order to thoroughly under�tand the art of nursing, it is 
necessary for one to take a course of hospital training under 
the management of experienced nurses. The course in most 
training schools covers two years, and few people realize how 
important this term of drill and study is to a woman who in
tends to become a nurse. To her it is the fonndation upon 
which she must build a structure that time and criticism cannot 
mar. 

Almost two years ago I began to lay this foundation for what 
I intended should be my life's work. Like many others, I had 
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my little dreams and visions, in which I figured conspicuously 
as the " ministering angel" I had often read of. To-day, as I 
look back, I am fully satisfied and convinced that I have not been 
a " minbtering angel ,"  but I hope that my long experience as 
a servant of the sick poor has taught me to be a ministering 
woman, for that seems to me the most appropriate title to give 
to her who cares well for the sick and suffering. 

There have been so many happenings during the past two 
years that were impressive, funny or pathetic, that I often wish 
I had started a journal at the beginning of my training. Such 
a record would have enabled me to remember many interesting 
incidents which, when left to the unaided memory, have been 
quictdy forgotten in the daily routine of a busy life. There is 
one experience, however, which every nurse has, and which I 
think very few ever forget, and <hnt is the month of probation. 
It is like being seasick ; at tirst you are afraid you are going to 
die, and after a time you are afraid you will not. 

But no matter how discouraged, foot-sore, and weary a young 
nurse may become, there is a certain fascination about the call
ing which keeps spurring her on. She now and then, in the 
early days, catches a glimpse of the more scientific part of the 
work, and the older nurses kindly encourage her to persevere. 
" Don't be discouraged," they say when she does feel a lit.tle 
like giving up. " We all had to begin in the same way, and 
found it hard at first. " And the novice, knowing that others 
have trod the same path and had the same feelings, takes heart, 
the more readily when she remembers that there is always 
something better to look forward to. 

Toward the end of her probationary month the work does not 
seem as hurl! as it did at first, and, moreover, she has made 
friends among the nurses, and is beginning to enjoy hospital 
and home life with them. Gradually the thought dawns �pon 
her that she is going to like it after all, and she commences to 
wonder if she will be accepted at- the end of the month. Then 
she begins to try on the other nurses' caps, to see if the style is 
bceoming to her ; and if there has been any doubt in her mind, 
the caps generally settle it, and she at once concludes that she 
wants to stay. , 

At the end of the mont.h she is summoned to the superin
tendent's presence to hear her fate, and she smooths her hair, 
dons a clean apron and enters the office. If she has passed her 
entrance examination, and if her work, general appearance and 
conduct while on probation have been satisfactory, she is in-
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formed that she is accepted, and told to procure her uniforms as 
soon as possible. But if, on the other hand, she has not given 
satisfaction, she is quietly told that she cannot be admitted into 
the school. After being acceptell, the newly made nurse enters 
into her work with renewed energy, and it is astonishing how 
great an amount of dignity and importance she at once feels 
when she dons the cap and school uniform for the first time. 

One of the earliest hard tests of a nurse's strength and ability 
is her first assignment to night duty. In this her courage, tact 
and good sense are all severely tr�ed.. There is always a head 
night nurse upon whom she can call in case of emergency, but 
she is thrown to a certain extent entirely upon her own re
sources, and it is here that a nurse in a public hospital learns to 
deal with all kinds of humanity. 

t:lhe soon di:lcovers that patience, l�indness and sympathy 
sometimes help the sufferers more than medicine. She learns 
to listen patiently to the complaints of the invalid who has been 
ill for years and thinks that " nothing has ever been done " for 
her ; she tries her best to be kind to those who through dissipa
tion and folly have been placed upon beds of suffering, and 
who long when it is too late to retrace the steps of their wasted 
lives ; and she offers words of sympathy and encoumgement to 
the friendless ones who have struggled bravely with the world 
until, stricken down by disease, they have been compelled to 
seek the shelter of a public hospital. 

It is while enga,!;ed in night duty that the young woman who, 
perhaps, only a few months before would have shuddered in 
the presence of death, learns to stand alone by the bedside of 
the dying and perform the last little scrvices in her power. She 
does not shudder now, for she has grown to look upon death as 
only a messenger from God, come to release the soul from its 
painful imprisonment in the poor diseased or maimed body. 

There was one unavoidable result of night duty to which I 
thought at first I never could become accustomed, and that was 
the going home in the morning and turning- day into night by 
darkening my room and trying to sleep. At the beginning my 
night's work would pass before my eyes like a panorama, and 
the harder I would try to sleep, the more impossible it would 
seem. This experience lasted for several davs, until from sheer 
exhaustion I went to sleep and had one good day's rest ; and 
after that I was able to get up at night feeling rested, and could 
make supper taste like breakfast, and then go on duty and turn 
night into dHy. In time I learned to really enjoy night duty, 
and was sorry when I was sent back to day service. 

But, by night or by day, thcre is always something in the 
work to enchain the interest and attention, whether that work 
be the care of a patient suffering in the delirium of typhoid or 
pneumonia, or the nursing of the spark of existence in a wee 
mite of a three-pound incubator baby, whose life I can assure 
you is none the less important to the doctors and nurses be
cau&e of its minute body. Our school is connected with several 
emergency hospitals in addition to the large City lIospitll l ,  
where we get our first training ; and in these we learn to nurse 
the more acute diseases and to care for aecideni and emergency 
cases. This service is a very interesting and exciting one and 
lasts about six months, during which time we see the results 
of countless accidents, and disease- in almost every form. The 
work is very hard. but the nurses all look back with pleasure to 
their emergency service, and are sorry when it ends. 

Another interesting service that we all have is the " Mater
nity. " I nearly turned gray trying to settle in my mind how I 
would ever manage to wash and dress the first baby committed 
to me, for my experience with infants had been a very limited 
one before I entered the training school. But I soon learned, 
not only to wash the little creatures, but also to take pleasure 
in doing it. and one of my most enjoyahle services was that in 
the convalescent maternity ward, where I used to teach the 
young mothers to wash and dress their babies for the first time. 

Some time during our second year, if the Superintendent con
siders us competent, we are made head nurses in the different 
wards. During the first .year the junior nurse has a great many 
ideas and opinions as to what she will do when she becomes a 
head nurse ; but with the honor comes a responsibility to which 
she was previously a stranger. She must be a good manager 
as well as a good nurse, for she is to a certain extent held re
sponsible for the patients and nurses under her, and also for the 
general appearance of the ward and the system followed in it. 

But the average nurse realizes toward the end of her useful 
training tha.t the least she can do toward repaying those who 
have so carefully fitted her for the work she has chosen, is to be 
faithful and conscientious in the discharge of the duties en
trusted to her, and finally, when she goes out for herself among 
those who will be ever-ready to criticise her, to do her best and 
be a credit to the school in which she received her training and 
to the teachers who dId their utmost to help her in her work. 

My two-year course is almost ended, but I think I shall al
ways look back to it as one of the happiest and most profitable 
periods of my life. EMMA E. MILLER . 

••• 

ABOUT MOTIIS-TO KEEP AND CLEAN FURS. 

April brings into our domestic lives, along with the prepara
tions for house-cleaning, those dreaded enemies of all owners of 
fur or wool garments, the tineids or moths. These millers are 
seldom seen during the daytime, as they abhor the Ught ; and no 
one need fear inroads from them who will bear this one fact in 
mind when storing furs and woollens for the Summer. 

In order that we may become wise in this matter, let us study 
. the habit.� of moths, or, at least, of the three varieties which most 
interest us, i. e. , the clothes, carpet and fur moths, which differ 
considerably from one another. The larvre of moths hatch out 
from the minute eggs early in Spring, the date depending upon 
the temperature of the house. It must be remembered that the 
hatching of the eggs produces tiny worms, and not fluttering 
moths, as is commonly supposed. 

No sooner do the larvre or worms enter the world than they 
begin eating, and what epicures they are ! 'l'en cents a mouth
ful is often none too high a calculation when one thinks how a 
small hole may ruin an excellent garment. The lal'l'(l burrows 
along close to the fur or fabric, leaving a thin, filmy tunnel 
behind it ; and this course of destruction is continued for about 
a month, when, as the larva approaches the pupa state, a snug 
little cocoon is spun and plastered with hairs, wherein the worm 
remains dormant for fifteen days, and then emerges, the com
mon moth miller. The miller mates, deposits some three hun
dred eggs and dies, and the eggs, in the course of another tif
teen days hatch out in their turn, and so on through the Sum
mer, there being often three and sometimes four broods in one 

season. Thus it will be seen that we must give our furs and 
woollens incessant and effective care if we would keep moths 
from gaining a foothold in them. Cotton goods are never at
tacked. 

If furs or woollen textiles have been in use all Winter, pack
ing them be/ore May 1 st with an abundance of naphthalin will 
render them comparatively safe. Naphthalin is one of the by
products of the distillation of coal for gas, and may be obtained 
of any druggist. One ounce done up in an envelope will be 
found sufficient for a single garment during the Summer. From 
naphthalin are made the so-called " moth-balls," four or five 
of which will prove quite as effective as the package of naph
thalin. 

For a.bsolltte protection, however, make large bags of heavy 
wrapping-paper, in each place a garment and the naphthalin, and 
then carefully paste down the edges of the bag, making sure that 
they are tightly sealed. If this is properly done, the moths will 
be unable to commit their accustomed depredations, and you 
will be free to enjoy your Summer in peace, without a single 
thought as to the safety of the handsome fur cape that came as a 
Christmas present or of the pretty cloth gowns and coats that 
you expect to wear a.�ain next Winter. 

A man's overcoat or dress suit or any other garment that may 
be required during the Summer should be kept in il. light, airy 
place, and should be given a thorough shaking and brushing 
twice a month. Don't depend upon servants to do this. but 
oversee the matter yourself. The frequent brushing will prevent 
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moths settling and will dislodge all eggs. The only variety of 
fur that needs no protection is " London-dyed " seal-skin, which 
is always car.Jfully avoided by moths. 

DRY CLEA.NING OF FURS. 

To the average housekeeper the art of cleaning and brighten
ing furs is a profound mystery, as furriers seldom divulge any 
of their secrets. We will contine ourselves to the simplest pro
cesses, foremost of which comes the dry process. All dark 
Iurs, such as seal, mink, otter, etc. , are best renovated with 
mahogany or fine cedar sawdust, which is kept in stock by all 
furriers and fur houses, and of which enough to clean a dozen 
garments may be obtained for a small sum. Having secured 
the sawdust, lay your garment out flat on a bare table, fur side 
up, take a handful of sawdust and rub it thoroughly into the 
hairs. Do not be sparing either in the amount of rubbing or in 
the quantity of sawdust used, as neither will be wasted. When 
the garment has been all gone 0ver very thoroughly in this 
manner, take it up and shake it lightly over the table ; a great 
deal of the sawdust will fall out, and this should be brushed up 
and saved. 

Now lay upon the table two pillows in their slips, and over 
them spread out the garment, this time with the fur downward. 
Select a light rattan or smooth switch, and with it beat very 
thoroughly every part of the garment on the wrong side, mov
ing the pillows along as may be found necessary, so a.s to always 
have a soft support for the part struck. Then take up the gar
ment, shake lightly, brush off the pillows and table, and con
tinue beating until the fur is free from sawdust, when it will be 
fouud as bright as it was when new. 

White furs may also be cleansed by the dry process, but in
stead of mahogany or cedar sawdust, use plain white com-meal 
(not flour). Furriers prefer dry plaster of paris or powdered 
chalk, but for household use I would not recommend either, 
because the heavy dust from plaster of paris produces indiges
tion, while it is almost an impossibility to remove such sub
stances from furs without the proper appliances, which are a 
good beating table and a professional beltter. Of the two, chalk 
is to be preferred, as it seems to be more slippery and drops out 
more readily. For all ordinary purposes corn-meal is quite as 
efficacious as plaster or chalk ; in fact, some white furs look 
better after being treated with meal than if renovated with one of 
the fine earthen powders, this being especiallv the case with furs 
of a downy, silky nature, such as the white and the silver fox of 
the Arctic regions. 

Small white furs that are not much soiled may be freshened 
by the use of cube magnesia, which must be thoroughly rubbed 
in and then dusted out as above directed. A method of clean
ing either dark or light fur that has been practised with success, 
though never tried by me personally, is to thoroughly heat well 
sifted bran in the oven without scorching it, rub the fur with it, 
beat it out, and repeat the rubbing and beating one or more 
times, if necessary. 

Fur cloaks, white and dark, often become disfigured with car-

riage grease ; such a spot will yield readily to gasoline applied with 
a piece of cotton batting. Wet a little ball of the batting with 
gasoline and rub the stain gently ; then take a fresh piece of 
cotton, wet it, rub again, and continue to renew the cotton until 
the st.ain disappears. Then finish the cleansing by applying 
powdered chalk or magnesia on a white fur, or mahogany saw
dust or warm bran on a dark one. Pitch, paint, resin, tar and 
oil stains should all be treated in this way ; and if a spot does 
not disappear readily, oil of turpentine, benzine or spirits of 
ether may be used wit'! caution. 

THE WET PROQESS. 

We now come to a more difficult process of cleaning furs 
which calls for a certain amount of skill. The wet process 
is the best way to renovate fur rugs and children'S furs, that 
have become very much soiled. Fur trimmings and such por
tions as can be readily separated from the garment · may be 
cleaned thus : Rub pure Castile soap thoroughly upon the skin 
side of the fur, taking c�re to rub into the pores of the skin as 
much of the soap as possible ; the fur is now ready for washing, 
which should be done by laying it out flat on a small table or _ 

ironing boa rei, allowing the ends to hang over ; wash the fur 
with warm water, Castile soap, a sponge and a small nail-brush, 
half dry it with a coarse towel, shake it out and hold it over a 
stove to restore the natural curl. When the fur is dry remove 
the superfluous soap remaining on the skin side with a damp 
sponge. Should the skin dry at all stiff after this last operation, 
it can be rendered soft by rubbing between the hands and the 
application of a small amount of glycerine to the skin side. 
Lastly, comb out the hair. 

Never immerse fur rugs in water or wash them a's you would 
a soiled shirt, and do not use water on them that is more than 
lukewarm. I have heard of careful housewives washing skins, 
to their utter ruination. A well tanned skin must at all times 
be treated with consideration. 

During the past Winter many handsome street dresses trimmed 
with fur were seen, and the owner of such a gown will do 
well on taking it off for the last time in early Spring to closely 
follow the simple directions given above for protecting it ,from 
moths. Allusion was just made to combing fur, a simple pro
cess that is very improving. Every boa, muff or fur garment is 
carefully combed before it is " sent down " from the shop. 
This is to give it that gloss and finish which it usually loses so 
quickly after being worn. Many women have their furs looking 
like the down on the back of a scared cat, but this unsatisfac
tory appearance may be prevented by an occasional comb
ing. Furriers use very fine steel c9mbs, but if one is caraful, an 
old fine hair comb may be made to answer the purpose. Comb 
with the grain and clear through to the skin, thus freeing the 
hairs from the tips to the roots. In this way your fur garments 
may be kept looking al ways new and fresh. 

A future paper will tell about gloves, including the treatment 
of wash-leathers, such as chamois and buckskin. 

E. RUSSELL \.JOOPEB. 

..... 

:l\}\8NG THE: 

In the Manxman, by Hall Caine, w e  have a romance that is 
at once enthralling and full of meaning-at once interesting as 
a story and powerful as a portraiture of character. It sho" ., 
that conscience as a pitiless tyrant, aided by an inherited 
emotional form of religious practice and worship, holds sway 
over the dwellers on the Isle of Man, where to-day is as yester
day and the belief is strong that what has been must be. The 
horizon of these strange people is narrow, but their self-subju
gation within it is amazing, heroic, complete ! The hero of the 
story was a life-long penitent because he yielded to a single 
temptation, and the tempter was a pretty woman, who should 
have borne the heaviest consequences of his sin, but did not. 
Of course, she suffered somewhat, but she ultimately gained her 
end, as such women usually do, while the man lost all that he 
valued save his self-approval. The local coloring of the tale is 
weird, realistic, and now and then positively appalling, and 

the reader is given a vivid and comprehensive conception of 
the moral, social and political peculiarities of the semi-primitive 
islanders and the remarkable natural features of their isolated 
dwelling-place. Regarding the literary value of the wor�
for it is a work even though it be a novel-little need be smd, 
since it is by an author who never writes a dull or unworthy 
book. Its pithy sentences, its epigrams, its poetic high llghts, 
its comedies and tragedies, and the speed of its action combine 
to enchain the reader's sympathies and attention until the last 
page is turned. [New York: D. Appleton and Company.] 

'1'he unusual interest in Napoleon 1. and his times wtlch a 
variety of circumstances have lately conspired to arouse both in 
Europe and America has naturally resulted in the production of 
a number of literary works having the great conquerer for their 
subject, and of these the one that has, perhA-ps, created the pro
foundest sensation is Napoleon, Lover and Husband, by Frederic 
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Masson, a n  excellent translation o f  which by J. M .  Howell has 
recently been issued by the Merriam Company, New York. Of 
course, the chief merit of this book, written by so clever and 
reliable an author, is its historical accuracy, but the average 
reader will be interested in it mainly because it treats of a side 
of Napoleon's life and character that has never iJefore been so 
truthfully and impartially dealt with, his partisans among his
torians having heretofore glossed over the foibles and shortcom
ings of his private life, while his enemies have gone to the other 
extreme and accused him, either openly or by innuendo, of 
scaudalous intrigues of which he was never guilty. As Masson 
shows, the truth is bad enough, and the most enthusiastic ad
mirers of the " Little Corporal " cannot but realize that their 
hero was in one respect at least conspicuously weak. The book 
ig a forcible commentary upon manners and morals in France at 
the end of the last and the beginning of the present century, 
and it explains certain incidents in Napoleon's life that have 
been very generally misunderstood. As history, it is of un
doubted value, for it enables the dispassionate student to come 
very near to a correct estimate of the man whose genius for war 
was so greatly feared that not a monarch in Europe felt secure 
upon his throne until that genius was effectively bound upon the 
rock of Sl. Helena. 

Agnes Repplier has given us another group of her daintily 
thoughtful essays, and we find in them no sign of a diminution 
in that great literary charm which has so endeared this author 
to a host of discriminating readers. The little book, which con
tains short papers on just a score of subjects, is called In the 
Dozy Hours, the name being that of the initial eSBay, which is a 
dissertation on bedside books-books that are peculiarly fitted 
to soothe the nerves and prepare the mind for quiet and refreshing 
repose. The second paper is entitled " A  Kitten," and is a 
delightful sequel to a treatise on cats that appeared in a former 
volume. It is neither more nor less than an account of the 
training and personality of a most entertaining kitten, the " first
born son " of that Agrippina to whose character Miss Repplier 
has paid such a high tribute ;  and it is neeclless to say that the 
subject is worthily treated, since the writer is evidently a lover of 
the feline race. Of the remaining essays, perhaps the most pleas
ing are "At the Novelist'S Table," which tells of the menus that 
well known writers of fiction have served up for their characters 
to eat ; " In Behalf of Parents," a humorous but most sensible 
plea against the growing tendency to allow children too great 
license ; and " Humor : English and American," in which the 
great comic journals of England and America are entertainingly 
contrasted. [Boston : Houghton, Miffiin and Company.J 

The J. B. Lippincott Company, Philadelphia, has just pub
lished Under Fire, Captain Charles King's latest tale of military 
life. Our soldier novelist deals in his romances with persons and 
conditions that are familiar tp him as part of his own experience, 
and he describes scenes and events with a dash and spirit that 
more than hint of a mind inured to the rattle and rush of a cav
alry charge. The most torpid pulses must quicken with a pe
rusal of his last production, which has many heroes and heroines 
and shows tbat army life, though it seems all poetry to the civ
ilian in time of peace, sometimes contains for the professional 
soldier elements of bitterness that dim the glitter of gold lace. 
There are " wheels within wheels " in the army that outsiders 
would never suspect but for the enlightenment occasionally af-
forded by such clever pens as Captain King's. . 

Brilliant and stirring are all the stories that Stanley J. Wyman 
has written, and one of the best of them is the last, entitled �Iy 
Lady Rotha, in which we are given much historic information 
that most of us have forgotten or have never known, in addition 
to an idyllic tale of a brave, proud woman's love for a hero 
and of the perils anel sacrifices born of her loyalty to her heart. 
The religious wars in the Netherlands and their border-lands in 
the seventeenth century furnish a thrilling plot and impressive 
scenes and incidents, among which are captures, besiegements, 
ransoms, famines, escapes, condemnations and pardons, all in 
such quick succession that the interest never flags for a moment. 
.My Lady Rutlla is a fit successor to A Gentleman of France, 
and its characters, like those of the latter novel , cling to the 
memory as though they had been seen and spoken to in the 
body. [New York : Longmans, Green and Company.J  

The reissuing of tbe works of Henry King;ley by Charles 
Scribner'S Sons, New York, has already been noticed in thei'e 
columns. The latest two additions to the series are A u.�tin Elliott 
and The Recollections oj Geojfry Hm/!Iyn, both of which will delight 
readers who find pleasure in virile pen pktures of life in the mid
clle of the century, with vigorous character drawing. A�tstil1 Elliott 
deals largely with l!:ngland at the time of the agitation for the 

repeal of the Corn Laws and introduces some politics with the 
personalities. In Gpujfry Hamlyn the scene opens in England 
and then shifts to Australia. The interest centers in the char
acters, but incidentally a brilliant light is thrown on the convict 
life which at that time was so prominent in the Colony. Rapid 
and spirited action is characteristic of the author, and the in
terest once aroused is never allOwed to flag. 

After reading The Trail of the Sword, a se�historic and highly 
romantic story by Gilbert Parker, indolent folks are likely to 
feel thankful that they live in a safe though humdrum age, while 
energetic, poetic souls will regret that chivalrous bravery has in 
these days few if any opportunities for brilliant exploits. This 
narrative tells, of course, of love, heroism and fierce combats, 
and it is written in a vein that is certain to appeal to a large class 
of readers. The happenings are thrilling and are pleasingly 
described, and the plot is sufficiently novel to maintain the inter
est most satisfactorily. [ New York : D. Appleton and Com
pany. J 

Philip and His ""V,fe is the titl!) of a novel by Margaret Deland, 
lately from the press of Houghton, Miffiin and Company, Boston. 
Mrs. Deland has written worthier stories thlln this one, in which, 
whether intentionally or not, she has pictured marriage as a 
danger or an offence and human' nature generally as a very poor 
affair. There is not a really creditable person in the story ; and 
while the same statement may in point of fact be made of the 
world at large, most of us like to believe that truly good people 
arc numerous. The least objectionable young woman aIpong the 
characters is a stupid devotee to her hypocritical, selfish mother, 
who posed as a pious martyr, and whom the girl would have 
found out and refused to assist m her daily deceptions if she 
had been ordinarily intelligent. The most sensible and really 
attractive women in the book, a spinster farmer, deceived herself 
into a belief that she loved and was beloved by an insipid man 
whose one desire was to marry somebody substantial. The 
hero, to call him 80, was an ascetic and was very vain of the 
discipline he gave his soul, and he formulated pretty theories 
that were decidedly one-sided in his own favor. The narrative 
embraces many other personages, but when the end is reached 
the sensitive reader will feel that he has on the whole been in 
evil company. 

Decidedly worth rending is .MI'. Jervis, by B. M. Croker, a 
crisp, breezy, clean story of East Indian and English life, prin
cipally the former. Social intercourse in the army of India is 
graphically depicted, and curiously interesting it is, although it 
is rather petty and belittling. Moreover the book contains some 
charming descriptions of scenery and some very realistic ones of 
several of those clearly defined classes that make up the queerly 
assorted population of India. The author evidently endeavored 
to be instructive as well as amusing, and he has succeeded 
admirably. [ Philadelphia : The J. B. Lippincott Co. J 

Broadoaks is an interesting and well written story published 
by the Price McGill Company, of St. 1 Paul, Minn. The chief 
items in its construction or development are a woman's heart, a 
gold mine, and a clever bllt mistaken manipUlation of affairs by 
a greedy, unprincipled man whose hopes ended in tragedy ; and 
they have been very ingeniously utilized. The negro element 
inseparable from Southern life adds not a little to the pictur
esqueness and also to the action of the romance. 

Under the title, Voyage of The Liberdade, Captain Joshua Slo
cum tells, partly in narrative and partly in diary form, the 
story of adventures which he did not invent but actually ex
perienced. There is much geographical, social and commercial 
information in thi'l tale, and also an amazing amount of uncon
scious and unpraised heroism on the part of the crew of " The 
Liberdade," which included Captain Slocum and his wife, an 
almost grown son, Victor, and a little lad named Gurfield. The 
boat was dory-shaped and measured only thirty-five feet in 
length, seven feet and a half in breadth. and three fect, depth of 
hold ; and it hall a Chinese sampan rig, although the Captain 
prefers to call it a canoe. IIow the boat came to be built, how 
the whole crew helped to construct it, how they got away with 
only a fisherman's license from Paranagua, Soutb America, and 
finally reached Washington, and afterward Boston-all this is 
vividly but simply narrated and makes wonderfully interesting 
reading. [Boston : Roberts Brothers. ] 

Major Joshua, by Francis Foster, is published by Longmans, 
Green and Company, New York. It is an English story ; indeed, 
it could only have been written in Britain and by a Briton. Our 
society has no such class in neighborhood groups as is depicted 
on its pages, although possibly individuals answering rather 
vaguely to the various interesting types of men and women may 
be discovered here and there ; and because we have not such 
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people with the same frequency and in the same circumstances, 
a study of these peculiarities is all the more interesting. Major 
Joshua is the most conceited of men, his devotion to himsclf 
being expressed chiefly through his palate. He makes a fine art 
of eating, and he preaches his gospel of appetite as if it were an 
intellectual taste. He is also devoted to the gratification of his 
curiosity about other people's affairs, and so far has he culti
vated this craving that he is a social detective and frankly admits 
his practices. There is not a dull line in the story, although 
there is much that sympathetic reaelers would like to contradict 
or modify. 

-\.nothe! essentially English tale is In .Mat"lcet Overt, by James 
Payne, Market Overt being a town in England, and the story 
an interesting but not thrilling account of happenings within its 
precincts. To American readers, who are not used to seeing 
church livings in the gift uf laymen, the complications and mut,! 
of the narrative will be novel , and they are cleverly wrought 
out. [Philadelphia :  J. B. Lippincott Company.]  

John Burroughs has produced another most charming volume 
and has called it Ril'erby. He says in effect that a book, like a 
child, must take the consequences of its name, but his works 
may safely do so, because we are always glad to read what be 
writes, no matter what its title. Rive,·by contains so much that 
is excellent that we can do l ittle more than give a list of its con
tent&, which are as follows : " Among the Wild Flowers," 
" The Heart of the Southern Catskills," " Birds' Eggs,"  " Bird 
Courtship," " Notes From the Prairie," " Eye Beams," "A 
Young Marsh Hr.,wk," " The Chipmunk," " Spring Jottings," 
" Glimpses of Wild Life," "A Life of Fear,"  " Lovers of N a
ture," "A Taste of Kentucky Blue-Grass,"  " In Mammoth 
Cave," " Hasty Observations," " Bird Life in an Old Apple
Tree,"  " The 'Vays of Sportsmen,"  and " Talks with Young 
Observers. "  Boy and girl naturalists will enjoy this book quite 
as much as grown people. It is full of interesting facts that 
escape dull minds and those that have not yet had their obser
vant faculties awakened and trained ; and it is especially com
mended to campers-out and to dwellers in the country. [Boston : 
Houghton, Mifflin and Cumpany.] 

A book that has much more than a 'passing value is con
tributed by Frank Bolles under the title, From Blomidon to Smoky, which indicates the extent of the author's travels in far 
eastern Canada. Nature reveals herself most clearly to those 
who really love her, and Bolles is one of her most ardent de
votees. He knows all about the trees and their shadows and 
their times of bursting into leaf and dropping their gorgeous 
Autumn robes, and he understood aud has interpreted to us what 
they whispered, sighed and moaned to him and to one another. 
He found beauty and happiness on those half-barren and by no 
means friendly shores, and he tells us admirably of both. The 
ways and songs of the birds he clearly comprehended, and he 
states that with him " belief in the individuality of birds is a 
powerful influence against their destruction. "  It is like reading 
a fairy story to follow him in his wanderings and learn of his 
discoveries regarding the methuds of Nature III a bleak land and 
her influence upon foliage, blossoms and feathered and hairy 
creatures, to say nothing of his quaint observations about the 
human species. [Boston : Houghton, Mifflin and Company.] 

A BacheloT Maid. by Mrs. Burton Harrison, is written in the 
interest of yesterday'S woman, and is not in consonance with 
the conditions of to-day. It tells us that all women should 
marry anrI be domestic centers, with delightful social radiations; 
but it fails to meet the fact that there are many more women 
than men on our census lists. No sane person doubts I,hat in 
happy marriage woman finds her natural gladness and her high
est usefulness, unless she has exceptional or abnormal qualities ; 
but there are many circUI!lstances besides numerical disparity 
that. render happy marriages far from universally possible. No, 
A Bachelor Muir! does not strike at the root of any wrong in 
social life, nor does it point the way to real benefits for womell. 
The story leaves an impression in the reader's mind that in idle-

. GOOD LITERATURE 'FOR TIlE FAMILY.-The works 
included in our Metropoiit xn Book Series em b!'ace �o large a ya
riE'ty of to pies and are so thorough and comrrehensi ye in their 
Rp.veral lines, that they form in themselve, a yaluahlE' library for 
domestic rpference and in�trur:ti(ln. They include text-books on 
art and artistic handiwork, work, on rlE'portmf'nt and et i q lle l l e, 
guide� to good housekeeping and manuals of fancy \York of 
various kinds. The following hooks are published at Four 8hi l
lings or $1.00 each : " Good Manners," " Needle-Craft," " .N eeule 

ness and prettiness woman finds her beEt conditions [New 
York : The Century Co. ] 

A new novel by Ellen Olney Kirke, entitled The Story u/ Law
rence (}arthe, is among the . recent publications of Houbhton, 
Mifflin and Company, Boston. �Irs. Kirke's tales are not only 
readable, but entirely possible ;  they tell of persons who In 'ght 
have lived next door and of events which might have taken 
place under one's own eyes. This quality alone holds our at
tention and gains our confidence, and we take her creatiolls 
home to our reading tables and become so intimate with the 
characters that we express our opinion t() and of them as if they 
really existed. There is in t.he story a woman " with a past," 
but this undesirable possession is not as offensive as it might he, 
and she is, moreover, not a prominent character, although she 
is a very active one and does a good thing at last by taking off 
an indolent, selfish, polished man who is far from lovable. 
Lawrence Garthe, in contrast with this victim, is a manly man
not without faults, but altogether attractive in his method of 
practbing them. 

Those who are interested in studying human types should read 
.lfatthew A ustin , by W. E. Norris, published by the J .  B. Lip
pincott Company, Philadelphia. The subject of this story is 
picturesquely ullselfish, phenomenally good, and consistent with 
himself, but he never knows it. He cannot find himself out, 
nor does he find out others until circumstances revea! them, and 
then he is more amazed than angered. He is a student, and he 
is uncommonly intelligent in most things, and especially in the 
art of healing (for he is a physician) ; but to moral ailments he 
is comically and poetically blind. He knows none of the symp
toms of badness, and yet he is dull only on that side of life which 
is selfish, grasping and sordid. The book is really interesting 
and refreshing. 

StoTies From a Doct()?" s Diat·y is the joint production of L. F. 
Meade and Clifford Halifax, M. D. , and contains a collection of 
tales that make one feel while reading them as though present 
at a clinic or visiting a private asylum for the insane. 'I he ex
periences of medical men are doubtless interesting and, perhaps, 
valuable to persons in their own profession, but their influence 
upon unlearned, imaginative readers cannot but be unwhole
some. As testimonials of recent advancement in surgery, such 
stories possibly bring some hope to afflicted beings, but are not 
these good tidings best told by t.hose who are ab1.e to apply the 
proper remedies ? [Philadelphia : J. B. Lippincott Company.] 

Chades Scribner'S Sons, New York, publish A. Poun d  of 
Cun, by William Henry Bishop, a pitiful story of gambling at 
Monte Carlo. The " pound of cure " seems a ton to the sympa
thetic reader, who wonders why a man who has been made 
an appalling wreck should be allowed to remain alive in his 
misery. The story doubtless has a value as a warning against 
gaming, but to ordinary folks it is merely a picture of aguny. 

The Child Amy, by Julia Magruder, is a pretty story of a 
brave, loyal lad who , became an exile because he was honest 
and true to himself. In his wanderings he never forgot a little 
girl who hud been saved from the sea, or ceased to be of use' to 
her ; and she was worthy of his devotion. While the tale is in 
a sense for children, it contains much mattp,r for the considera
tion of grown folks. It is well told, and prettily illustrated by 
Helen Maitland Armstrong. [Boston : D. Lothrop Company.] 

In G,·eat Compo,'II'rs, Hezekiah Butterworth relates " Incidents 
in the History of Music and the Lives of its Best Composers. " 
This volume has the undoubted charms of simplicity anel candor. 
The writ.er opens with Jubal, the Hebrew, and closes with 
Wagner and other modern and less distinguished composers, 
not forgetting hymn writers and singers of national songs.. It 
seems to be natural for us to wish to learn about the home set
tings and thc experiences and adventures of distinguished per
sons and to study their faces ; anJ we also desire eagerly to tind 
out the motives that have inspired men and women who have 
done great things. This book does much to satisfy sueh crav
ings. [Boston : D. Lothrop Company.]  

and BrusIJ."  " Home· making a n d  Housekeeping," " Social 
Life," " The Pattern Cook- Hook,"  " Beauty : Its A tt�.i nn�ent 
and Preservation," and " The Delsarte System of Phy sical Oul
tllre." Those named beluw are sold fOl· 28. or 50 cen ! ;;  (·uch : 
" Drawing and Paint ing," " The Art of Knitt ing," " Thp Art of 
Cro('lwting," " Drawn· Work," " The Art uf Modern LacE'-Mak
ing." " 'Vood-Cnn ing and Pyrogrnphy or Poker-Work," " Mas
querade an:l Carn ly!!l : Tlwir Cust oms an(1 Co�tumcs," and 
.. I'he A rt of Garment Cutt in!!, Filting and Making." 
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BICY8LING ANB BICYCLE 0HTFITS· 
(For Illustrations of Figures No�. 1 to 6 see Page 447.) 

HAT a �ensible use of the wheel 
is beneficial to both the health 
and the strength is a fact that 
is now very generally admit
ted. and prejudice against the 
sport as a pastime for woman
kinrl is rapidly disappearing. 
Many women of conservative 
tastes and ideas have already 
abandoned their objections t.o 
the fashionable and sensible 
amusement, anrl it needs no 
seer to prerlict that· in the 
near future there will be a 
universal approval of cyc
ling, and that the feminine 
rider, whether arrayed in 
skirts or in bloomers, will 
soon cease to attract notice as 
being out of the ordinary in 

appearance. The woman cyc:ist, when properly attired and 
mounted, presents as graceful and dignified an appearance as 
does the fair equestrienne in her styli�h habit ; and while bicy
cling and riding are, perhaps, equally healthful and enjoyable, 
the former comes within the reach of persons of moderate cir
cumstances and thus gains a decided advantage over the morl' 
costly exercise, in which only a small minority can indulge. 

In order to fully enjoy wheeling, one must have thoroughly 
practical attire, and fashion designers have produced a generous 
assortment of garments for the purpose. Naturally, eomfort was 
deemed of primary importance in the devising of these styles, 
but grace and smartness have also been attained in It notable 
degree, because good taste is never willing to wholly sacrifice 
beauty to usefulness. 

It is not a simple matter to effect abrupt and radical changes 
in customs that have prevailed for ages, and many women 
cyclists, therefore, cling to the essentially feminine skirt, in the 
making of which, however, the requirements of utility and per
fect activity are fully considered. Those who adopt reforms 
readily have welcomed the new bloomers or trousers as a most 
practical innovation, and so rapidly has this fashion grown in 
favor that the so-called " rational dress " is now worn without 
provoking comment. Freedom is as needful above the waist
line as below it in the bicycle eostume, and the approved bodice 
is the blouse-waist, which, when not really loose and drooping, 
is at least comforhibly adjusted. 

Combination suits or full tights and under-vests of ribbed or 
plain wool , whieh absorbs perspiration readily and is at the same 
time thoroughly protective, are very generally worn with hoth 
bloomers and skirts. Beneath the latter full trousers or divided 
skirts are frequently assumed ill addition to the underwear j ust 
mentioned, in preference to petticoats, which are cumbersome 
and unmanageable. 

When leggings are not worn, ribbed wool stockings are pre
ferred to those of cotton or lisle thread. Until recently black 
hose were the rule, but they are rivalled by Scotch-plaid wool 
hose that are offered in various combinations of colors. The 
plaid stockings are just now eounted very smart. 

Low shoes of russet or black leather are always preferred to 
high ones, for all possible freedom must be allowed the ankles, 
which cannot relax sufficiently when confined in high shoes. 

The question of gloves can (Jnly be decided by the inclividual. 
Many riders eschew gloves, and about an equal number wear 
them. Kid, cape-skiu,  lisle thread or silk gloves may be chosen, 
but no variety will prove very durable, since the straiu and the 
constant friction of the handles soon wear out the stoutest make. 

For developing costumes, choice is invariably madc among 
serviceable weaves, such as tweed, homespun and cheviot in 
heather mixtures ; whipcord and covert eloth in two tones ; and 
faced cloth, diagonal, camel's-hair, twilled flannel and serge in 
dark blues, browns, grays, greens and black ; and it is hardly 
nece,�ary to add that a severe finish is alone dcemed appropriate. 
One of the most popular fabrics for a bicycle habit is " pluette," 
a waterproof serge showing a very pronounced twill and of a 
heavier texture than storm serge. It repels dust as readily as it 

1 0  

does water, and i n  all respects fully deserves the favor that is 
bestowed upon it. A new cotton textile essentially for Summer 
wear is the " Johnson " hand-spun bicycle cloth, which is a finely 
repped cotton fabric of great durability, obtainable in plain and 
mixed colors of fadeless dye. Tan is very frequently selected, 
since it shows dust less readily than darker hues. 

A boned corset would obviously render perfectly free action 
impossiblc, and yet stays of some sort 
are necessary to comfort if the figure 
is generously proportioned. A corset- � ! 
waist is well adapted to such wear, and 
a very satisfact0fY one may be shaped a " 
by pattern No. 3285, price 10d. or 20 . � 
cents. It is made of heavy drilling, 
coutille or sateen, and is to be closed ( 3285 3285 
in front with buttons and button-holes, 
and laced at the back with silk or rub-
ber lacings, preferably the latter, since they yield to every move
ment of the body. 

A misses' bloomer costume with complement of cap and leg
gings is pictured at figure B P 1. The costume and leggings 
are made of brown storm serge, and the cap of dark-red flannel. 
The costume consists of bloomer6, a sailor-blouse, and a full skirt 
that may be assumed or omitted at will. The bloomers are full 
and droop at the knees in the usual way. The blonse droops 
uniformly all round, and is provided with a rolling collar, and 
a pointed lap that very nearly coneeals the closing. A r�d 
four-in-hand scarf is worn. The shirt sleeves are made with 
rouud cuffs. Hed cord outlines the cuffs, collar and lap. The 
skirt conceals the bloomers and is gathered at the belt. Pat
tern No. 814, price 1s. or 25 cents, was used in making this suit. 
The leggings fit quite snugly and are cut by pattern No. 7422. 
price 5d. or 10 cents. The cap is a Tam-O'-Shanter cut by pat
tern No. 3033, price 5d. or 10 cents. The crown is soft, and 
on top is placed a button. This shape b a very desirable one. 

Wheel men universally favor short trousers that are sufficiently 
full to allow free action of the lower limbs. Figure B P 2 repre
sents a practICal outfit for a man. The shapely and comfo�table 
breeches were made Ul! in mixed-brown tweed by pattern No. 725, 
price 1 s. or 25 cents. They fit smoothly yet easily, and are fur
nished with straps of the goods at the top, beneath which is slipped 
the belt. Pocket openings are made at the back and front, and 
the seat is reinforced. The shirt is made of plain blue twilled flan
nel, the shaping having been done by pattern No. 724, price 1 s. 
or 25 cents. The back has a square yoke, and the front is cut 
down for some distance fropl the throat for a closing, a lap being 
sewed to the left edge and snggesting a box-plait. A patch 
pocket is applied to the left front, thc collar is in rolling style, 
and the sleeves are smooth-fitting. A black four-in-hand scarf 
is worn. The cap matches the trousers ; it is composed of six 
sections that meet under a button at the top, and has a rather 
broad visor. The pattern is No. 7173, price Sd. or 1 0  cents. 

Figure B P 3 illustrates a trim ladies' toilette. The bloomer 
costume has no skirt, and the material used in its development 
is gray storm serge. The trousers are unusually full and extend 
almost to the ankles, so that when the wearer is mounted they 
present the appearance of a skirt. The waist is made with a 
pointed yoke at the back 'and fulness at the bottom, and has full 
fronts with an applied box-plait over the closing. The shirt 
sleeves are very full and are finished with reversed cuffs. At the 
neck is a rolling collar, and the waist is encircled by a belt having 
a pointed, overlapping end. A red Windsor scarf is worn. The 
pattern is No. 830, price 1 s. Sd. or 40 cents. The leggings are 
made of black leather by pattern No. 4794, price 7d. or 1 5  cents. 
The cap matches t.he costume. The crown is broad, and from the 
brim in front extends a peak. Rows of stitching are made in both 
crown and peak. The pattern is No. 849, price 5d. or 10 cents. 

At figure B P 4 is shown a very' smart outfit for a man. The 
comfortable shirt was fashioned from silk-mixed flannel showing 
fine blue and pink silk lines on a cream ground. At the back is a 
shallow, pointed yoke, to which the lower part is fulled at each 
side of the center. The front is slashed about half its depth at 
the center for a closing, and button-holes are made in a pointed 
lap that is sewed to the left closing edge. A pointed patch-pocket 
is applied at each side in front. The collar is in rolling style� 
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'lDd the shirt sleeves are fulled to narrow wristbands. A dark
. , lue silk four-in-hand and a leather belt are worn. The mode 
;j r embodied in pattern No. 3335, price l s. or 25 cents. The 
arousers are made of black cheviot by pattern No. 7ii2, price ls .  
tOr 25 cents, and are more fully described at figure B P 8. The 
Norfolk jacket was also cut from black cheviot by pattern No. 
1]72, pl'ice ls. or 25 cents. A box-plait is stitched to the jacket at 
'4)ach side of the center seam, and also at each side of the closing, 
�nd the fronts are reversed at the top in lapels by a rolling collar 
which forms notches with the lapels. A curved pocket-opening 
is made in the upper part of each front, and large patch-pockets 
�re located on the hips. The sleeves are in coat shape. The 
oCup matches the coat and trousers and was cut by pattern No. 
�l 7a, price 5d. or 10 cents, which was described at figure B P 2. 

At figure B P 5 is portrayed a stylish ladies' toilette. The 
$kirt will be found very practical when one is making a tour 
upon the wheel ; it is fashioned from dark mixed-gray diagonal , 
the shaping having been done by pattern No. 795, price l s. 3d. 
<>r 30 cents, which also includes trollsers. The skirt is gored 
3ml is made full only at the back ; the sic Ie-front sellms are 
discontinued some distance from the top, and closings arc 
made above with buttons and button-holes, this arrangement 
'being necessary for the putting on and removal of the skirt. A 
-curved pocket-opening is made at the right side below the hips. 
The skirt reaches to the ankle, but it may be made shorter. 
The trousers are full and are drawn in about the ankles ; they 
roay, of course, he omitted, but their adoption obviates the use 
<>f petticoats. The Norfolk jacket is embodied in pattern 
No. 7277 , price ls. 3d. or 30 cents, and is developed in 
diagonal like that in the skirt. Two plaits are laid at the back 
and two in front. The collar is in rolling style, and between its 
ends is adjusted a blue Windsor scarf. The sleeves are of the 
gigot type. Abuut the waist is clasped a fancy leather belt, and 
below the belt the skirt falls over the dress skirt. A mixed 
cheviot jacket of this kind could accompany a plain-hued skirt. 
The Alpine hat is often preferred to any of the broader shapes, 
which offer too much resistance to the wind and are difficult to 
keep in position. It is made of material to match the suit, 
according to pattern No. 4940. price 5d. or 10 cents. The crown 
is depressed at the center, the brim is rolled all round, and 
numerous rows of stitching are made round and round the 
crown and brim. 

Figure B P 6 represents a boys' outfit. The bloomer trousers 
were made of navy-blue cloth by pattern. No. 7136, whi<:h cost� 
'ld. or 15 cents. They droop characteristically at the knee and 
have pointed laps at the back that cover pocket openings. Straps 
of the goods are adjusted at the top for securing the leatlJer 
belt. The comfortable sack shirt is made of white flannel by 
pattern No. 7433, price lOu. or 20 cents. At the back is applied 
a pointed yoke. and the front is slashed at tbe center to half its 
depth for an opening ; to tbe left edges of the slash is sewed a 
lap, and the closing is made with buttons and button-holes. A 
pocket with a lap is applied on the left breast. The collar is 
in rolling style, and the shirt sleeves are fulled to cuffs. A 
blue silk Windsor scarf is worn. 'fhe cutaway coat was cut from 
Davy-blue cloth by pattern No. 7063, which costs 10d. or 20 
-cents. It is rendered shapely by side-back seams and a curving 
center seam. The fronts are closed below lapels that form 
Dotches with the rolling collar, and below the closing they are 
(!ut away stylishly. Rounding pocket-laps are placed low down 
<>n the fronts, a change pocket is made just above the lap in the 
right front, and a welt completes the opening to a pocket on 
the left breast. The sleeves are in the regulation coat shape. 
'The cap is described at figure B P 8. It is here shown made 
to match the coat and trousers, by pattern No. 846, price 5d. or 

1 0  cents. 
In the bloomer costume shaped 

by pattern No. 813,  price ls. 3d. 
or 30 cents, is introduced a skirt 
that may be worn or not, as pre
ferred. The material used is 
mixed tan-and-brown covert 
cloth. Tbe bloomers are very 
full and end just below the 
knee. The skirt hangs full from 
a belt and is just long enough to 
conceal the trousers. The blouse 
is modelled on the iines of the 
regular sailor blouse, drooping 
all round at the bottom. Over 
the closing is applied a pointed 

S13 lap, that extends almost to the 

bottom and suggests a box-plait. The collar is in sailor shape, 
with flaring front ends. The pattern also provides a rolling col. 
lar. Hound cuffs finish the shirt sleeves. 

The Syrian divided skirt is a great favorite with cyclists, as 
much for its comfort as for its neat appearance. Navy-blue 
cloth was used for a pretty skirt of this kind designed according 

to pattern No. 700, which costs l s. or 
23 cents. The Bkirt has the effect of 
Turkish trousers anu is amply full, and 
it may reach to the ankles or to just 
below the knees, as desired. It is fin
ished at the top with a belt. With 
this skirt may be worn a shirt-waist 
that was made of navy-blne China silk: 
figured neatly with wbite, by pattern 
No. 6810, price l s. or 25 ceuts. The 
waist has an applied pointed yoke at 
the back and is full at the bottom, and 

700 
700 

� 6810 
6810 6810 

the fronts are full at the 
top and bottom and are 
closed with silver studs of 
neat design. The collar 
is in rolling style, and the 
shirt sleeves are fulled to 
deep cuEs. A linen or 
cotton shirt-waist could 
be worn, if preferred to a 
silk one ; but in a suit of 

this kind it is in best taste to have the trousers and waist �gree 
in color, that there may be no suggestion of conspicuousness. 

Another style of divided skirt was 
made up in dark-brown cheviot by 
pattern No. 771 ,  price l s. or 25 
cents. At the top in front it is dart
fitted to present a smooth effect, 
but it may be gathered if fulness 
be preferred, the pattern being ar
ranged for either mode of adjust
ment. Gathers are made in the 
back at the belt, and the skirt falls 
to the ankles after the manner of 
bloomers, although it may be shaped 
to reach to just below the knee. 

A trim and comfortable Indies' 
771 

toilette is pictured at figure B P 7 in navy-blue pluette and blue 
India silk. It includes a bloomer costume, shirt-waist and cap. 

FIGURES l:l P � ANn B P 8. 

The trousers are made with ample fulness at the belt, and at tile 
bottom they droop over elastics or drawing strings adj�ted w 
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regulate the fulness t o  the size of the leg ; the trousers extend to 
just below the knees, where they are lllet by leggings, which may 
be of black pebble or grain leather or cloth. The skirt is gored 
and also terminates just below the knee. It is smooth in front, 
gathered at the sides and box-plaited at the back, and hangs 
from a belt having a loose, pointed, overlapping end. The jacket 
extends to the top of the belt at the back and falls over it in 
front, the fronts being lengthened in front of the darts and 
reversed in lapels that join 11 rolling collar in notches ; but the 
fronts may be closed in double-breastell style below the lapels, 
if desired. Button-holes are worked at the edges for the 
closing. The sleeves are in gigot style and are of very ample 
width. The waist is cut from silk. The fronts are full Ilnd are 
closed under a box-plait, and the back, which is also full, has a 
pointed yoke Ilt the top. At the neck is a rolling collar, but a 
standing one with reversed corners may be preferred and is in
cluded in the design. The shirt ·sleeves are completed with re
versed cuffs, and the pattern also provides for straight ones. 
The cap is a Tam O' Shanter, with. a button applied to the crown 
at the center. The pattern used in shaping the costume just 
described is No. 7140, price 1 s. Gd. or 35 ceuts. The shirt-waist 
was fashioned by pattern No. 7408, price 1s. or 25 cents, and 
the cap by pattern No. 3033, price 5d. or 10 cents. 

At figure B P 8 is shown a stylish suit for a man cut from black 
cheviot, the patterns employed being trousers No. 752, price 1 s. 
or 25 cents ; coat No. 726, price 1 s. 3d. or 30 cents ; and cap No. 
840 ,  price 5d. or 10 cents. The trousers droop at the knee in the 
manner peculiar to the style, and have a curved pocket-opening at 
the top at each side of the front, and a pocket opening at each side 
of the back covered with a pointed lap. Straps of the goods are 
adjusted at the top,to keep. the belt in place. The coat is closed 
to the throat in front, and has four convenient patch·pockets. 
The collar is in rolling style and the sleeves are in coat. shape. 
Machine-stitching provides a finish. The cap is made in sections 
that meet at the crown under a button, and has a deep peak in 
front. Smooth or mixed cloth may be used in the development 
of these trousers, and braid may be flatly applied over the out
side seams. 

Ladies' costumes with ordinary skirts have by no means been 
abandoned, although Fashion is just now bestowing decided 
approval upon the bloomer styles. A very modish and comfort
able costume in which the wearer will appear as well when off 

her wheel as when mounted 
was made of two-toned brown 
whipcord by pattern No. 
6823, price 1 s. Gd. or 35 
cents. The skirt is gored 
and is arranged to be smooth 
at the front and sides and full 
at the back. It is shown in 
the regulation length, but it 
may easily be cut off to reach 
to the ankles or instep. The 
waist has an applied yoke at 
the back and front,  is laid in 
box·plaits below, and is held 
in at the waist-line by a belt 
of the goods, which may be 
omitted in favor of a belt of 
silk webbing. The skirt of 

the waist falls below the belt on the outside. At the neck is a 
standing collar made with a pointed, overlapping end in front 
that is slipped through a strap of the goods, and the belt is simi
larly finished. The very full puff sleeves droop over cuffs that 
are alRo made with pointed, overlapping ends. 

An equally smart costume is developed in tweed in a heather 
mixture, and navy-blue and 
white striped wash silk. The 
skirt, though gored, is dis
posed in gathers at the belt 
that render it amply full, and 
it may be cut off at the bot
tom to suit the convenience 
and taste of the wearer. At 
the top is attached a broad 
belt. The shirt-waist is made 
of silk and has a pointed yoke 
at the back, fulness at the 
back and front, and a box
plait applied on the overlap
ping closing edge. At the 
neck is a rolling collar, and 

the shirt sleeves are completed with cuffs. The jacket matches 
the skirt. The fronts flare gracefully, and at the neck is applied 

746 746 

11 746 

a collar that ripples at the back 
and fulls with the effect of lapels 
in front. The sleeves are in gigot 
style, and may be omitted, if 
not needed. .Pattern No. 6506, 
price Is. 8d. or 40 cents, was 
used in the construction of this 
costume. 

A very practical outfit was de
veloped in dark-grt3en cloth by 
pattern No. 746, which costs 1s .  
6d.  or 35 cents. The skirt is 
divided, and when the wearer is 
mounted it falls each side of the 
wheel in graceful folds like an 
ordinary skirt. The front is 
smooth and the back plaited. 
The Norfolk blouse is laid in 
two plaits at the back and two 
in front and is belted in at the 
waist. The collar is in standing 
style, and the sleeves are of the 
popular gigot order. After the 
rider has dismounted the coat 
may be assumed, if desiJed. 

Petticoats may be discarded 
with a long-skirted Buit, and in
stead may be worn knicker
bocker drawers of the costume 
goods cut by pattern No. 3248, 
price 1 0d. or 20 cents. These 
drawers are moderately full and 
are finished at the bottom with 
stra ps of the 
goods that are 

fastened with buckles at the outside of the leg. 
The careful cyclist assumes a wrap on dis

mounting after a long ride. and extra protection 
is often necessary when one is on the wheel. A 
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garmentused 
for this pur. 
pose must 
be planned 

324R 

with a view to easy adjust
ment and removal, and it 
must be short, 80 that it can
not become entangled with 
the handle bars or any other 
part of the bicycle. Eton . 
jackets are largely favored 

by wheel women, and a pretty one was developed in navy-blue 
pluette by pattern No. 7573, price 1 s. or 25 cents. It is made 
shapely by seams and darts 
and reaches just to the waist
line. The fronts are closed 
in double-breasted style be. 
low lapels that are reversed 
by a rolling collar, which they 
meet in notches. The sleeves 
are in mutton-leg style and 
are large enough to admit 
blouse sleeves. 

The golf cape is a favorite 
for all outdoor sports and is 
preferred to the jacket by 
many cylists. A handsome 
cape of this style is made of 
invisible-blue cloth, with a 
hood lining of gay plaid silk. 
It is circular in shape, and 
the fronts are buttoned for 
some distance below the roll
ing collar. The hood is of 
the Capuchin order, and is 
deeply reversed at the edge, 
thus displaying the lining 
advantageously. Straps ad
justed inside the cape secure 
it to the body even when the 
fronts are thrown open. The 

. I �" " � , , 7129 '7129 
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collar may be worn high, if liked. Pattern No. 7129,  price 1 s. 
or 2J cents, was used in the shaping, 

Figure B P 9 illustrates a sack coat of mixed cheviot that 
was cut by pattern No. 78ti, price l s. or 25 cents, and a cap 

FIGURE B P 9. 

made by pattern 
No. 3033, price 
5d. or 10 cents. 
The coat fits 
easily, is single
breasted, and 
has short lapels 
that form notch
es with a rolling 
c o l l a r .  T w o  
pockets with 
laps are placed 
on each front 
and will be 
found very con
venient. The 
gigot sleeves are 
fi n i s h e d  with 
cuffs showing a 
double row of 
machine - stitch
ing, and the col
lar and the low
er edge of the 
coat are simi
larly completed. 
The fronts may 
be buttoned to 
the throat. The 
cap is a Tam-O'
Shanter Dlatch
ing the c 0 a t .  
It is t r i m m e d  
with a q u i  I I .  

Bicycling is confined to no particular age, and on the smooth 
roadways and paths are to be seen many youthful riders who 
are quite as expert as their elders. For these young folks have 
been provided numerous appropriate Rtyles of cycling apparel, 
so that nothing need interfere with their comfort or enjoyment . 
when on the wheel. The modes for misses are almost identical 
with those for ladies, and all the patterns mentioned for them 
are graded in sizes for girls as well as for misses. 

A graceful bloomer costume for a miss was made of navy-blue 
twilled flannel by pattern No. 831,  price 1 s. 3d. or 30 cents. 
The bloomers are very 
full and extend nearly to 
the ankle, although the 
pattern allows them to be 
cut off to a little below 
the knee. The blouse is 
full and is made with a 
pointed yoke at the back. 
A lap that simulates a 
box-plait is applied upon 
the right closing edge, 
and a bl!.lt with a pointed, 
overlapping end is worn 
about the waist. At the 
neck is a rolling collar, 
and the shirt sleeves are 
completed with rolling cuffs ; but the pattern also makes provis
ion for a standing collar with Piccadilly ends, and round cuffs. 

A stylish costume that embodies an ordinary skirt was fashioned 
from brown-and-tan mixed covert cloth by pattern No. 6824, 
price I s. 3d. or 30 cents. The skirt is sufficiently full for com

fort., but is only gathered at the 
back. The blouse is laid in threc 
box-plaits both back and front be
Iow a pointed yoke, and is provided 
with a standing collar, the overlap
ping end of which is pointed and 
drawn through a strap of the goods. 
The belt is similarly completed, 
and the very full sleeves are finished 
with cuffs having pointed, overlap
ping ends. A combination could be 
prettily carried out in such a cos
tume with brown and red cloth, the 

latter material being used for the collar, yoke, belt and cuffs. The 
skirt of the blouse may be worn inside or outside the dress skut. 

An equally stylish toilette comprises a skirt and Norfolk 
jacket of dark-green storm serge. The skirt is of the tllfee-
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piece order, with gathers 
at the back and darts in 
front, although the pat
tern also provides for an 
adjustment by gathers in 
front. The jacket is folded 
in two box-plaits at the 
back and in one at each 
side of the closing. About 
the waist is clasped a belt, 
and at the neck is a roll . 
ing collar, which <-ould 
have been omitted in favor 
of a standing collar. The 
sleeves are in leg-o'-mut
ton style. The patterns 
used in shaping are skirt 
No. 7072, price 1 s. or 25 
cents, and jacket No. 
728 1 ,  price 1s. or�5 cents. 

Under a long-skirted costume may be worn knickerbocker 
drawers made of the same material by pattern No. 325 1 ,  which 
costs 7d. or 15 cents. The drawers fit smoothly 

at the top and 
d r o o p  o v e r  
bands at the 
knees that are 
buckled at the 
outside of the 
leg. 

The golf cape 
looks well on 
juvenile figures and is both con
venient and protective. It is 
shown made of blue cheviot by 
pattern No. 7144, price 10d. or 
20 cents. The shape is circu
lar, and the cape falls in gentle 
ripples all round. Tbe eQllar is 
in rolling style, and below it 
falls a Capuchin hood with its 
outer edge reversed to show a 
plaid silk lining. Straps are se
cured inside to hold the cape in 

place when the front edges are rolled back. 
Figure B P 10 portrays a suit for a man, the good effect of which 

w h e n  worn 
on the wheel 
is c l e a r l y  
shown on the 
mQunted fig
u r e .  T h e  
b r e e c h e s ,  
which were 
described at 
figure B P 2, 
are made of 
mixed gray 
a n d  b l a c k  
t w e e d  b y  
pattern No. 
725, price 1s. 
or 25 cents. 
Three but
tons trim the 
bottom of 
each leg. The 
shirt, which 
is shown at 
figure B P 4, 
was cut from 
blue silk flan
nel by pat
t e r n  N o .  
3335, price 
ls. or 25 
cents. A blue 
silk four-in-
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hand is worn. The sack coat matches the trousers and was 
shaped by pattern No. 754, price 1s. or 25 cents. The fronts are 
turned back at the top in lapels by the rolling collar, which joins 
them in notched fashion. Two pockets with laps are applied on 
each front, and on the shoulders are rounding laps, which, how-

I-.. . ,,3034 

ever, may be omitted. The coat sleeves are 
finished with cuffs. A single row of mao 
chine-stitching finishes the edges of the coat, 
pocket-laps and shoulder-laps, and also the 
top of the cuffs. The cap was described at 
figure B P 3, and was cut by pattern No. 849, 
price 5d. or 10 cents. It is made to match 
the coat and trousers. 

Leggings may be worn with either bloom
ers or knickerbockers, and they may be made 
of grain or p.ebble leather or of cloth, by pat

tern No. 3034, price 7d. or 15 cents. 
Experienced riders seldom travel long distances, even in Sum

mer, without a coat or jacket, which, when not needed, may be 
conveniently strapped to the 

. 

saddle. A Norfolk jacket 
was made up for cycling 
wear in mixed tweed, the 
design being contributed by 
pattern No. 9597, which 
costs 1s. 3d. or 30 cents. At 
the back are two box-plaits, 
and at each side of the clos
ing is folded a side-plait. The 
collar is in rolling style and 
the sleeves in coat shape. A 
belt is worn about the waist, 
and on each hip is a large patch pocket. Any variety of cloth may 
be made up in this way. The belt may be omitted, if not desired. , 

A popular style of kni�ker-

I 
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bocker breeches and leggings 
was made up in black corduroy 
by pattern No. 755, price 1 s. or 
25 cents. The breeches are 
very full above the knee and 
fit quite closely below ; they are 
buttoned for a short distance on 
the outside of the leg, and are 
strengthened on the inside with 
cloth at both sides of the leg 
seams. The leggings extend 

only to the instep and are closed at the outside of the leg, which 
they tit very snugly. Mixed and plain cloths in black or invis
ible blue are available for both the trousers and leggings, though 
leathcr may be used for the latter, if 
preferred to cloth. 

A yoke shirt of white-dotted navy
bl ue flanuel fashioned for boys after 
pattern No. 7434, price 10d. or 20 cent.s, 
is very elIective and will look well with 
almost any suit. The back i& gath
ered at each side of the center to a 
pointed yoke, and the front is slashed 
at the center for an opening, which is 

7434 
closed with but tons. and button-holes worked in a pointed lap 
that is sewed to the left.hand edge of the slash. A pocket 

7435 

having a pointed lap is stitched to the 
left side of the front. The collar is in 
rolling style, and the shirt sleeves are 
furnished with round cuffs. Flannelette. 
silk flannel, cotton cheviot, Madras imd 
Oxford shirting are adaptable to shirts of 
this kind. 

Bloomer trousers resembling those 
shown at figure B P (j are provided for 

little boys in pattern No. 7435, price 7d. or 15 cents. They will 
make up nicely in black or 
dark-blue serge, cheviot or 
cloth, with a perfectly plain 
finish. A row of braid may be 
applied on each outside seam. 

A design for leggings to be worn with short 
trousers is furnished by pattern No. 3475, price 
7d. or 15 cents. The leggings may be made to 
match the trousers or of leather, and they may 
be shaped in short or medium length according 
to perforations in the pattern. They fit the leg 
with comfortable closeness, and are closed at the 
outside. A strap through which to slip the foot is 
adjusted at the bottom. 

A boys' suit is shown at figure B P 1 1 .  Mixed 
cheviot was selected f01' the knickerbocker breeches 

and leggings. The breeches are full above the knee and close
fitting at the knee, a closing being made for a short distance at 
the bottom at the outside of each leg ; and sections of cloth are 
applied on both sides of the inside seams for strengthening. 
Buttons are sewed at the top of the trousers for attaching sus
penders. The leggings meet the trousers and extend only to 
the instep, and they are closed down the outside of the leg. 
The pattern is No. 790, price lOd. or 20 cents. The jacket cor
responds with the trousers. It is shaped to the figure by a 
center and side-back seams, the fronts are closed with black silk 
frogs and olive buttons, and two pockets are applied on each 

FIGURES B P 11 AND B P 12.  

front. The collar is in rolling style, and the sleeves are made 
in coat shape. The mode is embodied in pattern No. 4029, 
price 1 8. or 25 cents. 

The back view of a misses' toilette is represented at figure 
B P 12.  The Syrian divided skirt was cut from navy-blue 
pluette by pattern No. 723, price 10d. or 20 cents. It is full at 
the belt, droops at the bottom like bloomers, and reaches to the 
ankle, but may be cut off just below the knee. A suitable 
companion for this skirt is a shirt-waist made of tan linen ac
cording to pattern No. 681 1 ,  price 10d. or 20 cents. The back 
is full at the, bottom and has a pointed yoke, and the fronts are 
full at the top and bottom. The collar is in rolling style, and 
the shirt sleeves are gathered to rouud cuffs. A red or light
blue Wiudsor scarf may be worn at the throat. 

After a ride certain precautions are necessary if one would 
avoicl a chill , which is likely to come quickly when the body is 
warm from the vigorous exercise and the clothing damp with 
perspiration. If a warm bath is possible, it shoulcl be taken 
immediately after a ride ; or, If this is not convenient, the body 
should be rubbed down with alcohol and dried thoroughly with 
a coarse bath. towel. 

Tlie bicycle outfit shonld always be brushed, cleansed and 
well aired as soon as it is removed after use. If it receives 

"regular and adequate care, it 
will not only be ready to put 
on whenever required, but it 
will last much longer than it 
would if carelessly treated. 
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CULTURE OF T H E  HELIOTROPE. 

The heliotrope, which has long been one of the commonest 
and most admired flowering phwts for both potting and bed
ding, is a native of Peru, and was brought to North America as 
long ago as 1 757. The genus is  a very extensive one, more than 
one hundred varieties having been recognized and classified ; but 
the species that is so highly prized for its delightful scent is the 
Heliotl'''pinm Peruvianum,  of which a number of sorts have been 
produced, all of them ready growers and yielding flowers that 
are chiefly remarkable for fragrance. 

A soil composed of about equal parts of well decayed sod or 
turfy matter, loam, sand and thoroughly decomposed stable 
manure seems best suited to the needs of this plant, which can 
be easily reared from the seed. If the sowing is done early in 
boxe" of light earth and the boxes are placed in a warm, sunny 
window, the seeds will soon germinate, and in a short time 
the seedlings will be ready to t�allSplant singly into pots. Small 
pots should be used for the tiny plants, which should be shifted 
to more commodious quarters as their growth demands. The 
heiiotrope requires plenty of room, as it throws out a great num
ber of fine roots, which should not be in the least overcrowded. 

Sometimes the roots bind the ball 
of earth in a pot so tightly that it be
comes almost impervious to water, 
and care must then be taken in water
ing that the soil is moistened all 
through. If at any time the soil be
comes so dry that the leaves begin to 
droop, they are likely to turn black 
and drop off ; and the same result 
will ensue if the soil is  rendered 
soggy and heavy by too copious or 
too frequent waterings. 

'l'he heliotrope likes heat and strong 
sunshine, and will give few flowers 
without both these requirements. 
Moreover, it is very susceptible to 
cold. especially when the temperature 
near� the freezing point ; and on ac
count of this tenderness it should 
never be bedded out until the ground 
has become thorougbly warm, and 
there is no danger of frost. It also 
resents shade and poor soil and should not, therefore, be placed 
under trees or large shrubs in t.he garden, or behind tall growths 
in the window. 

If heliotrope plants are desired for Winter blooming, keep 
them pinched back, and do not allow them to flower during the 
Summer. 'fhey should be pinched back until they have become 
so strong and shrubby that they no longer need support. It is 
better to keep them growing in pots during the Summer, shift
ing them to larger ones as often as is necessaTy. A large, healthy 
plant shoul d have an eight-inch pot ; and if it is reared in the 
pot in which it is to bloom during the Winter, it wiil escape the 
shock of transplanting, in which process the great mass of roots 
formed during the Summer are certain to be more or less injured, 
with a consequent weakening of the plant and dropping off of 
the leaves. 

The same plants may be kept for years, if sufficient attention 
is given to pruning, renewing soil and rep otting. In pruning, 
cut every branch off to within three or four eyes of the point at 
which it starts. These eyes will produce as many branches, and 
the latter should in turn be allowed to grow until six or seven 
inches long, when each one should be cut back so it will have 
only three or four eyes. T his systematic treatment, with careful 
watering after each pruning, will insure abundant and con
tinuous Winter bloom. 

There are three very distinct classes of heliotropes. the group
ing or classification being done according to the hues noted i n  
the flower� and foliage of the various sorts. In one class the 
foliage anrl flowers are dark, in another they are pale, while in 
the third the foliage is light-green and the flowers dark. 

A French variety known as the " Albert Delaux " has golden
yellow foliage RIiQ;htly marked with green. 

A new kind offered thiB season is mentioned in the flower cat
alogues as " Lemoine's Giant-Hybrid. " The flower heads are 

more than twice the size of those produced by the old 80rts, and 
the foliage is extremely large. 

ANSWJ£W3 TO CORI:tl!;�l'ONlJJ�}l 1'S. 
HOME FLORIST :-The best way to water a hal!ging basket taat 

can easily be detached from its support is to place it in a bucket 
or t.ub of water, and leave it there until it has absorbed all the 
moisture it can hold. 

MRS. J . : -Those who delight to ornament their rooms con
stantly with cut flowers will find the annllal ambrosia admirably 
adapted for making bouquets. Another graceful plant for the 
same purpose is the gysophila. 

:MISS E. :-Undoubtedly the best method of drying ordinary 
flowers is to sprinkle clean dry sand over them until they are 
completely covered. When thus treated they retain much of 
their natural eoloring, and their form is also preserved to a re
markable deg-ree. Of course, the blossoms must be left undis
turbed until all the moisture has been absorbed by the sand. 

NIAGARA :-The seeds of all annuals 
that enjoy the cold, wet weather of 
early Spring should be sown in A pril 
in the northern part of the U nited 
States. Among these are the pansy, 
sweet-pea, sweet alyssum, candytuft, 
hellis poppy and scabiosa. 

P ADAGRA : -Potted palms may 'be 
safely placed out-doors late in the 
Spring, when there is no longer any 
likelihood of a sudden fall in the tern p
erature. The pots need simply to be 
plunged into the open ground, but II 
partially shaded situation must be 
chosed, as the full heat of the sun 
would scorch the leaves, especially if 
the plants were young. In W inter 
the regular and moderate temperature 
maintained in most living rooms will 
be found well suited to palms. 

SCARLET :-In arranging your lawn 
do not have t.he flower beds too close 

together. A well isolated bed of brilliant hyacinths or tulips 
surrounded by velvety greensward is certain to be effective in 
the highest degree, while several beds placed so close together 
that there is not enough turf between them to produce the de
sired background effect are equally sure to look forced and in
artistic. Flower beds of fancy shape are handsome if properly 
kept, but if you have not the time or patience to trim and train 
the flowers so that they will not overgrow the edges, you will 
receive more satisfaction from circular, square or diamond
shaped beds. 

MISS HELEN :-The coleus is very easily raised from the seed 
and breaks into countless varieties. It is so very tender, how
ever, that it cannot be safely plant.ed before the beginning of, 
May. 

ARTISTIC GARDENER :-A pleasing effect is impossible when II 
great variety of plants and flowers .are crowded into a small 
space, and it is well to bear this in mind when beginning Spring 
work in your flower garden. One or two varieties that are 
harmonious in coloring are far more attractive than a grouping 
of six or seven kinds that show warring colors. 

L. J. II. :-German iris will grow and bloom in almost any 
situation if abundantly supplied with water during the blooming 
period, but it is certain to give better results in a moist soil and 
partial shade. Salvia splendens is well adapted to endure heat 
and drought, but its bloom may be much im proved by liberal 
watering after the buds have formed. 

BOTANIST :-The name " cosmos " is taken directly from the 
Greek, and signifies beautiful or perfect. 

Two FIUENDS :-Baskets of flowers are quite fashionable for 
gifts among friends, and nothing can be prettier at this season 
of the year than a flat basket filled with a bed of forget-me
nots, and decorated with a big bow of r ibbon matching the 
flowers. A. M. STUART. 
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Pretty Oxford Ties. 

For SPRING and SUl\UIER 
The best American make. Black. with patent 

lea.ther tip; Tan Kid, with tip, in all widths. Price, 
82.00 ; by mail, 82. 1 5. 

" AMERICAN SHOE STORE." 

L. A. STACKHOUSE. 
1 2 4  lUng St. West, Toronto. 

Mention Deli-neator. 

Qebeh 
The bo�y of the Cor· 

Bet is made flf a single 
thickness of Courtill, 
is t herefore lighter 
and softer than onT 
regular Coraline Cor
set. It is elegant an 1 
:;��i���l!,�::Sb'o":�a with our improved 
Sprmg Steel. 

Long Waist 
t'oralille Corset 

This beauti f u l ly 
modelled Corset is 
designed to meet the 
requirements of the 
latest Pal'isia.n de
signs, adds gra.ce and 
con tour to the fiJ.:"ure, 
and enriches the ap

peara.nce of the dress worn, is tilled with our best presspd 
and tempered patent Coraline Cord, which, as a tUling, 
ill the most popular and satisfactory in use. 

French Model Coraline Corset 
The French �Iodel has the Bame length of waist a8 the 

Long Wa.ist Coraline Corset, and d:ff�rs from it only by 
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Lonl( " aist. 'rhey can always be recognized. f\8 thf'Y 
have our name with Coraline and date of patent 1:.1i.\ootJed 
un the inside of the Cor�et. 

THE CROMPTON CORSET CO. 
'TORONTO. 

T H E  A M E RICAN 
CORSET and DRESS REFORM CO. 

3 1 6  Yonge Street, Toronto. 
SOLE AGE)I;TS 

JCJ,n.'ss·ll 1 l 1e,· nn •• 
":quilloise lVulsis, 

Made to Order. 

Puritan Shoulder Braces. 

.d bdo1¥f,inal ,:,u}'porters. 
Ypsilanti Union, Suits. 

FINE CORSETS 
Made to Order. 

Agents 'Vullfetl. 

SOAP. 
I f  that man has cheat:d 
r.1e with any cf tho na�ty 
imitations, mother will 
send me back with it • 

" Accordion Plaiting. " 
We do " Accordion Plaiting" any len�th up to 

48 inches deep. 25c. per plain yard up to t5 i l lches 
deep. 4Oc. per plain yard over 25 inche. deep. For 
skirts allow eight times the hilJ mea.surement (turn 
the hem once and blind stitch it). 

Orders by mail or express promptly returned. 
Tbe only place in Canada where the new H Accor
dion Pl3,itinJ:JJ is done. 

L A. STACK HOUSE, 
1 24 K I N G  ST.  WEST (OPP. ROSSIN nouBE). 

Mention Delineator. Send for Circular. 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

MISS E. H. :-Y,,:! do not state the nature of 
the leather causing the stain upon your white 
cotton goods, but as the stain is very likely of 
an acid nature on account of the iiciC: :r. its 
leather, we would suggest wasJ.jng tile goods in 
water containing a liberal quantity of ammonia. 

C. F. B. :-Astrology is the so·called science 
of foretelling future events by means of the 
position or aspects of the heavenly bodies. Its 
rules and principles may be learned by a study 
of works on the subject, which may be found 
in any large public l ibrary. 

MRS. W .  C. :-To make good black ink, take 
two pounds of bruised galls, one pound each of 
log. wood, green copperas and gum, and six gal
lons of water ; boil all togetl,er for an hour and a 
half, and then strain five gallons. ----------------

M.ost Pronounced S.rmiltollls of Heart 
Disease. 

HOW TO SECURE RELIEF IN THIRTY 
MINUTES. 

The most pronounced symptoms of heart 
disease are-palpitation or fluttering of the 
heaI·t, shortness of breath, weak or i 'Tegular 
pulse. smothering spells at nigh t, mak i l lg i t  
necessary to sit l ip  in  bed t o  breathe. Swell· 
ing of feet or ank les, say the most eminent 
authorities, is One of the su rest signs of ,� 
d iseased heart. Nightmare is a cOmlJlOll 
symptom ; spells of hunger or exhaustioll. 
It is estimated that 60 per cent. of all cases 
of dropsy come fmm heart disease. The 
brain may be congested. causing heal1ache, 
d izziness or vertigo. In short. whenel'er 
the heart flutters or ti res Ollt easi ly, aches 
or palpitates, it is diseased .  itnt! nothing 
will  give such per·fect re l ief or so speed i ly 
effect a cure as Dr. Agnew's Cllre for the 
heart. It h"s saved th lIsa'1I1s of li ves. am! 
yours may be countel! among the number if 
its nse is hegun at once. 

This remody absol utely never fails to give 
perfect relief in thi '  ty minutes, an,l is as 
harmless as the purest milk .  

CIRLS who love ChocoTate 
D rops Cl n d  would 

l ike to ' have the very best. the 
most del ic ious, should i n - i st on 
having the G. B. Chocolate, 
" the ti nest in the land. " ·  I f  

·your con fectioner does not have 
them, send us 6oc. and we will 
mail you a one-pound box, post
age f ree. 

Ganonp: Bros" Ltd. , st. Stephen, N.B. 
F C E 0 , A R � T S H E E R T 
B S 
0 • 
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The Stm1l1nrd Corset of Canada. 

All WPIlJ"('rs Alirel'lise Them. 
A.lways ask 1"01' 

FEATHERBONE CORSETS. 

A I D S  

A N D  

PURifiES 
T H E  

BREATH 
ADAJY-CS7 

TUTT I  FRUTT 
Allow no 
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SURPRISE 
OAP � 

LASTS 
LO N G EST 

GOES 
F'A .. TH £ST. 

T H E  D E LI N EATOR 

Why 
Don't You Use 

Su rprise ? 
oap� • 

I T does away with hard worlr, 
-dont boil or scald the clothes 

nor g i ve them the usual hard rubbing (See the directions on the wrapper) . 
It gives the whitest, swe.etest, 

cleanest clothes after the wash. 
It prevents wearing and tear3 

ing by harsh soaps and hard rubs. Rub 
lightly with Surprise Soap,-the dirt 
drops out. Harmless to hands and finest 
fabrics. 

The cheapest Soap to Use. 181 T H E  ST. CROIX S O A P  M ,.' Q. C o . ,  ST. STE�HEH. H .  It. 

DN WHICH THE GOODS 
ARE WRAPPE O . -

Priestley's 
Cravenettes 

Ladies who dress well are now wearit.g these waterproof goods for 
cloaks, wraps and all over garments. No other material is So satisfactory. They 
are Rainproof, Porous, Durable, Stylish, Healthy, Comfortable. 
When asking for them ladies should be sure to say " Priestley's Cravenettes. " 

" , 
.'  See that the goods you buy are stamped every five yards with.Priest'ey's nam,e. No others 

are of their manufacture. OJ 

Granby Rubbers' 
and Overshoes. 

• 
Warm, Dry and Comfortable. 
Latest Styles. 
Perfect in Fit. 

Beautifu l ly Fi n ished . 
Always Satisfactory. 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

(Continued. ) 
L. C. P. :- We do not commend a promis

cuous use of hair.dyes, SH tl1ey frequently pI 0-
duce evil resultR that Ilre irremediable. 

DOROTHEA: - Try zinc ointment for red 
blotcheR on the nose. This will often quell a 
coming pimple if applied in time. 

EDITH : -You will find full information re
garding materials and trimmings for a general 
trousseau and also for wedding and bridesmaids' 
gowns, i� " 'Veddings and Wedding Anniver· 
saries," published by us at 6d or 15 ce�t8, 
whlCh also contain" a chapter on the weddmg 
tom. The gentleman simply called upon you, 
and left his card as you were out ; no answer 
is necessary. Invitations to an " At Hom,, " 

may read ' 
M1'S James Wilson. 

Miss Wilson. 
At IIome. 

Tuesday January fifth, from four until 
eight 0' clock. 

The names of friends who aro to assist on the 
occasion may be engraved beneath the name of 
the hostess. The habit of indiscriminately 
exchanging photographs with persons who are 
loss than cherished friends is not to be com

mended. 
N IlW SUBSCRIBER :--White is given preference 

for embroidering table linen. Darker gray silk 
may be combined with l ight· gray sergEi. 

BIRDIE VERNON:-The amount paid for a 
storv depends upon its mErit and the reputatIOn 
of the author. Prepare 11S8. on ordinary note
paper, using only one side of the sheet. A list 
of magazines is to be found in a city directory. 

SYBIL AND SARAH :-Beethoven was born in 
1 7 7 0  and died in 1827.  Longfellow is the 
author of the lines, 

"Ships that pnss in tbe night 
And speak faell uther in pa-si'ng." 

There is no set rule for the pronunciation of 
proper names. Miss UatTaden's name is pro
nounced Har·ra·den. Pattern No. 7 4�9. which 
costs I s. or 25 cents, and is illustrated in the 
February DELINEATOR, is a pretty mode for the 
development of a silk basque·waist. We cannot 
answer your question regarding the salaries paid 
to music teachers ; it covers too WIde a field. 

MRS. E. A. K. :-Do not attempt to remove 
the ink spots from your silk dreES, as you might 
injure the color of the fabric. Consult a scourer. 

R. S. :-" .A. Novel Salmagundi Party," which 
appears in this DELINEATOR, will meet your 
neells. 

ERTEuE B. : - Massage is beneficial in pro
ducing plumpnes8 of the throat and bust ; it 
should be applied regularly, Rnd the members 
should be treated to a thorough massage on 
every appl ication. 

G ranby Rubbers Wear Li ke I ron. 

INQUIS1TIVE :-The "laluo on the dome of 
the UapilOl represcnts Freedom. It was modelled 
by lin American seulptor, Thomas Crawford, is 
nineteen fcet and a half high, and weighs 
14,935 pounds. 

A wny With the Idea 'fhnt Ki<l lll'Y a nd 
Bladder Troubles CallJlot 1)(' ( · I I I·cd. " EV E R- R EADY " D R ESS STAYS /' 

(lUJJ.'l'AL '1'11'1'1£0) 
SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS ! 

ABSOLUTELY PERSPIRATION PROOF·! 
Durable. Attracti ve Convenient. 

For sale by all the Leading D ry Goods H ouses 
throughout the Dominion. 

RELIEF COMES WITHIN SIX HI 'URS. T O  ALL 

WHO USE SOUTH AMERICAN KIDNEY CURE. 

For· three years I have su ffered consider· 
able pain, and been much alarmed by what 
phYSIcians called a eomplieftted case of 
kidney and bladder disease, and spent over 
one hUlldred clollars for treatment, but never 
received marked relief until  I began the use 
of South American Kid ney Cure. A few 
doses helped me wonderfully. I have now 
taken four bottles, and consider myself 
cofnpletely cured. I feel that I cannot do 
less than to recommend it to others. 

Sigued, 
D. J. LOCKE, 

Sherbrooke, Que. 

----- --- - --_.- -
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T H E  D ELI N EATO R. iii 

House Furnishings ! 
The best i nstitution we know of for the study of household decorative art is u nder this  roof. 

T h e  second floor is devoted entirely to luxu rious carpets, dainty curtail1 s, artistic uphol steries 
and wall papers, and much else suggestive of cheeriness and good comfort in the home. Things 
are new ; fresh consignments are coming every day. You see the dri ft of fashion-there is 
constant advance. Designs are better, styles are newer, thi ngs keep up with the h ighest standard 
here. M oney-that is, m uch money-doesn ' t  enter i n to the calculat io n .  G oods were n ever 
cheaper ; qual i ties were never so good. I f you have fu rnishing to d J, dream out you r  thou;hts 
o f form and color, then come to us, and in  our pra::tical way we will give you all the esse n t ial  
aid i n  YO 'J r  researches. 

Jal)aneSe Crepe Cloth. 

Japanese gold figured crepe cloths, 27 inches 
wide, assorted patterns a"d colors, 1 5c. , 
20c. , 25c, a yd ; half sil k ,  30c.,  35c. , 40c. 
a yd. 

Japanese printed silk, 27 inches wide, new 
dpsigns in white, hlue, yellow and piu k, 
55c, a yd. 

Printed satin, 27 inches wide, 75c. a yd. 

CJbina Art Drat)ery Silks. 
A large assortment of the latest designs and 

colors, very rich effect., 32 inches wide, 
50c. , 65c., 75c., $ 1 . 00, $ 1 . 25 a yel. 

Plain China 8ilks, 32 inches wide, 75c. a yd. 

Window Sbndcs. 

N". 1 450. Decorated opaque shade, 36 x 72 
inches, mounted on spring roller, 37c. ea.ch. 

G lazed Holland window shades, fringed, 
36 x 70, with spring roller, 35c. each. 

Fringed opaque shades, 37 x 70, complete 
with spring roller a.nd tassel, 43c . .  55c., 
65c. , 75c. , 85c., $ 1 .  00, $ 1 . 1 0, $ 1 .  25 ea.ch. 

190. 192, 194, 196, 198, 200 Yonge St., 
10 and 12 Queen Street West, 
13, 15, 17. 19, 21. 23, 25 James St., 
15. 17 and 19 Albert Street, 

All U nder One Roof. 
BUYING OFFWES : 

7 Warwick Lane and Warwick Square. 
LONDON, Eng, 

• 

CJhenille CJurtains. 
Chenille cnrtains, with rich 

floraL dado and fringe top 
aud bottom, in crimson, 
blue, terra cotta, capote, 
bronze, oak, camel and fawn, 
36 inches wide, 3 yels long, 
$3 00, $3.25 a.nu $3.50 a pair. 

Chenille curtains, with fancy 
dado and heavy fringe top 
and bottom, in crilllson, cap· 
ote, olive, blue, old rose, 
gold, coral, wood and camel, 
3 yds 100lg, 44 inchps wide, 
$4.00 and .,4. 50 a pair. 

Chenille curtains, handsome 
broken elado "nd heavy fringe 
top and bottom, in crimson, 
terra cotta, fawn, coml, 
bronze, capote, blue and 
peach, 3 yds long, 47 inches 
wide, $4.75 and $5.UO a pair. 

IJpbolstery and Curtain 
lUate·rinls. 

French and American satin 
russe, 50 inches wide, new 
designs in olive and moele, 
green and g,.ld, ol ive and 
ecru, Nile and ecru, peacock 
and g(Jld, tan and yellow, 
garnet and mOlle, crim>on 
and gol.l, rose and mode, 
30c. , 35c. and 45c. a yard. 

Lace CJurtains. 

Striped marly cloth. 50 inches 
wide, in blue, olive and terra 
cotta., 40c. a yd. 

No. 1 90. Fine Nottingham l�ce curtain, taped edges, 
3! yds long, white or ecru, $ 1 . 00 a I air. 

CJl1rtain ltlaterhtls. 
Swiss Irish point sash curtain net. white or 

ecrn, 27 inches wide. single anel double 
border., 27 c. , 30c , 35c .• 37 c. , 400. , 450., 
50c. , 55c. , 65G . ,  75c. a yd. 

White fi�ured muslins. 30 inches wiele, l Oc. , 
1 2c. , 13c. , 1 5c.,  20c. a. y d ; 36 iuches 
wide, 1 7c. , 1 80. ,  20c. a yd ; 45 inches 
wide, 25c., 30G. ; 37 c. a yd. 

Figured art muslins in new patterns and 
colors, 30 inches wide, lOc .• 1 3c. a. yd ; 36 
inches, 15c. , 20c. a yd. 

Nottingham and Scotch Ia.ce c;, rta;ns, in 
white aud ecru, taped edges. 2i yds long, 
40G. , 50c. , 65c. a. pai r ; 3 yds long. 65..,. , 
75c. , 85G .• $ 1 . 00, $ 1 . 25 a pa.ir ; 3� vds 
long. $1.00, $1  .. 25, $ 1 . 50, $ 1 . 75 .  $�. OO, 
$2. 25. $2 50, $2.75. $3. 00, $3 25, $4. UO a 
pai r ; 4 yds long. $2.25. $2. 50, $2. 75, $3.00, 
$3. 50, $4.00. $4.50, $5.GO a pair. 

Tamhour (Swiss lace curta.ins). 3� y.is long. 
$3 50. $4. 00. $4 50, $5.00, $5.50. $6 UO, 
$7 00, $7.50 a p,tir ; 4 yds long, $8. 00, 
$9. 00, $ 1 l . 00, $ 1 3.00 a pair. 

T. EATON CO. 
LI MITED. 

1 90 YON C E  ST, TO RONTO, O N T. 
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.b.'ve'llthing came in 
good shape. [ never 
hlld such fine plants 
sent to me be/o,·e. I 
thouaht that to get 
good plants we had to 
send to the U.S. /or 
them, but have given 
up that idea. 

J. F .• Seaforth.. 

T H E  D ELIN EATO R. 

ROS ES 
That will live, and thrive, and produce 
p lenty of fiowers are the kind tllat will 
be 1 0Ulld in our houses, and at. prices 
ranging from 25 for $1.00 to $1.50 each .' 
while 

PALns 
And Pa" danus, together with Fernsl be ing in very much greater demana 
than ever berore, are now receiving 
their shl\l"e of attelltion. ,Ve have a 
m;lgnifieellt , tock of well-grown speci
men, of all sizeR. We 0.180 desire to 
direct the attention of our friends to the 
fact that the improved 

CANNAS 
Will be much more g-enerally planted in 
the fu tur". The price i. not only much 
lower, but the colors are more va.ried, 
the flowers are more perfect, 8.f d jn 
short they are uet t. r adapted for "rti-tio 
decorative purposes. We also offer this 
season an unusually tine Rtock of 

H a rdy Peren n ial Plants 
Ou r  list o f  which con tains Il�t ollly many of the old·time favorites. but also the new 
introduction. of h ardy plants of llllmt. 'l'he;;e are each year taking a more prominent place in Canal1iall g'arden8, together with 

O RNAll ENTAL S H RU BS 
Without which no ll"flrden is comrlet e. We have an unusually fine stock of these, and for quality 
and pr.ce we are not outdone. LasLly we will .peak of the glorious 

C H RY SANT H EMUMS 
Which grow biggtr and bright0r each year. We offer all the latest and best of them. or which for a 
full de.,·ription and price. I og-ethCl' with a thousand and one varieties of plants for the Greenhouse 
Garden and Wmdow. see our illustrated • 

CATA LOG U E  
Now ready, and sent to all regular customers without reqllest. alld to all clltending purchasers upon application. W R ITE N O W .  

ADDR ESS- W EBSTE O  B ROS. , H am .- Iton ,  Ont_ ltIentio 1 the " Oellneator." I'\... 
--------------------------------

W rite to Tingley & Stewart Mfg. Go. 
1 0  K I N G  ST, W EST, TORO NTO,  a N T. 

FOR R U B B ER & M ETA L STAM PS 
B A N K AND O F F I C E  
D A T  I N  G 
S E L F - I N K I N G  
N U M B E R I N G  

S T A M P S 
S T A M P S 
S T A M P S  
S T A M P S 

CO R PO R AT E  
T H E  EASY S I G N  

S EA LS 
M A R K E R ,  

For Marking Display Signs of a l l  kinds for Windows 
EXCELSIOR PADS ALL SIZES. 

Write for r.irculars and mention paper. 

BA RN ES' HAI R STO RE, 
413 Spad i na Ave., Toronto, Onto 

� 
We make to order all kinds of BanA's, Fronts. Waves, Switches and Toupees. 
Our I1air Restorer and 1-:1 a.;}" Dyes are the vel'Y he:;t. 
We make n specialty of I reating the Hair for weakne5i:s, poor growth, and 

FAI.LIN'& Ot:'1 A YTER SICK.\ &sH, and aU.\ltAXTtU� to prOlllote the growth 
of the weakest hair. 

Have '·ou Lried our �KI.I{ \VASH lor DLVDRrrF, and DR1� SIt'N� If not, you 
sh'ould ; there is nothing on the mal'ket LO cOII'pare ..... ith it. 

We employ only expen HAm L>RY .. 'oII"RHS and our H.O( ,l1JS are all private, so 
that allY thing required in HAIR i>RK:iSL"G or DYEI:il:f is STRIGTLY S�CJtET. 

F. BARNES, HAIR DRESSER, ETC. 
4 1 3  !Spadina A ,·e., opposite Oxford Street. 

N.B.-Reduoed prices tor quarterly and yearlycu8tomers, as well as 8chools and large tamilies. 
:I' E L EPHONE 2 34 8  

ANSWERS T O  CORRESPONDENTS, 

( Concluded). 
PANSy :-Have a travelling suit of tan whip

cord made in lailor style, and wear a small lJat 
with it For a day wedding a fr'>Ck coat is 
most appropriate for the groom. The brides
maid mlLy wear R lly styli�h street dress. The 
number of attendants is a matter of option. 

J. :-We have not heard of a law directly 
prohibiting the URe of silver or gold coins for 
bangles, but it is possible that the Jaw regard
ing the mutilation of ('oins might be construed 
to cover the point. The chrysol ite is a crystal
lized mineral, tisually of a golden-yellow color. 

R1wllma1 isrn Rplieved in Six UOlll·S. 
SOUTH A�IERICAN RH '.UMATIC CURE GIVES 

RELIEF AS SOON AS THE FIRST UOSJ<; IS 

TAKEN, AND C U HES OltDI:'IARY CASES 

OF RIl1W�IATlSM AND NEURALGIA 

IN �'RO�I ONE TO THREE DAYS. 

WHAT A GRATEFUL CITIZEN OF ST. LAMBERT. 
QU ';. , HAl:! TO SAY. 

For many months I have suffered the 
mo,t excrllciat i n �  pain from rheumatism, 
'�.nt! had despa red of getting permanent 
l el ief frolll Il ly "fHiction u lltil  ::iouth A meri
ean H h ell'Wllic Cure was bro llg ht to my 
Ilutiee. 1 procurell a bottle of the remed y. 
anti, to rny surprise, received great benefit 
from t.he first few d oses. 1 n fact. within 
six hours "fler taking the first close I was 
free fr&1Il pain, an,] the use of a few bott'es 
wrought a I 'el"lllancnt cure. It is surely 
the best remedy of the k ind in existence. 

V. FI<EI)I<:Au, 
St. Lambert, Que. 

May 1 1 th, 1 894. 
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.... r ., , � ON this page is illustrated 
a selection of • • • • • 

Cap and H at 
Patterns 

For Ladies', Misses ', Girls' 
and Children's Wear, 

which our patrons will no 
doubt be pleased to inspect. 

The Patterns can be had 

� fr o m  O u r s e l v e s  or from 
J\gents for the Sale of our 
Goods. ADDRESS: 

THE BUTTERICK 

PUBLISHING co. (LtMJTED). 

6009 71 73 
Tam O' Shanter CllP 

(Copyright) :  7 sizes. 
Cap sizps, 6 to 7%; or 

Head mt'Rsures, 
1914 to �394 i"ch�s. 

Any size, 5d. or 
10 lelllS. 

4940 
A l pine ITat for 

Reefer Cap: 7 size>. Cap 
sizes. 6 to 7%; 
or Head mea ... • 

ures. ! 914 to 2394 
i l lc�.eQ. 

Any 'ize. 5d. or 
JO cents. 

2175 
La:1ies, Misses alld Cnp for Outdoor 
Children ( 'opyr't): Sports: 7 sIzes. 

Outing Cap, with 
WldeV,.or: 7 sizes. Cap .izes, 

6 to 7%; or Head 
mea�ures, IH� to �!1% hlches. 

Any bize, 5d. or 
10 cents. 

Pattern for a Cap 
for Outdoor Sports 
( Copyr't) :  6 sizes. 

Cap .i7.e., 614 to i�. 
Any size, ed. or 

10 ceuts. 

3637 

Pattern for a Com
modore Cap 

(COPYI 'I): 7 ,izes. 
Cap 8ize8, 6 to 7�. 

Any f':ize, Cd. or 
10 cents. 

r 
9284 

7 siz"". Hat sizes. Cap .iz"s, 6 to7l1?; 
6 to ;%: or Heart or Read measures, 

mea,ures, J914 J9).2 to 2394 Ladies' lSon or 
Garden IIat. 

Ladies' Snn·Bon- Ladies' Sun· Bon-

Ladic;' and 
Mi •• es' Bathing 

and Dusling 
Cap: 

to 2� mchee. incheFl.. net (Copyr·I) . net. One size: 2 t- izf's. 

... ..... Any size, Any size, 5d. or 5ct. or 1U cents. 10 cents. 
One sizp: Price, 

5d. or 10 cents. 
One sizf': Price, Price, 'id. "r 

7d. or 15 Cl'utS. 15 centB. 
Either s ize, 

M. or 10 cent .. 

4492 7052 2095 3282 
Misses' anel Girls' 

Run.-Bonnet: 
lfis..oes' and Girls' 

Sun·BonDet: 
" sizes. Ages. 6 t� 
15 yearB. t\ fly 8lze, 

'd. or 15 cents. 

Little Girls' Snn
BODD(-!t :  4 ob:e."'. Age" , I to 7 years. 

Little Gil ls' Sun
Bonnel : .-, sizes. 

Ages. 1 to 9 years. 

Little Girl.' Poke 
Sun·Hat: 4 'Izes. 
Age •• 1 to '7 yrs. 

Little Gir]s' Sun
Bonnet: 4 Eizes. 

Little Girls' Hat 
(Copyr'tl :  4 .izes. 
Ages. I to 7 yrB. 

LittJe Girls' Sun
Ilat (Copyr't): 

8 sl,,'s Ages, II 
to 16 yMI"il. A "y 
size, 7d. or 15 cts. 

Any size, Cd. Ot 10 cents. 

Ages, 2 to 8 year •. 8 siz£'EI. A�e"', 1 10 
5 years. Any t-lze, 

M. or 10 cents. 
Any size, 5d. or 10 cents. 

Any size. Sd. or 10 cents. 
Any sizp, 5<1. or 10 cents. 

Any size, 
5d. or 10 ce" LB. 

'7341 Little Girls' 
Sun-Bonnet: 137 1 

4846 7394: 
Little Girls' Bonnet 

(Copyr'c): 4 sizes. 
Al,{eH, I to 7 years. 

A ny �izt", 5<1. or 10 cents. 

Liltle Girls' Bonnet 5 size'. 
or HOOd tCopydgbt) : Ages. I to 9 

a .izes. Ages. 3 to years. 7 years. Any Size, Any size, 

Little Girls' Granny 
Bom:et (Copyr't): 

4 .lz"8. AgI's, 1 10 
7 y ... ars. Any Fize, M. or 10 cI·nl •. 

Little GirlB' Bonnet 
IC"l'yr·t) : 4 size •. 
Ages, � to 8 yeu". 

Any size, 
5d. or 10 cents. 

Child's Bonnet 
«("opyr'I): � oizes. 

Ages, !-2 to. 7 years. 
Any ",ze. 

5d. or 10 ceuis. 

Infants' Cap 
(Cop) r't). 
ODe bize : 

Price, M. or 
10 cents. 

Infants' Cap (t opyr't). 
One size: 

Price. M. or 
10 cents. M. or 10 cents. 5d. or 10 c�nts. 

3649 
7338 

Little Boys' Cap 
(Copyr't): 5 sizes. 
Ages. l1i to 4 year •. 

., 
719S 

Pattern for a Cap : Pattern for a Cap: 
7 Bizes. Cap .ize8, (A val.able lor Tam 
6 I 0 (j�; 01 Haud 0 ti hatlt� r 01' Sailor 
mrasures. JL7i to Styh ) :  7 sizes. 

• 
2439 

Liltle Boys' 
Turkish Uap: 

6 sizes. 
Age., 1 10 6 yr8. 

Any l"i7.p, 5d. 01" 10 cents. 

1I\r 
4393 

Pattern for a Cap : 
(Copyright) : 7 Eizes. 

Cap eizn8. 6 10 G94; 
or Head mea"ures, 

1914 to 21).2 
illch�. 

Any size, M. or 10 cenls. 
Any FlIZt\ 

,5d. or 10 cents. 

2t� Ihcbe�. Cuj.J 6ize�, b to 6?4 or 
AIIV size, Head meas., 1914 to 21% ins. 

5d. or 10 CCl1ts. Any Size, hd. or 10 ceutti. • .. Little Girl.' Bon
net (Copyr't): 4 

.izes. Age., J La 7 
year�. r\ lLy size. 

M. or 10 cenLs. 

Little Girls' 
Bol l net (Copy

rigbt): 4 size •• 
Ag�, 1 Io 7  

yeare. 
Any t-ize, 

5d. or 10 cents. 

RU PTURED 
Write for Literature and Questio n Sheet, A which, if correctly fi l led out, wi l l  
e nable m e  t o  send you a Truss, which �.V is special ly  adapted to fit and re
tain your Hernia WITH COM FORT . .... � 25 years' experience in designing 
and adj usting. I n�entor of 21" 0 �� Paten�s on T R � SS E S  for 
R u pture and Appl Iances for ��O� .. � the rel Ief ofCLUB FE El, �PIN A L  
CURVATURE and a l l  other gY D E FO R M ITI ES. The most 
Celebrated Surlreons use � LO them exclusively. Order through your 
physician, d ruggist, . o r  o<C; <lV d i rect from factory and fitting-rooms. 

CHAS. CLUTHE OPPO!�� �J�sCfN��u�I To ro nto. Can . 

6075 
6075 6046 

Cap wilh Hexagonal Crown Pattern for a Cap 
(Copyrigbt) : 7 .ize;. (COPF'L) :  7 sizes. 

Ca p ';zcs. 6 to 694; Cap .ize8, 6 to 1;94; 
or Head menSllrCB. or H�8d meuFures, 
1914 to 1:1l,f, inche.. 1914 to :11% illche •. 

AI'y size. 5d. or l O ct .. Any slze,5d. or l0.ctS. 

Octagonal  Hat: 7 
f'IZ'*!. Hat Sil:PB

t 6 to 7%; or Reaa 
mea�ur 'f':, i9Y.;i 1 0  
�:l:l4 inches. Any 
Bize. M. or 10 cts. 

Pattern for a Scotch 
Cap (Al.o Known as the 

Hi!?hland Bonnet) 
(Copy�ightl ; 7 sizps. 

Cap SIzes, 6 to 7%. 
Any size, M. or 10 cta. 



vi T H E D F L I N EATO R. --I 
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New Spri ng Wraps ! 
./ 

The Newest Styles and Latest Novelties i n  Capes and Jackets for Spri n g  
are ready-a stock complete and comprehensive, the response t o  every wish o f  season o r  taste. 
I f  you want styl ish elegance for very li ttle money you m ust come or send to us. We n ot 
only control the latest styles and get them as fast as in troduced, but · we sell more 
O vergarments than any house in Canada. Our imperial position as trade leaders is best 
illustrated by t hese values : 

No I54. Ladies' Capes made of black clay 
diagonal cloth, 29 inches long, double 
fronls, scalloped shoulder cape with ruch
ing of silk, silk gimp and point-de-chene 
lace trimming, $7. 50. 

No. 242. Ladies' Jacket, made of fawn 
and grey mixed tweeds, two buttons and 
larger rever, extra value, $5 00 

190, 192, 194, 196, 198, 200 Yonge St., 
10 and 12 Queen Street West, 
13, 15, 17 . .19, 21, 23, 25 James St., 
15, 17 and 19 Albert Street, 

All Under One Roof. 
BUYING OFFICES : 

7 Warwick Lane and Warwick S.quare, 
LONDON, Eng, 

Ladies' Capes, hanrlsomely trimmed with. 
applique of same cloth, colors black, fawn 
and tan. $7. 50 $8.50, $1 0. 00, $1 2.50, 
$1 3.50, $1 5.00. 

No. 207. Ladies' Jackets, made of fawn 
and grey tweed, small check, collar and 
lapels trimmed with applique of same 
cloth, $6.50. 

No. I07. Ladies' Capes, 28 inches long, 
made of black worsted, velvet collar, 
round or square shoulder cape, $5.50. 

No. 218. Ladies' Jaokets, made of fine 
Saxony ladies' cloth, colors f<�wn. brown, 
tan and blark. velvet collar, silk stit,·h
ing. $ 1 0 00 ; same style, serge silk 
lining, $1 3.50. 

T. EATON CO. 
LIMITED. 

190 YON GE ST, TO RONTO, O NT. 

-- "- .;;;;;... - -- - - - ----

I , 
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T H E  D EL I H EAT O R. vii ----------------------------------------------------
New Waists and Skirts. 

These waists and skirts are a l l  dressmaker made- ; the materials 

are first-class, and the work and fit are unexcelled. Each waist is  fitted 

with K lei nert's " Gem " dress sh ields. 

No. 4 7 .  Fancy stripe and 

figured silks, l igh t, med i um 
and d:trk shades . . . . . . . . .  $5. 00 

1'':'(1. 4:�. nnuble-warpen surah 

. " black, J JdVy and 

garnet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $6.0 0 

190 _1 92, 194 196, 198, 200 Yonge St., 

Separate Skirts will be in 

big demand this 

season. 

The new Godet Skirt ; made 

in covert coatings, ladies' 

cloths, se' ges and choice 

tweeds ;  l i ned throughout, 

and laced with velvet ; 

))Iuits stiffened w ith fibre 

chamois . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - .  $5.00 

Or, plait;; stiffened with 

genu ine hair cloth . . . . . •  - . $7. 00 

Sampl e s  of cloths used 

m skirts sent on 

a pplica tion. 

No. 49. Lyons silk, fancy 

stripes, in evening shades . .  $5. 00 

No. 52. Elegant satin stripe ; 

colors, black and white, 

black and heliotrope, black 

and sky, and black and rose. $5. 50 

10 and 12 Queen Street West. T EATO N CO 13, 15. 17_ 19. 21, 23, 2li James St., �� 
• • 15, 17 and 19 Albert Street. � 

All U uder One Roof. 
BUYIN"G OFFICES : LIMITED. 

7 Wa�'wick Lane and Warwick [quare, 
LlHuJOl'l, hug-. 1 90 YONGE ST, TORO NTO, ONT. 
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DON'T R EAD THIS �i��Sto ��� 
• . . . tlt or have others benetlt by it. 

It you are a sufferer from SCIATICA, 
LUMBAGO, OR ACUTE OR CHRONIC 
RHEUMATISM, or know of any crippled or 

hopelessly incurable case, aud would like to 
have a 

P E R FECT C U R E  . .  
established at a tritling cost, please write to 

W I LLI A M  DEAN, 
159 Dunn Avenue, TORONTO 

Enclosing stamp for reply. 

T H E  D EL I N £ATO R .  

)qqqqqqqqqqqqqqq#qqQQQQQQQQQQ#QQ( P ON this and the succeeding page is iIIus- \\ � trated an assortment of Patterns for � 
p LAD I ES' S K I RTS, _ � from which many will no doubt make � 
p selections. \\ p The Patterns can be had in the sizes � p mentioned, from Ourselves or from � � Agents for the sale of our Patterns. In � 
p orderIng, please specify the Numbers � p and sizes desired. � � THE BUTTERICK PUBLISHING CO. (Ltd.), � � 171 to 175, Regent St., London. W.; or 7 to 17 W. 1Sth St., N. Y. � 
ppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp� 

T,',dies' Skirt, with Five (loreo and Tbree GodetR, Particularly 
Desirab!e for S ilk_, Satins, Velvets and Otber 
Narrow-Widtb Materials lCopyrig,ht): 9 .ize •. 

�."aist mea8ure�, 20 to as incbr�. Any sIze, Is. 3d. or 30 eta. 

6994 
Ladies' bix-Gored Skirt. baving " Straigllt Back-Brcadth 

and Side-Gore. Straigbt at their Front Edges (Copyright) : 9 sizes. Waist measures, 20 to 36 inches. 
Any size, lB. or 25 cents. 

a: 
Our New Illustrated . 0( 

Catalogue of l·lanu., . 0 
Ros...", Bulbs. Vines, • I en ����!':�::rl�,F::!t:: . .. 
Grope 'Vines, Seedf' • •  I � 
etc" will be mailod . _ 

• free to all applicants. 9 0 
• ���a�f:nt ��t�l���� .  l-

I. published. Satisfaction guaranteed. · � • 20 Ro8e HoulJe8 ; 45 Greenhouse.; . ::! • 110 Acre. N.r.erle.. Address :I ; NANZ &: NEUNER.. Louisville, Ky, � II: 
®��� � 

I-

LADIES, SAVE MONEY ! 
BY TAKING OR SENDING YOUR FRATIJERS TO 

H ERnAN & co. , 126T��ntN��:W" 

Who curl Tips, plain. at 5c. each. 
u u " P.O.W. ·I 15c. per pair. 

" Long Feathers. plain, at lOCo eaca. 
If U II P. O,W., II 15c. each. 

'Who Dye Tips any 1 color and cllrl at lOco each. 
" " Lollg' Feathers any 1 color and curl, 20c. e:.\Ch. 

On P.O.W . .;urliug, same difference as above. 

:J 
III 

Ii.. 
< 
o 
en 
I
III 
� 
(5 
I-

Ladies' Skirt, with Thrt'e Godels at the J:la.ck 
ICopyrig'ht) : 10 sizes. 

Wai.t measures. 20 to 38 inches. 
Any size, ls. 3d or 30 cents. 

7398 7398 
Ladies' Five-Gored Ripple Sk irt, having the Back

Gores Arru'!J>ed in lcollr Godets ( C"PYflght): 
9 s.ized. waist measures, 20 to 36 inches. 

Any size, ls. �d or 80 O£DtS. 

B UTTERMILK TOILET SO A P .  

A Soap 
that is al l  
Soap is  

If you have ever 
used it, then you 
know what pure 
soap is, and what 
it nleans t o  b e  
sweet, clean and 
happy. 

Toilet 
Soap. 

r1. « o en 
I-00 oJ 
o I-

JETTINC-FLATS, 15e. each ; 250. for two ; $1.00 II! Buttermilk Toilet :It 
per doz. TIPS, lOC. each j 15c. for two ; 60c. per doz. .J ���I�r�� ��i��.lio��n� ���!!!!ll!!��1 .... 
ShadUlg in all styles and color combinations :Ii! By mall, 12 cenLs_ i 

at the Lowe,t Pr.ces. : Cosmo Buttermilk Soap Co.. : 
When sending money, add to the amount due for � � work, Ie per Qunee postage, for the return of Parcel, t- 181$-1.87 Wabash Ave., � "I>d 50 for registmLIOTI (not less than 100 total, as we = CHICAGO. :J 

cannot pack feathers as closely afler curling as before.) ... :-____ � ___ .... ______ � III 
DISCOUNT TO THE MILLINERY TRADE_ F. W. HUDSON & CO .. Agems, Torcnto, Can. 

-==-=---
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TH E D EL I N EATOR. 
----------------------------------------

7193 
Ladlc�' Tbree-Piece Skirt (To be Gathered or Dart

Fitted In Front and Gatherro or Plaited at the 
Back) (Copyright) : 9 8izes. 

Wai&t measur.s, .0 to :{6 ncbes. 
Any size, 1 •. �r 25 cents. 

Ladies' New Ben Skirt, with Five Godete at tbe Back 
(To be Gatherea or Dart-Fitted in i"ront) 

(Copyrigbt) : 9 sizes. Waiot measures, 20 to 36 inches. 
My size, Is. 3d. or 80 cents. 

Ladies· Five-Gored Skirt, with Back Forming Four 
Organ.Pipe Fold". that may be Arranged in 

GatheT' or Bournous Loops at the Top (Copy r',): 9 sizes. 
Wai,t meae., 20 to 36 ins. Auy size, Is. 3d. or 30 eta. 

F A I R  F A C E S 
Disfigured by Eruptions 

AVER'S 
B E  CURED BY 

SARSAPARILLA 
"Some years 0= 

ago, I was in fI 0= 
terrible condl- 0 
tlon with a llU- 0 
mor, or erup- g 
t i o n ,  w h i c h  0 
lJroke out aJl g 
over my f a c e  01 
and body. See- O. 

!1" i n g  t h e  test!- g; 
� . mony of others 0: {Ii as to the em- 0: 

I cacy of Ayer's gi 
Sarsaparilla In like cases, I concluded oj 
to give this medicine a trial, and the 0: 
result was a thorough cme, no sign of g� 
the complaint making its appearance 0: 
since. I have no hesitation in recom- 0: 
mending Ayer's Sarsaparilla for any g� 
kind of skin disease." - J. W. DEAN, O§ 
Moss Point, Miss. 0= 
Ayer's ��� Sarsaparil la il 
Admitted at the World's Fair g; 
000000000000000000000000; .. �"" ............... -.. -------"-

Ladies' Two-Piece Bell Skirt, having a Seam at 
the Center of the Front and Back 

(Copyright): 9 sizes. 
WaiEt mea.ure�, 20 to 36 inches. 

Any size, IS. 3d. or 30 cents. 

Ladies' Six· Gored Skirt, Arranged to Form Three Godels at the Back (Copyright) : 
10 dzes. W"ist measures, 20 to &l inches. 

Any size, 10. 1lii. or 30 cents. 

6i69 -
Ladies' Seveu·Gored Skirt 

(Copyright): 9 8izes. 
Waist measul'e8, 20 to 36 inches. 

Any size, Is. l'r 25 cents. 

ix 

Do you Crochet ? 
IF SO, TRY OUR WOOLS. 

Bought from the manufacturers and sold retail 
at wholesale priees. 

Berlin Wools, single and double, only 6e. per oz. 
Shetland and Andalusian 'Vools, all colors, 70 .• 80. per 02;. 
Saxony 'Vool, extra quality, Sc. per skein, :jil.25 per lb. 
Baldwin's Beehive Fingering, 9c. per skein, $1.35 per lb. 
Scotch Fingering Wool, imported, 50. perskeiu. 7Oc.per lb. 

We keep all makes of Wool in stock. 
Crochet Silk. all co101'8, 2Oe. and 300. 0. large spool. 
Filo }'loss, Roman, Rope, Twist and Outline 8ilkB, a.ll 

colors, 35c., 4Oc. 450. per doz. 
Gentlemen's Fine Silk S�amped Bra.ces, ROc., 81.00, $1.25 

ller pair. 
Gelltlemen's Worked Canvas Slippers, 500. to $3.00 pair. 
Stamped J�inen Maps, 50., 8e., luc., 12�c. each. 
Stamped Linen Centre Pieces, lOc., 1210., 200., 250. ea.ch. 
Stamped, Hemstitched and Drawn Work 'l'ra.YB, 300., 

4Oc. each. 
Stamped, Hemstitched and Drawn Work Table Covers. 

45c. to $1.25 each. 
Writejor Pries List. 

LET'l'Ell OllDEll3 recaive prompt and careful �tteDtlon. 
ttEKRY DAVIS " CO" Di rect I m porters, 

The Oldest HouBe in the T·rade, 
234 Yonge Street, Toronto 1M Dr. Wood's 

, Norway Pine 
. - '" , Syrup 

A Perfect Cure for 
COUGHS AND COLDS 
Hoarseness, Asthma, Bronchitis, Sore Throat, 

Croup and all THROAT, BRONCHIAL and 

LUNG DISEASES. Obstinate coughs which 

resist other remedies yield promptly to this 

pleasant piny syrup. Beware of Substitutes. 
Sold by all Druggists. Price 26 " 60c. 

I F  AFFLICTED WITH CANCER OR TUMORS, WRITE FOR 
BOOK AND MODE OF TREATMENT TO DR. 
McM ICHAEL, 76 W. TUPPER ST., BU FFALO, N .  Y 
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x T H E D EL I N EATOR. 

New Dress Goods. 

There I S  probably only one 

ress Goods stock, and that is the 

m ind that fully cOITIprehends our 

man whose industry, skill and 

taste have collected it .  M ore to see than ever before-more worth 

seeIng. Our wish is  that al l  may 'know by experience and exan1 ln 

ation .  F or that reason we cheerfully send samples to any address. 

Personal knowledge of these values is  the best testi mony in their favor. 

42-inch Fancy Mixtures, French weave, Spring shades. 

42-inch French Checks, light and dark grounds, with 
white thread forming check . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

42-inch French Fancies, tweed effects, new designs, 
Spring shades . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

42-inch Beige Covert Cloth, smooth face, Spring shades 

42-inch French Checks, brown and white, blue all�l 
white, black and white, also fancy colors . . . . . . .  . 

44-inch French Broelle, small designs, light shades . . . 

4li-inch Amazon Cloth, satin hce. new Spring shades . 

44-inch French Broken Checks, fine finish, Spring 
shades . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

44-inch Star Suiting, new dcsigns, Spring shades . . . . 

44-inch Covert Cloth, plain smooth fi n ish, new shades. 

44-inch FrtJnch Satin Cloth, fancy patterns, smooth 
finish . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

50-inch French Satin Cloth, plain smooth finish , 
Priestley's, special . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

54-inch EIlI press Twill 1?uiting, fille finish, navy and 
bl"ck . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

60-inch Cravenette, fine tw ill, perfectly w11terproof, 
PrIestley's . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

54-inch Cnlulll bia Suiting, mottles, and small fancy 

checks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

55-inch Covert Cloth, fine finish, extra quality . . . . .  . 

52-inch Se, lan Cloth, fine satin face, llew Spring shades. 

n.J.-inch Covert Cloth, smooth finish, dark ,hades . . . .  . 

54-i n�h Box Cloth, smooth fini�h, Spring shadtJs . . . . .  .. 

52-inch Covert Cloth, smooth finish, dark shades . . .  . 

$0.35 

. 35 

. 50 

. 50 

. 50 

. 60 

. 65 

. 75 

. 75 

. 75 

. 85 

.85 

. 83' 

1 . 00 

1 .00 

1 .0) 

1 .00 

1 . 25 

1 . 25 

1 . 50 

42-inch Black Fancies, small designs, smooth finish . . 

42-inch Black Fancies, small pattems, satin finish . . . 

42-inch Black Bruche, neat designs, satin finish . . . .  . 

42-illch Black French Crepon, new weave, all-wool . . 

42-inch Black Broche, satin finish, new designs . . . . .  . 

42-inch Black French Crepon, all-wool, new designs . . 

44-inch French Broche, smooth satin finish, black . . . . 

44-inch Black Broche, So' iel fin ish, small designs . . . . 

44-inch Black Crepons, silk and wool ,  crinkle stripe . .  

44-inch Black Crepon, silk and wool, crinkle stripes . .  

SI LKS . 
21-inch H�ng Shai Silk, fancy stripes, waRhable . .  , . , . 

22-inch New Eastern Silk, four-line stripe, special for 
blouses . . . . . . . . . . . , . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . , . , . . . 

Silk Cl'epons, new designs, even ing shrtdes . , . .  , . . . . .  

22-illch Black and White S , lk S tripes and Check s, all 

silk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . , . . . . " . . . 

22-inch Black Bengaline Silk, heavy cord, bright 

finish . . . . . . . . . . .  , . , . . . . . . . .  , . .  , . . , , , . , . . . . .  , 

22-inch Black D uchess Broche, new designs, all silk . . 

22-inch Black Bengaline Silk, bright finish . . . .  , . . .  , 

22-inch B ' ack Gros Grain, all silk. fine glossy finish . . 

22-inch Black Luxor Silk, bright finish . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

22-inch Black Broche, all silk, new patterns . . . .  , . . .  . 

22-inch BIHck Satin D udles<, bright finish . . . . . . . . . . 

23-inch Black Duchess Broche, all si lk, new de, i n • •  

M A I L O R DERS FI LL E D  PROM PTLY. 
190 1 92, 194. 196. 198, 200 Yonge St., 
Iv aJ.d 12 Queen Street West. 
1�, 1p, 17. 19, 21. 23, 25 Jame3 St., 
.5, 17 and 19 Albert Street, 

All U uder One Roof. 
" UYING 6FFICES : 

T. EATON CO. 
LI M I TED. 

$0.35 

.40 

.50 

. 60 

. 65 

. 75 

. 75 

. 85 
1 .00 

1 .25 

, 35 

.50 

.60 

. 75 

.83 
1 . 0:) 

1 . 00 

1 . 00 

1 . 25 

1 . 25 

1 . 35 

1 . 50 

" Warwick Lane and Warwick Square. 
L01\UOJS, hug. 1 90 VON G E  ST, TORO NTO, ONT. 



Pears' Soa 

No other soap 
in the world is 
used as much ; 
or so little of it 
goes so far. 

• 



C O L.O N I A L  H O U S E  
PHILLI PS' SQUARE, MONTREAL. 

- \ 

Sta.p!e and Fancy Goods. Ladies' and Children's Boots, Shoes and Slipper& 

Oarpets, Curtains and Upholstery Goods. St&,tionery, Bric-a-Brac, Silverware. 

Furniture, China, Glassware and Kitchen Utensils. Toys, Etc. , Etc. 

Experienoed Dressmakers and Gutters for Ladies ' and Gentlemen 's Garments 
PA R I S  - HATS , 

AND BONNETS 
Boys' and Youths' 

READY=MADE 

CLOTH ING 

We have every facility for doing a large Letter Order Business, and will be pleased to 
send Samples to any address on application. Customers need not have any hesitatjon in asking l 

us tp send Samples any number of times u�ti
'
l suited, as we will use every effort to give them Y 

I 

as tporough satisfaction as if they were buying at the counter. 5 %  discount for cash. 
I 

H'ENRY M.ORGAN & CO. = llontreal, P.Q. 
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